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The upper  figure in the previous page shows a section of vacuum vorticity surfaces 
in a Kerr gravi tat ional  field; the surfaces of constant twist potential  are orthogonal to 
them. The figure also includes some other physically relevant surfaces: A magnification 
of the  central region is shown below; proceeding inwards, we find the innermost of the 
outer vort ici ty surfaces (which coincides with the s tat ionary limit surface), the horizon 
(r  ~-- r+ ) ,  the surface r ---- r _ ,  and the inner (spindle shaped) vorticity surfaces. In 
order to enhance some of the features, the value 0~99 has been used for the square of the 
spin-to-mass ratio. 
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Preface  

This volume contains invited lectures and contributed talks presented at the 
Summer School on Gravitation and General Relativity held in E1 Escorial, Spain, 
in August 1992. Traditionally, scientists working on general relativity in Spain 
meet on a yearly basis (Encuenlros Relativistas Espa~oles), hosted by the dif- 
ferent active groups in succession. When our turn came, we decided to use the 
permanent facilities owned by Universidad Complutense de Madrid in E1 Esco- 
rial for the purpose of holding Summer Courses in different fields, thus merging 
the Summer School with the relativists' meeting. 

The School centered on the study of the gravitational fields corresponding 
to rotating objects of astrophysical interest, from the various viewpoints: The- 
oretical, numerical and observational. Special emphasis was put on the analysis 
of interior and exterior fields of stationary axisymmetric systems. Lectures and 
contributions ranged from basic surveys, useful for the younger participant, to 
technical points pertaining to current research in this area; they are collected in 
Part I of this volume. 

Part II contains lectures and contributions on other topics of gravitation 
theory. Some of the talks are summarized in the form of abstracts. 

Madrid 
July 1993 

F.J. Chinea 
L.M. Gonz~lez-Romero 
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Equilibrium Configurations of General 
Relativistic Rotating Stars 

Y. Eriguchi 

Department of Ear th  Science and Astronomy, College of Arts and 
Sciences, University of Tokyo, Komaba, Meguro, Tokyo 153, Japan 

Abs t rac t :  The present status of studies of equilibrium structures of rotating stars is 
reviewed. First we briefly summarize the results of equilibrium states of rotating stars 
in Newtonian gravity. Second the problem of equilibrium of rotating stars in general 
relativity is formulated. After we explain several approximate methods such as the 
post-Newtonian scheme and the slow rotation approximation, we discuss two powerful 
schemes to solve rapidly rotating general relativistic stars. These schemes have been 
applied to construct rapidly rotating neutron stars. However there seems a discrepancy 
between results obtained by these two different schemes. As another application of 
the powerful numerical scheme, we discuss the structures of toroids around compact 
objects such as black holes and the relation to the axisymmetric instability of mass 
overflow from the Roche lobe of the toroids. 

1 In troduc t ion  

Equilibrium configurations of self-gravitating rotating bodies have been investi- 
gated since Newton discovered the theory of gravity and applied it to the shape 
of the earth. Shapes of rotating fluids were mainly studied because configurations 
with a constant density could be easily handled. 

In 1742 Maclaurin discovered that  spheroidal axisymmetric configurations 
can be in equilibrium when they rotate uniformly (Maclanrin spheroids). Equi- 
librium models of this Maclaurin sequence can be characterized by one parameter  
such as the ellipticity of the meridional cross section or the angular momentum. 
It should be noted that  the angular velocity is not a good parameter to specify 
the Maclaurin spheroid because there are two different equilibrium states for 
one value of the angular velocity. About 100 years later (1834) Jacobi discovered 
that  non-axisyrnmetric ellipsoids can be equilibrium states of uniformly rotat- 
ing fluids (Jacobi ellipsoids). This Jacobi sequence exists only when the angular 
momentum of the fluid exceeds a certain critical value. It implies that  uniformly 
and slowly rotating fluids must be axisymmetric but that  rapidly rotating fluids 
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can become non-axisymmetric as well as axisymmetric. Furthermore since the 
Jacobi sequence bifurcates from the Maclaurin sequence, this change can occur 
continuously by increasing the amount of the angular momentum if the mass 
and the density of the fluid are kept fixed. 

In 1860 Riemann introduced uniform vorticity as well as uniform rotation and 
found that, as far as the velocity field is expressed by a linear combination of the 
Cartesian coordinates, ellipsoidal configurations are allowed to be in equilibrium 
states (Riemann ellipsoids). In other words fluids with a constant density can 
be in equilibrium when there is a special kind of internal motion together with 
uniform rotation. As a special family of Riemann ellipsoids there are ellipsoidal 
configurations whose non-axisymmetric shapes are maintained by the internal 
motion alone. These configurations are called Dedekind ellipsoids. 

As far as rotating configurations with spheroidal or ellipsoidal shapes are 
concerned, many important effects of rotation on equilibrium configurations have 
been understood. However configurations with a constant density seem to be far 
from realistic configurations of compressible gases, i.e., real stars. 

Therefore many efforts have been devoted to the study of the effect of rotation 
on compressible stars. It has been so difficult to solve the governing equations 
analytically that various approximate schemes have been developed. When ro- 
tation is considered to be slow, the problem can be treated perturbationally 
with respect to a small parameter which characterizes the slow rotation. Since 
the perturbational treatments are not powerful enough to clarify the nature of 
rotating gases, one needs other methods to get a full understanding of rapidly 
rotating stars. 

The advent of high speed computers seemed to give us useful tools to obtain 
equilibrium models for rapidly rotating stars. However computers with moder- 
ate computational power could not solve equilibrium structures of compressible 
gaseous stars. Mathematically speaking we have to solve boundary value prob- 
lems for elliptical partial differential equations with free boundary. In an ordinary 
situation elliptical type equations are approximately handled by solving a set of 
linear equations, i.e., by inverting a matrix. Even for axisymmetric configurations 
the size of the matrix becomes so large that a huge amount of computational 
time is required to solve it. Moreover since the surface of the star is unknown, 
it is difficult to apply boundary conditions at the surface. 

Under such a situation, equilibrium configurations of rapidly rotating com- 
pressible Newtonian stars were first solved by James [1] in 1964. However his 
scheme was too complicated to be applied to general problems. Moreover his 
formulation did not work for models with high compressibility. Around 1970 
Ostriker and his colleagues [2]-[9] developed the Self-Consistent-Field (SCF) 
method and applied it to rotating Newtonian barotropes. However, their SCF 
method could not be applied to highly deformed and/or very rapidly rotating 
configurations. About 10 years later Eriguchi and Hachisu [10]-[28] succeeded 
in developing simple, and powerful numerical schemes for obtaining equilib- 
rium structures of rotating stars. Among several approaches developed by them 
two different schemes are powerful and practical. One is the Hachisu's Self- 
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Consistent-Field (HSCF) scheme developed by Hachisu [26,28] and the other is 
the StraightForward-Newton-Raphson (SFNR) scheme developed by Eriguchi 
and Miiller [22]. They computed many kinds of configurations and found many 
new equilibrium sequences. Thus as far as the Newtonian gravity is concerned, 
we are in a state where structures of rotating stars can be easily obtained nu- 
merically by using the HSCF scheme or the SFNR scheme. 

Concerning the strong gravity, since no exact solutions have been found, the 
effect of rotation has been estimated by extrapolating the results of Newtonian 
configurations. It was in 1967 that the problem for slowly rotating general rela- 
tivistic configurations was formulated perturbationally by Hartle [29]. Using this 
formulation many authors have computed slowly rotating general relativistic 
configurations. 

As for rapidly rotating configurations a thin disk was solved by Bardeen and 
Wagoner [30]. The thin disk can, however, be treated as a boundary condition 
to the Einstein equations. Therefore it would be precise to say that they solved 
vacuum solutions with special boundary conditions on the equator. 

The internal structure of general relativistic rotating stars was, therefore, 
first solved by Wilson [31,32]. He found that an ergo-region appeared inside the 
matter of rapidly rotating models. However, one of his boundary conditions 
was Newtonian-like so that his solutions could not be accepted as accurate for 
highly relativistic cases. Almost at the same time Bonazzola and Schneider [33] 
used integral representations of the Einstein equations and computed relativis- 
tic incompressible fluids and compressible models of ideal Fermi gases. In their 
treatment, however, there was a very severe restriction that the metric compo- 
nent gtt could never become positive (in this paper the sign convention is taken 
as ( - ,  +, +, +) ). Thus they could not solve models with very strong gravity. 

Butterworth and Ipser [34,35] succeeded in computing equilibrium structures 
of incompressible fluids even for very strong gravity. Their numerical scheme was 
an extension of the Newtonian scheme developed by Stoeckly [36]. The non-linear 
differential equations, i.e., the Einstein equations, were solved by a Newton- 
Raphson-like iteration scheme. In particular they treated the boundary condi- 
tions very carefully because in numerical computations only a finite region could 
be handled. However its scheme did not work for the compressible gas [37]. 

Although the reason of the failure of the application of their scheme to com- 
pressible gases was not clearly explained, it may be that their scheme could not 
be applied to significantly deformed configurations. It may sound strange that 
their scheme can give solutions for fluids with very rapid rotation and very strong 
gravity but not for gases with rapid rotation and strong gravity. This situation 
can be understood as follows. For incompressible fluids, the mass in the outer 
region is large enough to weaken the effect of rotation which is apt to deform 
the configuration. Therefore deformation of incompressible fluids cannot become 
so large. On the other hand for compressible gases the density of the outer re- 
gion is so low that the rotational effect becomes significant in the surface region 
of the stars. Compared with models in Newtonian gravity, general relativistic 
configurations are much more centrally condensed. In other words the effect 
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of general relativity can be considered to make the matter more compressible, 
which implies that rotation can deform shapes of general relativistic compress- 
ible stars considerably. Therefore only numerical schemes which will succeed in 
handling significantly deformed configurations can solve rapidly rotating general 
relativistic compressible gases. 

Komatsu, Eriguchi and ttachisu [38,39] have succeeded in developing a com- 
putational scheme which satisfied the requirements mentioned above. They ex- 
tended the Newtonian scheme developed by Hachisu [26,28] to general relativistic 
configurations. They can compute many kinds of configurations even for very soft 
equation of states. Thus in general relativistic regime, too, we have reached a 
stage where we can solve structures of rapidly rotating bodies in a practically 
short time as far as mechanical equilibrium is concerned. 

2 A x i s y m m e t r i c  E q u i l i b r i u m  S t a t e s  o f  R o t a t i n g  S t a r s  

2.1 A s s u m p t i o n s  

Equilibrium configurations of rotating stars are considered on the following as- 
sumptions. 

In Newtonian gravity there can be rotating non-axisymmetric equilibrium 
states, while in the framework of general relativity rotating non-axisymmetric 
spacetime and configurations will not be in equilibrium states unless shapes of 
configurations are standing still in the inertial frame. Thus we assume that the 
spacetime and the matter are axisymmetric and stationary. It implies that there 
are two Killing vectors. The matter is assumed to be perfect fluid and be confined 
in a compact region in the space so that the spacetime is asymptotically flat. The 
energy momentum tensor can be expressed as 

T ij : (c + p)uiu j T pgij (1) 

where T ij , ~, p, u i, and gij are the energy momentum tensor, the energy density, 
the pressure, the four velocity and the metric, respectively. The equation of state 
is assumed barotropic: 

p = (2)  

2.2 Metric 

The stationary and axisymmetric spacetime can be expressed by the following 
metric [40,41]: 

ds 2 = goodt 2 + 2go3dtd~a + g33d~ 2 + gll(dzl) 2 + g22( dz2) 2, (3) 

where t and ~ are the time and the azimuthal coordinates corresponding to two 
Killing vectors, respectively. When we use the spherical coordinates (r, 8, ~a), this 
metric can be written as: 

ds ~ = -e2Vdt 2 + e2~(dr 2 + r2dO 2) + r ~ sin 20e2~(d~a - wdt) 2, (4) 
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where v, ~, fl and w are four gravitational potentials. In particular w is the frame 
dragging potential  [40,41]. 

When we are interested only in the vacuum region, the potential fl + v can 
be set to vanish and the metric can be reduced to the following form [42]: 

ds 2 : f-l[e2:y (dR  2 4- d 2 )  4- R2 d!a 2] - f ( d t  - (vd~) 2, (5) 

in the cylindrical coordinates. However we will not refer to this form of the metric 
in this review any more. 

2.3 B o u n d a r y  C o n d i t i o n s  

Since the matter  is confined in a compact region, there is a surface which divides 
the mat ter  region and the vacuum region. On that  surface the pressure vanishes. 
When a rotating star or a black hole is surrounded by axisymmetric configura- 
tion(s) such as toroid(s), we need to consider two or more surfaces corresponding 
to mat ter  configurations, e.g., the surface of the central star and the surface of 
the toroid and so on. 

The asymptotically fiat conditions for the metric (4) are expressed as: 

i (r~_) v --+ - - - -  4- O , (6a) 
r 

i /30 1 
- -  + + (6b) 
r 

2J 6 M J  _~ 
-" r3 7 -  + ° ( ) ,  (6c) 

a ~ / 3  -4- O(~4), (6d) 

where M, J and/~0 are the gravitational mass, the total angular momentum and 
a certain constant, respectively. 

When we consider a rotating star, the gravitational potential must be regular 
at its center. However the situation is different for a system consisting of a black 
hole and a surrounding axisymmetric matter.  If we choose coordinates in which 
the horizon is located on the surface of r = constant [40], the values of the metric 
on the horizon of the black hole should be: 

and 

e/ /  ---- 0 ,  

w = Wh(= constant), 

(7a) 

(7b) 

---- finite, (7c) 

where wh is the angular velocity of the horizon. 
One more boundary condition is derived from the local flatness of the space- 

time on the rotation hods, which reads 

=/~, on the z-axis (8) 
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The problem is, therefore, to solve the Einstein equations derived from the 
metric (4) with boundary conditions mentioned above. However it is not easy 
to solve them directly. Historically speaking, as discussed in the introduction, 
models with weak gravity and/or for slow rotation have been investigated in the 
first stage. 

3 P o s t - N e w t o n i a n  R o t a t i n g  S t a r s  

Equilibrium configurations of Newtonian stars are not discussed in this paper 
but various schemes and results are found in references [1]-[28,36]. 

When the gravity becomes a little stronger, the problem can be handled in 
the post-Newtonian frame. Chandrasekhar [43] formulated the problem to the 
order of 1/c 2 and Chandrasekhar and Nutku [44] extended it to the order of 
1/c 4. In this section the light velocity is explicitly written. 

In the post-Newtonian treatment of uniformly rotating stars the metric can 
be expressed by using three potentials, U, • and D as follows: 

( U 2U ~ +44~) (9a) 
g 0 0 = - c  2 1 + 2 c ~ +  c4 , 

2U 
g l l  = g 2 2  = g 3 3  = 1 c~ , (9b) 

412x2D 
g01-  c3 , (9c) 

and 
412zzD 

g 0 2  - -  - -  e3  , (9d) 

where 12 and (xl, z2, x3) are the angular velocity and the Cartesian coordinates, 
respectively. These potentials must satisfy the following differential equations: 

V2U = 4~rGjS, (10a) 

V2 D + 10D g 019 _ 4~rG~, (10b) 
r 0r  r 2 0# 

and 
[ 1 3p] (10c) ~2~ = 4~rG~ 122r2(1 -/~2) _ U + ~H + ~ , 

where # = cos 0, ~ and ~ / / a r e  the mass density and the internal energy density 
which is defined by 

=/~(c 2 + H). (11) 

The hydrostatic equilibrium equation can be written as 

1 1I+p/~] V p = ~ V  - U + ~ z  r sin 20 
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l ( l  ((2rsinO)4 - 2U(~rsinO)2 - 2q~ + 4 (~rs inO)2D)]  (12) +~ 
These equations were solved for slowly rotating polytropes by Fahlman and 

Anand [45] when 1.5 _< N _< 3 where N is the polytropic index. For rapidly 
rotating cases Miketinac and Barton [46] applied the Stoeckly's scheme [36] and 
obtained equilibrium sequences for N - 1.5 and N = 3. 

4 Slow Rotat ion Approximation 

The rotation can be characterized by the following quantity: 

~,'~2 
w2 _ 47rG¢~' (13) 

where ¢c is the maximum energy density. This parameter is roughly equal to 
the ratio of the centrifugal force to the gravitational force or the ratio of the 
rotational energy to the gravitational energy. Thus when stars rotate slowly, 
this parameter is so small that  we can expand physical quantities in terms of 
this parameter. 

The convenient formulation to treat slowly rotating stars was first derived 
by Hartle [29]. The metric for slowly rotating stars can be expressed as: 

where 

ds 2 = -e2~dt 2 + e2adr 2 + r2F2[dO 2 + sin 20(d~o - wdt)2], (14) 

e 2v -- e2~°[1 + 2h0(r) + 2h2(r)P2(cosO)], (15a) 

e 2~ = e 2~° 1 + [2m0(r) + 2m2(r)P2(cos0)] , (15b) 
r 

F 2 = 1 + 2k2(r)P2(cos 0), (15c) 

and u0 and A0 are those for spherical models. From the t - ~ component of 
the Einstein equations we can derive the following equation for the dragging 
potential w: 

1 d r4 j + 4 d j  
r 4 dr r~rr & = 0, (16) 

where 

and 

- - / 2  - w, (17) 

j = e -(~°+a°). (18) 

The boundary condition for ~ at the infinity is 

2J  
o0 -~ /2  - ,--~-. (19) 
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It is important to note that we can solve (16) for the dragging potential without 
knowing other perturbed quantities. Other perturbed quantities are obtained 
after the dragging potential is solved. 

These equations are numerically computed by Hartle and Thorne [47] for 
models with the Harrison-Wheeler equation of state, with the V~ equation of 
state and for massive stars with N = 3 polytrope. They applied their results 
to estimate the increase of the gravitational mass due to rotation and found 
that rotation could increase the gravitational mass about 20% as far as uniform 
rotation is concerned. This formulation has been used by many authors for slowly 
rotating polytropic models [48,49] and for slowly rotating neutron stars [50,51]. 

5 Rapidly Rotating Relativistic Disks 

Thin disks are not always interesting objects from the standpoint of the inter- 
nal structure. Nonetheless the behavior of the spacetime deserves investigation 
because the rotational effect of the matter in a highly relativistic regime can be 
revealed. Bardeen and Wagoner [30] treated uniformly rotating infinitesimally 
thin disks. They used almost the same metric as (4) in the cylindrical coordi- 
nates (R, z, ~). Since the space is vacuum except on a part of the equatorial plane 
(R < a, where a is the coordinate radius of the disk), the metric component/~+v 
can be set to vanish, i.e. 

+ ~ = o. (20) 

Moreover the infinitesimally thin disk approximation results in p = 0 within the 
disk. 

Two components of the Einstein equations for the vacuum become as follows: 

= 1R2e-4r'VwVw, (21a) V2~ 
Z 

and 
R-~V(R2W) = 4 W W .  (21b) 

Here it should be noted that in these equations the metric a does not appear. 
Thus we can obtain two metric components v and w first and then the metric 
is obtained from a first order differential equation which we will not write here. 

The boundary conditions can be obtained by integrating the Einstein equa- 
tions with matter terms through the disk, which read: 

Ov 21ral~Iia ~ + v 2 0-~ = _ - v ~ '  ( 2 2 a )  

0,o -8~a l? l , ,  # - ' °  (22b) 
0 ~  = i - -v -~ '  

where ~ and 7/are the oblate spheroidal coordinates defined by 

R = a(1 + ~)1/2(1 - ~/2)1/2, z = a~T/, (23) 
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and a is the surface density / ,  

cr - / ~e2adz, (24) 
, 2  

and 
, - ( a  - ~ ) a e  -2~. (25) 

Furthermore the matter  in the disk is in an equilibrium state so that  the equation 
of hydrostatic equilibrium can be integrated to give: 

e~(1 - v2) a/2 = constant, (26) 

inside the matter  on the equator. 
Structures of the disk and the spacetime can be obtained by solving (21a) 

and (21b) for u, w and ~ with conditions (6a) and (6c) at infinity and conditions 
(22a), (22b) and (26) on the equator. 

Bardeen and Wagoner [30] made use of the expansion of physical quantities 
in terms of the quantity 6 which is defined by 

6 _-- 1 - e 2v¢, _(27) 

where u¢ is the value of the metric at the center of the disk. This quantity 
measures the strength of gravity or is related to the red shift factor at the center 
zc as follows: 

z¢ (2s) 
6 -  l + z ¢ "  

For example the metric u is expanded as 

= ~ ~.(~, ~)6 n (29) 
r~----1 

In this way Bardeen and Wagoner [30] obtained the binding energy (Eb), the 
gravitational mass (M) and so on of the thin disks. They can be written as: 

ED 6 
[1 + 26 + 0.187962 + 0.100263 + . . . ] ,  (30) 

M0 5 
M 2 

31-~061/2[1 + 0.056 - 0.0236262 0.0239963 ..], (31) 
J 

where M0 and J are the rest mass and the total angular momentum, respectively. 
The limiting values of these quantities for 6 ~ 1 are 

Eb 
~00 -~ 0.373, (32) 

M 2 
- 7 -  - ,  1.00014. (33) 

These values are those of the extreme Kerr metric so that  in this limit the 
spacetime will become the extreme Kerr spacetime. One special feature of the 
spacetime around the thin disk is the appearance of the ergo-region. In particular 
the topology of the ergo-region is not spheroidal but toroidal, i.e., no part of the 
rotation axis is included inside the ergo-region. 

Salpeter and Wagoner [52] treated the effect of the pressure of the disks. 
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6 Rapidly Rotat ing Relativistic Stars 
6.1 Various Attempts 

Wilson [31] computed structures of massive stars with the polytropic index N - 
3 and the spacetime around it in the framework of general relativity. He wrote 
down the Einstein equations and solved the differential equations iteratively and 
obtained solutions. 

However his treatment had two shortcomings. First he fixed the matter dis- 
tribution. Thus he obtained the gravitational field and the rotation law which are 
consistent with the prescribed matter distribution. By this kind of approach, un- 
less we know the matter distribution rather precisely, we cannot obtain realistic 
models. 

Second point is related to the boundary condition of the metric. Since in 
the numerical computation we can only handle a finite region, we need to be 
very careful about the asymptotically fiat condition. Wilson applied Newtonian- 
like boundary condition to the metric v. Therefore his computation would give 
results different from the real solutions especially when very strong gravity is 
treated. 

Although his scheme had limitations as mentioned above, he found the ergo- 
toroidal region for the first time when the matter was taken into account. 

After that Wilson [32] obtained models of rapidly rotating neutron stars by 
revising his code whose details, however, were not clearly described. He computed 
differentially rotating models and applied the stability criterion of the Newtonian 
analysis that rotating configurations may become unstable against the mode with 
m -- 2 deformation when the ratio of the rotational energy to the gravitational 
energy exceeds 0.14. By using this criterion he concluded that the rotation could 
increase the gravitational mass of the neutron star by 50 - 70% compared with 
that of spherical stars. 

Almost at the same time Bonazzola and Schneider [33] developed a com- 
pletely different numerical scheme to handle general relativistic rotating stars. 
Their idea was to use the integral representation of the potentials. If the non- 
linear terms with respect to the potentials are treated as source terms, the re- 
maining linear differential operators can be transformed to integral forms by 
using appropriate Green functions corresponding to the operators. The most 
important point in this kind of ideas is that we can easily include the boundary 
conditions at infinity. Furthermore we need not fit or match the interior solutions 
to the outer solutions at the surface of the rotating stars. 

Although their basic ideas were fine, their code was not appropriate. They 
used ln(-gtt)  as one of the variables. It implies that they could not treat the 
spacetime in which a region with gtt > 0 appeared, i.e., very strong gravity case. 
(In their paper [33] the sign convention is taken as (÷, , , - )  but in this paper 
the sign convention is taken as ( - , ÷ ,  +, ÷) as mentioned before.) 

They computed incompressible fluids and completely degenerate Fermi gas 
models. For incompressible fluids their results were compared with results of 
Newtonian (Maclaurin sequence) and post-Newtonian treatments. The agree- 
ment was good as far as the strength of gravity was not so large. However in 
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their results iso-density contours in the central region of the degenerate gases 
became prolate. It is very hard to deform the central region to prolate shape by 
rotation, while they interpreted that the effect of the dragging could make the 
shape prolate. The dragging potential can never exceed the value of the angular 
velocity at the same position so that it cannot act as "anti-centrifugal" force 
which might result in prolate shape. 

6.2 B u t t e r w o r t h  and Ipser  Scheme 

First satisfactory configurations for rapidly rotating and highly general rela- 
tivistic stars were obtained by Butterworth and Ipser [34,35]. They solved the 
differential equations by applying a Newton-Raphson-like iteration scheme. The 
boundary conditions were carefully analyzed because only a finite region could 
be handled in numerical computations as mentioned before. In practice multi- 
pole expansions for the metric were done to the orders of 1/r 5, 1/r 7 and 1/r 6 
for v, w and/3, respectively. 

If a set of non-linear equations, i.e., the Einstein equations, were solved by a 
Newton-Raphson scheme, a matrix of a very large size would be inverted, which 
would be very time consuming and thus far from practical. Therefore they han- 
dled the problem as follows. When the second order derivative of a certain metric 
with respect to coordinates appears in a certain equation, its equation is treated 
as the equation for its metric by assuming that other components of the metric 
which are necessarily included in the equation are treated as given quantities. 
Then the equation is linearized with respect to the metric concerned and the 
"Newton-l~aphson" iteration scheme is applied. After the iteration converges, 
the second metric and the second equation are chosen and the same procedure is 
followed. While the second metric is being solved, the newly converged values for 
the first metric is used in the equations for the second metric. The convergence of 
this scheme is not assured but as the uniformly rotating incompressible fluids are 
concerned, they have succeeded in computing many equilibrium configurations. 

Their models for the incompressible fluids cover very wide range of param- 
eters in both rotation and gravity. For equilibrium sequences with very strong 
gravity they found that an ergo-toroidal region appears when rotation becomes 
fast. Therefore their scheme can be said very satisfactory for investigation of 
general relativistic rotating stars. 

However their scheme did not give solutions for Newtonian or pos~-Newtonian 
configurations if the rotation is very rapid or if deformation becomes significant. 
They did not obtain equilibrium configurations with the axis ratio less than 0.4, 
i.e., rp/re < 0.4, where rp and re are the polar radius and the equatorial radius 
of the star, respectively. As the strength of gravity decreases, the role of gravity 
becomes weak compared with that of rotation. Configurations with relatively 
weak gravity are apt to deform much more easily due to rotation. Therefore 
highly deformed configurations might not be solved by their code. 

Butterworth [37] applied this scheme to the compressible stars. However his 
code could not give equilibrium solutions for rapidly rotating and highly rela- 
tivistic models. He computed polytropic configurations with 0.5 _< N _< 3.0. The 
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strength of gravity can be characterized by the following quantity: 

= Pc, (34) 
~c 

where subscript c denotes that the quantities are evaluated at the position where 
the energy density becomes maximum. He could compute models with n < 0.25, 
which was not highly relativistic. This contrasted with the fact that for incom- 
pressible cases their code gave solutions even for ~ = 2 ~ 3. Butterworth [37] 
discussed that the reason of the failure was unclear. Reasons may be that their 
scheme was not suitable for highly deformed configurations or that he could use 
too small numbers of mesh points to resolve the structure of compressible gases. 

Butterworth and Ipser's scheme is, therefore, nicely applied to models with 
wide range of parameters both for rotation and for gravity but may not be 
powerful enough to obtain models with any strength of parameters for rotation 
and gravity. Numerical schemes with much wider applicability are desired for 
solving highly deformed configurations. 

6.3 K E H  S c h e m e  

In the Newtonian framework Hachisu [26,28] succeeded in developing a very ver- 
satile scheme to treat any kind of rotation law and any kind of deformations 
so far as barotropes are concerned. The basic idea of Hachisu's scheme is the 
extension of the SCF method by Ostriker et al. [2] 

In the SCF method the problem is divided into two parts: the potential part 
and the density part. In the potential part the assumed density distribution is 
used to compute the gravitational potential. After obtaining the gravitational 
potential, the density is calculated from the equation of the hydrostatic equi- 
librium by using the obtained gravitational potential. This iteration cycle is 
pursued until the density and the potential change no more. In this iteration 
scheme the most important point is the choice of model parameters whose val- 
ues are fixed all through iteration cycles. If improper parameters are chosen, the 
iteration will diverge. 

Komatsu et al. [38,39] have extended the Hachisu's scheme to general rela- 
tivistic stars. The basic idea was to use the integral representation of the Einstein 
equations just as Bonazzola and Schneider [33] did and to apply the Hachisu's 
scheme for iteration to solve the non-linear integral equations. 

We briefly summarize the Komatsu el al.'s scheme (hereafter KEH scheme). 
The Einstein equations for p, 7 and w can be written as follows: 

[ S  ~] = S~(r,~), (35) A 

( +10 1__0 
= ( 3 6 )  

FOr 

( -A+2  0 2 0 
= ( 3 7 )  

rc~r 

where 



S p  - -"  

and 
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e7/2 ~Tre2a/_ _ ~ 1 + v 2 [. t~ ± p} 1 ____L_~ + r2(1 p 2 ) e _ ~ . V w . V w + 1 7 , ,  l~ _ - - ~ 7 ' .  

+ 2 ( 1 6 ~ r e U ~ p _ l T , ~ + ~ 7 7 ,  u 1 - ~ v ~ .  v~ ) ] ,  

S7 -- e'Y/2[16~re2'~p + 2(16~re2"p - 1 ~v~.  vv)], 

2 ~ "  . , (~  - -  0,) 
S o ~ = V ( 4 v - 3 7 ) ' V w - 1 6 7 r e  (s  + P) l - v 2'  

7 - v + / L  

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

(41) 

p _= v - / 3 .  (42) 

Here A and V are the Laplacian and the gradient  opera tors  in the flat 3-space, 
respect ively, /~ = cos 0, and the subscript  , denotes differentiation with respect  
to  the following variable. By using the Einstein equations,  the metr ic  funct ion 
a satisfies the  following equation:  

a,  u = - u, u - {(1 - /~2) (1  + r B - 1 B , r )  2 + [p - (1 - # 2 ) B - 1 B , . ] 2 }  -1 

[ 1 B - l { r 2 B , r r  - [(1 - #2)B,u] ,  u - 2/tB, u } [ - #  + (1 - I t 2 )B -1B ,u]  

1 1 1(1 + r B -  B , ~ [ ~ # + p r B - 1 B , ~ +  ~ - / t2)B-1B,~]  

3 1 - 2 + ~ B -  B , u [ -  # +/~(1 - # ~ ) B - 1 B , u ]  - (1 - p 2 ) r B - 1 B ,  ur(1 + r B ' l B ,  r) 

-- pr2v,2 r -- 2(1 -- #2)rv ,  uV,, +/ . t (1 -- p2)v,2 u -- 2(1 -- I . t2 )r2B-1B,r  

× u, uu, r + (1 - # 2 ) B - 1 B ,  u[r2v,2. - (1 - Ifl)v,2u] + (1 - # 2 ) B ~ e - 4 ~  

x {l#r4w,2 r + l ( e - l t 2 ) r 3 w , u w , ,  1 2(  1 it2) - ~ ( 1 -  ~ ) ~ , ~ .  + - 

× ~ B - ~ B , . ~ , . ~ , .  - ¼(1 - . % : B - ~ B , . [ ~ , ~  - (1 - U~)~,~.]}], 

(43) 
where 

B - e "r. (44) 

The  descript ion of  the sys tem becomes complete by considering the conservation 
laws, which in the case of  hydrosta t ic  equil ibrium can be wri t ten  as: 

1 2 V~2 
vp + (~ + p)[w + a--:Tv~(-vVv + v b-z-5_ ~) ] = 0. (45) 

In addi t ion to these basic equat ions we must  specify a ro ta t ion  law of the star.  
The  integrabi l i ty  condit ion of the equat ion of mot ion allows one to choose the 
followings as ro ta t ion  laws:(1) uniform rotat ion,  

S2 = constant ,  (46a) 

or (2) differential ro ta t ion,  
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A2(/2c - / 2 )  = (/2 - w)r2 sin2 0e~(~-2v) 
1 - (/2 - ~o)2r 2 sin 2 0e2(~-2v) ' (46b) 

where /2c is a certain constant and A is a constant which is referred to as a 
rotation parameter hereafter. The smaller the rotation parameter becomes, the 
stronger the degree of differential rotation is. In the Newtonian limit, this relation 
becomes: 

/2//2e = A2 / (A  2 + r 2 sin 2 0). (47) 

The rotation law (47), with a small value of A, gives constant specific angular 
momentum distribution except near the rotation axis. 

The boundary conditions (6a)-(6d) for the metric functions can be easily 
taken into account by using Green functions. Thus we rewrite (35)-(37) in the 
integral forms which read: 

P = -- E e-'~[2 dr' d#trt2f~n(r, rt)p2n(#)P2n(ttt)Sp(r', tt'), (48) 
n = O  

2 E e - ~ / 2  dr' ldl~'r '2f ln_l(r ,r ' )2nl~_lsin(2n - 1)0 
"lr Z n - -  

r s i n  0 7 = - - 

r ~ = l  

× s i n ( 2 n -  1)O'S~(r', p'), (49) 

~ f 0  °° f01 1 1) p1 rsinOw = - dr' df f  r'3 sinO' f ~ - l ( r , r ' )  2n(2 n 2n-l(t*) 
n = l  0 

x P21n_ 1 (#')Sw (rt, p'),  (50) 

where 
¢) for -< 1, 

for e l f  > 1, 

f2n(~,/) =(11~)(/1~) n, f o r / / r  _< 1, 
(l/r ')(r/r ')", for r ' / r  > 1. 

If we assume a polytropic relation 

p -- K~1+1/N, 

and 

(51) 

(52) 

(53) 

where K and N are a certain constant and the polytropic index, respectively, 
the equation of motion for the star is integrated to give 

( l + N ) l n ( K e l / N + l l + v + l l n ( 1 - v 2 ) - l A 2 ( / 2 - / 2 c ) 2 = C ,  (54 / 

where C is a constant of integration. 
In order to obtain an equilibrium state, we need to specify the values of four 

parameters: 1) the axis ratio of the star (rp/re); 2) the ratio of the maximum 
pressure to the maximum energy density of the toroid Q¢); 3) the polytropic 
index of the star (N); 4) the rotation parameter of the star (A). Basic equations 
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are (43), (46), (48)-(50), (53) and (54). These seven equations are solved for the 
seven unknown functions, a,  p, 7, w, ¢, p and ~2. 

The numerical computation begins with specifying the four parameters men- 
tioned above. Next, we need to prepare initial guesses for the variables p, 7, w, 
a,  E, p and /2. Substituting them into the right hand side of (48)-(50), we can 
obtain new values of p, 7 and w. Using these new values, we can integrate (43), 
starting from the rotation axis and ending at the equator, to obtain a new value 
for a.  After that,  we compute ~ and /2  in order to keep consistency with the new 
potentials p, 7, o; and ~ by using (46) and (54). 

We regard newly obtained values as an improved set of guesses and return 
to the next iteration step by keeping the model parameters fixed. We continue 
this iteration cycle until the differences of each physical quantity between two 
successive cycles become sufficiently small and then we regard those values as 
true values which satisfy the basic equations and the boundary conditions. 

This scheme has worked almost perfectly as far as problems treated thus far 
and seems to have almost no limitations in its applicability. 

In practice Komatsu et al. [38,39] computed rapidly rotating relativistic poly- 
tropes with uniform rotation without difficulty. They found that  the critical 
states where the "centrifugal" force balanced the gravity at the equatorial surface 
were characterized by the same value of the axis ratio, rp/re ~ 0.6, irrespective 
of the strength of gravity for N = 1.5 polytropes. They also applied their scheme 
to differentially rotating polytropes. For highly differentially rotating cases equi- 
librium configurations became ring-like. Obtained ring-like configurations were 
highly relativistic and considerably deformed. 

Therefore if we adopt the scheme developed by Komatsu et al. [38,39], i.e., 
KEH scheme, we are now at the stage where any configurations in general rel- 
ativity can be solved as far as barotropes are concerned (in the weak gravity 
cases Hachisu's scheme (HSCF-scheme) [26,28] or Eriguchi and Miiller's scheme 
(SFNR-scheme) [22] can give solutions for almost every situation). We can apply 
this scheme to realistic models such as rapidly rotating neutron stars or extend 
their scheme to treat baroclinic states, which may be very difficult. 

7 Rapidly Rotating Neutron Stars 

7.1 Importance of  Modeling of Rapidly Rotating Neutron Stars 

Up to now it is still a hard task to determine the equation of state for the 
density region of the nuclear matter and higher with laboratory experiments 
on the earth and nuclear physics theories. On the other hand we have observed 
many neutron stars whose densities are in the range of the nuclear matter  density 
and higher. This has motivated several attempts to find clues to the equation of 
state of neutron stars by constructing theoretical models of neutron stars [53]- 
[56]. For the softest equation of state, the maximum mass and the radius with 
a given mass of the neutron stars are smaller. Neutron stars with smaller radius 
can rotate more rapidly. On the other hand, a stiffer equation of state would 
result in the larger radius and the larger maximum mass. Then rapid rotation 
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would more easily cause matter to shed from the equatorial surface by a large 
centrifugal force. Since the mass of the binary pulsar is known [57], the equation 
of state cannot be too soft to sustain the observed mass of the binary pulsar." 
As for the rotation, the observed period of pulsars Can als0 set some constraints 
on the equation of state. Thus it is important to determine the maximum mass 
and the maximum angular velocity of rapidly rotating neutron stars for a range 
of stiffness of the equation of state. 

In order to obtain structures of rotating neutron stars general relativity must 
be taken into account. As explained in Sect.6 two schemes [34,35,38,39] gave 
satisfactory results for the problem we are concerned with. 

The formulation developed by Butterworth and Ipser [34,35] has been used 
to compute rapidly rotating neutron stars by Friedman et al. [53]-[56]. They de- 
veloped two independent numerical codes and applied them to realistic neutron 
stars by using many kinds of equation of state for the high density region and 
obtained many equilibrium configurations. However they did not explain how 
their codes overcame difficulties encountered by Butterworth [37] as discussed in 
Sect.6.2. 

Recently Lattimer et al. [58] and Wu et al. [59] computed structures of rapidly 
rotating neutron stars for various equations of state. The numerical code by 
Lattimer et al. [59] is the same as used by Butterworth and Ipser [34,35], so that 
their results are almost the same as obtained by Friedman et al. [53]-[56] for the 
same equations of state. AlthOugh Wu et al. [59] used the Neugebauer's minimal 
surface formalism [60], the performance and limitation, if exists, of their code 
have not been published yet. 

Because the existence and the structure of realistic neutron stars have an im- 
portant influence on the nuclear matter physics, it is desirable to construct the 
same equilibrium models as solved by Friedman et al. [53]-[56] with totally dif- 
ferent and reliable numerical scheme to compare the results with theirs. Eriguchi 
et al. [61] extended the scheme developed by Komatsu el al. [38,39] to compute 
realistic neutron star models to compare results with those thus far obtained 
with different codes. 

7.2 R o t a t i n g  N e u t r o n  Star  Models  

Eriguchi el al. [61] treated axisymme~ric and stationary states of rotating perfec~ 
fluid. The metric of the spacetime and the energy momentum were expressed by 
(4) and (1), respectively. 

As for the rotation laws for neutron stars, two kinds of rotation laws, uni- 
form rotation (46a) and differential rotation (46b), were employed. It is widely 
assumed that neutron stars are uniformly rotating because the angular momen- 
tum will be re-distributed to that of uniform rotation due to the viscosity. The 
time scMe for this re-distribution can be estimated by using the shear viscosity 
coefficients calculated by Flowers and Itoh [62,63], whose values are analytically 
fitted by Cutler and Lindblom [64], as: 
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(,p(gcm_3) ~ -5/4 ~ T(K)'~2 / R(cm) 
r = 1 8 ×  \ 1015 ] \--~-~-] \ 106 ] yr., (55) 

(see also Sawyer [65] for the bulk viscosity). It should be noticed that this vis- 
cosity is calculated for s < 4 × 1014 gcm -3. Therefore the above time scale has 
a large uncertainty for the neutron star whose density is higher than that value. 
However since there may be a chance to observe newly born neutron stars after 
10 years or so from its birth (e.g., SN1987A) and thus rotation will not always 
settle down to completely uniform one, it is important to study slightly differen- 
tially rotating neutron stars as well. Although it is difficult to estimate the extent 
of differential rotation and the rotation law itself, the above rotation law with a 
rather large value for the parameter A is chosen by Eriguehi et al. [61] because 
the constant specific angular momentum distribution is an extreme case which 
satisfies the stability condition against the axisymmetrie collapse or expansion. 

In Eriguchi et al. [61] four different equations of state were applied: 1) Pand- 
haripande's equation of state for the neutron matter [66] which was cited as the 
model A by Arnett and Bowers [67]; 2) Friedman-Pandharipande's equation of 
state [68]; 3) and 4) Bethe -Johnson's equations of state (I) and (V) [69] which 
were referred to as models C and D by Arnett and Bowers [67], respectively. 

The Pandharipande's equation of state assumes composition above c > 
6.97 × 1014 gcm -3 to be neutron and uses the Reid soft core potential, thereby, 
being rather soft. The Bethe-Johnson's equations of state include hyperons to- 
gether with the modified Reid soft core potential, thus being regarded rather 
stiff. Three-nucleon interactions are included in the Friedman-Pandharipande's 
equation of state, which is very stiff at the higher density. For the lower energy 
density region the equation of state of Baym-Pethick-Sutherland [70] was used. 

7.2.1 Uniformly Rotating Neutron Stars 

For uniformly rotating neutron gtars the results of Friedman et al. [56] and 
Eriguehi et al. [61] are summarized in Fig.1. In Fig.1 the maximum angular 
velocity is drawn against the gravitational mass of the neutron star. As seen 
from this figure the results of Eriguchi et al. [61] are in good agreement with 
those of Friedman et al. [56] except at high energy densities. The difference in 
the maximum angular velocity is several percent at the highest density region 
especially for the Friedman-Pandharipande's equation of state. 

This may stem from the difference in the formulation and numerical codes. In 
order to obtain the maximum angular velocity we have to compute the equatorial 
radius of the neutron star very accurately. If the radius determined by a certain 
numerical code is a little larger than the true value, the obtained angular velocity 
is smaller than the true value and vice versa. In particular the accuracy of 
the obtained model at very high energy densities is crucial to determine the 
maximum angular velocity. In fact the central energy density and the ratio of 
the central pressure to the central energy density for the critical state obtained 
by Eriguchi et al. [61]' are: 

= 0.67, sc -'~ 3.4 × 1015gcm -3, (56) 
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Fig. 1. The maximum angular velocities for uniformly rotating neutron stars are drawn 
against the gravitational mass of the rotating neutron star. Different curves correspond 
to different equations of state whose abbreviation are attached to curves. P : Pandhari- 
pande's neutron matter. FP: Friedman-Pandharipande's equation of state. B J: Bethe- 
Johnson's equation of state. Full curves denote the results of Eriguehi et al. [61] and 
dashed curves denote Friedman et al.'s results [56]. 

whereas those for Friedman et al. 's results [56] are: 

+¢ -~ 0.38, ~c "~ 2.5 x 1015 gcm -3.  (57) 

As mentioned before, the effective action of general relativity is to increase the 
compressibility. I t  implies tha t  we need to use numerical codes which can be 
applied to highly deformed compressible stars. 

The  discrepancy shown in Fig.1 must  be compared with the numerical ac- 
curacy. The accuracy of the radius and the angular velocity was discussed by 
Friedman et al. [53,54], which is 5 percent with their code. The accuracy of their 
quantities may s tem from the problem how to find critical equilibrium states 
f rom numerical computat ions.  Non-convergence of the iteration may be consid- 
ered to be one approximate  "signal" of non-existence of equilibrium states. In 
most  situations this "criterion" can practically work. However since any numeri- 
cal computa t ional  scheme is far from perfect, non-convergence of i terations does 
not always mean the non-existence of equilibrium states. 

The mass shedding states or Kepler states can be found by investigating the 
behavior of the total  (gravitat ional plus the centrifugal) potential.  The surface of 
the equilibrium configuration is one of the constant surfaces of the total  potential  
and its values inside the surface are lower than tha t  value on the surface. I f  a 
s tate where ma t t e r  begins to shed from the equator is reached, the value of the 
total  potent ial  at the surface will be the same as tha t  of the local max imum 
above which no equilibrium configurations exist. Thus we can determine the 
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equilibrium state very near to the critical states from numerical computations by 
examining the total potential. Furthermore the equatorial surface of the critical 
state becomes cusp-like so that  we can make use of the shape of the configuration 
to see whether the obtained models are located near the critical state. As shown 
in Fig.2 the last model of equilibrium sequence of Eriguchi et al. [61] shows cusp- 
like shape near the equatorial surface. 
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Fig. 2. The equi-density contours of rotating neutron star in a critical state obtained 
by Eriguchi et al. [61] are shown. The difference between two contours are 1/20 of the 
maximum energy density• The equation of state is that of Friedman-Pandharipande. 

In Fig.3 the angular velocity for critical models is plotted against the radius of 
spherical neutron stars, which can be considered to represent the softness of the 
equation of state. From this figure, too, we can see that  there is several percent 
difference between the results of Eriguchi et al. [61] and those of Friedman et 
al. [56]. 

7.2.2 Differentially Rotating Neutron Stars 

Eriguchi et al. [61] also computed slightly differentially rotating models. The 
value of parameter A was chosen rather large, i.e., A = 2Re, where Re is the 
equatorial radius. They showed results only for the Friedman-Pandharipande's 
equation of state. 
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Fig. 3. The critical angular velocity is plotted against the radius of the spherical neu- 
tron stars. The radius of the spherical neutron star models is a good indicator of the 
softness of the equation of state. The results of Friedman et al. [56] are shown by crosses 
and those of Eriguchi et al. [61] by filled circles. 

For differentially rotating models since the angular momentum can become 
large, we have to consider the non-axisymmetric instability against the gravi- 
tational radiation with m = 2 mode, where m is the azimuthal wave number. 
This instability has not been fully investigated by taking general relativity into 
account yet. However using the knowledge of the Newtonian stability analy- 
sis [71,72] together with the knowledge of relativistic spherical stars [73,74] we 
can roughly assume that  when the ratio of the rotational energy, T, to the ab- 
solute value of the gravitational energy, W, exceeds 0.12 ~ 0.14, the star will 
become unstable against this mode of gravitational radiation. 

Physical quantities obtained by Eriguchi et al. [61] are summarized in Table 
1. In this table ~2p and ~2e are the angular velocity at the pole surface and at 
the equatorial surface, respectively. 

Table 1. Physical quantities for critical models for differentially rotating neutron stars 
with Friedman-Pandharipande's equation of state. 

sc(gcm -3) ap(Sec -1) ae(sec -1) M/M® Re(km) T/IW] 

2.5E15 1.33E4 1.10E4 2.29 13.2 0.148 
3.2E15 1.55E4 1.25E4 2.34 12.0 0.153 
4.0E15 1.75E4 1.37E4 2.34 11.2 0.158 
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8 Toroidal Equilibrium Configurations around Compact 
Objects 

8.1 Compact S t a r -  Self-Gravitating Toroid System 

Thus far isolated bodies have been discussed. Rotating bodies are often sur- 
rounded by a disk or by a matter of toroidal configuration. Toroidal configu- 
rations around compact objects are relevant in modeling of quasars and active 
galactic nuclei. Such structures may be also formed during the evolution of close 
binary stars. 

Although many authors [75] have studied systems with disks or toroids, the 
disk is usually treated as non-gravitating matter. Self-gravitating rings and disks 
have been considered only when the central body is a black hole [40,76,77,78,79]. 
Will [76,77] has studied weakly self-gravitating rings around slowly rotating black 
holes by treating the problem perturbationally. Chakrabarti[78] considered a 
static axisymmetric spacetime with a massive ring surrounding a Schwarzschild 
black hole. Recently, Lanza[79] has solved the Einstein equations for self- 
gravitating thin disks around rapidly rotating black holes by using a multigrid 
method. None of these studies, however, took into account the finite thickness 
of the disk. 

Nishida et a1.[80,81] have succeeded in computing the structure and the 
spacetime of compact star - self-gravitating toroid systems. They extended the 
KEtt scheme so as to handle the star - toroid systems. 

When the central object is a compact star, almost the same scheme explained 
in Sect.6.3 can be used to obtain equilibrium states for the central star and the 
surrounding massive toroids. Since two disconnected matters are treated, we 
need 9 parameters to specify one system. Nishida et al. [80] assumed that the 
equations of state for the central star and the toroid were both polytropes with 
different polytropic indices. As for the rotation laws they chose (46a) for the 
central star and (46b) for the toroid. The equations of hydrostatic equilibrium 
were the same as (54) but for different polytropic indices. The metric components 
could be obtained by using (48)-(50). Therefore the same numerical scheme as 
the original KEH scheme can be used. 

In practice they solved many equilibrium sequences with different mass ratios 
and different sizes of the toroid. As was shown by Will [76,77], the gravity of the 
toroid affects the spacetime so that stars with zero angular momentum but with 
non-zero angular velocity can be in equilibrium states. 

If the central object is a black hole, the KEH scheme needs to be changed 
to include the boundary conditions (7) on the horizon. Nishida et al. [81] have 
revised the numerical code and succeeded in obtaining equilibrium structures 
of massive toroids and the spacetime of the black hole - toroid system. As 
mentioned before, in Will's system [76,77] the self-gravity of the toroid and the 
rotation of the black hole were only treated perturbationally. Although Lanza [79] 
included the self-gravity of the disk, the effect of the pressure in the disk was 
neglected. Nishida et al. [81] included both the self-gravity of the toroid and the 
effect of the pressure in the toroid. 
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8.2 R u n a w a y  I n s t a b i l i t y  

In some astrophysical problems we need to know a precise shape of the star. For 
example let us consider a binary star system. As the evolution proceeds, one 
component star will expand and mat ter  begins to overflow from the Roche lobe 
to the other star. In order to know when this process begins we need to know 
the shape of the Roche lobe as well as that  of the star. In a system consisting of 
a compact object and the accretion disk the same problem can be considered. 
In particular it is important  to know whether the mass overflow from the disk 
to the black hole continues unstably or not. 

The "runaway instability" in accretion disks or toroids orbiting black holes 
was first investigated by Abramowicz et al. [82] Axisymmetric mass overflow 
from a thick toroid to a central black hole changes shapes of the toroid and its 
Roche lobe. If the Roche lobe shrinks faster than the change of the surface of 
the toroid, the mass keeps overflowing. Making use of the pseudo-Newtonian po- 
tential Abramowicz et al. [82] concluded this instability occurs if the mass of the 
disk was larger than a few percent of that  of the central black hole. However Wil- 
son [83] analyzed the same problem in the Kerr spacetime and found that  disks 
were stable against the mass overflow. Although in their investigations the effect 
of the mass of the toroid was poorly taken into account [82] or neglected [83], 
we have to consider self-gravity of the toroids because self-gravity is essential in 
determining the shape of the Roche lobe as well as that  of the toroid. 

8.2.1 Equilibrium States and Critical Models 

Nishida et al. [84] solved the Einstein equations for the structure of the self- 
gravitating toroid around a black hole as well as the spacetime outside the hori- 
zon of the black hole. In this problem the equation of state which they used 
was slightly different from (53). The following polytropic equation of state with 
N = 3 was chosen: 

p---- K'/~ 4/3, (58) 

= fi + 3p. (59) 

As for the rotat ion law they chose the following law which was different from 
(46): 

--- - u ¢ / u t  = constant, (60) 

where ut and u¢ are time and axial components of the four-velocity of the toroid. 
Under the assumptions mentioned above the distribution of 

j ~_ u¢(E + p)/fi, (61) 

is also constant in space. It should be reminded that  this is a conserved quantity 
during axisymmetric motion. 

In order to determine one equilibrium state one needs to specify five param- 
eters. Four parameters are two sets of the strength of gravity and rotation both 
for the black hole and the toroid. One can choose the gravitational mass Mh and 
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the angular momentum Jh of a black hole, the total gravitational mass Mt and 
the total angular momentum Jt of the system. The final parameter is the dis- 
tribution of the angular velocity or the angular momentum for the toroid. Since 
constant distribution of the specific angular momentum, (60) or (61), is assumed, 
only the value of j need to be specified. Therefore solutions can be represented 
by points in a five dimensional parameter space, i.e., (j, Mh, Jh, Mt, Jt)-space. 

Among equilibrium solutions, there are critical solutions for equilibrium con- 
figurations beyond which no equilibrium states exist because a critical state 
is defined as an equilibrium state of a toroid whose surface coincides with its 
Roche lobe. Thus in five dimensional solution space, a set of critical states forms 
a four dimensional hypersurface which divides the five dimensional space into 
the allowed region for equilibrium states and the forbidden region. 

When a process of an infinitesimal mass inflow from the toroid to the black 
hole is considered, this process can be represented by a direction from a certain 
point corresponding to a critical model in this parameter space. An arrow can 
be used to show this direction. If the arrow points toward the allowed region, the 
process is stable and otherwise unstable. Therefore it is important to investigate 
the behavior and the response of critical models on the boundary hypersurface 
to an infinitesimal mass overflow in this space. This can be done by computing 
critical equilibrium states by the code developed by Nishida et al. [81] 

8.2.2 Accretion Processes and Runaway Instability 

Let us consider matter overflow from the toroid which is in a critical state. 
During the accretion process we impose the following conditions: 

j --- constant, (62) 

Mt = constant, (63) 

Jt = constant, (64) 

5Jh = eSMh. (65) 

Equation (62) is satisfied exactly if the accretion processes are axisymmetric 
because it is a conserved quantity during axisymmetric motion as mentioned 
before. Equations (63)-(65) are fulfilled if the gravitational radiation is neglected. 
In (65) 5Jh and 5Mh represent the changes of the angular momentum and the 
gravitational mass of the black hole during the infinitesimal inflow process. These 
four conditions determine the direction of the arrows in the five dimensional 
solution space. 

The results of Nishida et al. [84] can be shown in Fig.4. This figure shows 
the two-dimensional cross section of the five dimensional solution space which is 
cut by j = constant, Mt = constant, and Jt = constant planes. The solid curve 
denotes the subspace consisting of "critical" models. The region below the critical 
curve is allowed for equilibrium states. Arrows display the direction determined 
from condition (65) alone because this plane is already restricted by conditions 
(62)-(64). As discussed before, equilibrium states at which arrows point towards 
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the forbidden region are unstable against the mass overflow. Therefore models 
on the boundary are unstable if the ratio of the mass of the toroid to that  of the 
black hole is larger than 0.1 or so. This result of Nishida et al. [84] is consistent 
with that  of Abramowicz et al. [82] 
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Fig. 4. The mass of the black hole, Mh, and the angular momentum of the black hole, 
Jh, plane. In this plane the total angular momentum, Jr, the total gravitational mass, 
Mr, and the specific angular momentum, j,  are all constant. Critical equilibrium states 
are shown by the solid curve. Equilibrium states for the black hole - toroid system are 
forbidden in the region above the critical curve. The equilibrium configurations on the 
critical curve move towards the direction shown by arrows if an infinitesimal mass is 
transferred from the toroid to the black hole. If this direction is towards the forbidden 
region that equilibrium is unstable against the runaway instability. 

The different conclusion from that  of Wilson [83] implies the importance of 
the self-gravity of the toroids contrary to his discussion. Since the occurrence of 
the runaway instability crucially depends on the shape of the Roche lobe, the 
effect of the self-gravity on the shape of the toroid and the Roche lobe cannot 
be neglected even if the ratio of the mass of the toroid to the black hole is not 
so large. 
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1 Introduction 

Exact solutions have a long and distinguished history within the develop- 
ment of General Relativity. Their study began with the exterior and interior 
Schwarzschild solutions which were discovered soon after Einstein published his 
field equations. After the derivation of the Weyl solutions a long hiatus set in 
as far as asymptotically flat solutions were concerned. There was, of course, 
considerable activity in the realm of algebraically special solutions or solutions 
admitting vectors with special properties. It was while looking for solutions with 
a particular stucture of the metric that Kerr discovered his celebrated solution. 
About ten years later Tomimatsu and Sato found their series of exact axisym- 
metric stationary solutions. 

This triggered a renewed interest in stationary axisymmetric solutions, a 
field which had been dormant because the equations were considered wellnigh 
insolvable. The effort was helped by the development of solution generating 
techniques, BKcklund transformations or the inverse scattering method, for other 
non-linear partial differential equations. Finally several groups around the world 
published their approaches to axisymmetric stationary vacuum solutions. For a 
survey the reader is referred to Refi 1. All solution generating techniques are 
equivalent in the sense that almost all solutions can be generated. It should be 
noted, that the techniques can be applied to any situation with two commuting 
Killing vectors, in particular also to colliding plane gravitational waves, cf. Ref.2. 

On the other hand, we who are working in the realm of exact solutions should 
keep in mind that writing down a metric which solves Einstein's equations is 
only the first part of the task. To paraphrase Kinnersley [3], we should not 
leave our newborn metric wobbling on its Vierbein without any visible means of 
interpretation. 

In this series of lectures we give an overview of the HKX transformations 
and relate them to what, in a more general setting, are called linear problems. 
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As an example of a solution we desribe the double Kerr solution. This is one of 
the solutions which demonstrate that  relativistic angular momentum interaction 
can balance two masses against their gravitational attraction. 

In addition to the above we also outline the definition of multipole moments 
in General Relativity and show how the first few of them can be calculated by 
an expansion of the Ernst  potential. Furthermore we describe some properties 
of metrics which can be expressed as rational functions of prolate spheroidal 
coordinates. 

On a personal note, I should like to express my appreciation to the organ- 
isors of the meeting at E1 Escorial for providing such a splendid and congenial 
environment. The  workshop was a most pleasant experience for which I wish to 
thank Dr. F. J. Chinea. 

2 Generating Solutions by HKX Transformations 

We are concerned with space-times admitting two commuting Killing vectors. 
One of them is assumed to be spacelike with closed orbits, the other one should 
be timelike. It follows that  the metric can be written in the Papapetrou-Lewis 
form 

1 [e2~(dx2 + dy2) + p2d¢2] _ f ( d t  - wd¢) 2 (2.1) ds 2 = --] 

~0 and t are the Killing coordinates and the functions f ,  w, p and 7 depend only 
on the non-ignorable coordinates z and y. We shall use the derivative operators 

v =  

One of the Einstein equations reads 

0 = O~ + iO~ (2.2) 

v2p = 0 (2.3) 

This equation implies the existence of a function z defined up to an additive 
constant by 

Vp = Vz (2.4) 

Because the gradients of p and z are orthogonal and of equal magnitude one can 
use p and z instead of x and y as coordinates without altering the form of the 
metric, p and z, are known under the name of Weyl coordinates. It should be 
noted that  the Weyl coordinates are uniquely determined by the geometry, p as 
being the volume element of the 2-surfaces swept out by the Killing vectors and 
z as the conjugate function via (2.4). Consequently any statement about metric 
functions formulated in Weyl coordinates is ipso facto invariant. 

One of the other field equations reads 

f2 
V - - V w  = 0 

P 
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It is the integrability condition for a function ¢ given by 

= 1 2 W  

One combines f and ¢ conveniently into the complex Ernst potential [4] 

(2.5) 

S = f + i ¢  

The remaining equations reduce to the Ernst equation 

-J / n c  = ( v g )  (2.6) 

with A = } V p V .  Indeed, in Weyl coordinates p and z this operator becomes the 
usual Laplacian in three dimensional Euclidian space. The solutions, of course, 
have to be taken independent of the azimuthal angle. The remaining function 7 
can be determined by a line integral from 

0TOp= 102p + + 0 g 0 g *  (2.7) 

In Weyl coordinates the first term on the right-hand side vanishes; it is, however, 
present when other coordinates are employed. 

Another frequently used form of the Ernst equation employs the potential 
related to g by 

£ =  1 - ~  
1 + {  

We get as equation for 

(~* - 1)A~ = 2~*(V~) 2 (2.8) 

Let P be a point in IR 3 such that [~[ ~£ 0 and ~ E C 2'~ in a neighbourhood of 
7 ~. It then follows from Morrey's theorem [5] that ~ is in fact analytic in this 
neighbourhood. Similarly, other theorems [6] on elliptic differential equations 
guarantee that under the above assuptions and P being on the coordinate axis 
p = 0, ~ is uniquely determined in the neighbourhood of P by its values on the 
axis. 

Let g be a solution of (2.6) and an analytic function of a parameter p. f and ¢ 
will then satisfy the real and imaginary part of the Ernst equation. Now continue 
p into the complex plane, f(p) and ¢(p) will still satisfy their respective equations 
but they will not be real functions anymore. If, however, the continuation can 
be effected such that for a particular complex value p0, say, f(po) and ¢(p0) are 
real functions of the coordinates we have extended the range of the parameter 
p. 

Once a solution of the Ernst equation either in the form (2.6) or (2.8) has 
been found, all other.metric functions are given by quadratures. In this section 
we shall address the question of how to solve Ernst's equation. The interpretation 
of the solutions will be deferred to the subsequent chapters. 
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The easiest way to solve equation (2.6) is to assume that  g is real. ¢ = 0 
implies w = 0 and we are thus dealing with static solutions, the Weyl solutions 
[7]. In this case it is advantageous to introduce a real function X which satisfies 
Laplace's equation by 

g = e ~×, AX = 0. (2.9) 

Solutions of Laplace's equation are reasonably well understood and we may thus, 
for the present purpose, consider the static axisymmetric problem solved. For 
recent reviews cf. refs. 8. 

There is a trivial way to generate new solutions of the Ernst equation. This 
consists in subjecting the metric (2.1) to a linear coordinate transformation of 
the Killing coordinates ~ and t, i.e. 

~l = a~  + bt, t I = c~ + dr, a d -  bc = 1 

which entails a transformation of the metric functions and thus of the Ernst po- 
tential. From the form of the above expressions it is obvious that  the transforma- 
tions of the Killing coordinates constitute a three parameter group of isometries. 

In the present formulation there is another almost equally obvious transfor- 
mation, namely the multiplication of ~ by a constant phase, viz. 

This transformation is known under the name of Ehlers transformation. Together 
with the more trivial transformations of the multiplication of g by a real constant 
and the addition of an imaginary constant there is again a three-dimensional 
group of transformations acting on the Ernst potential and mapping solutions 
of the equation into new solutions. 

The natural  thing to consider next is the commutator of an infinitesimal co- 
ordinate transformation with the Ehlers transformation. Far from being trivial, 
it yields the infinitesimal Ehlers transformation of the Ernst potential associated 
with t j. Hence we can symbolically write, with E T  standing for the infinitesimal 
Ehlers transformation and C ~  for the three infinitesimal coordinate transfor- 
mations 

lET ,  CTi] = another E T .  

We find three infinitesimal Ehlers transformations in this way. Commuting them 
yields new transformations, symbolically 

[ETa, ETk] = g T t .  

Continuing this process, commuting Ehlers transformations with the new ones or 
the new ones among themselves gives yet more infinitesimal transformations and 
the process continues ad infinitum. This infinity of infinitesimal transformations 
was discovered by Geroch [9] and is referred to as the Geroch group. It can, 
in principle, be used to generate infinite parameter families of solutions. It has 
been shown [10] that  the Geroch group can in fact be given the structure of a 
Banach Lie group. 
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The method used by Kinnersley et al [11] to exploit the Geroch group uses 
the following formulation of Einstein's equations• In terms of a matrix consisting 
of the ~o - ~ elements of the metric, viz. 

g =  \--gtt --g~ot ] --fw 

the important part of the Einstein equations reads 

V ( ~ g V g ) = 0 .  

Since g = p21 this equation also includes (2.4). There exists a matrix O defined 

by 1 
V O = - - g V g .  

P 
Note that t rO = -2z .  In analogy to the Ernst potential, g and ~ can be 
combined to a complex matrix 

H = g + i w  

which satisfies 
V H  = ' - gVH.  (2.10) 

p 

Indeed, g is just the lower left element of H .  With a considerable element of 
hindsight one can now find a matrix F depending on a parameter u which 

sa t is f iese= ( O  1 10) 

[1 -iu(H + eHte)] rE(u) = i.VHF(~) 

F(O) = - i l ,  O,F(u)l,=o = H.  

The integrability conditions are satisfied by virtue of (2.10) . In fact, F is the 
generating function for an infinite hierarchy of fields, i.e. F(u)  = ~ H i u  i, and 
satisfies the same equation as H,  viz. 

VF(u)  i = - g ~F(u ) .  
P 

Moreover, there exists another generating function 

V G ( u , v )  = eF(u )eVF(v )  ~ G(u,v)  - ~ [ - u l  + vF- l (u )F(v ) ]  . 
U - - V  

Expanding G(u, v) = y~ Nnmu'*v '~ we get the hierarchy of potentials origi- 
nally introduced by Kinnersley and Chitre. Their importance lies in the fact that 
the above mentioned transformations of the Geroch group act only quadratically 
on the N's .  This description led to the original transformations and also was the 
starting point for Hauser and Ernst [12] to formulate their homogeneous Hilbert 
problem. 
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a s  

As H+e.Hte = g + 2 i z l ,  we can use (2.10) to rewrite the equation for F(u) 

iu 
V F ( u )  = o~-Tzzw~ [(1 - 2uz)~TH - 2upVH]F(u) (2.11) 

with 
S(u) ~ = (1 - 2uz) 2 + 4u2p 2. 

Upon multiplication with F(u) -1 , taking the trace and choosing the integration 
constant appropriately we arrive at 

1 
I F ( u ) l  = -S(u)" 

Let a solution H and F(u) of (2.11) be given. We have argued above that  
there are infinitely many infinitesimal transformations which map solutions into 
linearized solutions, The question is now whether one can find a closed form 
for those linearized solutions in terms of an arbitrary given solution, the seed 
metric, and whether one can derive finite transformations from the infinitesimal 
ones. 

At this stage we digress for a moment and consider the general linear problem 

dF(u) = H(u)F(u) (2.12) 

H(u) is for the purposes of this paragraph a matr ix valued 1-form. We are 
interested in the linerarized equations; the linearized quantities will be denoted 
by an overhead dot. We find 

d~'(u) = .H(u)F(u) + H(u)F(u). (2.13) 

A suitable Ansatz is 
F ( u )  = r (u ,  v)P(v)F(u) 

with to be determined quantities P(v), a matrix, and r (u ,  v), a function inde- 
h(~,) pendent of the coordinates. Moreover, we assume that  H(u) is of the form D(u), 

h(u) and D(u) being polynomial in u and /9 = 0. Upon inserting this  Ansatz 
into (2.13) we get 

v(u, v)D(u)dP(v) = h(u) + [7"(u, v)h(u), P(v)] .  

The aim is to arrive by an judicious choice of r at a sufficiently simple equation 
for P(v), i.e. 

dP(v) = [H(v) ,  P(v)] .  (2.14) 

To this end we expand the various functions as 

7"(u,v)=Zvn(v)un , h (u )=~_hn  un, D ( u ) = ~ D n u " .  

Taking n > maz(deg .h(u), deg G(u)) derivatives with respect to u and evaluat- 
ing the result at u = 0 yields 
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dP(v )  = ~-._,(v)hi P(v) . 

[,=~0 r , _ , ( v ) D ,  

We arrive at the desired result if we set rn(v) = ~ ( v ) v - " .  The function ¢(v) 
is an arbitrary scaling of the linearized solution and can thus be disregarded 
without loss of generatity. The solution of (2.14) is P ( v )  -- F ( v ) ~ F ( v )  -1 with 
a constant trace-free matrix ot and we get for the linearized solution 

/ ~ ( u ) _  u F ( 0 ~ F ( v ) - ~ F ( u ) .  
U - - V  

As it stands the expression is not analytic at u = v. This defect can be rectified 
by adding to '~" a term proportional to F ( u ) o t F ( u )  -1 which evidently is also a 
solution of (2.13). In fact, it corresponds to F --+ eaFe  - a .  Finally we obtain 

~ ' 0 ' ) -  u [F(v)o,F(v)_~F( , , )_F(u)o, ]  " (2.15) 
t / , - - V  

Note that  IF(u)l remains unchanged under the transformation. 
To make contact with the Einstein equations again, we note that  (2.11) is 

of the form just  discussed and that  the denominator is a function of IF(~)I. 
The solution of the linearized equations is thus given by (2.15). It remains to 
"exponentiate" the infinitesimal transformations to finite ones. This can most  

easily be accomplished by chosing ot = ( ~  ~ )  and the seed metric to be static. 

One lets F depend on some additional parameter c, say, views (2.15) as 
differential equation for F(e,  u) where the overhead dot denotes O~F. The initial 
value F(0,  u) has to be a solution of the equations. For nilpotent ct (2.15) can be 
integrated by first setting u = v, solving for F ( v ) c t F ( v )  -1 and then substituting 
the result back into the original equation. For static seed metrics the initial 
F(0,  u) can be calculated explicitly. As we are interested primarily in the Ernst 
potential, it is sufficient to calculate only the lower left element of H .  The process 
results in the so-called HKX transformations which can be given a compact form 
involving the original static potential X, another potential'/~ derived from it, the 
distance from n points on the coordinate axis p and can be expressed as the ratio 
of two n × n determinants, zi and ai are arbitrary constant parameters [13,14]. 

E = e ~x D _  (2 .16 )  
D+ 

iake 2~(zk) S(zi) - S(z~)  -4- 1)t 
D~- = I ~  + S(z~) ( K z~ 

s ( ¢ y  = (¢ - ~)~ + p~ 

s ( c ) v ~ ( ( )  = (C - z ) V x  - pVx .  

The appearance of S( z i )  which are distances from fixed points on the coordinate 
axis motivates the phrase "applying the transformation at a point zi " 
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Even though we are resticted to static seed solutions, the above expression 
can be used to prove that  "almost all" solutions of the Ernst equation can, in 
principle, be generated. To show this let us consider the expressions on a part 
of the ccordinate axis p = 0 such that  zi > z. We find 

Z(0 = x , s ( O  = < - z 

n 

£ = e ~ × ( 1 - 2 i ~  akz.).  
k = O  Z k  - -  

In this expression the sum can be extended to infinity. The real and imaginary 
part of the Ernst potential can thus be prescribed freely by an appropriate choice 
of the seed solution X and the constants ak and z~. Hence all solutions which are 
analytic in the neighbourhood of at least one point on the axis can be generated. 

One can, as has been mentioned earlier, continue the parameters ak and zk 
into the complex plane and derive thereby solutions with different ranges of the 
parameters. Also confluence limits zi --~ zk are possible; they are the rank n 
HKX transformations. 

3 M u l t i p o l e  M o m e n t s  

Multipole moments give useful information about the gravitational field of an 
isolated source. In Newtonian theory they can be calculated by appropriately 
weighted integrals over the source. Such a prescription is also available in General 
Relativity and defines the so-called Dixon [15] moments. In Newtonian theory 
there is also the possibility of reading off the moments from the gravitational far 
field and they agree, the theory being linear, with the source moments. Again 
the far field moments can be defined, at least for stationary fields, in Relativity. 
It cannot be expected that  the far field moments agree with the source moments 
and, indeed, no way to link them is known. This is due to the fact that  the Dixon 
moments are extremely difficult to calculate and not many complete space-times, 
interior solution together with an asymptotically flat vacuum field, are known. 
In fact, all such space-times are spherically symmetric. 

Here we shall concentrate on the far field moments for stationary gravita- 
tional fields as defined by Geroch and Hansen [16] for vacuum space-times. Let 

be a timelike Killing vector and 

f -" --~a~a, ¢.a = eaB-r~B~ 7;6, E = f + i¢ 

its norm, twist and Ernst potential. The metric on the set of trajectories of ~ is 
given by 

The Einstein equations in space-time reduce to equations in three-space involving 
the Ricci tensor derived from ha~ and the Ernst potential g or ~. 
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A 3-dimensional manifold M with metric h is called asymptotically flat if 
there exists another manifold . ~  with metric ~t such that 

M = M U (one pointA) 

haz = 122h~z (3.1) 

121a = 12,~1a = (121~z - 2h~) la  = 0 

Covariant derivative with respect to h is indicated by a solidus. The procedure 
amounts to a compactification with the point A being the point at infinity and the 
conditions state that the space is "almost" Euclidian there and that 12 behaves 
like the square of the distance from A. Thus 12 ~ r -2 ~ ~ for large r in 
the physical respectively small ~" in the unphysical manifold. The conformally 
transformed Ernst potential ~" is defined by 

This definition models, of course, the fact in Euclidian space that if x(r, O, 9) is 
a solution of Laplace's equations then so is 1 1 7~(7,0,~1. 

If one writes the Einstein equations for the Ernstt potential and the Ricci ten- 
sor of the three-space in the unphysical manifold M one finds that the equations 
involving R~O are formally singular due to the appearance of 12 transformation 
in the denominator of some terms. However, Simon and Beig [17] have shown 
that those formally singular terms satisfy again elliptic equations the solutions 
of which are analytic by virtue of Morrey's theorem. 

Multipole moments have a well-defined transformation behaviour under a 
shift of origin in the physical space. In the unphysical manifold A/[ this is reflected 
by a change of conformal factor 12 --~ w12 with win = 1. 

One calculates recursively a set of tensor fields by 

p --- = ( 3 . 2 )  

where C denotes the operation of taking the totally symmetric trace-free part. 
The multipole moments are then defined by the values of those tensor fields at 
A. The Ricci tensor terms are present to ensure the correct behaviour under an 
additional conformal transformation with w. The real and imaginary parts of 
the moments are the mass and angular momentum multipole moments. 

Obviously the actual calculation of the moments for a given exact solution 
is quite laborious. On the other hand, all asymptotically flat solutions known 
to date are not only stationary but also axisymmetric. The axis, i.e. the set 
of fixed points of the action of the angular Killing vector, passes through A 
and the only geometric objects invariant under that action at A are the axis 
vector and the metric itself. Hence the multipole moments are proportional to 
the symmetrized trace-free product of the axis vector with itself and it suffices 
to know the numbers 
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where n ~ is the unit axis vector. 
This reduction in the number  of  components to be calculated does not, un- 

fortunately, make the actual calculation any simpler. On the other hand, we have 
seen tha t  the Ernst  potential  is uniquely determined by its values on the axis. 
Hence the complex coefficients mn to be read off in Weyl coordinates from 

o o  

zn+l 
n=O 

can serve to characterize the solution. The metric h ~  of the three-dimensional 
space reads in Weyl coordinates 

do, 2 = e27(dp + dz 2 )+  p2d~2 

After the coordinate t ransformation 

(3.3) 

p ~ .  z 
P" = p2 + z 2 ' p2 + z 2 

a conformal t ransformat ion with f2 = ~ + z  ~ takes us to the unphysical manifold 
A4. We have now employed various programs to calculate the first Pn up to 
n = 10. The  first few are [18] 

P n = m n  n = 0 ,1 ,2 ,3  

1 . -  2 
P4 = m4 + -~mo (m I - m2mo) (3.4) 

1 . ½ 
P5 = m~ + gm0  (m2rnl -- mare0) -1- m l * ( m l  2 - m2mo).  

The nonlinear contributions f rom the lower mn become progressively worse as 
n increases. Unfor tunate ly  we have found no way to express those additional 
terms in closed form. However, the following observation might give a clue to 
their structure.  Let us consider an infinitesimal shift of the origin, i.e. z ~ z - c. 
The mn t ransform under such a shift in the same manner  as the Pn , viz. 

rhn = nmn-1  , , Pn = nPn-1.  

Hence the nonlinear te rms in Pn have to reproduce those in P ~ - I  under a shift. 
Alas, we have not been able to exploit this fact. 

I t  should be noted tha t  for the Kerr metric all nonlinear terms vanish and 
the multipole moments  are given in terms of usual parameters  m, a by 

P~ = m .  = m ( i a ) " .  

Is there a way to measure the multipole moments?  To this end we consider 
the following Gedankenexperiment .  We probe the far field of a compact  object 
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which we assume to be stationary and axisymmetric with test particles. If the 
field is described by the Schwarzschild solution, i.e. if it has only mass and no 
higher moments, we can infer the mass from the perihelion shift and the other 
orbital parameters of the probe. If, in addition, the field also has a quadrupole 
and perhaps higher moments, we should need more probes with different orbital 
angular momenta,  i.e. different excentricities. Mass, quadrupole and higher mo- 
ments enter the expression for the perihelion shift with coefficients depending 
differently on the excentricity of the orbit. Hence we could infer the first few 
moments. To infer angular momentum moments we should have to distiguish 
between pro- and retrograde orbits. With a sufficient number of test particles 
we could, of course in principle only, probe the far field moments of a compact 
rotating object. It is an open question whether the so measured moments agree 
with the moments as defined above. 

In many applications we are faced with a situation in which more then one 
body is present. While the Geroch-Hansen moments describe the field at infinity, 
as far away from the sources as possible, one would like to have a local definition 
of moments referring to just  one of the constituents of a multi-particle system. 
There is Penrose's definition [19] of quasi-local mass which, however, entails 
constructing the 2-surface twistor space for the surface in question and thus 
appears to be so complicated as to be unsuited for most practical applications. 

The only quantities at hand are the Komar integrals [20]. They are defined 
in terms of a Killing vector ~ and a closed 2-surface ~U by 

K =/,~ ~,~;~dS ̀~ (3.5) 
It is well-known that  the integral is independent of the surface in vacuo. We 
therefore define the mass and angular momentum of a single object by the Komar 
integrals with ~ = at and ~ = c9~ extended over a surface surrounding only that  
object. It is easy to show that  the Komar mass and angular momentum for an 
isolated system as a whole, i.e. taken over a surface surrounding all possible 
sources, agree with the mass and angular momentum as defined earlier. On the 
other hand, the Komar integrals are clearly additive, i.e. the sum of the individual 
masses of a multi-particle system gives the total mass, which is not what some 
would expect from a local definition of mass or angular momentum in General 
Relativity. Yet the Komar integrals are the only practical definitions available 
for individual objects. 

In terms of the metric (2.1) one chooses a surface with t = const, which 
converts the Komar integrals formally into expressions in fiat three-space. Mass 
and angular momentum are given by 

Mi = - - ~  + w,a)k'~dS (3.6) 
P 

__I f 1 :: 
Ji = 16~" J,z~ pa, f f p2 )(fw),°~)] kadS 

where k s denotes the unit normal vector to the chosen surface. 
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4 I n t e r p r e t a t i o n  o f  Exact  So lut ions  

The fact that  the Weyl coordinates are uniquely defined by the geometry does 
not, unfortunately, imply that  they lend themselves easily to the interpretation 
of a given solution. It will be advantageous to introduce spherical coordinates 
by p = r s in  O, z = r cos ~9. 

" d i r e c t i o n a l  
s i n g u l a r i t y "  

o----~,o 

. ~  . . . . .  Z 1 

~-,o 

Fig. I. Fig. 2. 

Let the potential  X be given by X = - m .  The static solution corresponding to 
this potential  is the Curzon solution. The metric derived from this simple X is not 
spherically symmetric and has what appears in Weyl coordinates as a directional 
singularity at r = 0. Even though the Curzon solution has been known for a 
long time, it was only comparatively recently that  Scott and Szekeres [21] have 
unravelled the rather  complicated structure of this "directional singularity". 

The potential  X pertaining to the Schwarzschild solution appears in Weyl 
coordinates as the potential  of a rod of uniform density ½ and length 2m = 
zl - z2. Near the "rod" for zl > z > z2 we have X '~ l n p  and the coefficient of 
d~ 2 in (2.1) actually tends to a constant. The limit z2 --+ - o o  while keeping zl 
fixed yields the C metric [22]. 

These two examples should serve as a caveat against taking Weyl coordinates 
too  seriously close to singularities of the potential. Nevertheless, quite some 
useful information can be extracted from them. 

The first question to be addressed is: Under which conditions on the Ernst 
potential  is space-time asymptotically flat? If we want the 0t Killing vector to be 
a translation at infinity we should have £ ~ 1 or equivalently ~ --* 0 for large r. 
While this ensures asymptotic flatness of the three-space as discussed above, it 
is not sufficient to guarantee asymptotic flatness of the four-dimensional space- 
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time. The axis in space-time is the set of points invariant under the action of the 
0~ Killing vector. As p is the volume of the 2-surfaces spanned by 0~ and Ot, the 
axis will certainly be part  of p = 0, the axis of the canonical Weyl coordinates. 
The converse, however, is not true. On the axis the 0~ vec tor  should vanish 
which it does only if tv(p = 0) = 0. It follows from (2.5) that  ~ is determined 
up to an additive constant and that  w(p = 0) is at most a step function of z. 
Hence we can always achieve ~(p = 0) = 0 for sufficiently large negative z. This 
does not imply the ~(p = 0) will also vanish for large positive z. For sufficiently 
large v we can expand ~ = ~ + O(r -2) .  This implies f = -2I~---~ -~ + O(r -2) 
and thus from (2.5) ~ = -2 Ira  m0(1 + costg) + O(r -1) .  Hence ~(t9 = 0) # 0 
and consequently ~ = 0 is not a set of fixed points of the 0~ Killing vector. 
The fall-off condition on ~ together with vanishing of the angular momentum 
monopole or equivalently the condition ~v(p = 0) = 0 for sufficiently large Izl 
-ensure that  the four-dimensional space-time is asymptotically flat and the cOt 
Killing vector is a translation at infinity. 

One could also study boost-rotation symmetric space-times, cf. Ref. 23. In 
this case the cOt Killing vector describes a boost and the form (2.1) of the metric 
is valid in that  part  of space-time in which the trajectories of the boost are 
timelike. The coordinate axis is composed of sets of fixed points of the action 
of both Killing vectors. For asymptotic flatness that  part of p = 0 making up 
the fixed points of the boost Killing vector has to extend to infinity in Weyl 
coordinates. Hence the condition is that  f = p2q-O(p4) for z < z0, say. This part 
of the coordinate axis is rather similar to a horizon, cf. the above remarks about 
the Schwarzschild solution. Once a solution has been found, the remaining part 
of space-time where cOtwill be spacelike has to be constructed by continuation 
through p = 0, z < z0 • 

Let us revert to stationary axisymmetric solutions and consider a system 
which we should like to interpret as composed of two ( or more ) individual con- 
stituents. We are not interested in the precise structure of the objects; they may 
be thought of as singularities or being made of matter  of unknown composition. 
Our interest lies in the vacuum field they produce. For two objects we have two 
conditions on w. Firstly, it should vanish on p = 0 above the objects for reasons 
of asymptotic flatness. Secondly, ~ should vanish on the coordinate axis between 
the constituents. For were it not to vanish there, that  part of p = 0 would not 
be part  of the axis and we should have no justification of speaking about two 
seperated objects. 

The other function in the metric to which we have to pay attention is 7. 
In Weyl coordinates 7 is also defined up to an additive constant and at most 
a step function of z at p = 0. It follows easily from (2.7) that  the constant 
can be chosen such that  7@ = 0) = 0 for sufficiently large Izl, i.e. on the axis 
outside the objects. Between them 7 will in general not vanish. To examine the 
effect of a non-vanishing 7 let us consider a small circle in a plane z = const. 
around a point 79 on the axis. The radius of the circle is p(f-½e'r)l p and the 

circumference is 27rpf½~, , each to first order in p. Their  ratio is thus 2~re'r~, and 
the geometry of the z = const, plane thus resembles the geometry near the tip 
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of  a cone or  the central  point  of  a ruff as 71~' is positive or negative. This  lack 
of  e lementary  flatness, i.e. lack o f  differentiability as the metr ic  is only Co at ~o, 
gives via  the Einstein .equat ions  rise to a non-vanishing e n e r g y - m o m e n t u m  tensor  
[24]. This  e n e r g y - m o m e n t u m  tensor  has the  form of a 8 funct ion and describes 
consequent ly  a line source. I t  has the peculiar p roper ty  tha t  the energy density 
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equals the absolute value of the pressure - hardly the material you can buy in 
your neighbourhood hardware shop. On the other hand, ropes of that  material 
are the only ones which one can hang right down to the horizon of a black hole 
without breaking. By chosing the Ernst potential we ha~e chosen the sources 
of the gravitational field. 7 will, in general, not vanish between the objects and 
Einstein's equations force the line source, frequently called the Weyl strut,  upon 
us. This is an instance for the fact that  Einstein's equations imply the equations 
of motion for the sources, for without the Weyl strut  space-time could not be 
stationary. The pressure in the strut  is given by [25] 

p = ¼(e l  - 1) (4.1) 

and we shall use its negative as definition of the force acting between the objects. 
The question now arises whether one can choose the parameters of a two-body 
solution, i.e. masses, angular momenta and distance, such that the Weyl strut  is 
absent. Of course, the masses involved should be positive. If one allows negative 
masses to be present, it is easy to construct even a static solution involving 
three masses without struts. Permitting only positive masses would imply that  
gravitational at traction can be balanced by the relativistic interaction of angular 
momenta.  The effect of gravitational angular momentum interaction is closely 
akin to the Lense-Thirring effect and the discussion dates back even to pre- 
relativistic days [26]. 

The first solution constructed explicitely with the aim of investigating the 
possibility of balance was derived by acting with two HKX transformations on 
a static seed metric describingtwo Curzon particles, i.e. (2.16) with n = 2. It 
has been shown that  the parameters can be chosen such that  the solution is 
symmetric with respect to z = 0. It has no singularities except at the places of 
the Curzon particles and thus describes two objects balanced by their angular 
momentum against gravitational attraction [27]. The internal structure of those 
Curzon objects is, of course, obscure. 

Earlier the so-called double Kerr solution had been derived by Kramer and 
Neugebauer [28]. The solution describing n Kerr objects can be cast into the 
neat form [29] 

D_ 
S = D+ (4.2) 

with the n × n determinants and 2n constants wk and zk 

D+ = I ei '~kS(zk) + ei '° 'S(zt)  + 11 
Z k - -  Z 1 

where k = 1 , 3 , . . . , 2 n -  1 denotes the rows and k = 2 , 4 , . . . , 2 n  the columns. 
One introduces the parameters 

wk = OZk Jr )Ik, Wk+l = crk -- Ak 

ei)'k = Pk + iq~. 
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The a ' s  and q's are called NUT and Kerr parameters, respectively, and mass 
parameters mk are defined in terms of those and the zk as indicated in the 
diagram. It should be kept in mind that  those names are nothing but words 
chosen in analogy to the Kerr metric which arises from (4.2) for n = 1. 

Z I . . . . .  = ,= .  

Zo . . . . .  :=- 

Z 3 . . . . .  ~ .  

Z 4 . . . . .  ~ .  

Z 

;r mlP l  

: m 2 P 2  

Fig. 5. 

Here we shall give only a brief description [30] of the double Kerr solution, 
a longer t rea tment  can be found in Ref. 31. A prerequisite for interpreting the 
solution as describing two seperated objects is obviously ~ > m l p l  + m2p2 • It 
can be shown that  in this case the regions p = 0, zl > z > z2 and zs > z > z4 
are null hypersurfaces on which the b~ Killing vector does not vanish and which 
have signature (+  + 0). The metric can be extendend through them. Those 
hypersurfaces are thus horizons. The precise nature of the points where the 
Weyl s trut  meets the horizons has not yet been resolved. 

The Komar masses M i  and angular momenta Ji can be calculated easily by 
extending the integrals (3.6) over the horizons and using (2.5) to convert p- into 
z-derivatives. 

The condition of asymptotic flatness can be written as a quadratic polynomial 
for ~ with coefficients depending on the other parameters. The axis condition, 
i.e. the condition that  there be an axis between the objects, yields a fourth order 
polynomial for ~. One could solve the quadratic equation and insert the solutions 
into the fourth order one to end up with a rather complicated expression for the 
other parameters  which one would have to solve. Analytically this is clearly quite 
hopeless. On the other hand, the balance condition, i.e. 7(P = 0, z~ > z > z3) - 
0, is the trivial equation cos(al  - a2) = 0. Assuming balance the equations for 
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( become somewhat more manageable and one can express ~ in terms of the 
remaining three parameters qi and ai.  Checking numerically over the range of 
the qi and ai  we found that  no solution which would make both Komar masses 
positive appears to exist. Thus we conclude tentatively that  black holes cannot 
be balanced. 

t 
i mlPl  i 
~ -  ~ - - ~ ,  

? 

Fig. 6. 

We can extend the parameters Pi individually or together into the complex 
plane and arrive after Pi ~ - i p i  at the superposition of two hyperextreme Kerr 
objects, zi and zi+x now become complex conjugate and the solution may be 
visualized as the superposition of two rotating discs with curvature singularities 
at the rim. The symmetric case, i.e. Pl = P2 and ml = rn2, can be treated 
exactly and balance can be achieved [14] . In terms of the Komar quantities and 
the dimensionless parameter  

J 
Q= M2 

the distance at which the two objects balance is given by 

V• 2 
(b = M[Q(1 + - ~ )  - 2] (4.3) 

Clearly Q > 2. For large Q we find (b "~ 2 M Q  with corrections of the order M. 
Let us look at some typical values for Q. For an object of size R, mass M and 

angular velocity w - the  typical velocity would then be v = Rw- we may estimate 
J ,,, M R v  in non-geometrized units or Q = ~-v in geometrized units. For the 
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sun we have Q ~ 0.2 and stars in the early stages of their evolution should have 
Q values g rea te r  by a factor of about  10. Neutron stars also cannot attain Q 
values larger than 1, in fact they break up much earlier [32]. On the other hand, 
non-gravitationally bound objects of everyday size and mass have amazingly 
high values for Q. A n  album, for instance, rotating with 33 rpm on its turntable 
-no t  something which one would describe as rotating rapidly-  has Q ~ 10 is. 
Any rotating object we come across in daily life has such huge values for Q 
that ,  were we to require Q < 1, we should not recognize it as rotating at all. Of 
course, everyday objects are of enormous size compared to their Schwarzschild 
radius. For a neutron ( J  = ~) we find, only formally of course, Q ~ 8 × 1037. 
Bodies of laboratory dimensions would thus balance at Cb "~ 2R v ~ / ~  × 10 -6. 
Two neutrons, just  to quote the figure, would balance at ~b "~ 2 × 10 -14 cm. 
These numbers indicate that  in practical situations balance is quite impossible 
to achieve. 

If we abandon the balance condition 7(P = 0) = 0 between the objects we 
are not only stuck with the Weyl strut  but  also with the inability to solve the 
conditions of asymptotic flatness and the existence of an axis between the objects 
exactly. However, assuming the masses to be small compared to the distance, i.e. 

<< 1, we can solve the conditions to any desired order. The attractive force, 
t was defined as the negative of the pressure in the strut,  becomes a function of 

the two masses, angular momenta and the distance. We can then compare two 
systems, a static and a stat ionary one, such that  the masses and the distance 
in one system have the same values as in the other one. The relative change of 
force is 

~F = Fstat  - Fr° t  
Fsta t = (Q1M1 ÷ Q~M2) 2 

It appears surprising that  ~F should always be positive, no matter  whether the 
objects are co- or counterrotating. Calculating the total quadrupole moment of 
the solution we find [33] 

~2 
~P2 = (-"~ - M1M2)( M1 -4- M2) - Q12M13 - Q22M23 

The last two terms describe the difference in the quadrupole moment between a 
static and a s tat ionary configuration. In the approximation used here the changes 
in the individual quadrupole momenta should be additive and we can therefore 
ascribe to each object a moment of -Q~M~. The fact that  the relative change 
of force is a perfect square can thus be seen as arising from a conspiracy of 
the mass-quadrupole interaction with the interaction of the angular momenta.  
Had we considered a solution other than the double Kerr solution, no perfect 
square would have appeared. Finally the force due only to angular momentum 
interaction between two rotating bodies is given by 

~Fqq = - ~6-~ J1 J2 (4.4) 
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For objects which could be handled in an experiment we can estimate ~F ~, 10 -7. 
On the other hand, the force itself is Fstat ~ IO-SN. In an experiment of the 
Cavendish type, angular momentum interaction would show up as a different 
gravitational constant for the rotating and non-rotating 'configuration. If only 
we knew G to seven decimal places! 

5 F a c t o r  S t r u c t u r e  o f  R a t i o n a l  V a c u u m  S o l u t i o n s  

It has been more or less common knowledge that the polynomials appearing in 
certain rational metrics like the Kerr or Tomimatsu-Sato metrics can be factor- 
ized. In this chapter we shall give an outline of our recent research into this topic 
[34]. Factorizability is, of course, a property which holds only in special coordi- 
nate systems. Here we shall consider prolate or oblate speroidal and spherical 
coordinatesrelated to the Weyl coordinates by 

sinh z 
e x 

P = cosh x ) sin y, 
/ 

The metric (2.1) will be used in the form 

[ cosh x 

z =  ~ si:~ z ) cos y 

1 
ds 2 = A e27 (dx 2 + dy 2) + B(Gd~o2 + 2Cdpdt - Adt 2) (5.1) 

The functions A, B, etc., are supposed to he polynomials in either sinh(x), 
e ~, or cosh(x) and cos(y), depending on whether oblate spheroidal, spherical or 
prolate spheroidal coordinates are used. All common factors are assumed to have 
been cancelled. The usual forms are recovered by the coordinate transformation 

= [sinh(z), e ~, cosh(x)], 0 = cos(y); A, B, etc. then become polynomials in ( 
and q. The assumption of the polynomials depending only on cosh(x), which we 
shall from now on use as representative for the other cases - i t  can easily be seen 
that  the arguments given below are also valid in the other cases-, and cos(y) 
is justified by the field equations being elliptic and thus their solutions being 
analytic at p = 0. 

We have the condition on the determinant of the ~ , -  t part of the metric 

AG + C 2 = p2B2 ~ AG = (pB + C)(pB - C). 

Even though polynomials in trigonometric or hyperbolic functions are not 
uniquely factorizable -sin2(y) = sin(v)sin(v) = [1 + cos(y)][1 - cos(y)]- one 
can show from the fact that  A and C contain no linear sin or sinh terms that  
they have to be factorizable as, e.g., A = (Air + A2u)(Alr - A2u). Finally the 
argument [35] shows that  the metric can be written as 

= + + + - + 
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with 

(1 ) ) A1A2 -- p, i . e .  A 1 -  si x , A s =  \ s i n h x  s i n y  

and #, v etc. being polynomials in cosh x and cos y. 
Some "experimental facts" -we are using this term to indicate that  these 

properties have been found to hold for a sufficiently large number of solutions 
checked, often by algebraic computer programmes, to make one wonder whether 
there is a general principle behind i t -  are surprising; for instance: Let the Ernst 
potential be £ = ( a  - f l ) ( a  + f l ) - i  with c~ and fl being polynomials in cosh(x) 
and cos(y) as indicated above, then s o f t  - f lOa is divisible by one of the factors 
of A. Or: The nonvanishing spin components of the Weyl tensor, Co and C±2, are 
essentially second derivatives of the Ernst potential; they are thus proportional 
to ( a + f l )  -a.  Why is it then that  12 = C 2 C _ 2 - 9 C o  2 is proportional to ( a + f l )  -~  
and not to (a + fl)-6 as one would have assumed? 

In what follows we shall adhere essentially to the formalism developed by 
Ernst and Hawser [35]. We shall use the notation for the derivative operator 

O+ = O~ + JOy 

for reasons which will become apparent below. Note that  0+* -- 69_ ; as the 
appearing polynomials are polynomials in hyperbolic respectively trigonometric 
functions, 0+ does not lower the degree of the polynomial to which it is applied. 

The invariants of the Weyl tensor are given by 

Co = 1e-2 [20+0- -  0+ 0_c1 (5.3) 

c , ,  = - e-2 E20,'E- 40, o,E +  (0,m 
from which one can form two spin invariant quantities 

11 - Co , 12 = C 2 C - 2  - 9C02. 

The solution is of Petrov type D if either C+2 = 0 or /2  = 0. By use of the Ernst 
equation (2.6) Co can be rewritten as 

1 2~ 1 1, 
Co = [7o+ o_c- -to+po_  + O_pO+£)]. 

P 

We assume that  ~: can be written as 

£ _  c~ - fl  _ A + i I  (5.4) 
~ + f l  B 

with complex polynomials (~ and/~. The various polynomials in the metric (5.1) 
are given by 

A - A12T 2 -- A22v 2 = (~oL* -- j3~* -- A + A _  
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B -- ttr - ua = (~ + / 3 ) ( a *  + / 3 ' )  

C : ,)t22p/] - -  )t l20"T, p = A1)~2 
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A C I 
f = --~, w = --~, pB 4- C = A+ B+, ¢ = --~ 

First we shall turn out attention to equation (2.5) relating w and ¢. It becomes 

- ip (BO+I  - IO+B) = AO+C - CO+A 

From the two expressions for 0+$ to be derived from (5.4) we get 

-2p(o~* + fl* )2(aO+ /3 - /30+a)  = A+ [A+ ( N+O+ A:~ - A+O+ N+ ) - A+ BO±p] 

As A± have no common factor with (a* +/3"),  we conclude that  they have to 
divide aO±/3 - /30+a.  Thus we define K± by 

aO+/3 - / 3 0 ± a  = K±A± (5.5) 

This is one of the divisibility properties which had been noticed earlier. There 
is, of course, a sign ambiguity due to the sign in A1 and A2; we thus define A+ as 
that  factor of A which divides c~0+/3 -/30+o~. Having cancelled A± we can use 
the definition of B and repeat the previous argument to deduce the existence of 
polynomials P± by 

(o~* +/3*)P± = A+O±N+ - N+O+A+ (5.6) 

The Ernst equation (2.6) written in terms of ~ and/3 and using (5.5) reads 

A+A_(c~A/3 -/3Ac~) = (c~* O+c~ -- ~* O+cOg_A_ + (c~* O_ c~ -/3*O_/3)K+A+ 

Again we find new polynomials L+ defined by 

o~* 0±o~ -/3*0±/3 = L± A:t: (5.7) 

From the definition of A in terms of a and/3 we find 

A+(O+A_ - L+) - A_(O+A+ - L_*) = 0 

whence we conclude 

O+ A_ = L+ - cA_, O+ A+ = L_ * + cA+ 

e has to be constant because A+ and A_ are of the same degree. We shall now 
show that  e vanishes. From the above equations we derive 

A+O+A_ - A _ O + A +  - A + L +  + A_L_*  = 2cA+A_. 

The terms with L contain expressions of the form a* O+a-  aO+a*. Consider the 
leading terms in cosh x and among these the one leading term in cos y; this term 
will drop out. A similar argument shows that  the leading term in the A± terms 
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drop out as well. The left-hand side of the equation is thus of lower degree than 
the right-hand side. Therefore c has to vanish and we find 

O~ Av = L± 

Eliminating a and Z between (5.5) and (5.7) we get for the derivatives 

(5.s) 

A~O~4 = ~* K.,- + 4L+ 

A~cg~:fl = 4 * K~ + ilL+. 

With the polynomials K and L the Ernst equation can be rewritten as 

A-~O:FK± + ~---~(A+K+O_p + A_K_O+p) - L~:K± = 0 (5.9) 

Using "leading term" arguments similar to the one which was used to prove (5.8) 
one can show from (2.7) that  e 2~ has to be of the form 

A 
e 2"Y = c--~, D = (O+p O_p) ~-1 (5.10) 

where n is the degree of A in sinh x and c is at most a step function of z. 
With  this expression for e ~ the invariants of the Weyl tensor/1 an d /2  appear 

to have a factor of A in the denominator. Of course, this factor should not be 
there; A = 0 indicates the limit of stationarity and we do not expect this surface 
to be singular. Calculating Co from (5.3) we get 

1 D 1 
C o =  4 (a + i~)3 Ap T° 

To - (a +/3)[g+A+O_p + g_A_O+p] + 2pg+g_(4  * + j3*). 

The square bracket contains a factor of p; cf. the Ernst equation (5.9). To can 
be rewritten as 

To = 2pA_ [K_ 0+ (4 + ~) - (4 + ~)0+g_] 
= 2pA+[K+O_(4 + fl) - (4 + fl)0_K+]. 

Hence it contains both factors A± and is thus divisible by A. With To = 2ApM 
we get for Co 

1 D M  
C o -  2 (4 +'~)3" 

The calculation o f / 2  is a bit more involved. First we observe that  (5.3) yields 

1 D 1 
C+~ - T + 2  

2 (4 + fl)3 cg+pA~ 

2 n 
T.,-2 = (4 + ~)[O.,-pO+K+ - K+a+ p(-{ - 1)] - 3K+O+pO~(4 + ~).  

We need not worry about the (9+p in the denominator; such a factor is found 
either in D given by (5.10) or in T±2 if n = 2. On the other hand, there is A: F. 
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To avoid an A in the denominator o f / 2  , T+ has to contain a factor of either 
A T or A±. Using the Bianchi identities we get an alternative formula for C+2 

C+2 - (a + f l)A,  (30±pCo + 2pO+Co). 
P~AT 

Comparing this with the above expression we see the factor A+ explicitly. To 
show t h a t / 2  is proportional to (a  + fl) we need to consider only those terms in 
To and T+2 which are not explicitly multiplied by (a  + fl). Evidently these terms 
drop out a n d / 2  is proportional to (a  + j3) -5 as has been observed in all cases 
where the invariants have been calculated. 

As an instance we quote the polynomials for the Kerr metric: 

o~ =pcosh(z )  - iqcos(y), /3 = 1 
A+ =ps inh(z )  q: q sin(y), K+ = - 1 ,  L± = c~* 

P± = - cosh(z) s in (y )+  i sinh(z) sin(y)+ 

A T [sinh(z) sin(y) :t: i cosh(z) cos(y)] + q sinh(z) - p sin(y) 

M = I .  

Note that  one of the rules used by Tomimatsu and Sato [37] to derive their series 
of solutions is K+ = real. Moreover, by studying the behaviour of the various 
polynomials under an Ehlers transformation (~,/~) --+ (c~, ei~fl) we find that  P± 
has to split up into terms which are individually divisible. 

There are reasons to suspect that the factors discussed here exist for an 
even wider class of solutions. Inspection of the double Kerr solution with its 
Ernst potential  being rational in Si leads to the conjecture that  metrics rational 
in distances from given points on the coordinate axis are factorizable. This is 
currently under investigation [38] . 

Moreover, there is at least one metric not rational in prolate spheroidal co- 
ordinates which is factorizable. One of the solutions derived by Yamazaki which 
is a generalization of the Kinnersley-Chitre solution to a noninteger parameter 
can be shown by direct calculations to admit all the factors mentioned above. 
One may conjecture that  solutions depending continuously on a parameter such 
that  they are rational for certain some of its values are also factorizable in the 
above sense. 
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I. Introduction 

That a renaissance is occurring in the field of rotating interior solutions is at- 
tested by the increasing number of recent publications on the subject, many of 
them authored by participants in this conference [1]. One reason for this resur- 
gence is undoubtedly the achievement over the last two decades of a general 
solution to the problem of stationary, axisymmetric vacuum spacetimes, accom- 
plished using the techniques developed for integrable nonlinear equations. Given 
the plethora of rotating exterior solutions now available, many including infi- 
nite numbers of arbitrary mass and electromagnetic multipole moments, it is 
no longer just a matter of "finding a source for the Kerr solution". It seems 
that we should be on the threshold of obtaining a complete, asymptotically flat, 
spacetime to represent a finite relativistic rotating body. 

Constructing a complete interior and exterior solution is an exceedingly dif- 
ficult problem, however-an observation which is underscored by the paucity of 
comparable solutions in Newtonian gravitation. On the other hand, having such 
a solution is far more crucial in relativistic, than in Newtonian, gravitation be- 
cause of the importance of exact solutions in uncovering the full implications 
of the nonlinear field equations. While a great variety of interior solutions al- 
ready exists, almost all have additional symmetries which forbid using them to 
describe finite bodies. Success in finding a complete solution will probably re- 
quire the discovery of new, more general, interior solutions which include some 
arbitrary functions to accommodate the matching procedure. 

Soon after the 3 + 1 dyadic formalism for spacetime congruences [2] was de- 
veloped, I believed it might provide a new method to search for rotating interior 
solutions. The dyadic equations are particularly simple for material undergoing 
a stationary rigid motion where the problem can be posed as differential equa- 
tions in the quotient 3-space, the space of trajectories. A distinguishing feature 
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of the dyadic equations is that they involve the Weyl tensor of the gravitational 
field, as well as the Ricci tensor of the matter. By so doing, they invite a so- 
lution approach that is not readily apparent if one looks only at the Einstein 
field equations where all explicit reference to the Weyl tensor is eliminated. In 
fact, the original solution for a finite rotating body obtained using the dyadic 
equations [3] resulted primarily from making an assumption about the form of 
the tidal gravitational field (the Weyl tensor) inside the body, rather than from 
assumptions about the kind of matter constituting the body. Section II of this 
paper briefly re-capitulates the 3 + 1 dyadic formalism and introduces the 3- 
space covariant vector and dyadic quantities. Section III presents the dyadic 
equations as they appear for stationary axisymmetric rigid rotation. Section IV 
describes how the Weyl tensor approach has been used to obtain solutions of 
these equations. Section V examines some of the ordinary, and some of the pe- 
culiar, configurations of finite rotating bodies that appear to be encompassed by 
the original solution. 

I I .  T h e  3 -k- 1 D y a d i c  F o r m a l i s m  

We use the coordinate basis vectors and 1-forms 

e ,  = O / 0 z  ~, e ~ = d z "  (/z, u = 0 ,  1, 2, 3) (1) 

with metric products 

e ~" eu = 5 ~ ,  e . . e u  : g ~ v ,  e f' "e  u =g~u, (2) 

and define orthonormal tetrads by  

ur : rAUe,, u r : rAue" (r, s = 0 ,  1, 2, 3) (3) 

with metric products 

u , . u ' = ~ ,  u ~ . u , = r b . , ,  u ' . u  ~=r/"~ (4) 

u r - e  u =  rA ~, u r - e u  : rAu 

where ~ ,  is the Minkowski metric. 
The dyadic formalism [2] results from aligning the timelike basis vector u0 

with a preferred timelike congruence and projecting all tensor quantities into 
components along u0 or into the 3-space orthogonal to u0. Thus, for example, a 
second-rank 4-tensor 

T = T~,uru ' = T00u°u ° + Lu ° + u ° R +  T (5) 

leads to one scalar, Too, two 3-vectors, 

L - - T a 0  ua ,  R=Tob ub (a,b, . . . ,  m- -  1, 2, 3) (6) 

and a dyadic 
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T = Ta b U a U b , (7) 

where the tensor product of adjacent vectors is implied. 
The covariant derivatives of the orthonormal bases are given by 

D u ,  = rr.t u r u  t , ( 8 )  

where the Ricci rotation coefficients are skew-symmetric on the last two indices 

F , , t  + F,.t, = 0. (9) 

Exterior derivatives are obtained by antisymmetrizing; i.e., 

d u ,  = D u ,  - u , D  = F, . , t  ( u ' u  t - u t u ~ )  • (10)  

Alternatively, by defining the skew-symmetric matrix of connection 1-forms, 

~ s t  = - F r , t  u " ,  (11)  

we can write the Caftan moving-frame equation 

dus  + w s t A u  t = 0 .  (12) 

For the timelike vector we have 

Du0 = u ° a + S - ~ x I .  (13) 

The 3-space covariant dynamical variables of the timelike congruence 

a = FOOb ub , 

1 ubl l  a S = ~F~0b (u~u b + ), (14)  

1 b ( u ~ u  b u b u  a - ~ × I -  ~ F a o  - ), 

are, respectively, the acceleration vector a, the symmetric rate-of-strain dyadic 
$, and the skew-symmetric vorticity dyadic which has been expressed by using 
the dual angular velocity vector/~, and the unit dyadic, I = u c uc. 

A similar expansion for the spatial triad vectors can be written 

Dub = - ( a -  Ub) u°U ° -- (S--  $2 × I) • ubu ° +u0w X ub + Vub, (15) 

where, in analogy to Eq. (8), the 3-space covariant derivative VUb is defined by 

VUb = FabcUaU c = - -N  × Ub. (16) 

These equations introduce two new quantities; the angular velocity 3-vector of 
the spatial triad itself, 

1 
w -= -~ ~abc FObcU a, (17) 

and the 3-space dyadic affinity, 
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1 
N - - -~  gbcd Facd uaub. (18) 

It can be verified quickly that the orthonormality relations 

D u r - u s + D u s - u r = 0  (19) 

are satisfied by these expressions. The five vector-dyadic quantities 
(a, S, ~ ,  w,  N )  incorporate all 24 independent components of Fr,t .  

Expressing the Ricci identity 

in terms of rotation coefficients gives 

1 g~l~,l,p~ = r[pl,qj r , l / +  5 , ,  r~,f + ~ R , , .  (21) 

Taking all possible independent combinations of timelike and spacelike indices, 
and using the dyadic representation of Fr s t, gives four, 3-space covariant, first- 
order, dyadic differential equations. The general equations were first presented in 
Ref. [2] and were summarized again in Ref. [4]. In the next section the pertinent 
equations are written out explicitly for the special situation being considered 
here. 

These equations also require a projected 3-space representation of the curva- 
ture components; viz., two symmetric dyadics 

Q ~ Ro~ob u a u  b , 

1 (22) 
P =_ --'~gacd6b.fg R cd'fg u a u  b , 

and a trace-free dyadic 

1 
B - t × I =_ - - ~ d R o b ~ ,  u a u  b . (23) 

The symmetric dyadic B incorporates the "magnetic" components of the Weyl 
tensor, whereas the 3-vector t in the skew-symmetric part is the momentum 
density associated with the Ricci tensor, i.e., 

1 u~ (24) t - ~ R o .  . 

We use units such that 4 r G = c = 1. The remainder of the Ricci tensor com- 
prises the energy density 

1 1 
p -= - ~  (noo + ~ R:) (25) 

and the 3-space stress dyadic 

1 1 
T = ~ (n .b  -- ~ R ' ,  ~ab) u a u b "  (26) 
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It is convenient to extract the trace of each of these curvature dyadics. Defining 
the pressure by 

3 p - - T r  T (27) 

and the trace-free, or anisotropic, stress dyadic, 

M - T -  1 ( T r T ) I -  T + p I ,  (28) 

we find 

so we can write 

T r Q  ~_ # -  p +  3p,  (29) 
T r P  = - 2 p ,  

1 
Q = A + M + ~ p I ,  (30) 

2 
P = A - M - ~ p I ,  

where the symmetric, trace-free, dyadic A incorporates the "electric" compo- 
nents of the Weyl tensor. The entire Weyl tensor is comprehended in the com- 
plex, symmetric, trace-free dyadic 

C = A ÷ l B .  (31) 

III. The Dyadic Equations for Stationary, Axisymmetric, 
Rigid Bodies 

To apply the formalism in this situation, we take the preferred congruence as 
the timelike Killing congruence of matter worldlines with unit tangent u0 and 
magnitude 1/¢, so 

1 
eo = O / a t  = ~ u o ,  (32) 

and e0 satisfies Killing's equation D e0 + e0D = 0. Axial symmetry is imposed 
by postulating a spacelike Killing vector field with closed orbits, say e3 = 0 /0  0, 
with D e3 + e3D - 0. We can write the expansion 

A 
ea = - ~ U o  + rI~, (33) 

where u3 -- I~ is a spatial triad vector in the 2-spaces spanned by e0 and e3, 
and the functions ¢, A, r are independent of the symmetry coordinates t and 
0. Assuming "orthogonal transitivity" [5], we can solve for the corresponding 
coordinate 1-forms as 
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e 0 = ( t t = ¢ u  0 + - A I ~ ,  
(34) 

e 3 = d 0  = 1 I ~ ,  
r 

and the line element of the orbit 2-spaces reads 

1 
¢2  (dr - A d O )  ~ + r 2 d O  z . (35) 

Combining the Killing's equations for (e °, e z) with the exterior derivatives 
of the exact 1-forms (e0, e3), and using (13) for Duo and (15) for DI~, we 
can extract several consequences for the dyadic quantities: firstly, vanishing of 
the rate-of-strain dyadic, S = 0, which is the condition for rigid motions. Other 
relations exhibit ¢ and A as potentials for the acceleration and angular velocity 
vectors 

V ¢ + ¢ a = 0 ,  V A + 2 r ¢  a x i S = 0 ,  (36) 

where time-independence of the scalars allows replacing the spacetime exterior 
derivative d with the 3-space gradient operator V. The orthogonality conditions 

a.  I~, 12 • I~ = 0, (37) 

also result, in addition to, 
(n  - w) x I~ = 0, (38) 

which allows the choice of body-fixed spatial triads co-rotating with the matter; 
i.e., w = $2. In consequence, the time derivatives of all vector-dyadic quantities 
vanish, as well as of the scalar variables. FinMly, we find an equation for the 
gradient of I~ 

VI~ + I~ Vr = 0, (39) 
r 

which implies I~ • Vr  = 0, and then also 

( Vr.  
v x  R:+R:x  -..T-) = o, (40) 
V . K = 0 .  

When these reductions are applied to the general dyadic equations, [2, 4] we 
find one equation for the gradient of the acceleration vector 

V a  = - a a  + t~ ~ - (t22) I + Q ,  (41) 

and another for the gradient of the angular velocity vector 

v n = - 2 a a  + ( . .  a )  I +  B ,  (42) 

where Q and B are the curvature dyadics defined in (22) and (23). The curls of 
these gradient equations give a pair of Bianchi identities 

V x  Q = - a  xQ+Pxa-Bx/-/+(/~.B) x I ,  
(43) 

V x B = - a  x B + B  x a  + P  x / ~ - ( f / . Q )  x I . 
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The dyadic P enters these equations by way of the 3-space Ricci identity for any 
vector V [the 3-dimensional analog of Eq. (20)] 

V x VV = - E  x V ,  (44) 

where E is the symmetric, 3-space, curvature dyadic defined by 

1 (3)Red1" u°u  b (45) E = ~¢ac~ ¢b]a 

and satisfies the Bianchi identity 

V .  E - 0.  (46) 

In terms of the dyadic affinity N, E is given by 

1 NT E = V x N + ~  x N ,  (47) 

which represents the 3-dimensional analog of Eq. (21). The Gauss equation, 
relating the 3- and 4-dimensional curvatures, in this case (S = 0, w = £2) is 

E = - P - 3 ~  . (48) 

Combining the skew-symmetric part of the V x Q equation with Eqns. (46) and 
(48) gives the contracted Bianchi identity for the material stress dyadic 

V - M = V p + ( p + p ) a - a . M  . (49) 

If the stress is isotropic, M = 0, this becomes the usual relativistic equation of 
hydrostatic equilibrium. 

For rotating rigid bodies, when a and ~ are both non-zero and linearly 
independent, it is convenient to define the complex dynamical vector 

Z - a + i t ~ ,  Z = a - i O  . (50) 

Combining the gradient equations then gives 

1 1-  1 1 z 1 
V Z = - Z Z +  Z Z - ~ Z Z + (  Z 2 - 2  " ~ + 3 p )  I + R '  (51) 

where R is the symmetric, tracefree, complex curvature dyadic defined by 

1 
R =  Q -  ~/~I+  iB  = A + M + i B  = C + M .  (52) 

The trace and skew-symmetric parts of (51) give 

i _ Z z .  z + (53) V . Z = ~  2 ' 

V × Z = Z  × Z .  (54) 

Correspondingly, the complex Bianchi identity resulting from the curl of Eq. 
(51) can be written 
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1 
V x R = -  ( 3 Z +  7,) x R +  ~ R  x ( 3 Z + Z ) + Z  x M -  M x Z 

+ [ Z . M -  ( Z - Z ) . R - ~ V / ~ - ( / ~ - 2 p ) Z ]  × I  . 
(55) 

The first line on the right side of this equation is symmetric; the entire skew- 
symmetric part is contained in the bracket on the second line. 

Equations (51) and (55) are the starting point for this approach to finding 
solutions for rotating rigid bodies. 

I V .  G e n e r a t i n g  S o l u t i o n s  o f  t h e  D y a d i c  E q u a t i o n s  

As an immediate consequence of the equations for Z, Eqns. (36) and (54) give 

z )  v × = o, (56) 

implying the existence of a complex potential 

Z / ¢ 2  = V F, (57) 

with F + F - 1/¢ 2, analogous to the Ernst potential for stationary vacuum 
solutions. Indeed, with an appropriate choice of coordinates in the vacuum case, 
Eq. (53) for V • Z becomes the Ernst equation [6] for F. Treating F and P as 
independent coordinates; i.e., 

¢4 VF x VF = Z x Z = - 2 i a  x ~ # 0, (58) 

the gradient of an arbitrary scalar function ¢ can be expanded as 

1 0 ¢  -~0¢ Z] (59) r e =  z + 

Then for any ¢ the equation 
V ¢ x  Z = 0 (60) 

implies that ¢ is an analytic function of F ,  0 ¢/0F'  = 0, and further if ¢ is real, 
it must be constant. 

One approach to finding solutions is to l~ostulate simple forms for the curva- 
ture dyadics, including some unspecified scalar coefficients, and to substitute the 
forms into the dyadic equations to derive differential equations for the scalars. 
The first solution of these equations that led to a finite rotating body [3] was 
generated from dyadic forms suggested by the vacuum Schwarzschild and Kerr 
solutions. In the static ( ~  = 0) Schwarzschild solution, the curvature dyadic B 
vanishes and the dyadic A has the value 

m 
A = ~-ff ( I -  3 ~ ) .  (61) 
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Up to the scalar coefficient, this is the unique, symmetric, trace-free, form for 
spherical symmetry, but with a - a i ,  it can also be written 

m a a  
A = ~ ( I  - 3-~-). (62) 

It is suggestive to try the replacement, a --+ Z = a + i ~ , while allowing 
the coefficient to be arbitrary. This leads to an Ansatz for the Weyl dyadic of 
rotating solutions 

ZZ  
C = A + i B  = a ( I -  3-~-), (63) 

with a an unspecified complex variable. This form has several attractive proper- 
ties; I) it is quite simple and introduces only one new variable into the equations, 
2) in vacuum, it is the correct form of C for the Kerr solution, and 3) the dy- 
namical vector Z is an eigenvector 

Z.  C = - 2 a Z .  (64) 

In the original solution this Ansatz was supplemented with the assumption of 
isotropic stress, M = 0, so R - C. 

When these values for C and M are inserted in the V Z equation, Eq. (51), 
and Z is dotted from the right, one finds 

V ( ~ )  = - 2 (2a - 5/~)~-~ , 1  Z (65) 

where the potential equation for a has been used again. Thus, 

Z 2 
V ( ~ )  × Z = O, (66) 

and taking account of Eq. (56), the curl integrability condition gives 

V ( 2 ~ - ~ )  × Z = 0 ,  (67) 

so that both of these quantities must be analytic functions of F. 
The symmetric part of the Bianchi identity, Eq. (55), shows that these pos- 

tulates also demand 
V ~  × Z =  0 ,  (68) 

so Eq. (67) now requires 
V p x Z = 0 ,  

and since p is real, # -- p-t- 3p = P0 =const. 
Thus, the integrability conditions may force spatial relations among the en- 

ergy density and stress components of the matter. It should be noted, however, 
that since the solutions obtained here describe only s~ationary configurations of 
some kind of material undergoing a rigid motion (i.e., not involving any expan- 
sion, shear, or other time-dependent process), these spatial relations need not 
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imply universal properties of the matter  in the usual sense of a thermodynamic 
equation-of-state which would hold throughout non-stationary processes as well. 

When the skew-symmetric part of Eq. (55) is examined, one finds a gradient 
equation for a 

1 
X7 a = - [3a(tx + ~tto) + Z2(~Uo - 2 p ) ] ~  , (69) 

consistent with Eq. (68), and the integrability condition here can be written 

V [¢2(/to - 2p)] x Z = 0 ,  (70) 

or  

¢2(go - 2p) = / t0  ,¢, (71) 

where ,~ is a new integration constant. Now we have 

1 ,~ 1 
p = ~ p 0 ( 1 -  ~ ) ,  p = ~ 0 ( 3 ~  - 1) ,  (72) 

and it can be verified that  these results satisfy the stationary equilibrium equa- 
tion, Eq. (49) with M = 0. 

Combining Eq. (65) and Eq. (69) gives a first-order, analytic, ordinary dif- 
ferential equation 

1 1 
[3 ~(c~ + ~#o) +/~o ' ~ ]  d~ - ~ (2 ~ - ~/to)d c~ = 0 (73) 

for the analytic variables cr and {2 - Z 2 / ¢ 2  . As it stands this Abel's equation 
is not integrable in these variables, but the solution can be written in terms of 
a parametric variable X introduced by setting 

1 
+ ~tt0 = - ( # 0 ~ ) ~  tan A. (74) 

The solution for F is [4] 

1 
F - -  ~ [So + (A + Ao) tan A], (75) 

where So and Xo are integration constants, and the other complex variables are 
given by 

= (#ot~)½dF 1 to ½ dX - 2 (-~'-) [ tan ~ + (A + Ao) sec 2 A] , (76) 

1 id~ 1 
2 a -  ~/~0 = -(P0'~)~--~ = - ~ p 0  sec 2 ~ [1 + (A + A0)tan ,~1. (77) 

It can be shown from the square of Eq. (57) that orthogonal real coordinates 
{u, v} are obtained by setting ~ = u + i v. With these results and a few 
additional integrations, we arrive at the line element 
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g.du2 dv 21 (781 a , ,  2 = - A,tO) 2 + ,.2 clO 2 + W + h2 ' 

g = c o s  2u + cosh 2v,  

h i ( u )  = ho + eo cos 2 u +  ( u +  u0) sin 2u,  

h2(v) = ho - eo cosh 2v + (v + v0) sinh 2v, 

1 1(hi -h2)  (79) 

r 2 = 4 r  2 ¢ 2 h l h 2 ,  

2tcr0 [h2(cos 2u + cosh 2VA)+  hl(cosh 2 v -  cosh 2VA)]. 
A - (hi ---h2) 

Symbols with a zero subscript are arbitrary real constants. The axis of rotation 
(r = A - O) is given by a constant value of the v coordinate, v = VA, determined 
by h2(vA) = 0 .  

In Ref. [4], a less restrictive Ansatz was treated that included anisotropic 
stresses of the form 

M = v (3I(B: - I ) ,  (80) 

together with the most general form of C having I£ and Z as eigenvectors. 

V. Configurations of Relativistic Rotating Rigid Bodies 

The variety of configurations of rotating bodies that may be encompassed in 
this solution has recently been explored. Embedding diagrams to illustrate the 
intrinsic body shapes have been computed and plotted. The calculations assume 
the outside surface of the bodies to be given by p = 0, which of course begs the 
question as to the existence of matching vacuum exterior solutions, a problem 
that remains unsolved. Nevertheless, it is interesting to explore the possibilities, 
some of which are quite unexpected and intriguing. 

Among the configurations are ordinary simple bodies with approximately 
spheroidal shapes of both oblate and prolate types. These calculations, however, 
do confirm the analytical conclusion reached in Ref. [3] that, in the slowly- 
rotating, Newtonian, limit, the intrinsic shapes are always slightly prolate. More 
unusual configurations are found by searching farther regimes of the solution pa- 
rameters. Some bodies become stretched along the axis of rotation into dumbbell- 
like shapes, and these can develop further into configurations with an arbitrary 
number of disjoint bodies symmetrically distributed on the rotation axis. These 
latter configurations are certainly reminiscent of the stationary vacuum solutions 
with multiple Kerr black holes aligned along the axis of rotation [7]. This sug- 
gests that the ability of rotation to balance gravitational attraction may operate 
also in these non-singular stationary interior solutions. The analysis leading to 
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these results will be described in detail in a forthcoming paper [8]; only a brief 
discussion is presented here. 

Note that  the pressure p is a linear function of the real part of F (A), so that  
the pressure is a solution of Laplace's equation 

w +w. = 0 .  (81) 

In general, for arbitrary values of {u0, v0}, the pressure will be singular when- 
ever the function g = 0; i.e., for 

v = 0 .  (82) 

One of the singularities can be removed by a choice of {u0, v0}; for instance, 
by setting u0 = - 7 r / 2 ,  v0 = 0. Defining a new coordinate, fi = u - ~r/2, the 
ring singularity of p at the new origin, fi = 0, v = 0, is eliminated. 

The entire solution is now symmetric under reflections about fi = 0 and 
v = 0, and near the origin the {fi, v}-coordinates are analogous to oblate 
spheroidal coordinates confocal at the origin, which corresponds to a circle of 
proper circumference 2 ~r r (0, 0). See Fig. 1. As usual for confocal coordinates, 
the double symmetry gives a double covering, and the entire manifold is con- 
tained in the upper half-plane, v _> 0, where the left and right halves of v = 0, 
are identified; i.e., {fi, 0} ~ { - f i ,  0}. 

We can choose units such that  the scaling parameter,/~0 = p + 3 p = 1. Then 
by defining a function $ (fi, v) by 

v) - p(a,  v ) -  v(0,  0), (83) 

so that  ~ is the pressure difference from the ring at the origin (not the body 
center!), we find 

1 (fi sin 2fi  + v sinh 2v) _ 1] 

(fi, v ) = ~ [  (cosh 2 v - c o s  2~) 
(84) 

which is the solution of Laplace's equation involved. Taking the limit confirms 
that  ~ vanishes at the origin, which is now a saddle point of the function. 
Notably, ~ is independent of all solution parameters; a single contour plot of ~,  as 
in Fig. 2, therefore includes (with interpolation) all possible p = const, surfaces. 
Further, any one of them can he taken as the p = 0 surface by adjusting the 
value of p at the origin, p (0, 0 ), which is equivalent to the arbitrary parameter 
~0 in the solution. 

For example, if we choose ~ = 0 in Fig. 2 to be the p = 0 surface, the equator 
of the body will be situated at the origin. The axis of rotation is a horizontal 
line at v = VA > 0, and the center of the body is located at fi = 0, v = VA. 
The poles will be given by the intersections of v = VA with the two branches of 

= 0. Raising the axis to larger values of va clearly gives a larger body with 
greater central pressure, pc = p (0, VA ), and also higher rotational speed at the 
equator, Ve. 
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While it appears from Fig. 2 that  the pressure has cusps at the poles and 
equator, this is simply an artifact of the {fi, v}-coordinate plane, which does 
not incorporate the metric geometry and the required topological identification, 
{fi, 0} ~ { - f i ,  0}. In fact, the interior and surface pressures have the proper 
behavior and the space is locally flat at the axis when the solution parameter 
r0 is chosen appropriately. This can be demonstrated by integrating the proper 
distance along ~ = 0 as a function of radius r, from equator to pole, to obtain a 
representation of the intrinsic geometry, and then plotting a surface in Euclidean 
space with the same geometry. 

Figure 3 shows a set of such embedding diagrams for ~ = 0 and 0.514 < 
Va < 1.288. The smaller bodies are slightly prolate, but at pc = 1/6 the shape 
becomes spherical, and larger ones are oblate. The rotational speeds of the larger 
bodies, and their central pressures, are highly relativistic, however. 

Qualitatively similar results are obtained for most simple bodies obtained 
by using contours ~ < 0.45 . But, as can be seen in Fig. 2, the contour £" = 
0.45 reaches new saddle points, and the axis of rotation can extend beyond the 
singularities at v = 0, fi = r ,  -~r. A contour such as ~ = 0.5 appears to 
allow two or three disjoint bodies, or one elongated body, as the value of Va 

is increased. For v a  = 2, Fig. 2 shows three disjoint bodies along the axis of 
rotation. 

Another set of embedding diagrams illustrating this situation, based on the 
= 0.52 contour, is included in Fig. 4. The first diagram, when completed by 

reflection symmetry, shows a two-body configuration; the others show three-body 
configurations, except for the last where they merge into a single elongated body. 

A new pair of saddle points occurs in each region, n 7r < [fi[ < (n + 1) 7r, 
corresponding to successively larger values of £'. Choosing p = 0 surfaces above 
these saddle point contours and varying the axis of rotation, v = v a ,  as  in Fig. 
4, appears to allow configurations with an arbitrary number of disjoint bodies 
distributed along the axis of symmetry. 
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Fig. 2. Contours of constant k in the {~, v} plane. The upper half plane, v > 0, 
covers the physical space with symmetric points on the left and right halves of the 
fi-axis identified: { fi, 0} ~ { -f i ,  0}. The rotation axis is given by a horizontal fine, 
v = v A > O .  
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1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

This contribution deals with stationary and axisymmetric perfect-fluid solutions 
of Einstein's equations, which are the best candidates to describe the interior of 
isolated rotating bodies. There are many such bodies in nature and the descrip- 
tion of their gravitational field is one of the main topics in General Relativity. 
The gravitational field outside the body is usually represented by the so-called 
exterior solutions (that is, solutions to the vacuum field equations), and a lot of 
them are explicitly known at present. There exist also several generation tech- 
niques to obtain new solutions from those already known as well as a more or less 
established definition of the multipole moments associated with these exterior 
solutions (see, for instance, Hoenselaers' contribution in this book). However, the 
complete interpretation of the exterior solutions and their multipole moments 
will not be achieved until we relate them with the solution inside the body, usu- 
ally called the interior solution. Furthermore, the whole gravitational field of an 
isolated body is not well described until both the interior and exterior solutions 
are given and correctly matched across the body's timelike limit surface. As a 
matter of fact, no exterior solution is known to be matchable with any interior 
solution. This is due, in our opinion, to two main reasons. First, because there 
are very few explicitly known interior solutions. And second, due to the difficulty 
in looking for the interior solution given the exterior one, for we do not know 
the limit surface of the body so that we cannot impose the matching conditions 
as initial conditions, and also because many interior solutions will give rise to 
the same exterior (as happens in spherically symmetric bodies). 

The only way out to these problems is, in our view, to find as many as possible 
interior solutions given that in this case we can define the limit surface uniquely 
(for example, by the condition of vanishing of the pressure in perfect fluids) 
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and also the exterior solution will be determined unambigiously by the initial 
conditions at the matching surfaqe together with the vacuum field equations 
(in relation with this, see [1] in this book). But if we wish to search interior 
solutions it is necessary to specify the type of the energy-momentum tensor 
inside the body. It is widely accepted in this respect that  the matter  inside most 
bodies we are interested in is, to very high precision, a perfect fluid (see, for the 
ease of stars, [2]). 

In this paper we consider, therefore, stationary and axisymmetric perfect- 
fluid solutions: Our purpose is twofold. First, we shall classify the solutions by 
combining different properties such as rigid or differential rotation, Petrov type, 
etc. As we proceed with this classification we will find where the very few known 
solutions are placed in the scheme and thereby it will become clear, in most 
cases, why they have been actually found. Together with this, we shall see which 
are the relevant parts of the scheme that  have not been studied already and are 
likely to contain easily obtainable solutions. Second, we wish to present the ideas 
and clues that,  in our view, will serve to reduce the problem under consideration 
in such a way that  new solutions can be actually found. 

Let us start by fixing our notations and assumptions in a clear manner. The 
spacetime is stationary so that  there exists a timelike Killing vector field, say 4. 
That  is to say 

£ ¢ g = 0 ,  ~ < 0 ,  
where £¢ stands for the Lie derivative with respect to ~ and g is the metric 
tensor field in the spacetime. Similarly, spacetime is axially symmetric, so that  
there is a spacelike Killing vector field r /w i th  closed orbits and vanishing at a 
timelike 2-surface called the axis of symmetry. As before, we have 

£ , l g = 0 ,  ~ > 0  . 

It follows then from a theorem due to Carter [3] that  both Killing vector fields 
commute 

[~,~] = 0 , 

and, therefore, we can choose coordinates t, ¢ such that  0 < ¢ < 2r  with 0 and 
2~r identified and 

0 0 
= - ~  , 17 -- - ~  ~ Ot g ~  = Oc g ~  = O . 

The energy-momentum tensor is that  of a perfect fluid: 

T~,~ = ( p + p ) u , ~ u p  + p g ~  , u'~u~ = - 1  (1) 

where p is the energy density, p the pressure and u is the velocity vector field 
of the fluid. Throughout this paper we shall assume that  there is no convect ion  

in the motion of the fluid or, in other words, that  the velocity vector lies in the 
two-planes spanned by the two Killing vectors 

u -- F (4 q- 12rl) (2) 
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where F and ~2 are functions not depending on t and ¢. Thus, only axial motions 
are allowed and the fluid elements cannot move in the directions orthogonal and 
parallel to the axis of symmetry. This is obviously a true restrictive assumption, 
but it simplifies the problem substantially and also, due to a theorem of Papa- 
petrou and others [4] [5], implies that  if the axis is regular then both Killing 
vectors are orthogonal to a family of two-surfaces. Thus, we can choose coordi- 
nates {t, x 1, x 2, ¢} in the spacetime such that the metric splits up into two 2 × 2 
blocks as follows 

ds 2 = -e2V(dt  + A de) 2 + W2d¢ 2 + aobdz~dx b (3) 

where U, A, W and Gab depend only on the coordinates x a and a, b , . . .  = 1, 2. 
The first classification we make depends on whether or not the function /2 

in (2) is constant. If 04/2 # 0, the fluid is said to have differential rotation (DR 
from now on), while if 0~/'2 = 0, the fluid has rigid rotation (RR). In both cases, 
from formula (2) it follows that  the velocity vector of the fluid is expansion-free. 
However, in the RR case, this vector is proportional to a (necessarily timelike) 
Killing vector and therefore u is also shear-free. It can be shown then that  in 
the RR case there always exists a barotropic equation of state, that  is, a relation 
between the pressure and the energy density of the form p = p(p). These last 
properties are not necessarily true in the general DR case. 

Trying to solve in general Einstein's field equations with the energy-momen- 
tum tensor (1) and for a line-element of type (3) is a very difficult (and often 
useless) task. Therefore, we must refine the classification and restrict our search 
by adding some suitable characterization or assumption. Our own proposition 
is to use the Petrov type of the Weyl tensor and look for solutions from lower 
to greater complexity in a sense that  will be precised in the next section. To 
justify our proposition, let us remind that  a desired property of the solutions we 
are seeking is that  they should contain static limits (and, if possible, spherically 
symmetric too). This is because we can think of switching off the rotation in the 
fluid and then we are left with a static and axially symmetric perfect fluid. But 
a very well-known result is that  static spacetimes can only be of very particular 
Petrov types (see, for instance, [6]), namely 

type 0 
STATIC type D 

type I 

and therefore we are interested in solutions with Petrov types that  can degenerate 
into one of the above. Thus, the list of Petrov types we shall consider is 

type 0 

STATIONARY AXISYMMETRIC type D 
type II 1 
type I 

where we can see that  neither type III nor type N appears, as should be expected. 
We have also shown an arrow pointing downwards which indicates the searching 
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direction if we want to go from the easiest case to those more complicated. In 
the next section, we shall divide each of these cases into appropriate subcases 
and will analyze exhaustively every one of them. As we proceed on, we shall also 
present the explicitly known solutions we are aware of (discarding those with 
higher symmetry) and will state clearly to which case they belong. This will 
allow us to ascertain which special properties they have in order to possibly use 
them in looking for new solutions. 

2 General  Classification and Explicit  Solutions 

After the definition of searching direction (represented by the arrow) given in the 
previous paragraph, we start  with the simplest case of conformally flat metrics. 

2.1 T y p e  0 So lu t i ons  

This case is uninteresting because of a theorem due to Collinson [7] stating that  
the only conformally flat stationary and axisymmetric perfect-fluid solution is 
the Schwarzschild interior metric. Therefore, all the solutions in this class are 
static and spherically symmetric with constant energy density. Let us go then 
to the following case. 

2.2 T y p e  D Solutions 

Petrov type D solutions have two multiple principal null directions of the Weyl 
tensor, and we shall represent them here by the two null vector fields/~ and k 
( ~  = kC'ka = 0). This fact was used by Wainwright to set up a classification 
of Petrov type D perfect-fluid solutions [8]. For our purposes, we only consider 
the main part of this classification, which divides the metrics into two classes 
depending on whether or not the velocity vector of the fluid lies in the two-space 
generated by ~ and k. Thus we have 

C l a s s  1 C l a s s  2 
u = a£ A- bk u • a£ -b bk 

for some scalar functions a and b. These two classes can be split up into subclasses 
by adding the property of rigid or differential rotation. We finally obtain the 
following table for Petrov type D solutions: 
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Table 1. The four cases of Petrov type D stationary axisymmetric perfect-fluid metrics. 
The arrows indicate the searching direction of increasing difficulty. 

Class 1 Class 2 
RR D1RR ---* D2RR 

J 
DR D1DR --* D2DR 

Here, D2DR means, for example, type D solutions belonging to class 2 of 
Wainwright 's classification and with differential rotation. From the position of 
the arrows we see that  the increasing complexity of the solutions goes from left to 
right and from top to bottom. As always, we start our analysis with the simplest 
c a s e .  

D 1 R R  Solut ions .  

All solutions in this class are explicitly known [9]. They are given by the following 
line-element 

ds ~ = M -2 - x  2 dr+ de + Fd¢  2 + F - l d x  2 + clz ~ (4) 

where the function F depends only on x and reads 

x S 2 
F = Clog-;-t) + ~ - cx2 

the function M depends only on z and is given by 

{ A c o s h ( v / - ~ z ) + B s i n h ( v ~ Z )  if c >  0 
M ( z )  = A z  + B if c -  0 (5) 

A c o s ( ~ z ) + B s i n ( ~ z )  if e < 0  

and A, B, C, S, b and c are constants. The velocity vector of the fluid is the unit 
timelike vector proportional to ~, and the energy density and pressure of the 
fluid are given by 

p + p = c M 2  
X2 ' 

6c (A s - B 2) 
p = p + - 6 A  2 

6c (A 2 + B ~) 

i fe  > 0 
if e- -  0 
if e <  0 

(6) 

(7) 
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this last expression being the equation of state of the fluid. From (6) we see that 
C must be positive and from (7) it follows that the energy condition p > p is 
satisfied only when c > 0 and also A 2 > B 2. 

With respect to the properties of the solution, it can be shown that there is 
a regular axis of symmetry, but the above coordinate ¢ is not appropriate for 
that. The solutions have a static limit when the rotation parameter S vanishes, 
and this limit leads to the solutions found by Barnes in [10]. None of them is 
spherically symmetric though. From (6) and (7) we see that there is a timelike 
surface of vanishing pressure interpretable as a limit surface. However, it is not 
clear if this surface is compact at each instant of time. The magnetic part of 
the Weyl tensor (with respect to the velocity of the fluid) vanishes, and the two 
multiple null directions defined by £ adn k are not geodesic. As was shown by 
Krarner [11], solution (4) possesses also a proper conformal Killing vector field 
~, such that 

0 Ms 
= ~z '  /:¢ g = 2¢ g, where ¢ = - "M (8) 

The conformal Lie group defined by {~,r/,~} is Abelian. All in all, it seems 
hardly possible to interpret this solution as the interior of a well-defined exterior 
o n e .  

D2RR Solutions. 

Contrarily to the previous cases, in this rather simple case the general solution 
is not known yet. In fact, we only know explicitly what will be called here the 
Wahlquist family of solutions. We present it in the form that appeared in [12] 
because then its limit cases appear in a simple way. The line-element can be 
written as 

where we have 

e2 U _ G -  H 
V - W '  
HV  - GW 

A : c  
H - G  ' 

functions V, G depend only on x and H, W depend only on y. The explicit form 
for V and W is 

V ( z ) -  ~1 [m+ x/mU-4b2nsin(4bx +C2)] 

1 [2m + (m s -4b  + 4b ] W(v)  = 

and b, c, m, n, C1 and.Cu are constants. It only remains to give the explicit form 
of functions G and H, which is obtained very easily. However, the solutions split 
up into two different classes: 
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C a s e  1. This case is defined by 

m s - 4b2n # 0 

and gives rise to the original Wahlquist solution [13], the functions G and H 
being now 

3 [ a m 2 b  -~  - 2an  + s m  + 2b2h a m n b  -~  + 2 u s  + hrn 

a ( x )  = -~ [ ~ : - 4 - [ ~  n V ( x )  - mS _ 4bSn 
a 

+ 4-V x/m~ - 4b~. (4bx + c4)eos(4bx + c~)] 

3 [a m~b  - 2 -  2an  + s m  + 2b~h , , , a m n b  -2  + 2ns  + h m  
[ . . . .  -[2-- vv (y) - H ( y )  = -~ m - 4b n m s - 4b2n 

a 
~/m2 _ 4b:n (4by + c3) (m - 2b:w(y) + cle'b:)] 

4b 4 

where a, s, h, Ca and C4 are new constants. How to get the Wahlquist solution 
in its original form from the above expressions can be seen in [12]. 

Case  2. The remaining metrics are characterized by 

m s - 4b2n = 0 

which produces some solutions found by Kramer in [14] [15]. In this case, the 
solution is completed with 

h 
G ( x ) -  16bS 

h 
H ( y ) -  1662 

C3 cos(4bx) - C4 sin(4bx) , 

['3aC1 C 2 )  e 4by ( , - ~ y  + 

using the same notation as above. 
However, the solutions in case 1 can be considered as the general solution in 

the sense that  every solution in case 2 can be obtained from those in case 1 by 
a limiting procedure. The explicit limiting procedure can be seen in [12] [15]. 

With regard to the properties of these solutions, the velocity vector of the 
fluid is the unit timelike vector proportional to ~ and the density and pressure 
are defined by 

P + P = b2e 2U , 

p + 3p = 12a , (10) 

this last expression being the equation of state. From (10) we see that  both p and 
p cannot decrease simultaneously from the center outside. The solutions have no 
singularities in their domain of definition if we set C3 = C4 = 0, and the axis of 
symmetry is regular once the constant c has been chosen suitably. The solutions 
in case 2 have no static limit, while the solutions in case 1 do have a static and 

spherical ly  s y m m e t r i c  limit given by m s - 4bSn ~ 0o which leads to a metric 
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due to Whit taker  [16]. In general, there is a limit timelike surface of vanishing 
pressure. In case 2 this surface is oblate. However, in case 1 it seems that  it 
can adopt several different shapes, some of them rather astonishing, as can be 
seen in Wahlquist 's contribution in this volume. Both principal null directions of 
the Weyl tensor are geodesic and shear-free. In case 1 they are also expanding, 
while in case 2 they are expansion-free. There is no exterior solution known to 
be matchable with any of the solutions in the Wahlquist family. 

Although this family is not the most general solution in class D2RR, it ap- 
pears to be rather unique and, in fact, it seems difficult to find other D2RI~ 
solutions. This is due to the following set of results, which prove how most of 
the restrictions one can imagine to solve the equations in this case lead, in gen- 
eral, to the Wahlquist family. 

Theorem 1 For a stationary perfect-fluid solution with the velocity vector propor- 
tionai to a timelike Killing vector (RR),  the following statements are equivalent: 
1) The metric is given by the Wahlquist family. 
2) The Simon tensor vanishes [15]. 
3) The metric has a Killing tensor of type [(11)(11)] (see [15], where it is cited). 
4) The solution is type D, azisymmetric and with equation of state (10) [12]. 

In fact, this theorem can be completed with the following result that  has not 
been proven yet: 

C o n j e c t u r e  2. 5) The metric is type D, axisymmetric and both principal null 
directions are geodesic and shear-free. 

Therefore, there remains very little room to find new D2RR solutions, spe- 
cially if the above conjecture is true. Let us move on to the next class. 

D1DR Solutions. 

Again in this class the general solution is as yet unknown. Recently, however, 
we have been able to construct the family of D1DR solutions with vanishing 
magnetic Weyl tensor [17]. This family is a straightforward generalization of the 
D1RR solutions, and its line-element reads 

ds 2 = M -2 - m  dt + d¢ + - - d e  2 + (hm + s2 ) - l dx  2 + dz 2 (11) 
m 

where h, m,  s are functions of only z and M is a function of only z given by 

M,2z = v + ea2M ~, e = -4-1,0, v,a = const. 

or equivalently 

e = l :  

e = - l :  

e~--0: 

M ( z )  = A cosh(az) + B sinh(az) , 

M ( z )  = A cos(az) + B sin(az) , 

M ( z ) =  A z  + B , v =  A 2 , 

v = a2(B 2 - A 2) , 

v = a 2 ( B  2 + A 2) , 
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where A and B are constants of integration (with v depending on them). The 
line-element (11) is a solution of the field equations for a perfect-fluid energy- 
momentum tensor if and only if the functions h, m and s satisfy 

h ' m "  + s "2 = 0 , 

( h m  + s2)"  + 4ca 2 = h~m I + s 12 

(12) 
(13) 

where a prime stands for derivative with respect to z. As we can check, there 
are two ordinary differential equations for three unknown functions, and thus 
the general solution depends on an arbitrary function. 

The velocity vector of the fluid is 

f ~ s2 de] u -- M -1 -X /1  + f~v/-m (dt + S d ¢ )  + x/r~ 

f 2  = m "  h m  + s 2 
m h ' m ' + s  ' 2 + 4 e a  2 > 0  , 

and the energy density and pressure can be obtained from 

1 
P + P = 2 M 2 ( h ' m  ' + s ~2 + 4ca 2) , 

p = p - 6 v  . 

This last expression is the equation of state of the fluid. We see that the energy 
condition p < p is satisfied only if v _< 0, which is possible in the case e = 1 with 
A 2 > B 2. In this case, there can be a timelike hypersurface of vanishing pressure 
that could be interpreted as the fluid limit surface. (,,,), In general the solutions have differential rotation, except for the case ~-~ = 

0 which always leads to the DIRR solutions previously studied and contained 
here as the general RR limit. Therefore, the static limit of these D1DR solutions 
is again the Barnes metrics [10]. The solutions (11) have a proper conformal 
Killing vector field ~ given exactly by (8), and the conformal group is again 
Bianchi I. The general solution for (12,13) has not been found explicitly yet. 
However, some particular solutions have been presented in [17]. 

D2DR Solutions. 

As far as we know, no explicit solution has been found in Class 2 with differential 
rotation. In fact, this class has not been even explored. We have exhausted the 
type D solutions and now pass to the study of the Petrov type II solutions. 
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2.3  T y p e  II S o l u t i o n s  

Type II solutions can be classified in a similar manner to that  for type D solu- 
tions. Now we have three principal null directions of the. Weyl tensor £, k and 
n ( l ~ i a  = k a k a  = n ~ n a  = 0), one of them multiple, say £. Thus we have four 
different classes depending on whether or not the velocity vector of the fluid is 
a linear combination of the principal null vector fields. Namely, we have: 

Class 1 if u = a £ + b k o r u = a £ + b n  

Class2  if u = a k + b n  

Class3  if u = a £ + b k + c n  

Class 4 if u = a£ + bs  with s a null vector independent of k and n 
where a, b and c are non-zero functions. Each of these classes can be divided into 
two subclasses depending on RR or DR. We finally get the following table 

Table 2. The eight cases of Petrov type II stationary axisymmetric perfect-fluid met- 
rics. The arrows indicate the searching direction of increasing difficulty. 

RR 

DR 

Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class 4 
I I I R R  II2RR II3RR II4RR 

II 1DR II2DR II3DR II4DR 

We use again self-evident notations so that,  for instance, case II3RR means 
Petrov type II solutions of Class 3 with rigid rotation. On the contrary to what 
happenned in Table 1, arrows of increasing difficulty point first from top to 
bo t tom and then from left to right, that  is to say, solutions in Class N (N--1,2,3,4) 
are simpler in general (irrespective of RR or DR) than solutions in Class M with 
M greater than N. Thus, the easiest case is II1RR followed by II1DR. Then 
cases II2RR and II2DP~ come, but  these two cases are not physically good for 
they cannot have Petrov type D limits. This follows because type D limits are 
those in which both k and n collapse to a unique repeated principal null vector, 
which implies for Class 2 solutions that  the velocity vector of the fluid becomes a 
null vector. Therefore, solutions in Class 2 can be studied, but  there is very little 
hope that  they can have interesting static and spherically symmetric limits. Next 
cases are II3RR and II3DR, which can have good properties and static limits, 
they are much more complicated solutions than those in Class 1 though. Finally, 
II4RR and II4DR are the most difficult cases. 

The above classification can be bet ter  understood and even improved by 
combining it with the s tudy of the following invariantly defined vector v: 

v ~ - -  T l a ~ V £ z k u n  u , (14) 

where 77 ~z~'~ is the contravariant volume element in spacetime. This vector has 
very interesting properties. First of all, as follows immediately from its definition 
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(14), v is orthogonal to the three principal null directions, that is to say, 

v ~ ,  = v~k~ = v~n~ = 0 , 

and therefore it is spacelike everywhere 

v~v~, > 0 . 

Class 4 above is unambigously defined by the condition 

Class 4 ~ v~uu 5~ 0 , 

while in classes 1, 2 and 3 we have that v is orthogonal to the velocity vector 
of the fluid u. Furthermore, from (14) we deduce that v is invariant under both 
Killing vectors 

Z:~v = Z:~v  = 0 . 

Finally, from (14) follows also that if there is a type D limit, then v becomes the 
zero vector in this limit, because as explained before type D limits are defined 
by the proportionality of k and n. As we shall see in the next section, these 
properties of v may be of some importance in trying to find explicit solutions. 

To our knowledge, no explicit Petrov type II stationary and axisymmetric 
perfect-fluid solution has been found yet. 

2.4 T y p e  I Solut ions 

This is the generic case, and therefore no simplification is achieved by assuming 
Petrov type I, which is like not assuming anything at all regarding Petrov types. 
One could think that no solution would be found under these circumstances, 
due to its difficulty. Surprisingly enough, however, there is an explicitly known 
solution which was presented in [18]. The line-element for this solution reads 

ds2 = ( - U 2 ~  . + 62122r2P ~ dt 2 _ 2~212r2P d t d ¢ + ~ 2 r 2 P  d¢2 
Po / Po Po 

- 1  

"~ 2T ----~ 4T  ----~ -~o + l dpdr + × pr dp 

where the pressure p has been used as a coordinate, the function/2 depends only 
on the coordinate r and is given by 

$ 2 = D o +  ~ o e-- dR 

and the function T depends only on r and satisfies the following ordinary 
differential equation 
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(1 
T " +  + ~-7 = 0 . (15) 

A prime denotes derivative with respect to r, and k, U, 6, e, ro,po and /2o are 
arbitrary constants. 

The velocity vector of the fluid takes the very simple form 

u = - U ~ f p d t  

and therefore the rotation tensor vanishes. The fluid has differential rotation 
and there is no limit with rigid rotation apart from the uninteresting case with 

= 0. The equation of state is that of a stiff fluid 

p ~ p  • 

There is a timelike surface of vanishing pressure (and density). This surface is 
compact at each instant of time, but it seems that it is toroidal in shape. 

Explicit metrics can be constructed by solving (15), which is the only re- 
maining equation. However, no explicit solution for T(r) in terms of elementary 
functions is known. No exterior matchable solution has been found either. 

3 C l u e s  f o r  S e e k i n g  N e w  S o l u t i o n s  

In this last section, our aim is to present our ideas concerning how to look for 
new solutions, where we should search for them and why there are possibilities 
of actually finding them under some appropriate restrictions. To that end, we 
follow the same division as that used in the previous section. 

3.1 Seeking T y p e  D Solutions 

This is the most important part: Petrov type D solutions should be exhausted. 
As is well known, all spherically symmetric solutions are type D (apart from the 
very particular case of the Schwarzschild interior solution), and therefore, as has 
been explained several times in this paper, stationary and axisymmetric type 
D perfect-fluid solutions are likely to have good static limits. Moreover, they 
constitute the simplest case and the possibilities of finding general new solutions 
are big enough to hope for some successes. Finally, experience shows that Petrov 
type D solutions have been found in several occasions (see Sect.2), although in 
most cases it has been necessary to assume some other property. In fact, this 
is the procedure we propose in looking for new solutions. But, which kind of 
assumptions are suitable for that matter? Experience tells us which assumptions 
have worked previously, and a good try would be to assume the properties that 
have been proven themselves fruitful. Let us analyze this in detail. 

First of all, it is obvious that the searching direction shown in Table 1 by 
means of arrows must be taken into account. In other words, if some assumption 
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does not work in some case, then there is very little hope that it should work 
in more complicated cases. Therefore, the first case to be studied is D2RR, 
despite the fact that Theorem 1 does not permit much to be done. However, 
one important try in this case is the study of Conjecture 2. If this conjecture is 
true, there will not appear new solutions but we shall be even more convinced of 
the rather strange uniqueness of the Wahlquist family of solutions. On the other 
hand, if the conjecture is false and this can be proven, then a whole family of 
new solutions will come out quite naturally along with the proof. 

The next steps in seeking D2RR solutions are the following (without order 
of priority): First, a linear equation of state p = cp+ b with c, b =consts. may be 
assumed. It can be checked in Sect.2 that all found solutions have this type of 
equation of state, and thus it seems that this is somehow important in allowing 
the integration of the field equations. Second, the magnetic part of the Weyl 
tensor can be set equal to zero, because this is a property that has worked 
in two other cases (namely D1RR and D1DR). As we are talking about rigid 
rotation solutions (D2RR), they are shear-free and then it follows that if they are 
also rotation-free, the magnetic part of the Weyl tensor vanishes. The converse is 
not true, though, for type D solutions, but in any case this is a good indication 
that the solutions with vanishing magnetic Weyl tensor may include static limits. 
Third, one may also assume the existence of conformal Killing vectors as happens 
with the solutions in cases D1RR and D1DR. One should bear in mind, in this 
case, that the Bianchi types of the conformal group are severely restricted if 
one wishes to have a well defined axial symmetry. In fact, the axial Killing 
vector must commute with both the timelike Killing vector and the assumed 
conformal Killing vector. This has been recently proven as can be seen in another 
contribution in this book [19]. One important consequence of the existence of 
a proper conformal Killing vector is that the components of the metric usually 
take a separated form as product of functions of one single coordinate, and 
thereby the integration of the field equations may be substantially simplified 
leading to the resolution of simple ordinary differential equations. Needless to 
say, the three properties mentioned above can be combined and assumed to hold 
simultaneously, the simplications achieved by these means being even greater. 

The next case to be considered is D1DR, which, in fact, is not much more 
complicated than the previous one. Here, the three properties mentioned above 
have already been used to find the only family of known solutions presented in 
Sect.2 (vanishing of magnetic Weyl tensor, linear equation of state and conformal 
Killing vectors). However, these last two properties have not been exhausted and 
may still be used for other cases. Apart from that, another possible assumption 
is the existence of a Killing tensor, which has worked for the D2RR case and 
also leads to separation of variables in most cases. 

Finally, the most complicated type D case is D2DR. Given that no solution in 
this case has been found yet, we can use all the previously mentioned assumptions 
including every combination of them. Another possibility is trying to generalize 
the D2RR solutions to having differential rotation (something that was used in 
finding the D1DR solutions, which are an obvious generalization of the D1RR 
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solutions). This might be achieved by allowing the rotation parameter (defined 
as the one vanishing when going to the static limits) to be a function rather 
than a constant. In the case under consideration this means that the parameter 
m 2 - 4 6 2 n  appearing in solution (9) should be redefined to be a function (possibly 
of one coordinate). Whether or not this will work is uncertain, anyway. 

3.2 Seeking T y p e  II Solut ions 

The same comments made for type D solutions are also in order for type II 
solutions. Thus, the existence of non-isometric symmetries (conformal Killings 
or Killing tensors), special properties of the Weyl tensor (such as vanishing of its 
magnetic part or geodesic and shear-free principal null directions) and a linear 
equation of state are, all of them, interesting possible assumptions in this case. 
We should keep in mind, however, that if these assumptions fail in helping us to 
find new type D solutions, then they will probably fail for type II solutions too. 
Table 2 shows the arrows of increasing difficulty, and thus the easiest cases (and 
perhaps the only relevant) are II1RR and II1DR. As was explained in Sect.2, the 
next cases in difficulty are II2RR and II2DR but they will not produce solutions 
with good static limits. Unfortunately, the next case in the list II3RR is, in our 
opinion, too complicated and if the previous program does not produce results 
for previous cases then there are very little hopes for cases as difficult as II3RR 
(and those even more complicated). In our view, the efforts in seeking type II 
solutions should be focused, at least in the beginning, to  just cases II1RR and 
II1DR. 

Nevertheless, type II solutions have their own properties, not shared by type 
D solutions, which could be of great help in finding solutions. We refer, princi- 
pally, to the existence of the vector field v defined in (14). In Sect.2 we saw that 
this vector is spacelike, is left invariant by the Killing vectors, is orthogonal to 
the velocity vector of the fluid (unless in Class 4 metrics) and, also, it vanishes in 
static limits (if there is such a limit). All these properties are nothing but prop- 
erties that the rotation vector of the fluid does have. One may assume then, from 
the very beginning, that the vector v is proportional to the rotation vector, and 
this will lead to some simplifications. As always, whether or not this interesting 
property is helpful in any way will not be clear until it has been explicitly used. 
The combination of this property with, for example, the existence of conformal 
Killing vectors and a linear equation of state for case II1RR should, in principle, 
simplify the equations drastically and enable us to find new solutions. If this 
is not the case, then we would be in real trouble and finding type II solutions 
would become a task far from easy. 
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3.3 Seek ing  T y p e  I So lu t ions  

Type I solutions are generic, and therefore the algebraic classification used in 
this paper is not relevant at all. As this is the general case, studying it is equiv- 
alent to studying everything from the Petrov type point of view. The question 
reduces then to imagine some other desirable properties, as those presented in 
the previous cases, without making any assumption regarding the Petrov type 
of the solution. 

F ina l  C o m m e n t s .  The classification presented in this paper is just one among 
many possibilities. It can also be improved or refined by means of some properties 
other than the Petrov type and RR or DR. Thus, for example, the classification 
in [8] for type D perfect-fluid metrics is much more elaborated than has been 
used here. Nevertheless, the solutions explicitly found hitherto are so few that  
this classification seems appropriate at the present stage. 

On the Other hand, a new solution has been found by Chinea very recently; 
so recently, in fact, that  we have not been able to include it here, despite the fact 
that  our intention was to present every solution known at present. Fortunately, 
this new solution is presented in this same volume. 
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Black-Holes in X-Ray Binaries 
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1 In troduc t ion  

The study of interacting binaries has attracted the interest of many astro- 
physicists due to the exhibition of spectacular variability over a wide range of 
timescales (from milliseconds to several years). The new window opened in the 
1970's by X-ray satellites (UHURU, Ariel V, Einstein and several others) 1 made 
possible the discovery of a new class of objects that produced vast amounts of 
high-energy radiation: the X-ray binary systems. The advent of a second gener- 
ation of X-ray detectors has increased substantially the number of constituents 
and the diversity of this group, enabling statistical studies to be performed and 
a subclassification of observed properties. The X-ray emission is naturally gener- 
ated by the acceleration of accreted matter in a deep gravitational well. Therefore 
it is believed that one of the binary's components must be a very compact object, 
i.e. the endpoint of stellar evolution. 

Despite its youth, X-ray astronomy has made major contributions in almost 
all astronomical fields and, in particular, it can now offer the most compelling 
evidence for the existence of the elusive astrophysical objects termed black holes. 
In this paper I present the current status of the search for stellar-size black- 
holes in the galaxy. However, in order to associate the reader with this topic, a 
brief review on accretion physics and X-ray binaries is given first. To conclude 
the paper I summarize the most recent experimental results on the V404 Cyg 
system, which is considered the strongest black-hole candidate yet found. 

1 without forgetting the historic rocket flights in 1962 [1] and 1966 [2] which represent 
the discovery and optical identification of the first extra-solar X-ray source Sco X-1. 
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2 Accret ion geometry  

X-ray binaries are bright Galactic X-ray sources containing a compact object 
and a non-degenerate optical companion. The compact object can either be a 
neutron star, a black hole or a white dwarf in which case the system is called a 
Cataclysmic Variable (an excellent updated review is available in [3]). I will not 
consider cataclysmic variables hereafter and will only deal with neutron stars 
and black hole systems. They are characterized by L, ,,~ 1036 - 103Sergs -1. 

Both components spin around their common centre of mass in very close 
orbits, so the gravitational potential is described by the canonical Roche model. If 
we take a reference frame centered on the system's center of mass and corotating 
with the binary, the potential can be expressed by: 

GM1 GM2 1 (w A r) 2 (1) 
JR( r )  - - I t -  v i i  I r -  r21 2 

where w is the angular velocity of the binary (= -~), M1, M2 are the compo- 
nent masses and.r1, r2 the stellar position vectors. This expression results from 
summing the potentials of each component plus the centrifugal term. Strictly 
speaking the Roche Potential is only an approximate solution of Poisson's equa- 
tion since it associates the stars with mass points and thus neglects the distortion 
effects produced by rotation and the proximity of a companion. However, it is 
considered a good approximation, correct to a few percent, because stars are 
centrally condensed [4]. 

For a critical value of J R  the equipotential surfaces define two oblate 
spheroids called the Roche lobes which intersect at L1, the inner Lagrangian 
point (Fig.l). This saddle-point is particularly important since for certain phases 
of stellar evolution the star's envelope expands until it fills its Roche lobe. The 
binary system is then said to be semi-detached. The use of the Roche geom- 
etry imposes very useful constraints on the system parameters. In the Roche 
filling hypothesis the radius of a spherical star occupying the same volume as its 
corresponding Roche lobe is given by [5] 

R2 
- -  = 0.38 + 0.20 Iogq 0.3 < q < 2.0 (2) 

a 

- -  = 0.462 0 < q < 0.8 (3) 
a 

with a being the separation between the two stars and q=M2/M1 the mass ratio. 
These formulae are found to be accurate to within 2 percent (a more accurate 
algorithm was derived by Eggleton [6]). 

L1 is unstable to perturbations so matter that has reached it can easily flow 
into the compact object's lobe. Given its high angular momentum, acquired from 
the system's rotation; the transferred material will orbit the central object at 
a certain distance, the circularization radius rc. The action of viscous forces, 
associated with differential rotation, will produce the conversion of gravitational 
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pnmar~r mass : 0.70 M ~  period 1.83 hours 
secondary mass 0.15 k l~  inclination 4400 dearees 
distance : 072 ~ .  phase 0.35 orbit 

Fig. 1. The Roche lobes of a close binary system and the inner Lagrangian point L1. 
In the case of a semi-detached system matter will be transferred through this saddle 
point towards the compact objet's lobe. 

potential energydnto heat, which is'radiated away. As a result of this energy loss 
matter drops closer towards the compact object and hence angular momentum 
is passed to the outer material. The incipient ring formed at rc will be spread 
into a disc-like configuration, the accretion disc (Fig.2). The net effect of the disc 
is the accretion of material from the donor star to the compact object through 
redistribution of angular momentum [7]. The collision between the gas stream 
and the outer rim produces a bright shock front, the hot-spot. 

There is a single unique analytical solution for the structural equations of an 
accretion disc (i.e. conservation of mass, angular momentum and energy) which 
is obtained through the prescriptions of Shakura & Sunyaev [9], the c~-discs. 
Their model is based on the assumption that the mass transfer rate through the 
disc ~ / i s  constant (a stationary disc) in addition to three great simplifications. 
The first one supposes that the disc is axisymmelric. We are therefore neglect- 
ing the action of tidal forces from the non-degenerate star as well as centrifugal 
and coriolis forces, which is a good approximation for the inner part of the disc. 
The second approach is that the disc is geometrically thin, i.e. the radius R 
is much greater than the thickness It. This implies that the energy transport 
needs only be considered in the direction perpendicular to the disc resulting in a 
slightly concave shape, expressed as tt c< R 9/8. The final assumption is the pro- 
portionality between the local viscosity and the pressure for the whole disc. The 
constant of proportionality c~ wraps our ignorance of the viscosity mechanism in 
a dimensionless parameter. At present it is only clear that molecular viscosity is 
insufficient to account for the estimated diffusion timescales and therefore some 
other mechanism has to be invoked, such as turbulent motions or small-scale 
magnetic fields. 
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Fig. 3 Fig. 4 

Fig. 2. Particle simulation model representing the formation of an accretion disc by 
Roche lobe overflow. From Ref.8. 

The disc models constructed under these assumptions are characterized by a 
radial distribution of the effective temperature  Teff according to 

agl/4 1~ fl/4 R -314 1 -  (4) T e f  f o( --1 

where R1 is the radius of the compact object 2. The outer parts of the disc are 
rather  cool (Teff <_ 104 K) and radiate in the optical whereas ultraviolet and 
X-ray emission, on the other hand, are expected to be produced in the hot inner 
parts of the disc (Teff _ 106 K) and the boundary layer between the accretion 
disc and the compact object. The virial theorem predicts that  half of the disc 
gravitational potential energy is radiated away at 

G M x M  
Lacc - (5) 

2Rx 

while the other half is preserved in the form of kinetic energy which will finally 
be released at the boundary layer. Only for  black hole systems the absence of a 
solid surface prevents the recovery of this contribution as radiated energy. 

A peculiar situation, characterized by the equality of the radiation pressure 
and gravity, can be reached for sufficiently high accretion rates. Such a critical 
luminosity, defined as the Eddington luminosity, is given by 

2 For the matter of simplicity we will hereafter adopt the common nomenclature which 
uses the subscripts x and c for the parameters refering to the X-ray source and the 
non-degenerate companion, respectively. 
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2 r Rg mp c 3 Mx 1038 s_ 1 
L E d d  = = 1.4 erg (6) 

where mp is the proton mass, ~d the Thomson and/or Compton scattering 

opacity and Rg = 2 ac-~2 the Schwarzschild radius. This expression only provides 
an approximation to the real situation since, while assuming that the accretion 
flow is spherical, it neglects anisotropic effects such as radial accretion through 
the boundary layer as well as possible accretion columns. 

Observational support for the existence of accretion discs comes from the de- 
tection of broad double-peaked emission lines [10] [11]. The profile correspond- 
ing to a rotating flat layer of gas results from summing the contributions of 
equal-velocity surfaces and thus depends merely on the disc size and inclination 
(defined as the angle between the normal to the orbital plane and the observer). 
In particular, the half-separation of the double peaks gives an estimate of the 
projected outer velocity of the disc and hence of the outer radius (assuming Ke- 
plerian rotation). Moreover the broad wings are produced in the higher velocity 
inner parts of the disc and presumably reflect the orbital motion o f  the compact 
object. 

The core of the line usually suffers great periodic distortions as a result of the 
orbital motion of a narrow component arising in the hot-spot. Since it is located 
in the outer disc this component moves back-and- forth between the two peaks, 
giving the visual effect of an S-wave on trailed spectra. Other "S-waves" may 
also be produced by other localized sources of line emission. This is the case, for 
instance, when intense X-ray emission heats the hemisphere of the companion 
star facing the compact object. The resulting S-wave will be opposite in phase 
to the accretion disc. As a matter of convention, orbital phase zero is defined as 
the inferior conjunction of the optical star. 

Accretion discs experience quasi-periodic outbursts in which the optical lu- 
minosity typically rises by 2-10 magnitudes. These outbursts are attributed to 
some kind of mass transfer instability triggered by two possible mechanisms: 

- The  Disc Ins tab i l i ty  Mode l  (DI):  Material is transferred at a constant 
rate from the companion star and is somehow stored in the accretion disc. 
Thus the surface density grows continuously until the viscosity suddenly 
increases and matter is dumped onto the compact object [12]. A possible 
mechanism, based on a change from radiative to convective energy transport, 
has been invoked by Meyer & Meyer-ttoffmeister [13] to explain such an 
instability. 

- The  Mass  Transfer  Ins tab i l i ty  Mode l  (MTI) :  An instability, associated 
with the companion star's surface, modulates the mass-injection rate on the 
outburst timescale. This model predicts locally steady properties for the 
disc (i.e. surface density or Teff ) until the burst takes place [14] [15]. The 
response of the accretion disc to the episodic deposition of matter is an 
initial shrinking followed by the subsequent expansion of the outer radius 
[16] [17]. Bath [18] proposed the liberation of energy upon recombination of 
hydrogen in the vicinity of the inner Lagrangian point as the likely process 
responsible for the instability. 
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Despite the very different processes involved in each model no conclusive test 
has yet been devised to decide which mechanism is operating in the outbursts. 
This is partially due to the variety of properties exhibited during different out- 
bursts of the same system 3, as well as from one system to' another. 

3 Classification of X-Ray Binaries 

Two main categories of X-ray binaries can be distinguished according to their 
optical properties [19] [20]. Only later on was it found that they are associated 
with two different physical structures (see Fig.3). They are as follows: 

I L IGHT-  SEC 

I / o']e 
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(1627-673)  

130 LIGHT- SEC 
/ 

I 
" "l  

MASSIVE 
| 0 9 O 0 - 4 O 3 )  

Fig. 3. Cartoon comparison of two X-ray binary systems: the LMXB 4U1627-673 and 
the HMXB 4U0900-403. From Ref.19. 

3.1 Class I or High Mass X-ray Binaries (HMXB)  

The companion star is a massive (>_ 10M®) early-type (O-B) star which trans- 
fers mass to the compact object either via stellar wind or incipient Roche lobe 
overflow. Given the large size of the optical star, HMXB are also characterized 
by the low ratio of X-ray to optical luminosity (Lx/Lop t < 1) and the presence 
of X-ray eclipses. The optical luminosity is thus dominated by the bright com- 
panion star. HMXB systems are concentrated towards the galactic plane and the 
Magellanic Clouds indicating that they belong to relatively young (< 107 years) 
Population I stars, as expected for their massive early type companions. 

3 Indeed, there is evidence for both mechanisms operating, sometimes in the same 
Cataclismic Variable (e.g. the SU UMa systems during normal and super outbursts). 
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Most HMXB exhibit X-ray pulsations. This peculiarity is interpreted under 
the assumption of a strong magnetic field (,,, 1012 G), anchored in the neutron 
star, which channels the accreted material towards the magnetic poles of the 
star. The frequent misalignment of the rotation axis and the magnetic axis of 
the neutron star will produce a rotating beam of X-ray emission wich periodi- 
cally sweeps the Earth. As a result of the orbital motion, the pulse arrival times 
are Doppler shifted, which can be used to derive the radial velocity curve of the 
compact object, the projected size of the orbit and the eccentricity. On longer 
timescales a slow decrease in the pulse-periods has been detected, which implies 
an overall spin-up for most of the sources [21]. This is considered as confirma- 
tion for the accretion hypothesis, through transfer of angular momentum. The 
very hard X-ray spectra (kT>15 keV) observed are also attributed to the ex- 
tremely hot areas near the base of the accretion columns. HMXB are divided 
into two further groups according to the nature of the optical star [22] and their 
evolutionary history (see [23] and references therein): 

- The companion star is a close main sequence Be star which underfills its 
Roche lobe and rotates very rapidly. Episodes of variable accretion are pro- 
duced as a result of long-period (>10 days), highly eccentric orbits. Based 
on such a property these systems are considered as Hard X-ray transients 
(for reviews see [24] and [25]). 

- The companion star has a spectral type earlier than B2 I-III and fills (or 
nearly fills) its Roche lobe. Orbital periods are generally <10 days. They 
are sometimes called the standard HMXB. 

3.2 Class I I  or  Low Mass  X-ray  Binaries ( L M X B )  

The companion star is a low-mass (< 1Mo) late-type (F-M) star 4 which trans- 
fers material via Roche lobe overflow. The ratio of X-ray to optical luminosity is 
in the range 102-103 and the dominant source of optical light is believed to be the 
reprocessing of X-rays into the accretion disc. LMXB systems are concentrated 
towards the galactic center but many have also been found in globular clus- 
ters. This evidence, in addition to the presence of late-type optical companions, 
strongly suggests that LMXB systems belong to the old (> 109 years) galactic 
Population II. Cowley et al. [26] have combined the galactic distribution and the 
kinematics of a sample of 39 LMXB to derive a likely age of ,,,15 x 109 years. 

The X-ray emission is rather soft (kT<10 keV) whilst the absence of X-ray 
pulsations probably indicates that the magnetic field of the compact object is 
rather weak (< 101° G). Combining this with the old population argument has 
led to the idea that neutron star magnetic fields in X-ray binaries decay. 

Whereas the study of HMXBs proceeded rapidly, the investigation of LMXBs 
was much more difficult due to the lack of orbital features in the X-ray emission, 

4 This follows a common nomenclature whereby the non-degenerate star is called the 
secondary. We will use it frequently through the sections devoted to V404 Cyg. 
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such as eclipses or orbital modulation. A few notable exceptions, such as Her X- 
1, were not sufficient to explain such behaviour on the basis of random values of 
the inclination. Milgrom [27] finally solved the discrepancy by invoking a simple 
selection effect. The accretion disc was proposed to have enough vertical size so 
as to shield efficiently the companion star from the X-ray emission coming from 
the .vicinity of the compact object. 

The observations compiled since Milgrom's work has enabled the detection 
of partial eclipses and periodic X-ray features, such as irregular dips, for several 
systems. Depending on the disc azimuthal structure (Fig.4) and the nature of the 
obscured X-ray source the following classification is provided for high inclination 
sources 5: 

- Dipping  Sources:  Azimuthal structure placed at the edge of the disc will 
obscure a point-like X-ray source to produce irregular dips in the X-ray 
light curve. They usually take place at about orbital phase 0.8 (X1755-338 
[30]; XB1254-690 [31]) suggesting a possible link with the bulge created 
by the gas-stream. Sometimes a secondary dip is detected almost exactly 
out of phase with the main dip, indicating the existence of more structure 
or bulge stable at about phase 0.2 (XBT0748-676 [32]). To date there are 
nine sources which exhibit periodic dips with periods between 0.83 hours 
(X1916-053) and 235 hours (Cyg X-2). 

- Accre t ion  Disc Corona  sources  (ADC):  These are similar to the dip- 
ping sources but are at higher inclinations. The point-like X-ray source is, 
therefore, completely obscured by the vertical structure of the disc. Faint 
X-ray emission is however detected through scattering into a corona or wind 
surrounding the accretion disc, which appears as an extended X-ray source. 
The vertical structure of the disc and the companion star will produce 
smooth orbital modulations and partial eclipses on the light curve of this 
extended source. These systems are characterized by Lx/ Lopt "~ 1 - 2 0  
which is peculiar among LMXB. Succesful modelling of the complex X-ray 
and optical light curves has provided the relative contribution and sizes of 
the different emitting regions (e.g. X1822-371 [33]). There are currently at 
least eight sources which exhibit ADC properties. 

According to their X-ray behaviour two further categories of LMXB can be 
listed: 

- X - R a y  Burs te r s :  Many of the LMXBs exhibit intense X-ray bursts with 
typical rise times of 1 second and decay times of several seconds to minutes. 
When bursts are separated by intervals of hours or days (type 1) they experi- 
ence a considerable spectral softening throughout the decay, consistent with 
a cooling blackbody. In addition the integrated flux is preserved throughout 
the burst. They are then thought to be powered by thermonuclear flashes 
on the surface of the neutron star [35] which is considered as additional 

5 an updated review with separate treatement to every single system is given in [28]; 
also see [29]. 
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Fig. 4. Simplified model of a LMXB with representation of the vertical structure of the 
accretion disc. Note the bulge produced where the gas-stream collides with the outer 
rim of the disc. From Ref.34. 

evidence for the weakness of the magnetic field on neutron star LMXB. Al- 
ternatively, when the burst occur at intervals of seconds or minutes (type H 
or rapid bursters), they are attributed to an instability in the accretion flow 
onto the neutron star. In this case no significant spectral change is observed 
throughout the burst. X-ray bursters are generally lower luminosity sources 
(Lx "~ 1037). More information can be found in the review by Lewin et al. 
[36]. 

- Soft  X - R a y  Trans ien t s :  A subset of LMXB undergo dramatic changes in 
brightness with recurrence times in the range 10-100 years. They are believed 
to be driven by any of the two accretion instability models proposed in the 
previous section. The morphology of the light-curve is characterized by a fast 
rise (,,, days) followed by a short maximum (,,~ weeks) and a slow decline (,,~ 
months) until the system returns to quiescence. At this phase the system is 
said to be in an off slate because the X-ray intensity normally settles down 
below any X-ray satellite detection threshold. The typical optical amplitude 
for the outburst is ,-~ 8 magnitudes. In quiescence the optical counterpart 
is dominated by the companion star spectrum showing classical late-type 
absorption features. As we will see in Sect.5, V404 Cyg belongs to this 
category. 

LMXB systems are also divided into two groups according to the shapes of 
their X-ray "colour-colour" diagrams: the Z sources  and the Atol l  sources  
[37]. This division is believed to enclose a different evolutionary status which 
provides dissimilarities concerning the companion star type, the accretion rate 
and the magnetic field of the neutron star. Z sources are characterized by X-ray 
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luminosities close to the Eddington limit and the exhibition of quasi periodic 
oscillations (QPOs), which could be the result of the interaction of inflowing 
matter and the magnetosphere of the neutron star [38]. The relatively strong 
magnetic fields required to account for QPOs imply the presence of young (--~107 
years) neutron stars, formed by the accretion-induced collapse of a massive white 
dwarf [39]. The companion stars are thought to be evolved giants, so as to provide 
mass-transfer rates in excess of ,,~10 -s  M® year -1 through nuclear evolution. 
Hence these systems have orbital periods >0.5-1 days. 

In contrast, Atoll source companions are short-period (<0.5-1 days) main- 
sequence stars. They have low mass-transfer rates (<10 - s  M O year-l) ,  driven 
by angular momentum loss mechanisms, such as gravitational radiation and 
magnetic braking, which last for up to 109 years. They usually show low X- 
ray luminosities (0.005-0.3 LEdd) and regular bursts, associated with a weakly 
magnetized and very old neutron star. Further information can be found in the 
works by van Paradijs &: Lewin [40] and van den tteuvel [23] and references 
therein. 

A different evolutionary history has also been invoked to explain some exotic 
properties exhibited by LMXB from globular clusters [41] [42] and the Magel- 
lanic Clouds [43] appealing to the effects of tidal capture and lower metallicity, 
respectively. Some authors consider them to be unique categories in their own 
right. 

Table 1. Classification 

Class Companion Companion Lx/Lop t X-ray X-ray kT Prototype 
Mass (Mo) Type Features Eclipses keV 

HMXB > 10 O-B < 1 pulses often > 15 Cyg X-1 
LMXB < 1 F-M 1 0 2 - 1 0 3  bursts rare < 10 Sco X-1 

4 B l a c k - H o l e  S i g n a t u r e s  

Conversely to the case of neutron stars, the existence of black holes as members 
of X-ray binaries is much more difficult to assert. While the former are rapidly 
recognized by the exhibition of X-ray pulses or bursts, no specific black hole 
feature has been yet proposed and/or detected. In fact it is almost imposible 
to distinguish between a 10 M o black hole and a 1.4 M o non-magnetized neu- 
tron star since the properties derived from their gravitational potential wells 
are nearly identical (e.g. the innermost radius, 15 km, and the frequency of the 
last stable orbit, 2 x 103 s - l ) .  However, two groups of properties are frequently 
drawn as indirect evidence in the search for new black hole candidates. These 
are summarized below. 
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4.1 Spectral X-ray f e a t u r e s  

Since 1976 the HMXB Cyg X-1 has been considered as one of the strongest black- 
hole candidates and the only one until 1983. This is the reason why its peculiar 
X-ray properties have long been considered as "fingerprints" in the search for 
new black-holes; e.g. the energy distribution in the 1-100 keV range can be 
modelled by a single fiat power-law, xesembling the Crab Nebula spectrum 6. 
These fingerprints are summarized below: 

T h e  b i m o d a l  spec t r a l  b e h a v i o u r :  The X-ray spectrum of Cyg X-1 usually 
remains in a low s~ate (Lx "~ 0.3 x 1037 erg s -1) which, as we mentioned before, 
is well described by a single power-law with spectral photon index ~ ,,~ 0.5 for 
the whole 1-100 keV range. However, on timescales of weeks to years, it switches 
into a high state (Lx "~ 3.0 1037 erg s - l ) ,  which is accompanied by a substantial 
softening ((~ ,,~ 2-3) of the low energy (_< 10 keV) spectrum (Fig.5). Hard X-rays 
(_> 10 keV) are not seriously affected by these transitions and still preserve the 
fiat power-law tail [44]. 

u 
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Cyg X - I  

Fig. 5. Bimodal behaviour of the energy distribution of Cyg X-1. Note the anti- 
correlation between intensity and hardness exhibited by the soft X-rays (< 10 keV). 
From Ref.45. 

Although the physics involved is very complicated it is generally accepted 
that  the bimodal behaviour reflects optically-thin/optically-thick transitions of 
the innermost accretion disc which are powered by changes in the accretion rate 
[46]. The ultrasoft component detected in the high state is associated with the 
optically thick regions of the accretion disc. On the other hand, from equation 1.3 

6 This led to an obsolete X-ray classification which distinguished between the supernova 
or Crab Nebula sources and the Sco X-1 like sources, characterized by an exponential 
or thermal spectrum. 
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we see that  the maximum temperature achieved by an optically thick accretion 
disc is insufficient to account for the observed hard X-ray flux. Therefore the 
hard spectrum is attr ibuted to inverse Compton scattering (Comptonization) of 
soft photons in optically thin regions of hot electrons. Several models propose a 
variety of geometries for the source of hot electrons, such as a torus [47], ADC 
[44] and clouds in the vicinity of the compact object [48]. The disapperance of 
the ultrasoft component during the low state is interpreted as the receding of 
the inner boundary of the optically thick accretion disc [49]. 

It is assumed that  the energy spectrum of a neutron star LMXB system is 
made up of two components: the ultrasoft component, attributed to the optically 
thick accretion disc 7, and a 1-2 keV blackbody component which originates in the 
boundary layer of the neutron star. Furthermore we must note that  an additional 
third component, the single power-law hard spectrum, is usually present when 
the luminosity fades below ,,~ 1037 erg s -1. The important thing here is the 
absence of the 1-2 keV blackbody component, especially for high luminosities 
(or high accretion rates) which is taken as the hallmark for the non-existence of 
a material surface. Therefore, either the exhibition of the ultrasoft distribution 
in high states, the single power-law in low states (in particular for Lx > 1037 erg 
s -1 and extending up to 200 keV without a thermal frequency cutoff) or both 
(the bimodal behaviour) is considered as a possible black hole indication. 

R a p i d  f l ickering:  The X-ray intensity of Cyg X-1 shows an erratic variability 
or flickering on timescales of 1 ms to 1 s. The flickering is seen to fade almost 
completely at the high state, so it is thought to be associated with the optically 
thin component. The typical frequency of flickering indicates a -~ 100 km size for 
the emitting region. At this location the accreted material is unable to distinguish 
whether the compact object is a neutron star or a black hole so it is surprising 
that  fast flickering was actually considered for a time to be a solid black hole 
signature. 

The huge volume of information provided by new X-ray satellites (such as 
Ginga, Granat  or Rosat) led some authors to propose other temporal features 
as additional evidence. These include the exhibition of violent variability, the 
relation between the amplitude and the timescale of the flickering and several 
features detected in the power spectrum such as hard X-ray lags, low frequency 
noise or the absence of QPOs. These are presumably related to the hard com- 
ponent, in a similar manner to the flickering. Nevertheless, since the timescale 
of QPOs is longer than flickering this makes it a very weak indication. In par- 
ticular QPOs could be detected for some black hole candidates (e.g. LMC X-1 
or GX339-4 [50]) but not for others (Cyg X-1 and GS2023+338; same Ref.). 
Extensive reviews about the observations and models of QPO in LMXB have 
been presented in [51] and [52]. 

r Since the temperature of the accretion disc decreases with distance to the central 
object this component will consist of a sum of blackbodies produced from each con- 
centric annulus of the disc. 
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Recently, though, a collection of discoveries seems to refute the established 
paradigm, introducing ambiguity into the uniqueness of the X-ray black hole 
diagnostics; e.g. Stella et al. [53] and Tennant et al. [54] revealed that the fast 
flickering sources X0331+53 and Cir X-1 are indeed an X-ray pulsar and burster, 
respectively. Furthermore, the source GX339-4, although exhibiting characteris- 
tic soft/hard transitions, has been recognized as a neutron star system after the 
upper limit of 2.1 M® was established for the mass of the compact object [55]. 
Also Cir X-1 was found to mimic the Cyg X-1 bimodal behaviour [56]. A list 
of the remaining black hole candidates, according to their X-ray properties, is 
given in Table.2 (adapted from [45land [58]). 

Table 2. X-Ray Properties of Black Hole Candidates 

Name Type Transient/  Variability 
Persistent 

X-Spectrum t References 

Cyg X-1 ttMXB Persistent 
LMC X-3 HMXB Persistent 
LMC X-1 HMXB Persistent 
A0620-00 LMXB Transient 
GS2023+338 LMXB Transient 
GS2000+25 LMXB Transient 
GSl124-683 LMXB Transient 
GS1826-24 ? Transient 

Flickering Bimodal [69] 
No Flickering High State [45] 

QPO+No Flickering High State [45] 
No Flickering High State [45] 

Flickering Low State [45] 
No Flickering High State [45] 
No Flickering High State [57] 

Flickering High State [45] 
t For transient sources this refers to the outburst phase, when X-rays 

are in the on state. 

Following Ilovaisky [22] it is clear that the above collection of temporal and 
spectral X-ray properties indicates something about the compactness of the emit- 
ting region and the accretion process but they are not conclusive black-hole di- 
agnostics. Instead, the situation is entirely different for neutron star systems 
where the detection of X-ray pulses or bursts is given as a sufficient and reliable 
test. This seems to leave us with the most pure Popper's epistemology which 
one would summarize in the sentence Science is everything that is liable to be 
refuted but will never be confirvned. For an updated review of those and other 
new black hole candidates, on the basis of their X-ray properties, I address the 
reader to the works published by Ilovaisky [22] and Tanaka [45]. 
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4.2 Lower l imit to  M~ 

This can be obtained by measuring the radial velocily cuwe of the optical star 
using spectroscopic techniques. The mass function 

/ ( M )  - P - ( M x  s i n / )  3 

27rG (Mx -t- Mc) ~ (7) 

is a cubic equation which relates the masses of the compact object (Mx) and 
the companion star (Mc) with the inclination (i) and two measurable quantities: 
the orbital period (P) and semi-amplitude of the radial velocity curve (Kc). The 
value of the mass function represents a firm lower limit to Mx which can be 
obtained for the case of a zero-mass companion (Mc=0) in an edge-on system 
(i=90°). 

The strength of this argument relies on the theoretical assessment, based 
upon General Relativity, that there exists a maximum mass for neutron stars to 
be stable. Actually such a limit will depend on the equation of state employed. 
The use of the stiffest known equation of state predicts an upper bound of 2.7 
M®, which can be increased further by 20 percent if the star is considered to 
rotate rapidly enough [59]. On the other hand, Rhoades & Ruffini [60] establish a 
solid upper limit of 3 Mo, almost independent of the equation of state employed, 
by assuming that: i) General Relativity is the correct theory of gravity and ii) 
causality is not violated (i.e. speed of sound < speed of light). Upper limits have 
been predicted through a wide collection of models which combine several types 
of exotic assumptions and equations of state (e.g. [61] [62]). However, the 3 M® 
stability limit is generally accepted as the most reliable criterion for all kinds of 
reasonable equations of state (see the excellent review by McClintock [63]). 

On the basis of this argument we currently have three classic X-ray binaries 
which are considered as plausible black holes in terms of precise measurements 
of their mass functions. These are Cyg X-l, LMC X-3 and A0620-00 s and their 
main properties are presented in Table 3 (adapted from [63]). 

s I have omitted the HMXB system LMC X-1 since the radial velocity fits and other 
arguments, presented by Hutchings et al. [64] [65] for taking a 0.14 MO mass function 
to the reported 4 Mo as lower limit of Mx, are rather speculative. In particular, the 
fits performed to the emission line radial velocities, used to derive q = Mc/Mx > 2, 
are hardly believable. Further work is dearly needed. 
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Table 3. Properties of Three Black Hole Candidates 

Cyg X-1 LMC X-3 A0620-00 

L x ( e r g s  -1) 2x1037 3x1038 lx1038 
MK type 09.7Iab B3V K5V 
D (kpc) 2.5 55 1 
my 9 17 18 
Vc sin i 76 235 457 
P (days) 5.6 1.7 0.32 

f (M/Mo) 0.25 2.3 3.18 

Mx/M~ 16 9 13 

t These are the likely masses from [66], [67] and [68], respectively. 

Due to their ItMXB condition, the mass function of the first two systems 
is highly dependent on the companion star mass and hence does not provide a 
strong constraint on its own. In order to do so it is necessary to invoke additional 
arguments related to the inclination (absence of eclipses) and the likely mass of 
the optical star as derived from its spectral type. This yields lower limits of 5 
M o and 7 M® for Cyg X-1 [69] and LMC X-3 [67] respectively. Unfortunately 
it has been found that the OB companions of X-ray binaries are frequently 
undermassive for their spectral types [70] which introduces a serious handicap to 
the previous discussion. Paczynski [71] proposed a way to sort out the problem 
by including the dereddened energy distribution of the companion star. This 
provides a robust lower limit of Mx, only dependent on the distance to the 
source. Distance estimates for both objects yield lower limits of 3.4 M o and 6 
M® respectively. However, Mazeh et al. [72] warned about the possiblity that 
important systematic errors were present in the velocity data of LMC X-3 as 
a result of the non-negligible contribution of emission from the accretion disc. 
These authors finally lowered the Mx limit to 2.5 M®. 

On the other hand, the limit derived on the LMXB A0620-00 is far more 
solid than the previous candidates since it is derived from the mass function 
alone without any assumption of the secondary star type or inclination. Further- 
more McClintock & Remillard [68] discuss the action of possible contamination 
effects on the radial velocity curve (e.g. X-ray heating or partial filling of ab- 
sorption lines by emission from the accretion disc)and demonstrate that they 
are absolutely negligible. 

The recent claim by McClintock &: Remillard [73] of a 3.1 =i: 0.5 M® mass 
function for the newly discovered X-ray transient Nova Muscae 1991 (GSl124- 
683) seems to add another LMXB black hole system to the previous list. IIowever, 
as pointed out by McClintock [63], the mass function of all these systems are 
"perilously close to the causality limit (3 Me)" and so "the holy grail in the 
search for black holes (...) is a syste m with a mass function that is plainly 5 
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M® or greater". As we will discover in the following sections this is what makes 
V404 Cyg (GS2023+338) a very important reference point in the universe of 
black hole candidates. 

5 V 4 0 4  C y g  i n  O u t b u r s t  a n d  D e c l i n e  

On May 1989 the Japanese satellite GINGA discovered a new X-ray source, 
called GS2023+338 [74]. Its striking X-ray properties were unique and are sum- 
marized below [45] [50] [75]: 

- The X-ray flux at the peak of the outburst reached 21 Crabs, being the 
brightest X-ray source ever detected after A0620-00. 

- The X-ray flux possibly reached saturation at 21 Crabs (1-37 keV). This 
corresponds to Lx ~ 1.5 103s (D/1 kpc) 2 erg s -1 which easily exceeds the 
Eddington limit for a 1 M® compact object. 

- It showed a strong and chaotic variability (e.g. it once varied by a factor of 
200 in matter of minutes). 

- On short timescales it showed intense flickering, mimicking the behaviour of 
Cyg X-1. 

- It exhibited a very hard X-ray spectrum, consistent with a single power-law 
of slope 1.3-1.5. An ultrasoft component, expected from an optically thick 
accretion disc, was absent. 

The optical counterpart was found to be an old Nova which outburst in 1938: 
V404 Cygni [76]. Other outbursts in 1956 and possibly 1979 were also detected 
following an inspection of photographic plates [77]. The X-ray properties coupled 
with the dramatic amplitude of the optical outburst (~ 8 magnitudes in B, from 
20 to 12 mag.) strongly suggested that V404 Cyg is an X-ray transient LMXB 
[78]. 

The first optical spectra [79] [42] showed emission lines (HI, HeI, HeII, FeII, 
Bowen) superposed on a red continuum (see Fig.6). From the analysis of absorp- 
tion features the interstellar extinction was estimated to be ,v 3 magnitudes, 
implying a minimum distance of 1.5 kpc [42]. P-Cygni profiles were also detected 
in a number of Balmer and HeI lines from June 1-5, suggesting the expansion 
of a gas shell early in the outburst [80]. In the same work we report a form of 
S-wave variability in the double-peaked HeII A4686 line both on short (-,~ hours) 
and long (-,~ days) timescales. In particular, a detailed analysis of the asym- 
metric profile observed on the night of June 8 led us to constrain any possible 
periodicity to > 3 hr. 

Determining the orbital period for a newly discovered X-ray transient is the 
first step towards understanding the system. Several periods have been proposed 
in the literature for the outburst and decline phases of V404 Cyg. They range 
from 10 rain to 5 hr and are summarized below. 

- Wagner et al. [79] announced a 10 min. photometric modulation. 
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Fig. 6. Sum of 48 high-resolution spectra of V404 Cyg covering the maximum of the 
1989 outburst (June 1-11). Main features, as broad emission lines and the interstellar 
absorption band at )4430, are indicated. From Ref.80. 

- Haswell & Shafter [81] reported a 5.0+0.4 hour modulation in the radial 
velocity of the Na D1 absorption line. 

- Gotthelf et al. [82] performed high-speed photometry and did not detect any 
stable periodicity. Instead they found transient modulations of 3-10 mins and 
low-frequency flickering. 

- Leibowitz et al. [83] and Udalsky & Kaluzny [84] claimed a ,-~ 3 hour R band 
photometric periodicity. 

- Gotthelf et al. [85] observed >3 hour trends during the radial velocity anal- 
ysis of the t/eli ~4686 emission line. 

However, such periodicities are rather common amongst X-ray transients 
during their active phases (e.g. i q l  X-1 [86], A0620-00 [87]) and they have sub- 
sequently been found to be spurious and unrelated to the true orbital period. 
Only when the system has returned to quiescence will the secondary star not be 
masked by the high luminosity of the accretion and, hence, it can then offer the 
best opportunity for an unambiguous determination of the system parameters. 

6 V404 Cyg in Quiescence 

Since July 1990 V404 Cyg has settled down in quiescence at R,,~16.5 mag [88] 
with an X-ray flux below or close to the detection threshold of X-ray satellites 9. 

9 Very recently though Mineshige et al. [89] have reported the possible detection of 
V404 Cyg with Ginga during quiescence at Lx < 5x1034 (D/3kpc) 2 erg s -1. 
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In July 1990 we performed high resolution Hc~ spectroscopy with the 2.5m 
Isaac Newton Telescope at the Observatorio del Roque de los Muchachos. These 
were the first optical spectra of V404 Cyg in quiescence and their analysis pro- 
vided the following results: 

- Detection of a possible absorption feature at A6495 in the summed spec- 
trum. This is a hallmark of G-K stars [90] and thus might be the detection 
of the companion star. Unfortunately, the poor signal-to-noise ratio of the 
individual spectra prevented further analysis of this feature. 

- Detection of an S-wave in the t t a  profile with a period of 0.24 d. This mod- 
ulation was also observed in the centroid of the line and the continuum 
flux. 

At this point we were convinced that  this was the true orbital period on the 
basis of two supporting facts. Firstly, it agrees perfectly with the maximum in 
the distribution of LMXB orbital periods [29]. Secondly, it is a stable modula- 
tion, both photometrically and spectroscopically. Kato & tIirata [91] reported 
the same periodicity in I-band photometry conducted just two weeks after our 
observations. On the other hand, it was possible to isolate a 0.24 d modulation in 
the H/~ radial velocities from the outburst epoch (see Fig.7). In this latter analy- 
sis, we deliberately excluded the first 6 nights after the outburst peak (1-6 June) 
due to peculiar velocity shifts produced by the P-Cygni profiles (see Casares & 
Charles [92] for further details). 

Optical studies of V404 Cyg 
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Fig. 7. Radial velocities of HI~ through the outburst maximum, folded on the 0.24 d 
period. The effect of contamination by the P-Cygni profiles is clearly observed for the 
early days (June 1-6). From Ref.92. 

A more complete dataset was acquired one year later with the powerful 4.2m 
William Herschel Telescope, which also operates at the Observatorio del Roque 
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de los Muchachos. The new database consists of 12 blue (AA3500-5185) and 55 
high-resolution red ()~A6050-6990) spectra, whose averages are shown in Fig.8. 
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Fig. 8. Overview of V404 Cyg spectral features at quiescence in the blue (top) and 
red (bottom) optical ranges. Averages were performed in the reference frame of the 
secondary star (e.g. correcting every single spectrum from its corresponding doppler- 
shift prior to summing) in order to allow the sharp late-type features to be more clearly 
visible. From Ref.93. 

We detect Balmer lines down to H5 and a number of HeI lines at ~6678 and 
,~4471. However, the high excitation lines, I-IeII )~4686 and the Bowen blend, 
have faded completely, as is to be expected if X-ray emission has switched off. 
Although some absorption features corresponding to the optical star can be 
faintly seen in the blue, (i.e. the G-band or the MgI triplet), absorption lines are 
much more evident in the vicinity of Ha due to the much stronger signal in the 
red. Every single spectrum was cross-correlated in the range ~6350-6530 with 
a template star of similar spectral type (61 Cyg A) to derive their relative radial 
velocities. The subsequent power-spectrum analysis provided a period of 6.473 
± 0.001 days, 27 times longer than the S-wave periodicity previously reported ! 
Figure 9 shows the resulting radial velocity curve folded on the 6.5 d period with 
the least-squares sine fit overlayed. This fit gives a semi-amplitude of 211 4- 4 
km s -1. The implied mass function (a firm lower limit to Mx) is 6.3 4- 0.3 M®, 
which makes V404 Cyg the strongest black hole candidate yet found since it is 
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almost twice that  of Cyg X-1 and A0620-00 (details of this work will be found 
in [94]). 
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Fig. 9. Radial velocity curve and best sine fit for the secondary of V404 Cyg with 
respect to the rest frame of the template 61 Cyg A. From Ref.94. 

T h e  S y s t e m  P a r a m e t e r s  In order to solve completely for the V404 Cyg system 
parameters, we must first estimate Mc and i. The former parameter can be 
estimated from the spectral type and luminosity class of the companion star. 
A quantitative comparison of selected ratios of close line pairs with respect to 
those listed in a catalogue of main sequence (V) and giant (III) stars provides 
a likely classification in the range G9V (4- 1) to KOIII (4- 4). However, the first 
possibility can be ruled out on the basis of: 

- The detection of an ellipsoidal modulation in the light-curve with the 6.5 d 
orbital period [95]. This implies that  the optical star must fill (or nearly fill) 
its Roche lobe, whereas a G9V would only fill up to 14 percent of the lobe. 

- The level of the interstellar extinction found (Av "~ 4 mag., [93]) yields 
a distance of only 0.5 kpc for a G9V star. This is inconsistent with the 
reddening studies of Neckel &: Klare [96] and Forbes [97], which predict a 
negligible extinction for distances <0.8 kp c. 

Therefore, the optical companion must be a Roche lobe filling K0 III or IV. 
We favour the latter class since, with a distance of 2.7 kpc, it would be consistent 
with an Eddington limited L~ at the peak of the outburst (for a 10 M® black 
hole; see [9]). The estimated mass for the subgiant companion would thus be 
Mc "~ 1.2 M® [98]. 

On the other hand, a solid constraint to the inclination comes from the ab- 
sence of X-ray eclipses through outburst [45], which implies i< 80 °. Furthermore, 
a sensible estimate for i can be obtained from the rotational broadening (Vro t 
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sin i) of the absorption lines. Our analysis gives Vro t sin i-< 35 km s-1 which, 
combined with the expected value of 55 km s -1 for a Roche-lobe filling and 
corotating KOIV star, implies i_< 40 °. The rotational broadening also provides 
an estimate of the m a s s  ratio of the system, q = M e / M x ,  'through the following 
expression [99] 

Vro t s i n  i ,~ 0.462 g c  ql/3 (1-~-q)2/3 (8) 

which makes use of (3). Hence we obtain q-<0.04, which implies an extraordinary 
> 28 M o black hole for the case of a 1.2 M O KOIV companion. 

Further support for such a low inclination comes from the thinness of the Ha 
emission line when compared with that of the other black-hole LMXB A0620- 
00. In addition, the extrapolation of Bochkarev et al.'s ellipsoidal models [100], 
applied to a KOIV companion and i -,, 40 °, gives an amplitude of ~, 0.2 mag for 
the ellipsoidal modulation, in perfect agreement with Wagner et al.'s light-curve. 
We therefore support an intermediate inclination (i_,g 40 °) for V404 Cyg. The 
finally proposed parameters are listed in Table 4 (further details will be fouaad 
in [93]). 

Table 4. System Parameters 

Period Kc Vro t sin i q i Me Mx Re a 
(days) (km s -1) (km s -1) (=Mc/Mx) (Mo) (Mo) (R®) (R®) 

6.473 211 <35 -<0.04 -<400 1.2 __>28 ,-~7 ,,~45 

Final  R e m a r k s  I will end this paper by briefly referring to two more discoveries 
which may have important implications. 

- The discovery of the LiI A6708 line in the summed spectrum (see Fig.6) is 
totally unexpected for a late-type star in a supposedly old-population system 
[101]. This strongly suggests that either LiI is created through spallation 
reactions during the X-ray outbursts or the system is very young. 

- The 0.24 d modulation is also present in photometry and Ha radial velocities 
of the new database [102] [93]. A possible explanation could involve an inner 
companion, in which case V404 Cyg would be a triple system. However, this 
possibility opens the almost insurmountable question of how such a triple 
system could have evolved to its present state. On the other hand, the anti- 
phasing between the 0.24 d photometric and radial velocity curves is very 
puzzling and is currently unexplained. 
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Abstract: Following the 3+1 formalism of General Relativity we write the Einstein 
equations for a stationary rotating neutron star specially suited to be solved numerically 
with spectral methods. We also provide the equations of motion to study the normal 
modes once the star is perturbed from the stationary axisymmetric equilibrium 
configuration. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

One of the crucial steps for solving a physical problem is the choice of a 
coordinate system. This is specially important in General Relativity and even 
more in Numerical Relativity. For the present case of axisymmetric symmetry 
the natural choice is the polar spherical-type coordinates. Unfortunate ly this 
natural choice presents natural singularities. These mathematical singularities 
can be handled by imposing regularity conditions on the physical quantities 
[1,3]. We will not enter into details at this respect, but it can be proved [1] that 
the regularity conditions on the shift vector lead to two possible gauges for the 
metric. Namely the radial gauge and the isothermal gauge. Some people prefer 
to impose the radial gauge with a polar slicing condition for several reasons [1]. 
The main one is perhaps because in this gauge the Einstein equations for the 
shift vector and some metric variables are parabolic equations instead of elliptic 
equations obtained when the isothermal gauge is chosen. It is well known that 
these latter are more complicated to solve with the standard numerical methods 
than the parabolic equations. The problem with the radial gauge and the polar 
slicing condition is tliat the lapse function is not regular at the origin r = 0. To 
avoid this trouble some mixed condition has to he adopted and all the procedure 
become a little bit messy. 
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As the spectral methods have proved to be an excellent recipe to solve elliptic 
equations [3,4] we have imposed the isothermal gauge to the metric and the 
maximal slicing condition on the extrinsic curvature tensor rather than the 
other gauge. This approach is more advantageous and ~learer than the first 
one. Actually, as we will see later on, we have made linear combinations on 
the Einstein equations in order to obtain only elliptic equations for the field 
variables. 

We are also planning to study the normal modes of oscillation of the neutron 
star when it is perturbed from its equilibrium configuration. For doing so we 
have written the equations of motion for the small perturbations. This has been 
done in terms of physical quantities in such a way that the Newtonian and the 
flat-space limit could be recovered immediatly and the physical interpretation of 
some of the terms appearing in the equations could be done without difficulty. 
Furthermore the form of the equations is also convenient to use spectral methods 
in the numerical solution. 

2 I G M S  c o o r d i n a t e s  

The IGMS cordinates (Isotropi c Gauge- Maximal Slicing), (5, r, 0, ¢) are defined 
by the following conditions: 
- -  isotropic gauge: the choice of three spatial coordinates (r,/9, ¢) makes possible 
to write the spatial 3-metric hij in terms of three independent components by 
imposing the isothermal conditions h~o = h~¢ = 0, h00 = r2hrr. 
- -  maximal slicing: the space-time foliation by t = Const. hypersurfaces, S t ,  
is such that the extrinsic curvature tensor of these hypersurfaces satisfies 
T r K  = Ki i  : O. 

The stationary axisymmetry is defined by the existence of two Killing vectors 
which commute: et "- ~tt and e¢ = ~-~¢. In this case the shift vector, N i, and the 

spatial 3-metric h verify [6]: N ~ = N e = h0¢ = 0. 

Consequently the 4-metric g reads: 

A 4 
g~odx~dx ~ = - N 2 d t  2 + A4B2r2sin 20(d¢ - NCdt) 2 + - ~ ( d r  2 + r2dO 2) (1.1) 

where N, N ¢, A, B are only functions of r, 0. 
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3 T h e  f i e l d  e q u a t i o n s  

We shall consider the neutron star matter as a perfect fluid. Then the energy- 
momentum tensor will be T = (e + p ) u  ® u + pg, being e,p the energy density 
and the presure of the fluid in the comoving frame respectively and u the fluid's 
4-velocity. 

In the stationary case u is a linear combination of the two Killing vectors. 
This means that: u r = 0 and u e = 0. 

We also introduce the physical velocity in the C-direction as follows: U ¢ = 
A2Brsin 8 (12 - N ¢ ) / N ,  where 12 is the coordinate angular velocity defined as 
12 := u¢/u t. Finally we define a physical energy density as E = F~(e + p) - p, 

1 

F := /el - U¢2~-~ the Lorentz factor. being \ ] 
We will not give the curbersome details to arrive to the Einstein equations 

for the field variables; these could be seen in a paper to appear in the future. For 
instance we will just  give the final form of the equations which are well suited 
for using our spectral methods library to find their numerical solution. 

Let us define the following useful variables: ~(r, 9) := In N(r, 8) , o~(r, 8) := 
In A(r, 8), fl(r, 9) := In B(r, 8) 

3.1 M o m e n t u m  c o n s t r a i n t  e q u a t i o n  

From the three momentum constraint equations there is just one non-trivial 
equation for the shift component N ¢ 

A2N ¢ 
~ ¢ _  1 N¢ = - 1 6 7 r - - - ~ ( E + p ) U  - r s in0~TN¢.~7(6c~+3~-~)  (3.1) 

r ~ sin s 8 

where N¢ := rs in 0 N ¢. We can see on the left-hand side of equation (3.1) a pure 
linear expression where we can appreciate the flat-space Laplacian operator, 
(to be taken in spherical coordinates). On the right-hand side there are two non- 
linear terms (the "source"). The first couples the field with the fluid and the 
second is just a scalar product in the flat space between two flat-space gradients. 
Outside the star the term coupling the fluid and the field vanishes. 
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3.2 D y n a m i c  Eins te in  Equations 

After making a convenient linear combination on the Einstein equations we 
obtain three elliptic equations for the three field variables left .  The first one is 
the equation for the lapse function 

A 4 
A~ ~-~ {4~r [E + 3p + (UO)2(E + p)] + 2(k 2 + k~)} -V~-V(~+2a+/3)  (3.2) 

where kl = B 2 r s i n O  ON* k2  - -  B 2 s in0  ON* I n  t e r m s  of the extrinsic c u r v a -  
2 N  Or ' - -  - - ~ ~ "  

K a Kr4~ g4~r k2 Ks4, -- ~ .  Equation ture components kl = ~ = ~ ,  = ~ - 
(3.2) has the same structure as equation (3.1). On the left-hand side we see the 
fiat-space Laplacian operator whereas the non-linear terms appear in the right- 
hand side. There are the fluid-field coupling term and a high non-linear term 
coupling the conformal factor A and the B variable with the only non-zero com- 
ponents of the extrinsic curvature tensor kl ,  k2. Finally a quadratic term is the 
fiat-space scalar product between the fiat-space gradient of ~ and the gradient 
of a li near combination of the metric functions. 

The simplest field equation is the following one 

020 1 0Q 1 020 A 4 
Or 2 + r--~r + r 2 O0 ---T - B 2 16~'pO. (3.3) 

where O := r s inONA2B.  On the left-hand side of equation (3.3) we recognize 
the fiat-space lapacian operator in two dimensions. The "source" is just a fluid- 
field coupling term which vanishes outside the star, In vacuum the solution of 
the resulting homogeneous linear equation is well know. 

The last field equation reads as follows: 

02H 1 OH 1 02H 

Or ----V + r ~ + r ~ 00 ----5- = S 

__ A 4 where H := f + 2 c ~ - f l  and S ~-~- [8~r(p + (E  +p) (U¢)  2) + 3(k~ + k~)] - (V~)  2. 
As we have pointed out we are planning to solve numerically these set of field 

equations in addition to the fluid equations of motion (see next section) by using 
spectral methods [4]. In this reference it could be found a detailed description of 
how to use these numerical methods to invert the Laplacian operators. At infinity 
we will impose to the metric the flat space-time condition (the field variables 
A, B, N must go to 1 and the shift N ¢ vanishes). 
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4 Equations of motion 

4.1 Rigid ly  ro ta t ing  m o d e l  

When the coordinate angular velocity ~ is constant, the equations of motion 
( T ~  = 0) and the first law of thermodynamics at zero temperature lead us to 

a first integral H - ½In IN 2 -  A4B2r2sin2~ (1"2- N¢) 2] = constant, where the 

pseudo-enthalpy H is defined in terms of the heat function f .  This equation can 
be recognized as equation (6) of Sonazzola and Schneider [2]. 

4.2 Different ial ly  ro ta t ing  mode l  

If the coordinate angular velocity is a function of r, 0 the differential rotating 
model is specified by giving the law of rotation F(~2) into the equation F(~2) + 

A4B2r ~ s in  s O(T1-N "l') 
N2_A4B2r~sin ~ O(~_N,~) 2 ---- 0 • The value o f /2  is obtained by solving the last 
equation in ~.  The equations of motion and the first law of thermodynamics 

then reduce to gr--Lex p (f~o F(S2')dl2') ---const. 

One of this rotating models within the field equations and the equation 
of state describe completely the axisymmetric rotating neutron star and the 
shape of the surrounding space-time. This configuration will be considered as 
the neutron star equilibrium configuration. Once the whole set of equilibrium 
equations have been solved we can study the small oscillations of the star around 
the equilibrium position and consequently the normal modes of the star. 

5 N o r m a l  m o d e s  of  o s c i l l a t i o n  

To obtain the equations of motion for the small oscillations of the star we have 
used the same perfect-fluid energy-momentum tensor with non-zero r -  and 0- 
velocity components and without considering any symmetry. By this we mean 
that all but the metric variables have been considered as functions of r, 0, ¢, 
and t. Then we have linearized the equations around the equilibrium in which 
the equilibrium variables have of course only an r and 0 dependence while the 
perturbations are those variables possessing no symmetry, i.e., they depend on 
time and the three spatial coordinates. This approximation means physically 
that the perturbations are small enough such the space-time is not modified by 
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the tiny oscillations of the star. The limit of validity of this approach breaks 
down when the perturbations become as large as the equilibrium quantities. 

Here we just give the non-linearized version of the equations, the linearized 
form could be seen in a more detailed future paper [5]. 

5.1 Equa t ion  of  mo t ion  for t he  normal  m o d e s  

OU i 1 f i O P  (NqJ i ViN.i) Op } o--i - + ( v v ) U ' =  (e+p) y i+ + +7 

where ~" := g v a u  b [U/O° a -O~a ] are the "inertial forces" (centrifugal force, 
Coriolis' force and general relativistic effects) given in terms of the Ricci rotation 
coefficients O~a; q is the matrix transformation between the coordinate and the 
orthonormal basis e u and e(a) respectively [1,5]; U is the physical velocity defined 
as U := -u-e(~)/(u.e(0)); the operator V .  V means V ib_¥ r,° where V i := dxi/dt. 
Here the i index takes the values 1,2, 3, the other indexes go from zero to three. 

In equilibrium all the conservation equations are satisfied identically. However 
when the star fluid is perturbed the thermodynamical variables evolve in time. 
So to close the system of equations the conservation equations for the perturbed 
thermodynamical variables such as energy, entropy, baryon number, fraction of 
particles and enthalpy have to be taken into account [5,7]. 

6 C o n c l u s i o n  

We have showed how the isothermal gauge and the maximal slicing condition 
lead to non-linear elliptic equations for all the field variables which are perfectly 
treatable with spectral methods. By using these we hope not only find the 
standard results concerning the star radius and mass limits for a given equation 
of state but also push for the first time all the numerical calculations from the 
center of the star to "infinity" where the asymptotic flat space-time condition 
has to be imposed. Having these results, it will not be too difficult to study the 
star normal modes of oscillation and the stability of this compact object. 
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The Superpos i t ion  of  Two K e r r - N e w m a n  
Solutions 
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A b s t r a c t :  An exact asymptotically fiat 8-parameter solution of the Ernst equations 
which may represent the exterior gravitational field of two charged spinning masses 
located on the symmetry axis is obtained. Its particular cases would be the new double 
Kerr solution and the double Reissner-Nordstrom solution. 

Recently the method [1] developed by one of the authors for the construction of 
exact solutions of the Ernst equations has been successfully applied to finding 
the first examples of asymptotically flat metrics able to describe the exterior field 
of a magnetized rotating source [2]. The aim of the present communication is to 
show how this method could be used to construct a solution corresponding to 
another astrophysically interesting situation. That  solution might be interpreted 
as describing the field of two Kerr-Newman masses located on the symmetry axis. 
It should be mentioned that  earlier this problem was considered only for some 
special cases of the rotating charged sources [3], and also for the sources restricted 
beyond the extreme case [4]. The solution which will be considered below 
contains eight independent parameters corresponding to the masses, angular 
momentum, electric charges and locations of the sources on the symmetry axis, 
and it may be helpful for the analysis of more general cases of two interacting 
Kerr-Newman sources. 

According to the method which we are using, the complex potentials ~ and 
satisfying the Ernst equations [5] can be found from the integrals 

~ = -  " ~ = -  7 - 7  (1) 71" 1 ~ ' 71" -1  

where the unknown function p(cr) satisfies the integral equations 

11 [e(~) + ~(~) ~ + 2S(~)](~)]~(~)d~~2 = 0; 1 ~ - ~  - ~ (2) 

Here ~ --  z + ipa ,  r I - -  z + i p r ,  ( a , v  E [-1,1]); e(¢) and f(¢) are the locally 
holomorphic continuations of the functions e ( z )  _= e(p = 0, z), f ( z )  ==_ ~ ( p  = O, z )  
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into the complex plane z + ip ((p, z) are the Weyl canonical coordinates which 
enter into (1), (2) as parameters); ~(~/) = [e(T/*)]*, ](7/) = [f(T/*)]* and j :  denotes 
the principal value of the respective integral. 

For arbitrary rational functions e(z)  and f ( z )  the corresponding #(a) should 
be searched in the form 

m l  m a  

i ~ ( a ) = A o + Z A k ( ~  ~ ) - k  + ... + Z A~(~ - ~ ) - k  (3) 
k = l  k = l  

where the coefficients A o , A  k depending on p and z have to be found from (2), 
the ~i being the roots of the equation 

e(~) + ~(~) + 2f(~)](~) = 0 (4) 

with corresponding multiplicity mi(i = 1 , . . . ,  n). 
Tentatively a plausible form for the Ernst potentials ¢ and 4~ on the symmetry 

axis (p = 0) leading to the double Kerr-Newman solution is the following 

2ml  2m2 
e ( z )  = 1 

z + zl - ial z + z2 -- *a2" ' 

ql q2 
f ( z )  -- Z + Zl ial + " ' - -  z + z2 - -  za2 

(5) 

where the parameters ml,2,al ,2,  ql2 respectively describe the mass, angular 
momentum per unit mass and eletric charge of each source, and the parameters 
Zl,2 are related to the location of the sources on the symmetry axis (note, that  
in the case m2 = q2 = 0 [or ml = ql = 0] and the subsequent choice zl = ml [or 
z2 = m2], formulae (5) give the e(z) and f ( z )  of the Kerr-Newman solution [6]). 

From (4) and (5) it then follows that  the function #(or) should be looked for 
in the form 

4 

/~(cr) = A0 + Z A n ( ~  - O~n) - 1 ,  (6) 
n----1 

where o~ n are the roots of the algebraic equation of the fourth order 

{4 + 2(Zl + z2 - ml  - m2){ 3 + (a~ + a~ + (zl + z2) 2 + 2ZlZ2 + (ql + q2) 2 

- 2 ( m l ( z l  + 2z2) + m2(2zl + z~)])~ 2 + 2[(z~ - m~)(a~ + z~) + (z~ - m2)(a~ + z~) 

-2z~z2(m, + m~) + (ql + q~)(z~q~ + z~q~))~ + (a~ + z~)(a~ + z~) 

-2[mazl(a22 + z~) + m2z2(a 2 + z12)] + (alq2 + a2ql) 2 + (zlq2 + z2ql) 2 = 0. (7) 

It should be mentioned that  in (6) we have assumed that  all an are different; 
however, in particular cases some of the roots o~ n may become multiple. That  
may require the performance of limiting transformations in the final expressions 
for ¢ and • with the ,aid of l'Hospital rule. The coefficients A0 and An may be 
obtained from (2), that  after integration yields the following elegant system of 
five linear algebraic equations 
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4 An 4 An 4 An 
A o + Z - - = I ,  A o -  Z - 0 ,  A o -  Z 

n = l  r n  n = l  ~ n  + Zl - -  i a l  n--1 ~ n  + Z2 --  i a2  
- -  O ,  

,( ) + + - - - -  = 0, (S)  
n = l  Oln + Zl -- ial an + z2 -- ia2 (an + zl + ial)rn 

4 (  q~ q~ql ) An 

E - m 2  + +" qS~ "__ ial (O~n + z2 "4- ia2)rn = O, n=l Oln + z2 -- ia2 Oln 

where r n mE [0 2 + (Z 2 1 - O n) 

Finally, from (1) we find the form of the potentials ¢ and ¢ in terms of An 

= 1 - - 2  Z m l  m 2  

n=l an + Zl -- ial + ~ "  an + z2 ia2 - -  7" n 

4 
q ~ m E (  ql + q2 ) A n  (9) 

n=l an -4- Zl - -  ial an + z2 - ia2 rn 

Formulae (9) together with system (8) and (7) fully determine the new stationary 
electrovacuum solution which may describe a superposition of two Kerr-Newman 
sources. The first three Simon's relativistic multipole moments [7] of this solution 
calculated with the aid of the Hoenselaers-Perjds procedure [8] are found to 
have the form (Mi, Ji, Ei and Bi respectively describe the distributions of mass, 
angular momentum, electric charge and magnetic moment) 

/1//0 = ml + m2; M1 = (ml + m2) 2 - mlZl  - m2z2; 

M2 ( m l + m 2 )  3 2 2 2 = 

Yo--0; Y l = m l a l + m 2 a 2 ;  

J2 -- 2[(ml + m2)(mla l  + m2a2) - mla lZ l  - rn2a2z2]; 

Eo - ql + q2; E1 = (ml + m2)(ql + q2) - qlzl - q2z2; (10) 

E2 = (ql + q2)(ml + m2) 2 - (zl + z2)(mlq2 + m2ql)+ 

q1(21 - a~ - 2ml z l )  + q2(z~ - a~ - 2m2z2); 

B 0 = 0 ;  B1 = a l q l + a 2 q 2 ;  

B2 = (aa + a2)(miq2 + m2ql) + 2alql (ml  - zl)  + 2a2q2(m2 - z2), 

from where one can see that  the solution obtained is asymptotically flat (J0 = 0), 
and that  the physical meaning of the parameters is the one previously mentioned. 
An interesting feature of the solution is that its total angular momentum defined 
by J1 in (10) becomes zero when a~ = --almm--~ in which case the system 
apparently is endowed with differential rotation. 

The main limiting cases of the solution are the following : 
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In the absence of electric charges (ql = q2 = 0) it reduces to a new 
solution that  would represent the superposition of two Kerr masses in which 
all parameters have a clear physical interpretation. 

When the rotation parameters are equal to zero (al - '  a2 = 0), one comes 
to the solution describing the exterior field of two Reissner-Norsdtrom sources 
located on the symmetry axis. 

The particular one black hole solutions could be obtained from the general 
formulae by performing the respective limits in an [(7) admits simple roots for 
these special cases]. 

A detailed analysis of the physical properties of our solution together with the 
explicit form of the coefficients A0, An and of the corresponding metric functions 
will be published elsewhere [9]. 
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Stationary Black Holes Rotate 
Differentially 

L. H e r r e r a  and  V. S. M a n k o  
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Abstract :  It is shown through the discovery of the origin of relativistic rotational 
multipole moments that the sources corresponding to the stationary black hole solutions 
should exhibit differential rotation 

In the paper [1] the first example of an asymptotically fiat stationary vacuum 
metric possessing zero total angular momentum has been obtained with the aid 
of Sibgatullin's method [2] for the construction of exact solutions of the Ernst 
equation [3]. The investigation of the physical properties of that metric in the 
weak field and slow rotation approximation allowed us to make the conclusion 
that any possible source for that exterior solution should rotate differentially. 

An important generalization of this result is that any axisymmetric solu- 
tion with zero total angular momentum corresponding to the dipole rotational 
relativistic moment [4, 5], and nonzero higher rotational moments also exhibits 
differential rotation. For an arbitrary axisymmetric stationary solution possess- 
ing zero total angular momentum, the imaginary part of its Ernst potential e [3] 
defining the angular momentum distribution can be expressed in the form (on 
the symmetry axis p = 0), 

co 

Im (p = 0) = a o z - °  
n ~ 3  

where p and z are the Weyl-Papapetrou cylindrical coordinates, and an are arbi- 
trary real constants. It follows then that the spinning mass solutions possessing 
only one rotational Geroch-ttansen multipole moment of order higher than the 
dipole one (the existence of solutions of this type follows from the Hauser-Ernst 
proof [6] of the well known Geroch conjecture [7]) are contained in the above 
equation as special cases corresponding to the particular choice of the parame- 
ters an. Since the massive sources for such solutions should be the differentially 
rotating ones, apparently becoming static in the absence of the rotational multi- 
pole moment, one imfiaediately arrives at the conclusion about the general nature 
of the relativistic rotational multipole moments: they determine the differential 
rotation of a massive source. 
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The main consequence of this result is that  the sources of the Kerr [8] and 
Kerr -Newman [9] black hole metrics should exhibit differential rotation due to 
the presence in these metrics of infinite sets of relativistic rotational moments.  

The  following conjecture may  also be put  forward [10] : 
Any compact rigidly rotating massive source is characterised by the only 

dipole Geroch rotational relativistic moment corresponding to its total angular 
momentum. Other rotational multipole moments higher than the dipole one 
describe the deviations of the source from the rigidly rotating case. 
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Differentially Rotating Perfect Fluids 
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Abstract:  Recent work on exact interior gravitational fields corresponding to station- 
ary, axisymmetric perfect fluid bodies with differential rotation is described. 

1 D i f f e r e n t i a l  R o t a t i o n  

Due to its astrophysical implications, it is of interest to consider axisymmetric 
bodies of perfect fluid in stationary rotation, within the context of general 
relativity. If additional symmetries are excluded, very few interior exact solutions 
of this type are known (such extra symmetries are usually not acceptable if one 
is dealing with compact bodies, as they might imply that the body is cylinder- 
or slab-like); at present, there is no exact solution of such a restricted type 
describing both the interior of the fluid and its matching exterior vacuum field. 

Among the very few known interior solutions of the type described, until 
recently all correspond to rigidly rotating bodies (i.e. masses of fluid with 
vanishing shear). On the other hand, the effect of differential rotation cannot 
be ignored if one is trying to construct realistic stellar models; in particular, 
differential rotation is expected to play a significant role in collapse and other 
dynamical processes. The interest of differential rotation in astrophysics has 
increased recently [1-4]. 

Interior fields corresponding to stationary, axisymmetric perfect fluids with 
differential rotation and no further isometrics have been found quite recently [5- 
7]. In the following, I shall describe briefly the formalism used for constructing 
the solutions of references [5] and [6] (Sect. 2) and the main features of the 
solutions (Sect. 3). 
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2 T h e  E q u a t i o n s  

The orthonormal tetrad {u, 01, 02,03} (where u is the 1-form corresponding to 
the fluid four-velocity u) is used. The symmetries correspond to the timelike 
Killing field cOt and the spacelike one (9¢; u is assumed to lie in the space generated 
by the Killing fields, so that  the fluid motion is azimuthal. The equations to be 
solved are [8]: 

d u  = a A u +  w A 01 (2.1) 

dO 1 = (b  - a )  A 01 -I- s A u (2.2) 

dO s = - v  A 0 a (2.3) 

dO a = v A 0 2 (2.4) 

d a  - -  w A s (2.5) 

db = 0 (2.6) 

d w  = - ( b  - 2a) A w (2.7) 

d s  - -  (b - 2a) A s (2.8) 

d*  ( w -  s) + 2a A*w + 2(a - b) A*s  ---- 0 (2.9) 

1 0a d*  a + b A *a + l w  A *w - l s  A *s = ~(ju + 3p)O 2 A (2.10) 

d * b + b A *b = 2p02 A 03 (2.11) 

1 w) A *(s w) 1 (#  + p)02 A 03 (2.12) d v  T a A *b - a A * a  + -~( s - --  = 

1 w) A(,~ t~)+2vA,b 0 (2.13) d b + b h b - 2 b A S + 2 a A S - ~ ( s -  - = 

1 w) A , (~  ~)  2 v A b  0 (2.14) d*  b +  b A * b -  2 b A , 5  + 2a A * 5 -  ~ ( s -  - - = 

(2.15) @ +  = o. 

An explanation of the quantities and operators introduced in the above set 
of differential-form equations is in order, d and A have their usual meaning 
as exterior derivative and exterior product of forms, u and 01 are 1-forms in 
d t  and de, while all the other 1-forms that enter into the equations are linear 
superpositions of the differentials of the two remaining spacetime coordinates. 
The coefficients of all the forms, including u and 01, are functions of those 
two remaining coordinates. The asterisk denotes the ttodge dual in the 02-0 a 
subspace. It is defined by 

,0  ~ = 0  a, ,0 a = - O  ~. 
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The tilde operation is also defined in the 02-0 a subspace, by 

~2=82, ~3=_8a, 
and extended by linearity. While the ttodge dual • is intrinsically defined, the 
definition given for depends on the basis chosen in the 82-83 subspace; as 
82 and 83 are determined only up to a gauge rotation among themselves, it does 
not seem immediately clear that  the equations as written above are independent 
of the choice of 82 and 83 (and the corresponding - ). However, a simple 
calculation shows that  the system of equations written above is invariant under 
gauge rotations (some equations are transformed into themselves, while others 
are transformed into a linear superposition with constant coefficients of some 
equations in the set). 

The 1-form a is the acceleration of the fluid, while the roticity w and the 
deformity s are related to the standard shear (a) and vorticity (02T) tensors of 
the fluid by the following relations: 

O" -- 01 ~ 8, toT = 81 A w; (2.16) 

the relation among w and the vorticity 1-form to (i.e. the vorticity vector 
expressed in its covariant rather than in its contravariant form) is quite simple: 

w = *to. (2.17) 

The scalar quantities p and # are, respectively, the pressure and the energy 
density of the fluid. The 1-form b generalizes to the the non-vacuum case the 
gradient of the logarithm of the Weyl cylindrical radial coordinate: In vacuum 
(p = 0, /~ = 0) one has b = p - l d p ,  where p is the mentioned cylindrical 
coordinate. Notice, however, that  although b still defines a certain coordinate by 
integrating (2.6), the corresponding coordinate is no longer harmonic in the fluid 
interior. Finally, u is the connection 1-form in the 8 2 -8 3 subspace, as witnessed 
by (2.3-4). 

The origin of the equations is the following: Equations (2.1-4) are Cartan's 
first structure equations, expressing here the fact that the torsion vanishes. Equa- 
tions (2.5-8) are the Bianchi first identities, i.e. the integrability conditions for 
the previous equations (2.1-4). Equations(2.9-14) are Einstein's field equations 
for the present case. Finally, the contracted second Bianchi identities reduce to 
the Euler equation (2.15) for the f luid.  

An important technical point is that  (2.13-14) can be solved algebraically 
for u, which can then be substituded into (2.3-4). By using the gauge freedom 
corresponding to rotations among 9 2 and 8 3, one can align 8 2 in the direction of 
b. The resulting equations are given in detail in [8]. 

The set of equations (2.1-15) include the general case of differential rotation. 
The rigidly rotating case corresponds to s = 0. The existence of a barotropie 
equation of state (a functional relation among p and/~) is not assumed; when its 
existence is assumed, one can conclude by imposing the integrability condition 
of (2.15) (da - 0) ana taking into account (2.5) that  w and s are collinear. 
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3 Solut ions  w i th  Differential  Rota t ion  

3.1 A n  I r r o t a t i o n a l  F lu id  

It has been mentioned that  the rigid rotation case is characterized by s = 0. One 
may want to look for a fluid rotating in such a way that  its motion is irrotational, 
corresponding to the opposite case w = 0. A solution of this type was found in 
[5]. As an Ansatz, the condition 

bA s---- 0 (3.1.1) 

was assumed; the meaning of this choice is explained in [8]. In order to simplify 
the resulting equations, the further restriction 

# + 3PbA a + a A5 = 0 (3.1.2) 
P 

was imposed. 1 An immediate consequence of these two Ans~itze is that  the 
equation of state must necessarily be 

= p. (3.1.3) 

If we write b = p-ldp, then by taking p and p as the non-ignorable coordinates, 
the metric can be expressed in terms of explicit functions of p and p and a 
function T(p) [5]. The function T(p) has to satisfy the differential equation 

1 
-~2)Tp 0, (3.1.4) Tp0 + (p  + I = 

where k is a positive constant. The angular velocity of the fluid at one of its 
points, 12 = u¢/u t, is given by 

12 = (p')ep' + e0 ,  (3.1.5) 

where )~, P0, and D0 are constants. 
Equation (3.1.4) can be reduced to a first-order one; this results in an 

Abel equation of the first kind [5]. No explicit closed-form solution in terms 
of elementary functions has been found. In spite of this, it has been shown that  
the bounding two-surface of the fluid at any instant of time (the surface p = 0) is 
compact. It appears that  the fluid body is multiply connected, possibly toroidal 
in shape. 

1 The reasons for this condition are not immediately obvious from what has been 
explained here so far. It appears under a different guise in [8]~ where its origin becomes 
clear. 
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3.2 A S o lu t ion  w i t h  S h e a r  a n d  V o r t i c i t y  

Recently, a solution with non-vanishing shear and vorticity has been found [6]. 
The Ansatz 

b = 2a, s = constant x w (3.2.1) 

was imposed. This immediately determines the solution; in particular, the 
equation of state has to be 

--  2p,  ( 3 . 2 . 2 )  

while the proportionality between s and w becomes fixed: 

1 
s = - ~ w .  (3.2.3) 

The metric is explicitly given in terms of elementary functions, except for the 
quadrature 

f da, (3.2.4) 
1 

where 7 is a constant [6]. The surface p = 0 has infinite area; the solution seems 
to correspond to a cosmological fluid or to an accretion disk of infinite extent. 
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1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Recently, a new approach to rotating perfect fluids (rigidly and differentially 
rotating) in General Relativity has been presented [1]; a summary of this 
approach appears in [2]. In this contribution, we discuss some results for 
barotropic perfect fluids (fluids with a one-parameter EOS -Equation Of State-). 
We can find this kind of fluids in astrophysical objects: 

• When all the matter  is cold at the endpoint of the thermonuclear evolution 
of a star. 

• When the changes in the state of a star are adiabatic (convective equilib- 
rium). 

The main results in the contribution are: 

• A classification of the type of motions avaibles for barotropes, as well as, 
some general properties for all cases, generalizations of Newtonian ones. 

• An Ernst-like formalism for these fluids. 
• A new family of solutions with examples of different types of motion. 

We use the same definitions as in [1], [2]; some references to equations 
appearing in [2] wil be used so we take for them the notation "(II-eq. num.)". 

2 B a r o t r o p e s  

A fluid with a barotropic EOS (barotrope), satisfies: 

# = # ( p ) ,  ~ = density of energy, p = pressure, 

from (II-2.15) we get 1: 

d a  = O ¢=~ w A s =- O =~ w -= ols. 

1 we use the same definition as in [2] for a, b, w, and s 
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The integration of equations (II-2.5-8) for barotropes gives: 

a =  d~/ 

b =  dv 

w = e~U-Vd¢ 

s = eV-2Udx 

A bet ter  parametrization for the ratio between w and s is: 

eV-2UxI + e 2 U - v ¢  I 

(~ - 1)w = (;~ + 1)s, ;~ = eV_2,,X, _ e2,,_vC, 

X' and ¢ '  denote the derivatives with respect to the common variable, say z. 

From these forms for a, b, w, and s arises a classification for the types of 
motion avaible for barotropes, because if we parametrize u, 01 as follows: 

u = e v [Adt + Bd¢] 

01 = e " -u  [Cdt + Dd¢] 

when the Killing vector fields are ~ = Ot and 7/= 0¢, the equations (II-2.1-2), 
can be written in the following matricial form: 

a s  S -1 d e  S = C (1) 
= dx 

Hence, as the velocity vector of the fluid u can be written: 

D -'~ O r -  0¢ 
u = - A D  B C  e "-D ' 

the angular velocity is $2 = _ c  and different forms for ,~, as a consequence of 
different forms for w and s, give different angular velocities ~ diferent kinds of 
motion. 

Some general properties can be deduced from (1): 

# A, B, C, and D, are functions of ¢ (or X), and det(S) = const 
S = const, x SL(2,  R) matrix 

• n = n ( ¢ )  and 2 3 u -- F(f2)G(p)[O, + f20¢] 

Generalization of the Poincar~-Wavre theorem [3] 
3 the explicit form for G(p) depends of the EOS 
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The classification of barotropes we propose (corresponding to the classifica- 
tion of the matrix S) reads as follows: 

• A ~ const .  
w T s l  : T y p e G -  
w T s T  : T y p e G +  

• ~ = const .  
)t = 1 : RR (rigid rotation) 

= - 1  : IM (irrotational motion) 
¢ = ¢ ( v  - 2u) 

w T s i  : T y p e D 1 :  
w T s T  : T y p e D I +  

v - 2u = const .  
w T s J .  : T y p e D 2 _  
w T s T  : T y p e D 2 +  

3 Ernst-like Formalism for Barotropes 

For barotropes a formalism that  reduces to the well-known Ernst formalism, for 
vacuum axisymmetric spacetimes, can be obtained using the approach presented 
in [1]. 

We define complex 1-forms: 

r / = b + i * b  

7 = (1 - ~)b+ 2Aa + i ,  ( w -  s) 

All the equations can be reduced to 4 

1 
dr/+ ~r/A f /=  

1 

d* 7 + Rer/A*7 = 

pe2Q f I A 71 

d Inl~l A h e ( 7  - r/) 

i7~, A *Ira 7 + #~,e2qO A *r/ + d /n lAI  m *Re(7 - r/) 
1 1 

dp = - 7 [ R e r / +  xRe(7  - r/)](# + p) 

dQ A r /=  . . .  

i (2~ where 7A = Re7 + i A 2 I m 7  and pp = ~A[# + + 1)p]. 
If d In[AI A Re(7 - r/) = 0, an Ernst-like potential g can be defined: 

d£ 
7 = 2 £ + ~  

and the equations can be rewritten in terms of it. 

4 Q is defined by the following identity: 8 2 = eQb; more details are given in [4] 
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For vacuum (# = p = O) we can choose ~ = 1 or ,~ = - 1 ,  without loss of 
generality, to get the Ernst equation [115: 

1 
~1 = :p (dp + idz) 

d • d£ + p- ldp  A , d£  = 2 dg A *g s + ~  • 

4 A N e w  F a m i l y  o f  S o l u t i o n s  

To show how the Ernst-like formalism works we study a new family of solutions 
containing solutions of types G_, G+, RR, and IM% We impose two simplifying 
ansatze: 

u=-u(v), and F I n = O ( G _ , G + , I M )  or FIx = O ( R R )  

where II = pe ~@. When the ans/itze are imposed on the equations of the previous 
section, all of them are reduced to an algebraic equation and a differential 
equation on FI: 

Fly "- A3FI -4-/'t4FI2 

A2H 2 + A 1 / / +  A0 = 0 

where Ai, i = 0, 1 ,2 ,3 ,4  are functions of u, derivatives of u, and p = p(p). If 
we isolate / /  from the algebraic equation and the result is introduced in the 
Bernoulli ordinary differential equation, only one ordinary differential equation 
for two functions u, ~ is left. 

Let us note that  in principle we can fix the EOS beforehand (¢~ to fix # as 
a function of p) and the problem is reduced to solve the equation for u (this 
equation in general is complicate, a fourth-order equation). If, instead of fixing 
the equation of state we fix an explicit form for the dependence of u on v, the 
equation to be solved determines the EOS, and in general is a Second-order 
differential equation. A simple case appears if we impose du = const. • 1/2, in 
which case we get an Abel equation [3]. 

P r o p e r t i e s  o f  t h e  s o l u t i o n s  

In this section we will present some basic properties of the solutions discussed 
above. 

All of them have a three-dimensional algebra of isometries; more precisely, 
the Bianchi type of these algebras is: 

• For G_ : Type VII0 

5 The equation dQ A T/= . . .  decouples from the others 
6 Some other solutions with s # 0 and w # 0 were recently obtained [5, 6] 
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• For G+: Type VI0 

• For R R :  Type II 
• For I M :  Type II 

Concentrating our study in the irrotational case we obtain the additional 
properties: 

• The solution is not static. 

• The isobaric surfaces of p = c o n s t  have the form of a surface of revolution 
in an Euclidean spacetime in cilindrical coordinates; Figure 1. represents 
this embedded surface, and the solid line is the trajectory of the additional 
Killing vector field projected on the isobaric surface. 

Fig. 1. Approximate form of an isobaric surface for the irrotational solution discussed 
in the text 

Given the form of the surfaces and the others properties of the solution we 
think that it could be interpreted as the stationary support for the inner part of 
an accretion disk. 
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Although the general solution of Einstein's equations for stationary and 
axisymmetric space-times is still unknown, these symmetries strongly restrict 
the form of the metric and fournish us with a helpful tool to face the problem 
of matching two such solutions. The aim of this work is trying to clarify 
the restrictions conveyed by the matching of interior and exterior solutions 
(otherwise called matter and vacuum solutions) on the nature of the allowed 
joining hypersurfaces and resulting exterior metrics, in order to offer, thereby, 
an interpretation in terms of the physical components of their energy-momentum 
tensors. 

Se t t ing  of  t h e  p rob l em 

The work deals with the matching of two 4-dimensional manifolds endowed 
with Lorentzian metrics (V4, g) representing respectively interior and exterior 
solutions of Einstein's equations with the above prescribed symmetries. The 
only restriction to be placed beforehand is continuity of the resulting global 
potentials on the linking hypersurface. 

Both metrics can be reduced to a simple structure by defining two coordinates 
adapted to the Killing vectors, such that the metric functions depend only on 
the other two coordinates. In this way, the manifolds to match can be described 
by [1]: 

Interior manifold (V4, gl) : 

ds~ = -e2~(dt + Ad~) ~ + e-2~[e2k(dp2 + dz 2) + w2d~ 2] 

where u, A, k and w are functions of p and z. 
Exterior manifold (V4, g2) : 

(1) 
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ds~ = - e 2 V ( d T  + Bd¢) 2 + e-2V[e~h(dr~ + dO 2) + r2d¢ 2] (2) 

where v, B and h are functions depending on r and ~ which obey a set of 
additional conditions to ensure G~Z = 0, namely : 

v~, + v0o + , , / r  = - e ' " ( B 2  + B~)/2r  2, 

B ~  + Bso - B r / r  = - 4  (Brvr + Bovo), 

h~ = r (v  2 - ,~) - e-'~"~2[o~ - B~)/4r, 

he = 2 [r vrvo - e4VBrBa/4r],  

(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 

where subindices denote partial derivation, and (3,4) are the integrability con- 
ditions for (5,6). 

To preserve the Killing's adapted structure of the metric on the resulting 
global spacetime, it seems a logical choice for the joining hypersurface to identify 
t = T and ~ = ¢ and to parametrise the rest of coordinates with X. The result 
is a unique hypersurface ~ with coordinates {~, t, ~}. 

Matching 

Finding the conditions to correctly perform the matching is just  a matter of 
calculation, the particular expression of Darmois' junction conditions (continuity 
of first and second fundamental forms on the hypersurface) in this case being: 

a) [ds2]~ = 0 b) [IK]~ = 0 

u ' - ' v  
A ' - - B  
w 2 '-- r 2 

l ( + wD "- 

up~ - uz[~-Z vr~ - vo~ (7) 
Ap~ - A z [ ~ -  Br9  - Boi" (8) 

--' ¢(wp~ - w ~ )  (9) 

kz [~ -  kp~ - (~°*~e-~Pwz) ' - ho÷  - hr9 (10) (,o~+,oD 

It should be noted that in all computations involving the vectors orthogonal 
to hypersurface, normalization to unity has been disregarded, preserving only the 
equality of moduli on both sides of the hypersurface. To clear up notation we 
should mention that - stands for equality on 5Y and upper dots mean derivation 
with respect to ,~. The c appearing in (9.b) introduces a sign to be taken as 
positive if, as usual, r and w are to be related by increasing functions. 

Some remarks may clarify the meaning of such a set of equalities at this 
point. First, (7.a,8.a) give a boundary condition on the functions involved in the 
second order differential equations (3,4). Moreover (7.b,8.b) show out equality 
of their normal derivatives on Z.  In addition to that, (9) relate the coordinates 
on both sides at the joining hypersurface. 

Proceeding for further insight, equations (7.a-10.a) can be derived on the 
surface to obtain: 
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upt~ + uz~ - vr~ + re0, (11) 

Ap/i+ A z ~ -  Bri'+ BeO, (12) 

wpp + w ~  - / ' , .  (13) 

(kpb + k~,) - ((v~w~ + (%wp)/(w~ + w~) "- he~ + h,.i', (14) 

which enable us to single out both the exterior potentials and their partial 
derivatives in terms of the interior ones. The next step is extending this 
dependence to a certain neighbourhood of E. 

Determinat ion of  the Hypersurface 

In case we knew the metric functions for a certain given interior stationary 
axisymmetric solution, we can try to find the hypersurface where to fit the 
exterior solution. It is easy to see that the matching conditions, themselves, 
restrict the description of such a hypersurface in the following sense. First of 
all, (10.b) can be transformed into an equation linking jb and ~ with coefficients 
depending only on interior potentials given schematically by F(p, z) [~ 2. G(p, z) ~. 
From this and provided that G/F fulfills Lipschitz's condition, it is possible to 
extract an intrinsic description of Z in (V4, gl), namely p = p(z). Using then 
(9), we can build up the expressions r(z), O(z) up to constants, which define the 
hypersurface ,U on the exterior (V4,g~). 

Local  D e t e r m i n a t i o n  of  the  Ex te r io r  Solut ion 

Once the hypersurface has been determined, we proceed further to the extension 
of potentials through S.  Propagation equations for them can be found in the 
vacuum additional equations (3-6). The first couple in this set represent elliptic 
differential equations which, given the Canchy conditions supplied by (7) and (8), 
determine v and B in a neigbourhood of ,U as the Cauchy-Kowalevsky theorem 
states [2] . Then, we can solve (5,6) by linear integration to determine h(r, ~) 
locally up to constants. 

Global Exterior Solution. Static Case. 

The restriction to the static case is achieved by setting A -- O where needed. 
Under this assumption the number of additional conditions is reduced to: 

vrr + vee + vr/r  = 0, (15) 

hr = r (v~ - v2), (16) 

ho = 2r vrve. (17) 

Closely analyzing (15) we observe that it is exactly the Laplacian Av 
corresponding to the spatial metric dl 2 = e2h(dr2+ d6 2) + r2d~ ~ coming 
from the projection of ds~ orthogonal to the timelike Killing multiplied by 
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its norm. Similarity with Newtonian potential theory follows from the fact 
that Raychaudhuri's equation for the present interior metric (which is shear-, 
rotation- and expansion-free) states: 

e-21~[up. + uzz + (upw.  + uzwz)/w] = e-2"(p + 3p)/2 (18) 

or equivalently Au = e-2U(p + 3p)/2 which recalls the problem of uniquely the 
potential corresponding to a Poisson interior equation and a Laplacian exterior 
one, once its value and normal derivative on the closed compact linking surface 
are given. 

One might expect troubles arising from the use of Cauchy's conditions, 
instead of Dirichlet or Neumann ones, as boundary conditions on the above 
equation. The difference amounts to avoiding the usual prescription of regularity 
at infinity. Even so, we can preserve this condition by demanding: 

(19) 
where L(z, y) is the fundamental solution of Laplace's equation in this metric, 
d d--~ means normal derivative and V, S stand respectively for the volume enclosed 

and the joining surface in every particular instant of t This will work whenever 
no other singularity exists in the outer region of space-time 

I n t e r p r e t a t i o n  

To make sense of the mathematically imposed conditions, and without loss of 
generality, we can decompose the energy-momentum tensor of the interior in the 
most general form: 

Tsz = (p + p)u~u~ + pgs~ + qsu~ + qzus + Hs~ (20) 
where qsu s = O, H s z u  ~ = O,H~ = O, Hs~ = Hps and u s is a unit velocity 
vector supposed to be tangent to ,U at ,U. 

Labelling coordinates {t, lo, p , z}  as {0, 1,2,3} and for the general fluid 
velocity vector u s = f e -~(5~  + 125~) wi~h f as a normalization factor, we 
have: q0 +/2ql = 0;//0Z +/2Hip = 0;//~ - /2 I /0  = 0 with i=2,3; to these general 
conditions one must add those imposed the metric, whose Einstein tensor non 
vanishing components are separated in two boxes, Gab for a, b = {0, 1} and 
Gij for i , j  = {2,3}. Altoghether, they determine q2 = q3 = 0 for the general 
stationary case and qs = 0 for the more restrictive static case. 

Beyond these particularizations, as is well known, the matching conditions 
imply directly Israel's conditions, which state [Ts~nZ]~ = 0 ~ [Gspn~]~ = 0 
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where n stands for the normal vector to E and []s denotes the discontinuity 
of any function across S .  Using a fluid-adapted orthogonal tetrad, given by 
n ,  u and two mutually orthogonal vectors spanning the rest of directions and 
orthogonal to n and u,  e~ = X S ~ + Y S [  ; e~ = ~8~di~ we can write down these 
conditions explicitly: 

G~Z n"n~ I~ = 0 

GaZ nasa  I~ = 0 

a.zn"e  = 0 

G.zn"e  IE = 0 

Among these, the only physically 

+-+ pn'~n,~ + II,~an'~n ~ "-" O, 

+.-+ q2n 2 + qan a - O, 

+-+ IIe, zn~'e~ - 0 ,  

#-+ IIaznae# 2 & O, 

(21) 

(22) 
(23) 
(24) 

relevant are (21,24), the others being auto- 
matically satisfied because of the structure of T~Z discussed above. From (21) 
it becomes clear that  the matching conditions ensure the vanishing of normal 
pressure on the joining hypersurface, and there also appears condition (24) re- 
stricting the possible values on ~ of some anisotropic pressures. 

Previous results on this subject can be found in the work by W. Roos [3,4] , 
who started from more restrictive hypothesis (like imposing a perfect-fluid model 
for T~Z all over the space-time) and required only vanishing of normal pressure 
on the hypersurface, which is what must be done as follows from our general 
results. 

To make a summary, matching conditions allow the definition of the external 
metric in a neighbourhood of a certain hypersurface in the following form: 

Equation (lO.b) defines the hypersurface E1 (first condition on Z)  
Equations (9) relate ~1 to Z2. 
Equations (7,8) are boundary Cauchy conditions for the exterior problem. 
Equation (lO.a) adds a new restriction to be imposed a posteriori on the 

interior functions on E (second condition on E). 
It can be shown that  the first and second conditions imply the physical 

restrictions derived above by means of the Israel conditions. Therefore, given any 
hypersurface on which normal pressure vanishes and interior potential functions 
fulfill relation (10.a) matching is allowed and the exterior solution is locally 
determined. 
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1 Introduct ion  

Conformal symmetries have a very important application in stationary and ax- 
ially symmetric spacetimes due to their importance for the description of the 
gravitational field of isolated objects. In fact, most known stationary and ax- 
isymmetric perfect-fluid solutions possess one non-isometric symmetry. Namely, 
The Wahlquist solution [1] (and its limit cases found by Kramer [2], [3], [4]) 
have a non-trivial Killing tensor, while the solutions presented in Refs. [5] and 
[6] have a proper conformal Killing vector. It seems therefore very interesting 
to study general stationary and axisymmetric spacetimes with one proper (or 
homothetic) conformal Killing vector. An important result due to Carter [9] 
establishes that in stationary and axisymmetric spacetimes, the timelike and 
axial Killing vectors commute or there is a larger isometry group of at least 
four dimensions. Do results similar to this hold for conformal Killings in axially 
symmetric spacetimes? The answer is yes, at is shown here. More precisely, we 
are able to show that 1) In axially symmetric spacetimes with one and only one 
conformal Killing vector, the axial Killing and the conformal Killing commute. 
Therefore, in axially symmetric spacetimes with a conformal Killing, if they do 
not commute then there is an at least three-dimensional conformal group. 2) 
In axially symmetric spacetimes with a timelike conformal Killing vector, there 
is no restriction in assuming that the axial Killing and the timelike conformal 
Killing commute and also either there are only those two symmetries or else 
there is a, at least, four-dimensional conformal group. 3) In axially symmetric 
spacetimes with one more (and only one) Killing vector and one and only one 
conformal Killing vector, the axial Killing commutes with the other two. There- 
fore, we also have: 4) In stationary and axially symmetric spacetimes with one 
conformal Killing vector, the axial Killing commutes with the two others. Thus 
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we see that  the three-dimensional conformal group of stationary and axisym- 
metric spacetimes with one conformal Killing cannot be arbitrary but rather it 
can only take one of the few forms in which the axial Killing commutes with the 
other two symmetries. It should be noticed that  this is a general result and it 
does not depend on the particular form of the energy-momentum tensor or any 
other thing at all. Obviously, similar results also hold for cylindrically symmet- 
ric spncetimes with one conformal Killing vector. Of course, all these results are 
also valid for homothetic and true Killing vectors and thereby we reobtain, in 
this last case, the main results already known for stationary and axisymmetric 
spacetimes or cylindrically symmetric spacetimes. The plan of this paper is not 
to give proofs of these subjects and therefore we will restrict ourselves to ex- 
plaining the meaning of these results and what consequences can be extracted 
from them. For further results which have not been presented here for the sake 
of brevity, as well as for complete proofs of the assertions stated in this text, see 
[10]. 

2 Axially Symmetric Spacetimes with Conformal 
Isometries 

A space-time, V4, has axial symmetry if there is an effective realization of the 
one-dimensionai torus T into V4 that  is an isometry and such that  its set of 
fixed points constitutes a two-dimensional surface. Mathematically, these two 
conditions are expressed by: 

1. There is a map r 
r : T x V4 ---+ V4 

(¢ ,  - - ,  r ( ¢ ,  = 

which is a realization of the Lie group T where each re is an isometry of V4. 
2. The set of fixed points of r, that  is to say 

I4/2 = {z E V4; re(z) = z V¢ e T} 

is a two-dimensional surface in V4. From now on, we shall often refer to W2 
as the axis of symmetry. 

The Killing vector field that  r defines will be called ~ throughout this paper. 
At any point Q E I4/2 we denote by LQ the linear space tangent to the surface 
and by PQ the linear subspace of To(V4) orthogonal to L o. 

In what follows, we are going to write down general results concerning the 
commutators of general vector fields with the axial Killing vector field. These 
general results will be essential for the main theorems below. To that end, let o~ 
be any vector field. The following can be shown: 

Lennna 1. For all vector fields a and every point Q E W2, the vector [a, a'] IQ 
belongs to PQ and is orthogonal to ollQ. 
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Moreover, one can prove the following interesting theorem, which will be 
important for proving the main theorems of this paper. 

Theorem 2. Let ot be a vector field in an axisymmetric sp'ace-time and Q E W2. 

1. is tangent to the axis at Q iff [a,  tr] IQ - O. 
2. a ]Q(# O) is normal to the axis at Q iff a]Q and [a,~l lQ are linearly 

independent vectors and [[a, tr], ~r] [Q depends linearly on the previous. 
3. ot is neither tangent nor normal to the axis at Q iff otlo , [Ct, tr] [Q and 

[[a, a] , tr] IQ are linearly independent vectors and [[[a, tr] , tr] , tr] ]Q depends 
linearly on the previous two. 

From now on, we will consider the case of axially symmetric spacetimes with 
conformal symmetries, which are the subject of this paper. First of all let us 
recall that a conformal Killing vector field A is a vector field which satisfies 
£ag = g t g  where £:~ is the Lie derivative with respect to A, g is the metric 
tensor field in the spacetime and # is a scalar function called scale factor of X. 
Therefore, we have 

V~AZ + ~7~Xa = #gaz . 

The first result we present related to this case is the following proposition. 

Proposition 3. In an axisymmetric spacetime, let X be a conformal Killing vector 
field tangent to the axis for all Q E W2 and with associated scale factor ~. Then 
[,X, o-] = 0 i f  and only if er(~) = O. 

Therefore, the necessary and sufficient condition such that a conformal 
Killing vector field tangent to the axis commutes with the axial Killing is that 
the scale factor be constant along the orbits of the axial Killing vector field. A 
trivial consequence is that all homothetic Killing vector fields (and also all Killing 
vector fields) tangent to the axis commute with the axial symmetry. Despite of 
this, it seems that, in principle, this is not true for general conformal Killing 
vector fields. We shall see, however, that this property does hold for general 
conformal Killings. In order to prove it, we first need the following fundamental 
result, which strengthens previous similar results [9] and states that an axial 
conformal Killing vector field and an axial Killing vector field with the same 
axis of symmetry in a given spacetime musg coincide. 

Theorem 4. Let {y¢} be an effective realization of the Lie group T that is a 

conformal~sometry with a surface of fixed points W~ in an axisymmetric space- 
time. I f  W2 = W2, then {T]¢} is in fact an isomelry and coincides with the axial 
isometry. 

With this theorem one can easily see that in axially symmetric spacetimes 
with a conformal Killing and no other conformal Killing (nor Killing) vector 
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fields, the axial symmetry and the conformal symmetry commute. More precisely, 
we have the following theorem: 

Theorem 5. In an axisymmetric spacetime with a conformal Killing vector A, if 
there is no more conformal symmetry then 

D,, tr] = 0 . 

Another immediate consequence of the previous results is that, in an axially 
symmetric spacetime, there is no restriction in assuming that a timelike confor- 
mal Killing commutes with the axial Killing (this was already known for Killing 
vector fields, see [9]). The precise statement is given in the Corollary following 
the next Proposition. 

Proposition 6. In an axisymmetric spacelime, let A be a conformal Killing vector 
field which does not commute with or. I f  at some point Q of the axis AIQ is not 
normal to the surface of fixed points, then there always exists another conformal 
Killing vector field thai commutes with the axial Killing vector field. 

Corollary In an axisymmetric spacetime, if there is a timelike con formal Killing 
field, then there always exists a timelike conformal Killing field that commutes 
with the axial Killing field. 

Let us remark that all the results shown in this section for conformal Killings 
hold also for homothetic Killings and real Killings, as is obvious. Most of these 
results were known for Killing fields but, as far as we know, they were peviously 
unknown for general conformal Killing vector fields. 

3 A x i s y m m e t r i c  S p a c e t i m e s  w i t h  A n o t h e r  S y m m e t r y  a n d  

a C o n f o r m a l  S y m m e t r y  

Until now we have been considering an axisymmetric spacetime with a conformal 
Killing vector field. In General Relativity it has much interest the case of 
axisymmetric spacetimes with another symmetry which commutes with the axial 
symmetry, for example stationary and axisymmetric spacetimes or cylindrically 
symmetric spacetimes. It is obvious that all we have done in the case of conformal 
Killing fields applies for Killing fields as well, and so we can recover the main 
results proved by Carter in the early seventies. Moreover, it has been recently 
found [7] that a class of stationary and axisymmetric exact solutions [5] possesses 
a conformal Killing vector. Due to the importance that this type of metrics may 
have in describing the gravitationM field of isolated objects, as explained in the 
Introduction, some papers have recently appeared in the literature considering 
the case of stationary and axisymmetric exact solutions with a third proper 
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conformal Killing vector field and studying the different Bianchi types that  these 
three vector fields can adopt. 

In that  direction the previous lemmas and theorems allow us to show the 
following result. 

Theorem 7. In an axisymmetric spacetime with another Killing vector field 
and a conformal Killing vector field )t, i f  there is no more conformal symmetry 
then 

= o ,  

[~r, ~] = 0 .  

We see, therefore, that  in in stationary and axisymmetric spacetimes , if 
there is one (and only one) proper (or homothetic) conformal Killing vector field, 
then it must commute with the axial symmetry. Of course, the same happens 
in cylindrically symmetric spacetimes. This is a very interesting result and, in 
fact, it simplifies largely the Bianchi types one has to study in these cases. 
Thus, for instance, it has been recently considered the case of stationary and 
axisymmetric perfect-fluid spacetimes in Refi[8]. In this paper, Bianchi types 
with [tr, )t] ~ 0 have been studied with the result of the impossibility of getting 
solutions to the field equations for a perfect-fluid energy-momentum tensor. In 
fact, as we have shown, no matter what the energy-momentum is, there exists no 
spacetime with that  property. Theorem 7 above should be taken into account for 
future work in spacetimes with two symmetries and one conformal symmetry, if 
one of the symmetries is required to be axial. Similarly, for cases with an axial 
symmetry and only one more conformal symmetry we have proven in the previous 
section that  these two symmetries must commute. Therefore, if we want to study 
conformally stationary and axially symmetric spacetimes, we can assume without 
restriction that  these two symmetries commute (analogously to what happens 
in stationary and axisymmetric manifolds), and set up the coordinate systems 
accordingly. Many other consequences can be extracted from the results herein 
shown, but as they are self-evident we do not believe necessary to explain them 
here further. 
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Abstract :  Some high-resolution shock-capturing methods have been designed recently 
to solve nonlinear hyperbolic systems of conservation laws. We have extended them to 
the relativistic hydrodynamic system of equations via a local characteristic approach. 
We are presenting tests of our procedure in the ultrarelativistic case. We have studied 
the gravitational collapse of spherically symmetric configurations. Finally, preliminary 
results in multidimensional applications are displayed. 

1 Introduct ion  

In the present lecture I am going to report recent preliminary results in a research 
project developing a fully relativistic and multidimensional hydrodynamical 
code. This work is currently being carried out in collaboration with Jos~ A. 
Font, A. Marquina, Jos~ M -a. Martf, Juan A. Miralles and Jos6 V. Romero, at 
the University of Valencia. 

The term relativistic hydrodynamics refers to that part of Physics devoted 
to the study of the dynamics of both those flows in which the bulk Lorentz 
factor W = (1 - v2) -1/2 exceeds one in more than a few percent (v is the 
flow velocity in units of the speed of light) or those where the effects of the 
background gravitational field -or that generated by the matter itself- are so 
important that a description in terms of the Einstein theory of gravity must be 
taken into account. 

Relativistic hydrodynamics plays a major role in the realm of Astrophysics. 
High-velocity outflows can be found in galactic jets (see, for example [2]), in the 
stellar collapse of iron cores into massive stars which precedes the Supernovae 
II explosions [9], or in the material accreting onto a compact object [59]. In 
galactic jets the fluid material reaches the ultrarelativistic regime (i.e., W _> 2). 
The existence of strong gravitational fields in some of the above astrophysical 
scenarios complicates the problem and a fully general-relativistic description is 
necessary. 
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Our main aim is to correctly model the formation and propagation of strong 
shocks. Strong relativistic shocks are a very important feature in several problems 
arising not only in Astrophysics (see above) but also in Cosmology [46] and 
Plasma Physics [1]. 

A multidimensional description is necessary in order to understand the com- 
plex structures of these shocks when interacting with matter of the interstellar 
or intergalactic medium or even more interesting when dynamical instabilities 
of different kinds are developed (Rayleigh-Taylor, Kelvin-Helmholtz,...) at the 
interfaces between two fluids. Finally, a multidimensional analysis will be nec- 
essary if we are interested in describing the release -even in a quasi-Newtonian 
description - of gravitational radiation coming from the gravitational collapse of 
cores in evolved massive stars or during the collision of two compact objects. 

From the numerical point of view the correct modelling of shocks has at- 
tracted the attention of many researchers in Astrophysics and in Computational 
Fluid Dynamics. A numerical scheme in conservation form allows for shock- 
capturing, i.e., it guarantees the correct jump conditions across discontinuities. 
Traditionally, shock-capturing methods introduced artificial viscosity terms in 
the scheme in order to damp the oscillations and instabilities associated with 
the numerical computation of discontinuities. Historically, researchers working 
in relativistic -both special and general- hydrodynamics (see references [56], [61]; 
the Kyoto group: [50], [49], [51]; Wilson's school: [10], [16], [32]), following Wil- 
son's pioneering work ([68], [69]), have used a combination of artificial viscosity 
and upwind techniques in order to get numerical solutions of the relativistic 
hydrodynamic equations. 

Wilson wrote the system as a set of advection equations. In order to do this 
he has to treat terms containing derivatives (in space or time) of the pressure as 
source terms. This procedure breaks -physically and numerically- an important 
property of the relativistic hydrodynamic system of equations: its conservative 
character (see below). 

In recent years a number of new shock-capturing finite difference approxima- 
tions have been constructed and found to be very useful in shock calculations 
(see, e.g., [71] and references cited therein). In addition to conservation form, 
these schemes are usually constructed to have the following properties: 

a) Stable and sharp discrete shock profiles. 
b) High accuracy in smooth regions of the flow 
Schemes with these characteristics are usually known as high-resolution sche- 

mes. They avoid the use of artificial viscosity terms when treating discontinuities 
and, after extensive experimentation, they appear to be a solid alternative to 
classical methods with artificial viscosity. As a sample, the Piecewise Parabolic 
Method described in [11] has become quite popular among people interested in 
Newtonian astrophysical simulations. 

We have recently proposed an extension of these modern high-resolution 
shock-capturing methods specifically designed to solve nonlinear hyperbolic sys- 
tems of conservation laws. This has been applied to the relativistic hydrodynamic 
system of equations by Martf et al. in [44], which, as it is well-known, have the 
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important property of being the expression of local conservation laws. This is a 
crucial point in our approach. 

To end this section let me set out some alternative techniques which are 
currently being developed in order to solve the equations' of relativistic hydro- 
dynamics numerically: Spectral methods and Smooth particle hydrodynamics. 

Spectral methods: 
The mathematical development of spectral methods can be found in Gottlieb 

and Orszag [25]. Basically, they are an extension of Fourier Analysis. Each 
unknown function is expanded in some characteristic polynomials (Legendre, 
Chebychev...) according to the boundary conditions of the problem. The main 
advantage of the spectral methods is their accuracy: the global error on the 
solution decreases exponentially with the number of degrees of freedom. The 
handling of shock waves with spectral methods, which is one of the most 
severe problems concerning these techniques - due to the Gibbs phenomenon- 
, is currently being studied by Bonazzola and Marck (BM) in the Relativistic 
Astrophysics Group at Meudon (see [4], [5], [6] and [7]). By combining moving 
grids and shock tracking techniques BM have obtained promising results for the 
1D case in [6]. BM have developed a Newtonian pseudo-spectral 3D hydro-code 
and studied the gravitational collapse - infall epoch- of a rotating stellar core 
embedded in an external tidal potential. Preliminary results corresponding to 
the epoch after bounce are reported by Bonazzola and Marck in [7]. 

Smooth particle hydrodynamics (SPH): 
Derived by Gingold and ionaghan  (see, e.g., [22] and [47]) and by Lucy in 

[38]. Interested readers can address to the recent review by Monaghan in [48]. 
The classic SPH approximates the density of a Newtonian fluid with the 

expression 

p(x,i~) ~ Z ~tta~/~(I X -- Xa ],ha) (1) 

where ma is the mass of a fluid "particle" a, xa is its position, the function )4; 
is the so-called kernel, a function strongly peaked around I x - Xa [= 0 which 
smooths the particle over some typical "smoothing length" ha. The properties of 
the kernel )IV and its different expressions can be found in the above references. 
The SPH formulation of the hydrodynamic equations involves the smoothed 
estimates of physical quantities. The smoothed estimate of any physical quantity 
A(x) is: 

< A(x) >~ V m a ~ V ( l  x - x a  l, ha ) (2) 

The main advantage of the method -as it has been emphasized by Steinmetz 
and Mfiller in [62]- is that it does not require a computational grid, making it 
suitable for multidimensional applications. In reference [62] a critical discussion 
of the capabilities and limits of SPH has been presented via the computation of 
a set of problems: one-dimensional standard shock tube tests, three-dimensional 
simulation of the adiabatic collapse of an initially isothermal gas sphere, the en- 
counter of a star (polytrope) and a massive black hole. Some of the conclusions of 
the work of Steinmetz and Mfiller in [62] are: i) SPH is able to get accurate results 
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for problems involving strong shocks, ii) To obtain reliable three-dimensional re- 
sults SPH requires large particle numbers of up to several tens of thousands. 
iii) SPH and finite difference methods should be looked upon as complementary 
methods. 

Some preliminary attempts in the extension of SPH to find numerical 
solutions of relativistic hydrodynamics have been carried out by Mann in [39]. 

In the next section (§2) I will set out some basic notions of the theory of 
hyperbolic systems. Section §3 reviews some historical finite-difference schemes 
pointing out the fundamental differences among them. Section §4 is devoted 
to Godunov-type methods with which we are mainly concerned. Due to its 
importance the particular Riemann Solver derived by Roe is presented in section 
§5. The theoretical ingredients recorded so far are applied to the relativistic 
hydrodynamic system of equations in section §6. The two particular algorithms 
used in our calculations are explained in section §7. The two final sections §8 
and §9 focus on our one-dimensional and multi-dimensional calculations. The 
last section § 10 summarizes our results. 

2 S o m e  d e f i n i t i o n s  a n d  r e m i n d e r s  

Let me first give some definitions and several fundamental ideas concerning 
the solutions of the initial-value problem (IVP) for hyperbolic systems of 
conservation laws. 

A one dimensional hyperbolic system of conservation laws is: 

0u 0f(u) 
+ - -  - 0 ( 3 )  

Ot Ox 

where u is the N-dimensional vector of unknowns and f(u) are N-vector-valued 
functions called fluxes . The above system (3) is said to be strictly hyperbolic if 
the Jacobian matrix 

Of(u) 
A -  0u (4) 

has real and distinct eigenvalues {Aa(u)}a=t,..N and the set of eigenvectors is 
complete in T¢N. If some of the eigenvalues are equal the system is a non-strictly 
hyperbolic one, We will assume that the eigenvalues are arranged in increasing 
order. 

The equation 
dx/dt  = As(u) (5) 

defines the a th  characteristic field . 
Lax [36] has shown that the above IVP has at most one C 1 solution (classical 

solution ) in the small. In the large, discontinuous solutions (weak solulions ) 
are admitted. A weak solution is one that satisfy (3) in the sense of distribution 
theory, i.e., 

///? O;x // oo -~-(u + (u dxdt + oo w(x,O)uo(x)dx = 0 (6) 
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for all C ~ test functions w(z, t) that  vanish for I x I + t  large. This is equivalent 
to requiring that the relation obtained by integrating (3) over the rectangle 
(a, b) × (t l , t~) should hold: 

~a r~a b ~t t2 ft2 bu(x, t 2 ) d x -  u ( x , h ) d x +  f ( u ( b , t ) ) d t -  f (u (a , t ) )d t  = 0 (7) 
1 1 

A piecewise-smooth weak solution of (3) satisfies (3) pointwise in each smooth 
region; across each curve of discontinuity the Rankine-Hugoniot relation (R-H) 

f (uR)  - f(UL) -" S(UR -- UL) (8) 

holds, where s is the propagation speed of discontinuity, and uR and uL are, 
respectively, the states on the right and on the left of the discontinuity. 

The class of all weak solutions is too wide in the sense that there is no 
uniqueness for the IVP, and an additional principle is needed for determining 
the physically relevant solution. Usually this principle -sometimes called viscosity 
principle- identifies the physically relevant solutions, defined as those that  are 
the limit as e ~ 0 of solutions u(e) of the viscous equations. 

0u  0f (u)  02u 
3 7  + 0x = ' e > 0 (9)  

For the scalar case, Oleinik in [54] has shown that discontinuities of such 
admissible solutions can be characterized by the following condition: 

f ( u ) -  f(uL) > s > f (u ) - -  f (uR) (lO) 
u ~ u L u - -  u R 

for all values of u between UL and uR (entropy condition ). A discontinuity 
is called a shock if the above inequalities are strict. A discontinuity is called 
a contact discontinuity if equalities hold identically. If f is convex the above 
characterization is equivalent to 

uL > uR (11) 

or 
ff(UL) >_ S >_ ff(UR) (12) 

where primes stand for derivative with respect to the argument. This last relation 
has a geometrical interpretation: the characteristic curves at each side must 
converge to the discontinuity curve. 

For systems of conservation laws, Lax has given the corresponding charac- 
terization of the admissible solutions to (3). For a given a, it is 

 a(uL) > s _  a(uR) (13)  

A~-I(UL) < s < Aa+l(uR) (14) 

These relations guarantee that a fields of characteristics converge to the 
discontinuity curve from the right and N - a + 1 from the left. The information 
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carried by these N + 1 characteristic curves and the N - 1 relations that  we can 
derive from the R-H conditions, when s is eliminated, allows to know the 2N 
values of u at each side of the discontinuity. 

In the following we will focus on numerical approximations to weak solutions 
of (3), v(x ,  t) ,  that  are obtained by explicit schemes in conservation f o r m :  

"7 +1 = "7 - : ' ( ~ + ~ / ~ -  ~ -1 /~ )  (15) 

where )~ = ZTa' , ")n = v ( n A t , j A x ) ,  and fj-{-l[2 "- f(vj,^ n v)+l ) n  is a numerical flux 

which must verify the consistency relation f (u ,  u) = f (u ) .  
Lax and Wendroff proved in [37] that  if a finite-difference scheme in conser- 

vation form converges to some function u(x, t) as the grid is refined, then this 
function will in fact be a weak solution of the conservation law. Barten et al. 
showed in [28] that,  in the scalar case, monotonic schemes in conservation form 
always converge to the physically relevant solution. Finally, a practical advantage 
of writing a finite-difference scheme in conservation form is that  the quantities 
which ought to be conserved, according to the differential equation, are exactly 
conserved in the difference form. 

3 S o m e  h i s tor ica l  f in i te -d l f f erence  s c h e m e s  

Let me pay attention to three classical finite-difference schemes proposed by 
several authors in the fifties for solving the scalar hyperbolic equation 

Ou Of(u)  
+ - -  - 0 (16) 

Ot Ox 

a - d f / du  (17) 

each of them having some particular feature that  is worthwhile to notice. 
U P W I N D  (Courant et al. [13]): 
It was the first in pointing out the role of characteristics in the numerical 

solution. Let us consider a be a constant, the upwind algorithm reads: 

for a < 0, or 

v~ +1 = v 7 -- ~a(v~+ 1 -- vT) 

v7÷1 = "7 -- ~a( f f  - "7-1) 

for a > 0. 
By introducing the notation 

1 
a-  :~ min(a ,  O) = -~(a-  l a I) 

1 
a + ---- max(a ,  O) = ~ (a+  l a I) 

we can rewrite the upwind algorithm in several forms 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 
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vT+ '  = v 7 - ~ [(a+(v 7 - vL~) + a-(vT+l - vT) ] (22) 

or, 

or, 

v'~ +' = ,~a+v~._l + (1--)t la I ) v ;  ~ - ~a-v]+~ (23) 

A ,, A 
,,]+1 = v;' - 7a(v j+~ - ,,;'_1) + 7 1 a I (";'+~ -- 2v; ~ + v; ' -O (24) 

The last equation displays the conservative form of the scheme by defining 
the numerical flux: 

f ~-.tr+ x l 2 1 ' - 7 [a(v;'+~ + v T ) - I  a I ( v j + l -  "7)]  (25) 

If a is not a constant, then, a generalization of the upwind scheme is 

f ~;V+ l l 2 1 n = ~ [fj+l -I- f j -  I as+l /2  I (vs+~ - vT)] (26) 

Equation (23) shows the monotone character of the scheme provided that 
the condition o" -- A I a L< 1 is satisfied. This is the Courant-Friedrich-Lewy 
condition (CFL) which expresses the fact that the dependence domain of the 
solution of the finite difference equation must include the dependence domain of 
the solution of the partial differential equation at all grid points. 

GOD UNO V [24]: 
As the upwind scheme, the Godunov method -in its original formulation- is 

first order accurate. We will pay particular attention to this scheme in section 
§4, which, in a generic conservative form, can be written as 

T W O - S T E P  L A X -  W E N D R O F F  [37]: 
In the nonlinear case, the two-step Lax-Wendroff (LW) scheme can be written 

in a conservative form 

vi,+i v,] ~ w  ~ w  - S ; _ , / ~ )  = - ~( /~+1/2  (2s)  

where the LW-numerical flux is defined by 

7zw . . . + 1 / 2 .  (29) 
f j + l / 2  ---- ]tvj+l/2 ) 

n+ll2 1 , A 
vj+~/2 : 7(vj+~ + v?) - -~ (f(v?+~) - f @ ? ) )  (30) 

The LW scheme is second-order accurate, both in space and time, provided 
that the CFL condition be satisfied. 

Let us comment on some peculiarities which can arise, in a numerical 
application, if we, naively, choose the LW scheme guided only by its high 
accuracy. In [28] an example is given of a solution to the above scalar hyperbolic 
conservation law with f ( u )  = u - 3 v / 3 u 2 ( u  - 1) 2 and initial condition u(z, 0) = 1 
if x _< 0.5 or u(z, 0) = 0 if x > 0.5. The numerical results indicated that the 
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noticed in [20], not only is the convergence of the viscosity method for general 
strictly hyperbolic systems still an open question, but this approach is, in general, 
not well-behaved when the system is a non-strictly hyperbolic one. 

4 G o d u n o v - t y p e  m e t h o d s  

In 1959 Godunov described in [24] an ingenious method for one-dimensional fluid 
dynamic problems with shocks. Let j - 1/2 and j + 1/2 be the lower and the 
upper interfaces, respectively, of the numerical cell j .  Godunov's original idea 
was to consider that there is a real discontinuity at the interface of the variables 
of our problem, and, consequently, he proposed using the exact solution of local 
Riemann problems . 

A Riemann problem is an initial value problem for (3) with initial data: 

f UL if x < x,h~H 
U(X, 0) 

u a  if  X ~ Xshe l l  

where UL,R are constant states left and right of a given discontinuity at 
X ~ X s h e l  I.  

In general, the solution of that Riemann problem depends only on the states 
UL, UR and the ratio x/t;  it will be denoted by u ((x - X,h~n)/t; UL, UR). 

The main features of the Godunov's algorithm are (see [43], for details) 
1) It is written in conservation form 

A t ^  
u 7  = - 7  - - ( 32 )  

where f is the numerical flux (see below), u~ +1 is 

- Ax Un(X,t~+l)dx (33) 

The above integration is carried out into the numerical cell Ij = [ ( j -1 /2)Ax,  ( j+  
1/2)Ax] and u~(x, t) can be expressed exactly in terms of the solution of local 
Riemann problems: 

\ ,-,n ;u} ~,u~+l) if j A x  < x < (j + 1 /2 )Ax  

\ t - t .  ; u j - l , u  if (j -- 1 /2 )Ax  < x < j A x  

with t ,  < t _< t,~+l 
The theorem of Lax and Wendroff [37] -see at the end of section §2- assures 

that a weak solution can be found. Harten et al. in [30] showed that the exact 
solution Un(X, t) satisfies the entropy condition. 

2) The numerical~flux, f ,  is defined by 
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where 
= 

is the exact solution of the Riemann problem at the interface x = (j + 1/2)Ax. 
The exact solution of this problem for the dynamics of ideal gases can be 

found, for example, in reference [57] and the corresponding algorithm will be 
called Godunov's Riemann solver. 

When un(x,t)  is some approximation to the exact solution of the Riemann 
problem, then, the scheme is called a Godunov-type method (see, e.g., references 
[30], [65], [14], [21]). 

The original Godunov method is only first order accurate. The renewed in- 
terest in these methods arises after the works of Van Leer ([63], [64]) which focus 
on the improvements of the spatial accuracy by cell-reconstruction techniques. 

Given the computational cost involved in solving exactly the Riemann 
problem for general nonlinear hyperbolic systems of conservation laws or for 
materials with a general equation of state (EOS), several approximate Riemann 
solvers have been derived in recent years ([58], [12], [14] [23]). 

5 R o e ' s  R i e m a n n  s o l v e r  

Given the importance of this seminal technique we are going to point out the 
main steps leading to the so-called Roe's numerical flux. The following discussion 
of Roe's Riemann solver is taken from [58] (see, also [43] for details). 

Roe looks for approximate solutions of the above Riemann problem which are 
exact solutions to the approximate problem resulting when the original Ja~bian 
matrix A of the system (3) is replaced by a new matrix #. such that: i) A is a 
constant matrix that depends only on the initial data. it) As UL and uR --* u is 

A(UL, UR) --+ A(u) 

this is a consistency relation, iii) For any UL and uR is 

X ( U L ,  u R ) . ( U L  -- u R )  = fL -- fR 

iv) The eigenvectors of .~ are linearly independent. 
The conditions iii) and iv) are necessary and sufficient for the algorithm to 

recognize a shock wave. 
In this way, the numerical fluxes can be'written 

N 
f(uL, ua)  = l(f:~ + fa -- E I ~  [ A ~ )  (34) 

where ~ and ~ (a = 1, ..., N) are the eigenvalues (characteristic speeds ) and 
the eigenvectors of the Jacobian ~,, respectively. The quantities z ~ a  are the 
jumps of the local characteristic variables across discontinuities and are obtained 
from: 
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N 

u R  - , ,L  = ( 3 5 )  

a = l  

Some comments are in order: 
1. Since the scheme is based on a linear decomposition of the characteristic 

fields, one can apply different numerical schemes for each field. 
2. The scheme is non-oscillatory in the sense that no new extrema are created 

for the linear systems or a single nonlinear conservation law. No spurious 
numerical oscillations contaminate the calculations. 

3. The above construction gives a difference approximation of first-order accu- 
racy and may admit entropy vlolating shocks. Transonic rarefactions may 
generate unphysical solutions; they are prevented by adding some artificial 
viscosity only at the sonic points (see, for example, [29]). 

4. By construction Roe's Riemann solver is exact for constant coefficient linear 
system of conservation laws. 

Further details can be found in [58]. 

6 T h e  e q u a t i o n s  o f  R e l a t i v i s t i c  H y d r o d y n a m i c s  a s  a 

s y s t e m  o f  c o n s e r v a t i o n  l a w s  

The fundamental equations of motion describing a relativistic fluid flow are 
governed by local conservation laws: the local conservation of baryon number 
,density 

VuJ u = 0 

and the local conservation of energy-momentum 

VvT ~u = 0 

where the current ju  and the energy-momentum tensor T F'~ are 

j u  = pu u 

Tuu = phut, u~' + Pguu 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

( 3 9 )  

(a = 0, 1, 2, 3 and latin indices run from 1 to 3). In the above equations p is the 
rest-mass density, p is the pressure, h is the specific enthalpy, h = 1 + e + p / p ,  e 
is the specific internal energy, u ~ is the four-velocity of the fluid and guu defines 
the space-time A//where the fluid evolves. 

We have constrained the energy-momentum tensor to be a perfect fluid, 
neglecting heat conduction, viscous interactions and magnetic fields. The Min- 
kowski metric is used throughout, tha t i s ,  gravitational effects of any nearby 
bodies and of the fluid itself have been neglected. 

In Cartesian coordinates the above system of equations (36, 37) can be 
written in a more exp.licit way 

OF~(w) 
- o ( 4 0 )  
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where the 5-vector of unknowns is 

w = (p, vi, e) (41)  

and the quantities F ~ are 

F°(u)  = (pW, phW2vj ,  p h W  2 - p) (42) 

F (u) = (pWvi, phW%% + p j, phW2v ') (43) 
In the above expressions is x a = ( t ,z ,  y,z) ,  the three-velocity v i - u i /u  ° 

has the components v i = (v z, vY, v z) and the Lorentz factor defined by W - u ° 
satisfies the familiar relation W = (1 - v2) -1/2 (v 2 = 5ijv%J). The components 
of F°(w)  are, respectively, the relativistic rest-mass density, the relativistic 
momentum density and the total energy density. 

An equation of state p = p(p, e) closes, as usual, the system. A very important 
quantity derived from the equation of state is the local sound velocity c, : 

hc~ = X + (p/p~)l¢ (44) 

with X = Op/Op and ~ = Op/Oe. 
From the computational point of view, the last equation of the system (40) 

is not very useful since, in the Newtonian limit (p ~ pe < <  p, v < <  1) and for 
all practical purposes, this equation is identical to the first one. In practice, the 
last equation has been substituted by the one which results when subtracting 
the first one from it. 

The set of equations (40) constitutes a particular quasi-linear system of 5 
first order partial differential equations for the unknown field w, for which the 
(5 x 5)-matrices .A~(w) are the Jacobian matrices associated to the 5-vector 
Fa(w) ,  the flux in the a-direction. The explicit expressions of the matrices ,4 ~ 
can be found in reference [19]. System (40) can be rewritten as 

A " ( w ) ~ - j  = 0 (45) 

The hyperbolic character of system (45) has been exhaustively studied by 
Anile and collaborators (see [1] and references cited therein) for a general space- 
time in which the fluid evolves (test fluid approximation). In particular, they 
have derived the spectral decomposition of the above Jacobian matrices in the 
particular reference frame for which matter  is at rest. In [19] we have generalized 
this analysis for an arbitrary reference frame filling, as far as we know, a gap in 
the scientific literature. 

According to Anile [1] the above system (45) will be hyperbolic in the time- 
direction defined by the vector field ~ with ~a~" = -1 ,  if the following two 
conditions hold: 

i) det ( A ~ )  = 0 
ii) for any ff such that  ~a~a = 0, ~ = 1, the eigenvalue problem 

Aa((~ - X~a)r = 0 (46) 
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has only real eigenvalues A and N linearly independent eigenvectors r. 
These conditions have a particular interest from a technical point of view. 

We will return to this point at the end of this section. 
Equations (40) can be written as a system of conservdtion laws in the sense 

of Lax [36] allowing to apply specific numerical techniques for solving them 
numerically. With this aim let us define the vector 

u = F°(w)  (47) 

and let us introduce the three 5-vectors fi defined by 

fi : F i o (F°) -1 (48) 

where o means composition of functions. 
With the above definitions, system (40) reads as a system of conservation 

laws in the sense of Lax [36] for the new vector of unknowns u 

(OU 0f i (u)  
(ox------ 5 + ~ = 0 (49) 

In the above system (49) we can define (5 x 5)-Jacobian matrices B/(u), 
the Jacobian matrices associated to the 5-vector f / (u) ,  the so-called flux in the 
j-direction of the system (49) as: 

Bi= ofi (u)  (50) 
0u 

Let {As, ra} be, respectively, the eigenvalues and righteigenvectors of matri- 
ces .A i solution of the eigenvalue problem (46). Then the following result is easy 
to verify: the spectral decomposition of the Jacobian matrices/3 / is given by the 
set {Aa, A°ra}.  All these quantities are known in terms of the original variables 
w (see reference [19] for more details). 

The above conclusion sets up the technical ingredients for extending modern 
high-resolution shock-capturing methods to multidimensional relativistic hydro- 
dynamics. 

7 Two high-resolution shock-capturing algorithms: 
MUSCL and PHM 

Let 

Ou(o_._t_ + (Of(u)(ox = s(u) (51) 

a one dimensional hyperbolic system of conservation laws with source terms s(u). 
Strictly speaking a conservation law implies that the source term is zero. In 
practice, these terms may have an important influence in the calculations as a 
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source of numerical difficulties. Hence, I will consider, in the next, hyperbolic 
systems like (51). 

Two modern high-resolution shock-capturing algorithms have been imple- 
mented into our relativistic hydro-code: i) Our version of MUSCL (from Mono- 
tonic Upstream Schemes for Conservation Laws [64]), which is globally second 
order accurate, and ii) PHM (from Piecewise Hyperbolic Method, designed by 
Marquina in [40]). 

Let us summarize the main features of both algorithms in the next subsec- 
tions. 

7.1 Our  MUSCL-ve r s ion  

The main ingredients of our MUSCL algorithm- an approximate Riemann solver 
and cell reconstruction techniques- were presented in [44]. Let me describe them 
in some detail. 

1. At each time level, the data are the cell averages of the conserved quantities 

1 f xJ+'/2 u(x, tn)d x (52) v?  = x j _ , .  

2. Reconstruction procedure of the solution from its cell averages: 
A monotonicity preserving linear reconstruction of the original variables 
using the 'minmod' function as a 'slope limiter' (see reference [64]). 

3. Evaluation of the numerical fluxes at the cell interfaces: 
The i th component of the numerical flux is computed as follows 

j+ = ~  f ( i ) ( u L + ½ ) + f ( O ( ~ R + ½ ) - ~ - ~ l ' ~ l A ~ R ( 2 )  (53) 
o t= l  

where L and R stand for the left and right states at a given interface 
(j + ½), ~ and R~) (a = 1,2, 3) are, respectively, the eigenvalues (i.e., 
the characteristic speeds ) and the ith-component of the o~-righteigenvector 
of the Jacobian matrix 

Aj+½ = (0f(u-----))~ (54) 
, ,  0u ,/,.,=(,¢+.~+,,~-+½)/2 

and the quantities A~a - the jumps in the local characteristic variables 
across each cell interface- are obtained from: 

3 

u(2-u(2= (551 
o~=1 

~a, R(a/) and Abq, as functions of u, are evaluated at each interface and, 
therefore, they depend on the particular values UL and uR. 

4. Time evolution : 
The 'method of lines' version of the scheme is: 



where 
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d u b ( t )  _ f +½ - 
+ (56) 

dt Ax 

fj+½ = f(uj_k,  uj -k+l ,  ..., Uj+k) (57) 

is a consistent numerical flux vector, i.e., f(u,  ..., u) = f(u). Once the pro- 
^ 

cedure to evaluate fj+½ is known, the system (56) can be integrated in time 
by using a suitable ODE (ordinary differential equation) solver. 
MUSCL advances in time by a standard predictor-corrector method. This 
version of MUSCL is, then, globally second order accurate. In our mul- 
tidimensional applications, MUSCL have used a third order Runge-Kutta 
method that preserves the conservation form of the scheme and does not 
increase the total variation of the solution at each time substep (see Shu 
and Osher in [60]). 

7.2 P H M  

The numerical results obtained in our tests (see [44]) made our updated MUSCL 
method reliable for the exploration of the ultrarelativistic regime. When the 
Lorentz factor increased we observed that our numerical scheme became less 
resolutive, and, consequently, we started looking for shock-capturing methods of 
higher resolution power. 

With this aim, we approximated the solution to the equations of special- 
relativistic hydrodynamics in conservation form (1D planar case), by means of 
a third order shock-capturing method designed by Marquina [40] for 1D and 2D 
scalar conservation laws. We have used a local characteristic approach formulated 
by Harten et al. in [27] as a procedure for extending to systems Marquina's 
method. 

Let me describe some of the technical components of PHM 
1. At each time level, the data are the point values of the conserved quantities 

= u(xj,t n) (58) 

2. Evaluation of the numerical fluxes at the cell interfaces: 
1) Obtain the fluxes g of the local characteristic variables at the center of 
each cell as 

gj = R71fj (59) 

where Rj is a matrix whose columns are the right eigenvectors of the 
Jacobian matrix 

Aj = ( 0 f ( u )  ~ (60) \-Tff-  ]j 

2) With the data g j_l ,  gj and gj+l, construct, componentwise, a hyperbola 
i n / j  = [xj_½, xj+½] as in [40]. 
3) Evaluate ~j+½, the numerical flux of the local characteristic variables at 
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the cell interface as in reference [40]. 
4) Compute fj+ ½ as follows 

A $ 

fj+  =rtj+  (61) 

where each column in ttj+½ is computed from hyperbolic reconstructions 
of the corresponding right eigenvectors of Aj or Aj+I according to the 
direction of each local characteristic wind as determined from the sign of 
the eigenvalues of Aj and A j+ I :  

3. Time evolution 
PHM uses the third order Runge-Kutta method of Shu and Osher [60]. PHM 
is globally third order accurate. 

7.3 Genera l  c o m m e n t s  

Both algorithms are written in conservation form, thus the Rankine-tIugoniot 
conditions are automatically satisfied for each discontinuity, according to the 
Lax and Wendroff theorem cited above (section §2). 

The source terms sj can be calculated, to linear accuracy, from the values 
of the variables at the zone centres and at the previous time step. Nevertheless, 
particular caution must be taken with the source terms in the case of stiff 
problems. Several time-splitting algorithms allow to gain the accuracy required. 
An exact second order algorithm is the Strang splitling (see reference [71]) which 
can be written in a compact way 

un+l pAt /2pAtpAt /2 . ,n  (62) 

In the above equation £1 is the operator in finite differences which solves the 
homogeneous part of system (3). On the other hand/:s is the one that solves a 
system of ordinary differential equations of the form 

(gu 
- -  = s(u) 
0t 

The local characteristic approach used to extend Marquina's method to 
systems has proven to be extremely fruitful (see next section and reference [41]). 
Although both procedures require knowledge of the spectral decomposition of 
the J acobian matrix, reconstructing the fluxes of the local characteristic variables 
(as in PHM) eliminates the "noise" around the points where the discontinuities 
of u(x, t) interact (or.are very close). 
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Fig. 1. Pressure in the relativistic shock wall test. Initial velocity is 0.9, in units of the 
speed of fight 

8 1 D  R e l a t i v i s t i c  H y d r o d y n a m i c s :  t e s t s  a n d  a p p l i c a t i o n s .  

In this section we will see how our hydro-code works in one-dimensional appli- 
cations. In the first subsection I will display some results in the realm of the 
ultrarelativistic regime. In the second subsection I will present some prelimi- 
nary general-relativistic stellar collapse calculations obtained with the general- 
relativistic version of our MUSCL-code. 

8.1 Spec ia l -Re la t iv i s t i c  H y d r o d y n a m i c s :  U l t r a r e l a t i v i s t i c  R e g i m e  

The particularization of the relativistic hydrodynamic equations of the section 
§6 -system (49)- to the one-dimensional and planar case can be written 

0u 0f(u) 
+ - -  - 0 (63) 

0t 0x 

being the 3-dimensional vector of unknowns u 

u = m ,  e)  T (64)  

and the flux vector f (u)  
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I rm m s 
- -  + p , m ( 1  - f =  e ' + ' p ' e + p  

r 

e + p  

where we have introduced the following variables: 

))T (65) 

- pw (66 )  

m -- p h W 2 v  (67) 

e - p h W  ~ - p (68) 

From the set of conserved variables R = {r, m, e} we need to recover the 
set of physical variables p = {p, v, e} at each time step; next, the pressure will 
be evaluated from the EOS and the loop is closed. The algorithm for going 
through the R variables to the p variables is merely an algebraic equation in 
p for which powerful methods can be applied. This is the only small price to 
pay for having a system written in such a way that  we can use ad hoc methods. 
Writing the system in the above conservation f o rm  allowed us to efficiently use 
high-resolution methods in order to approximate its solutions. 

The spectral decomposition of the Jacobian matr ix  associated to the flux can 
be found in references [44] or [19]. 

Our relativistic hydro-code has overcome several severe standard tests: 
the relativistic Sod's  lest, the relativistic blast wave and the relativislic shock 
reflection. Let me focus on the last one in this talk. Interested readers can be 
address to the references [44] and [41]. 

We have computed the solution to the relativistic shock reflection problem, 
that  is, the shock thermalization of a cold, relativistically moving gas hitting a 
wall. Initial conditions are: p = Pl = 1, v = vt and e = 0. An ideal gas law of 
adiabatic index F = 5/3 has been assumed. 

The gas behind the shock is at rest (v2 = 0) but its density increases with 
the initial velocity according to the following compression ratio a (= p2 /p l )  

F + I  F , 
(r - F -  1 + ~-2"1 -e~ (69) 

where e2 = W 1- 1  and subscripts 1 and 2 stand for the states of the gas ahead and 
behind, respectively, of the shock. As it is well-kn0wn , in the Newtonian limit the 
compression ratio is independent of the initial velocity. In the ultrarelativistic 
regime the density of the gas behind the shock can grow without any limit 

w1). 
We run our code for several values of vl so as to cover all regimes, from the 

Newtonian to the ultrarelativistic one. An Eulerian grid of 100 points has been 
used. 

Figures i, 2 and 3 (taken from [41]) show the pressure of the gas at some 
instant when the shock is well formed, and for vl = 0.9, 0.99, 0.999. 

For the sake of comparison we have displayed the analytical solution (contin- 
uous line). The mean relative error in our calculation of a is 0.1%. This should be 
compared with the 5.6% reported by Centrella and Wilson in [10], for vl = 0.9 
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(W1 = 2.29) -the highest value of vl for which Centrella and Wilson have pub- 
lished results-. In [44] we have arrived, with our MUSCL version, at W1 ~ 23. 
Indeed, as we noticed in [44], the resolution of the shock is poorer - and needs 
eight or nine points- at W1 > >  1, that is, when the difference between the light 
velocity and the initial velocity verifies 1 - vl ,,~ O(AxP) ,  where p stands for 
the global accuracy of the algorithm. With PHM we have obtained very sharp 
shock profiles -see the pressure profile in figure 4 (taken from [41])- even when 
vl = 0.9999, i.e., W1 ~ 70. The results are better than the ones reported by other 
authors (see, e.g., [32] or [53]) and, as far as we know, give the best resolution 
for fixed grids. 
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1 0 .  

0 . 0  
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÷ 
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X 

Fig. 2. Pressure in the relativistic shock wall test. Initial velocity is 0.99, in units of 
the speed of light 

8.2 G e n e r a l - R e l a t i v i s t l c  S te l la r  Col lapse  

In a previous paper [42] Marti et al. focussed on the shock formation and 
propagation such as it appears in the standard scenario of the so-called prompt 
mechanism of type II Supernovae. In this reference [42] we have made a sample 
of Newtonian stellar collapse calculations with two codes: i) A standard finite- 
difference scheme which uses an artificial viscosity technique, ii) A Godunov- 
type method which uses a linearized Riemann solver. The initial model and the 
equation of state was kept fixed in order to be able to compare both methods 
directly. Differences in the behaviour of the global energetics of the collapse 
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Fig. 3. Pressure in the relativistic shock wall test. Initial velocity is 0.999, in units of 
the speed of light 

were found to depend on the particular way in which the artificial viscosity is 
implemented. Although the grid used was rather poor (only 50 nodes) and more 
sophisticated forms for the artificial viscosity can be found in the literature (see 
the paper of Noh in [52], referenced in section §3) our results in [42] might be of 
interest not only in the field of the prompt mechanism of Type II Supernovae, 
but even in the correct estimation of the efficiency of the energy released in 
form of gravitational radiation in non-spherical collapse. Indeed, as Bonazzola 
and Marck (in [4]) have emphasized, the gravitational power decreases with 
viscosity, u, as 1/u¢; hence, viscosity of a numerical code -explicit or intrinsic- 
may have dramatic effects. 

The equations of general-relativistic hydrodynamics are the expression of 
the local laws of conservation of baryon number density and energy-momentum 
in a space-time M ,  described by the four dimensional metric tensor g,~. In our 
procedure, the metric is split into the objects cr and 7q, keeping the line element 
in the form: 

ds 2 = - a ~ d t  2 + 7 i jdx idz  j (70) 

By defining the following set of variables 

D = p W  

S = a T  °~ = phW2v  
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v -- a 2 T  °° = p h W  2 = p 

the general-relativistic hydrodynamic equations in the one dimensional case (for 
example, spherical symmetry) can be written as a system of conservation laws 
in the sense of Lax [36]: 

0u  0f(u) = s(u), (71) 
0--Y + Or 

where 
u = (D, S, r) T 

is the 3-dimensional vector of unknowns which defines the state of the system, 
the fluxes are 

f= ( D S ,  S 
- -  + p , S  

\ ; 7 p  r+v 
and the source terms are free of derivatives of hydrodynamic quantities and read: 

s(u) = ( D O l n ~  ~ D S  Oln7 

\ -  Ot - 7 v ~ ' + p  Or ' 

[( s )Ol.  01.  01. ] 

In the above expressions, quantity 7 is the determinant of the matrix 7ij, v is 
defined by v - 7x/'q-~u~/au ° (indexes 0 and r stands for the temporal and radial 
components, respectively) and represents the fluid velocity relative to an inertial 
observer at rest in the coordinate frame. The Lorentz-like factor is defined by 
W =_ a u  °. 

From the conserved quantities R = {D, S, r}, as in the special-relativistic 
case, we must obtain the set of quantities ~o = {p, v, e} at each time step, by 
solving an implicit equation for pressure. In the Newtonian limit, the set of new 
variables R = {D, S, ~- - D} tends to the set {p, pv, pe + (1/2)pv2} .  

The hyperbolic character of the above system of equations as well as the 
spectral decomposition of the Jacobian matrix associated to the flux has been 
discussed in references [44], [43] and [34]. 

We have tested our one-dimensional general-relativistic code to reproduce 
some of the stationary solutions of the spherical accretion onto a black hole in 
two cases: i) dust accreting onto a Schwarzschild black hole [32] and ii) an ideal 
gas accreting onto a Schwarzschild black hole [45]. Details of these numerical 
experiments can be found in [43]. 

The initial model we have taken in our stellar collapse calculations is a white 
dwarf-like configuration having a central density 2.5x 10 l° g / c m  3. This is an 
equilibrium model for a particular EOS (Chandrasekhar's EOS with coulombian 
corrections) corresponding to the maximum of the "mass-radius" curve (see [33]). 
The numerical grid has been built up in such a way that  the radius of the initial 
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Fig. 4. Pressure in the relativistic shock wall test. Initial velocity is 0.9999, in units of 
the speed of light. PHM algorithm 

model is partitioned into 200 zones distributed in geometric progression in order 
to have a finer resolution near the centre. 

The EOS we have used is a F-law such that  F varies with density according 
to Van Riper's prescription [66]: 

1-' = Fmin + q(log p -  logpb) (72) 

with: 71 = 0 if p < Pb and r />  0 otherwise. 
The parameters Frmn, ~ and Pb are, typically: 4/3, 1, and 2.7x i014 gem -3, 

respectively, but we have also considered other values for Fmi,~ and 71. 
In these proceedings (see [3] in this volume) we present some results obtained 

using a harmonic time coordinate due to its singularity avoidance properties. 
If we choose Schwarzschild-type coordinates (see, e.g., [8] or [26]) the full 

one-dimensional general-relativistic equations can be reduced to a merely hy- 
drodynamical problem. In these coordinates the 3-metric reads 

being 

7ij = diag( X2,  r2, r2sin20) 

x = ( 1  - , m = m ( , ' , t )  

The source terms have been explicitly written in reference [34]. 
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At each time step functions m and a are integrated along the radius according 
to 

Om 
Or : 4~'r2(r + D) 

Olnc~ x 2  ( m ) = + 47rr(p + Sv) 
Or -~ 

Let me notice the behaviour of the velocity field shown in figure 5 (taken from 
[34]). Shock is sharply solved in two zones and is free of spurious oscillations. 
The minimum of velocity -at the infall epoch- is about -0.40, that  is ~ 25% 
greater than the value reported by [42], in the Newtonian case, for the same 
initial model, same EOS and a lagrangian version of our code which uses the 
same Riemann solver. The difference is entirely due to general-relativistic effects, 
although this point requires verification since a different grid has been used. 

9 M u l t i d i m e n s i o n a l  P r o b l e m s  

In two space dimensions a system of conservation laws takes the form 

0u  0f(u)  Og(u) _ 0 (73) 
07 + - - - ~  + o--7 

where u = u(x, y,t) 
The multidimensional character of the above system has been taken into 

account numerically by considering standard operator splitting techniques ([71]), 
similar to the ones used for treating the source terms, or the corresponding 
extension of the method of lines already discussed in section §7. 

The splitting proceeds in two steps and the algorithm can be written -in a 
2D case- as follows: 

un+l ,.At,.At n 
= L a /..1 u (74) 

where £1 and £g stand for the operators in finite differences associated, 
respectively, to the 1D systems 

Ou + 0f(u____) = 0 
0t 0x 

and 

0u  ag(u), _ 0 O-Y + 0y 

In this section I am going to discuss some multidimensional problems 
that  we have used as bed-tests in our progress towards the construction of a 
multidimensional relativistic hydro-code. First, in subsection (§9.1) I will show 
the solution of some particular general-relativistic flows which can be described 
by a wave equation in a curved space-time. The next subsection (§9.2) is devoted 
to our preliminary results with relativistic multidimensional tests. 
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Fig. 5. General-relativistic stellar collapse. Snapshots of the velocity, in units of the 
speed of light, versus radial coordinate, in logarithmic scale and units of cm. Each 
curve is labeled by a number which establishes the temporal sequence into the interval 
90.17 _~ t(msec.) ~ 93.34 

9.1 P o t e n t i a l  f low p a s s i n g  o v e r  a b l a c k  h o l e  

In 1988 Petrich et al. (see [55]) derived, based on some assumptions,  the 
analytical solution for the steady-state,  subsonic accretion of a gas onto a 
Schwarzschild black hole. As a consequence of their assumptions the equations 
of generM-relativistic hydrodynamics  are simplified and lead to a wave equation 
for a potential  ¢ in a curved space-time: 
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¢i~ = 0 (75) 

where ; and,  stand, respectively, for the usual covariant and ordinary derivatives. 
From this potential ¢ the velocity field can be derived: 

0¢ 
hu u = ~ (76) 

In the Sehwarzschild gravitational field generated by a source of mass M this 
equation reads 

r 2 Or 1 - r 2  + -~ s-'~nO0"O 8i,0 + sin2 ~ 0¢2j 

- ( 1 - 2 M )  - :  02¢0t ~ --0(77) 

A stationary solution of this equation which satisfies the appropriate bound- 
ary conditions (see [55])is 

¢ = - u ° t  - 2 M u ° l n ( 1  - 2M/r) + u ~ ( r  - M)cosO (78) 

0 and u~ are the asymptotic values of the temporal for a black hole. Here uoo 
component of the four-velocity and the modulus of the three-vector u, respec- 
tively. Let us notice the following relations between u~ and the three-velocity 
vector v~  

u~ = (u°oo,u~) = (1 - v£)-l/2(1,voo) (79) 

where voo is the absolute value of the asymptotic fluid three-velocity. 
Although the above particular potential flow problem does not allow the 

presence of shock waves we have used this problem as a test of our 2D-MUSCL 
algorithm in order to describe the non-linearities induced by the geometrical 
terms related with the strong gravitational fields. With this aim, the above wave 
equation (77) has been rewritten as a hyperbolic system of conservation laws 
-in the sense of Lax [36]- by splitting it into a system of three equations of first 
order. 

To do this let us introduce the following auxiliary functions 

0¢ 0¢ 0¢ 
a - - - -  b - - - ,  c - - - -  (80)  

Ot Or O0 

The hyperbolic system of conservation laws equivalent to (77) is 

Ou0.__~ + ---~-r + 0 f ( u )  ag(u)00 = s(u) (81) 

where 

u = (a,b,c) 

is the 3-dimensional vector of unknowns, and 

(82) 
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and 

f ( u ) =  ( - ( 1 -  V ) 2 b ,  - a ,  0) (83) 

g(u) = ( - ( 1  -2M'---~--) ~-~lc, O, - a )  (84) 

are the 3-vector-valued functions defining the fluxes in the r and 8 directions, 
respectively. Finally 

( V  3 M 2 2 M c ° s O  ) 
s ( u )  = (1  - )(1 - --r--)rb + (1 - --~-)r2 sin-----~c, 0, 0 

are the source" terms. 
In this application the source terms have been treated by operator splitting 

techniques in such a way that the operator associated to the source sector is the 
one which solves the system 

0u 
o--7 = s (u )  

in the following form 

[ I - 1 A t s ' ( u ~ ) ] A u ~  = 1Ats(u~) 

u; = u? + n u t  

where s t - 0s  - -  ~ ' ~ .  

The spectral decomposition of the Jacobian matrices associated to the fluxes 
in each direction as well as the characteristics of the computational cell and the 
initial and boundary conditions of our application can be found in reference [17]. 

In figure 6 (taken from [17]) we can see the evolution towards the steady-state 
2 accretion reached in a time t ~ 65M for an asymptotic velocity %0 = 0.7. This 

sequence of figures shows the flow lines for the following values of the temporal 
coordinate (in units of M): 0, 3.5, 65 and 100. We have obtained a value of 
3.42 _< rA/M <_ 3.95 (this interval is constrained by the resolution of our grid) 
for the radius of the critical cylinder inside which material is ultimately captured 
by the black hole, being the exact value 3.404M for an asymptotic velocity 
v ~  = 0 . 7  . 

The main conclusion from these figures is the following: we have succeeded 
in obtaining the stationary solution by using a modern high-resolutwn shock- 
capturing scheme of s.econd order. 
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9.2 2D Relativistic Hydrodynamics 

As a first step to our objective of designing a multidimensional hydro-code to 
deM with the equations of relativistic hydrodynamics we built up a Newtonian 
two-dimensionM hydro-code which has overcome the standard and severe test 
due to Emery (see below). Details concerning our Newtonian hydro-code can be 
found in [18]. 

"eo 

Fig. 7. Steady relativistic oblique shock. Initial inflow velocity 0.01 (in units of the 
speed of light). See text for details 

Joining together the algebraic relations discussed in section §6 and the basic 
ingredients of our 2D MUSCL algorithm, once it has been tested with the 
above Newtonian numerical experiment, we are ready to show our preliminary 
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relativistic results. These are -as far as we know- the first ones (in scientific 
literature) which have made use of modern high-resolution shock-capturing 
techniques in the realm of multidimensional relativistic hydrodynamics. Their 
interest goes further away of the special-relativistic case if we keep into account 
that, as it is well-known and we have shown in our 1D general-relativistic 
applications, the equivalence principle warranties the feasibility of extending 
our procedure to the study of test fluids evolving in strong gravitational fields. 

The equations describing the two-dimensional flow of a relativistic ideal fluid 
are the trivial particularization of the ones displayed in section §6. The spectral 
decomposition of the Jacobian matrices associated to the fluxes in each direction 
have been derived in reference [19]. 

Let me display two numerical tests we have carried out with our relativistic 
2D MUSCL code: i) the steady relativistic oblique shock wave, and ii) the 
relativistic version of the Emery's step. 

Rela t iv is t ic  Obl ique  shock The basic algebraic relations which connect the 
two states at each side of a steady relativistic oblique shock have been derived 
by KSnigl (see reference [35]) for ideal gases with a constant adiabatic index F. 
A fundamental difference between the Newtonian and relativistic descriptions 
is the fact that the jump in density increases, in the relativistic case, with the 
upstream velocity and tends to infinity in the extreme-relativistic regime. KSnigl 
derives an algebraic equation which defines implicitly the jump in velocities in 
terms of the known upstream state. Once the jump in velocities is calculated the 
remaining unknowns are easily obtained (see [35], for details). 

We have generated an oblique shock throwing an ideal gas with F = 7/5 
through a corner (an oblique plane) with a wedge angle of 28 °. The initial density 
is 1.4 and the pressure the one resulting for a Mach 3 flow (Newtonian definition). 
The initial velocity (in units of the speed of light) runs, in our experiments, from 
021 to 0.95. Figures 7 and 8 (taken from [19]) show the density as a function 
of the spatial coordinates and at some instant in its evolution when the steady 
state has been reached. 

The solution looks like the Newtonian. This can be explained if we take 
into account that as several authors have emphasized (see, e.g., [70] or [35]) the 
equations of steady special-relativistic gas dynamics and steady non-relativistic 
gas dynamics have a similar mathematical form, when expressed in some 
appropriate variables. This property has been used in order to find numerical 
solutions for relativistic steady flows. 

As we can see in figures 7 and 8, the qualitative behaviour of density is 
the one described above, being the particular numbers agree with the KSnigl 
relations. 

Rela t iv is t ic  E m e r y ' s  s tep  A severe test for two-dimensional flows in presence 
of shocks is the flat-faced step originally introduced by Emery (1968): a Mach 3 
flow is injected into a tunnel containing a step. The tunnel is 3 units long and 1 
unit wide. The step is 0.2 units high and is located 0.6 units from the left-hand 
end of the tunnel. Slab symmetry is assumed. 
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Fig. 8. Steady relativistic oblique shock. Initial inflow velocity 0.95 (in units of the 
speed of light). See text for detMls 

The boundary conditions are: 1) Reflecting boundary conditions along the 
walls of the tunnel and at the left face and the bottom of the step. 2) On the 
right and the left sides of the tunnel, respectively, outflow and inflow boundary 
conditions are applied. 

The initial conditions for the gas in the tunnel are given by 

p(x, y, O) = Po = 1.4 
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= = o 

for all z, y. The value of the initial pressure is derived from the other variables. 
The initial value of the x-component of the three-velocity v~ will be a free 
parameter. 

The EOS considered is the one of an ideal gas with F = 7/5. Gas is 
continually fed in at the left-hand boundary with the flow variables given by 
their initial values. A rectangular grid of 120 x 40 has been used. 

[/3 
x 
,< 

I 
> -  

i j .u  

X - A X I S  

120.0 

Fig. 9. Relativistic Emery's step. See text for details 

As we have mentioned at the beginning of this section, an operator splitting 
technique in each spatial direction has been performed. We have also experi- 
mented with methods which avoid the splitting in spatial directions and which 
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permit advancing in time with the third order Runge-Kutta method previously 
explained. In this last line of experimentation we have observed an important 
reduction of numerical noise and the best results have been obtained. 

At the transonic rarefactions, where entropy violation ' may appear (and, in 
fact, it does), a local artificial viscosity according to the prescription of Harten 
and Hymann (1983) was incorporated. 

Figure 9 (taken from [19]) shows the isodensity curves of the system at some 
instant of its evolution (v~ - 0.9). The main features of the solution are the Mach 
reflection of a bow shock at the upper wall, making the density distribution the 
most difficult to compute, and a rarefaction fan centered at the corner of the 
step. These general characteristics of the solution are similar to those found in the 
Newtonian case. Currently, we are experimenting with higher inflow velocities. 

The severity of this test makes us confident of the feasibility of astrophysical 
applications as complex as the ones mentioned in the introduction of this paper. 

1 0  C o n c l u s i o n s  

1. We have extended some high-resolution shock-capturing methods (avoiding 
the use of an artificial viscosity in treating strong discontinuities) to the 
relativistic hydrodynamic system of equations. 

- The equations of relativistic hydrodynamics have been written in terms 
of a well-defined set of variables for which the system exhibits their 
conservative character. 

- We have compared two high-resolution shock-capturing methods : our 
version of MUSCL and PHM. Several standard and severe tests involving 
strong shocks have been successfully overcome. With PHM we have been 
able to reach Lorentz factors as high as W ~ 70 in the relativistic normal 
reflection shock problem. 

2. We have computed the general-relativistic collapse of spherically symmetric 
configurations paying particular attention on the bounce and shock propa- 
gation. 

3. We have succeeded in obtaining stationary solutions of general-relativistic 
potential flows in a Schwarzschild background. 

4. By combining operator splitting techniques with the corresponding theo- 
retical analysis of the spectral decomposition of the Jacobian matrices as- 
sociated with each direction of the fluxes we have explored the realm of 
multidimensional relativistic hydrodynamics. 
- With our MUSCL code we have solved the relativistic oblique shock. 

In these experiments, the initial velocity of the supersonic flow (Mach 3) 
spans the interval 0.01 _~ vl _< 0.95 Our results accord with the analytical 
o n e s .  

- The severe Emery's step test has been overcome in its relativistic version. 
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The above conclusions give us confidence in the feasibility of our procedure 
to extend modern high-resolution shock-capturing methods to the multidimen- 
sional relativistic hydrodynamics. Some of the results shown in this lecture -in 
particular, those indicated in items 2 and 4- are, as far as we know, entirely new. 
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1 Introduction 

It is very well known that there are many singularity-free solutions of Einstein's 
equations. Some examples are the gravitational field of stars, galaxies, etc., which 
are described mathematically by means, for example, of a spherically symmetric 
interior solution (say of perfect fluid) matched with the vacuum Schwarzschild 
solution. The existence of many globally regular solutions has been studied 
several times, and an interesting paper on this is [1]. However, it is a widespread 
belief that solutions with cosmological properties must contain singularities if 
the energy and causality conditions hold. What "cosmological properties" means 
here is not very well defined, but we shall try to precise this later. 

It should be stressed from the very begining that we do not intend to 
criticize the standard big-bang models of the Universe, which we believe are 
the best candidates to describe the large scales of the actual Universe from 
the nucleosynthesis time on. Our purpose is of a very different kind, namely, 
to raise the discussion on whether or not the big bang, understood as the initial 
classical singularity, is compulsory in standard General Relativity when quantum 
phenomena are not taken into consideration. By "initial classical singularity" we 
mean the singularity appearing in most known cosmological models which gives 
birth to the Universe and where the matter density, the curvature of spacetime 
and other physical quantities blow up. To that end, we need to know why 
most scientists believe that the initial singularity is unavoidable. In our opinion, 
this is due to two main reasons: First, because it is thought that the big-bang 
singularity follows from the singularity theorems together with the astrophysical 
and cosmological observations. And second, because it has been hardly ever 
considered the possibility of other types of singularities in cosmology (not initial 
big-bang-like). However, we think that these two reasons cannot stand a deeper 
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and exhaustive scientifical analysis and in this contribution we shall try to show 
that they are rather naive, at least in their simplest versions. 

2 T h e  S i n g u l a r i t y  T h e o r e m s  a n d  T h e i r  F o l k l o r e  V e r s i o n s  

To start our study, we should like to remind the reader about the beautiful 
and very powerful singularity theorems due to Penrose, Hawking and Geroch, 
among others (see Refs.[2][3][4]). As is well known, there is a large variety of 
those theorems but all of them have the same structure or skeleton. Thus, we 
can summarize them all in the following typical singularity theorem: 

Theorem (Typical Singularity Theorem). In classical General Relativity, a 
locally inextendible spacetime satisfying 

i) an energy condition, 
it) a causality condition, and 

iii) a boundary or initial condition (usually the existence of a causally trapped 
set) 

must contain, at least, one incomplete causal geodesic. 

Let us explain briefly the above theorem. First of all, we want our spacetime 
not extendible anywhere, because a possible extension should be considered 
as part of the spacetime itself and could also hide the singularities. The first 
important assumption is the energy condition, which can be of several types 
(weak, dominant, strong ...). All of them assure simply, roughly speaking, 
that every observer measures a n0n-negative energy density. The implication is 
obviously that gravity is always attractive. The second assumption is a causality 
condition, which again has more than one version (examples: chronology, proper 
causality and stable causality conditions). More or less, they state that no-one 
can travel to the future and enter into a region capable of influencing his/her 
own past. They imply, then, that nothing can avoid the arrow of time. These 
two assumptions are very reasonable on classical physical grounds. 

The third assumption is a little bit more complicated. A causally trapped 
set ¢, is a set such that E+(~) is bound to be compact - -by  E ± ( 0  we mean 
the set of points in spacetime that can be reached from ~ by a future- (past-) 
directed null curve but cannot be so reached by a timelike curve. Some examples 
are closed trapped surfaces (the original Penrose hypothesis, see [2]), compact 
achronal sets without edge (such as space in closed cosmological models), 
points with reconverging lightcones, slices with bounded above (below) zero 
expansion, etcetera. The implication of this assumption is that there are regions 
in space (not spacetime) which cannot prevent having their own future (or past) 
completely included (or excluded) in themselves. This is something like that 
popular sentence "nothing can escape from a black hole". 

Finally, the conclusion of the theorem is that there must exist a causal 
geodesic (either an observer or a photon) such that the physical quantities are 
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not well-behaved along its worldline. The proof of the theorems vary depending 
on the different possibilities we have mentioned, but non-rigorously it goes like 
this: suppose there is a causally past trapped set, then it follows that a little 
time before, all the matter inside the set was in a smaller region which, being 
gravity always attractive, must be again trapped. The argument goes on and on 
like we have just shown, and as no-one can escape the arrow of time we arrive 
at a situation where the region is too small to have so much matter. As we can 
see, the energy and causality conditions are important in the theorem, but the 
key assumption, however, is the existence of a causally trapped set that acts like 
a time-bomb in the theorem. 

Due to the complexity of the th'ird assumption in the singularity theorems, 
there have often appeared, both in oral and written science, simplified "the- 
orems" which are meant to be physical and to pinpoint the important clues 
for cosmological questions. One of these popular "theorems", which we call the 
sophisticated folklore cosmological singularity "theorem", reads as follows: 

C o n j e c t u r e  (Folklore Cosmological  Singular i ty  " T h e o r e m " ) .  In classi- 
cal General Relativity, a locally inextendible spacetime satisfying 

i) an energy condition, 
ii) a causality condition, and 

iii) a boundary cosmological condition: (now expanding)  m a t t e r  

eve rywhere ,  

s ta r t s  in an initial b lg-bang singularity.  

We have remarked the differences between this and the proper singularity 
theorem in boldface characters. There is first a difference in the boundary 
condition, which has been replaced for a rather obvious statement of what we 
are sure about the Universe. Then, there is another difference in the conclusion, 
which is not just one incomplete geodesic but incompleteness of every and each 
of the geodesics (a universal singularity). Although the above conjecture has 
never been proved (and in fact it is false as we shall show later), there were 
some good reasons for believing in it. Mainly, these reasons come from the 
history of the cosmological models. For example, all known exact Cosmological 
models with high symmetry, say with three or more Killing vectors such as 
Friedman-Robertson-Walker (FRW), locally rotationally simmetric (LRS) or 
Bianchi models, have a big-bang singularity in the finite past (if the energy 
conditions hold). Thus, if one thinks that the Universe is and has always been 
exactly spatially homogeneous, then one is safe with the folklore "theorem". 
Actually, there is a true theorem due to Raychaudhuri [5] which assures the 
existence of a big-bang singularity in the finite past if the now expanding matter 
has neither acceleration nor rotation and the energy condition p + 3p > 0 is 
verified (where p is the energy density of matter and p its isotropic pressure). 

One should bear in mind, however, that all these models have physical 
quantities depending .only on time, so that the energy density and pressure of 
the matter contents are functions of type p(t) and p(t), where t is usually proper 
time along the flow-lines of matter. That means that p and p can become infinite 
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only for a particular value of t = to. Therefore, which singularities could there 
possibly be other than big-bang? If we are to be sure of the inevitability of the 
initial big-bang singularity, ire must perform a detailed analysis of more general 
models allowing for densities and pressures of type p(t, z) and p(t, z) ,  where here 

stands for generic spatial coordinates. Equivalently, we have to s tudy models 
with less symmetry (spatially inhomogeneous models) and see whether or not 
the big-bang character of the singularity is necessary there under cosmological 
conditions. As noted by Ellis in Ref.[6], there is no indication that  this should 
be the case and, in principle, one might be able to find timelike singularities in 
inhomogeneous models. 

3 D i a g o n a l  G 2  P e r f e c t - F l u i d  C o s m o l o g i e s  

The drawback in the above reasoning is that  the resolution of Einstein's equa- 
tions for inhomogeneous models is quite difficult. Nevertheless, some exact solu- 
tions have been found when the space of the Universe still has two symmetries 
(and not three, as required for homogeneous models). We restrict our analy- 
sis here to the case in which the two symmetries commute, the corresponding 
Killing vectors are orthogonal to each other and also hypersurface orthogonal. 
This is the simplest case, and the metrics are known technically as Diagonal G2 
cosmologies. Of course, it is very unlikely that  any of these models can fit with 
observations of the Universe, but the crucial point is that  ~hey serve to check, 
theoretically, if ghe folklore wisdom is right. The first solutions of this sort were 
found by Wainwright and Goode in Ref.[7]. They have a realistic equation of 
state, satisfy the energy conditions and present a big-bang singularity in the 
finite past. The next solution was derived some years later in [8]. Again, the 
properties were similar to most known cosmological models, including the initial 
singularity. Therefore, the belief that  this singularity was classically inevitable 
was reinforced. 

Fortunately, this is not the end of the story. In a series of recent papers 
[9][10][11], a very general class of perfect-fluid Diagonal G2 cosmologies was 
found and studied, and the results were quite unexpected and clarifying. For our 
present purposes, we consider here the following line-element [10] 

ds2=T2"~enfe(1-2m)g(-dt2+dx2)+Teg(Tnefdy2+T-ne- ldz2)  (1) 

where m is a constant such that  m > _1 ,  m.i£ 1, and n 2 = 4 m +  1. The function 
T(t) depends only on t and is given by 

T=ea2T,  e = :t:1,0 , 

where a is a positive arbitrary constant, dots stand for derivatives with respect 
to t and e characterizes the closeness or openness of the models. Equivalently, 
we have 

A c o s h ( a t ) + B s i n h ( a t )  if c = l  , 
' T(t) = A t  + B if e = 0 , (2) 

Acos(at) + Bsin(at) if e = - 1  . 
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where A and B are arbitrary constants. The line-element (1) is a solution of 
Einstein's equations for an energy-momentum tensor of a perfect fluid when the 
functions g(x) and f (x ) ,  which depend only on the coordinate x, satisfy the 
following pair of differential equations 

f "  "t- fig1 = <ha 2 , 

2(1 - m)g" + (2m - 1)g '2 - 2ng'f '  + f,2 = -2e(1 + m)a 2 

where primes denote derivatives with respect to x. Then, the velocity one-form 
of the fluid is 

n 1 - - 2 m  

u = - T  e2fe  2 gdt 

so that  the motion of the fluid is irrotational. The pressure takes the following 
form 

2m ,,~,,. p-2-,),~ p =  cT-  e~--':-~Je 1-.. g (3) 

and the equation of state of the fluid reads 

m - - 1  

P = T P ,  7 = m + l  (4) 

In order to get a flavour of the behaviour of these solutions, let us define the 
scale factor R(t) of the models, which is the analogue of the scale factor in FRW 
models, and is given by 

0 
= 5 R ,  (5) 

where u is the velocity vector of the fluid and ~ its expansion. This scale factor 
has a very simple expression: 

n(t)  = T ( t ) ~  = T(t) 3 - ( ~  (6) 

As we can see from (2) and (6), the behaviour of the scale factor is similar to that 
in FRW models in cases e = 0 , - 1  and also for e = 1 with B s > A s. However, 
there is a completely new behaviour when e = 1 and A s > B s (without loss of 
generality we can set A -- 1, B = 0 in this case). For this new type of model, 
the energy density and pressure of the fluid are such that  their time dependence 
goes like 

_ 2 ~__+..-~ p ,-* cosh 1-, (at) , 

as follows from (3) and (4). It is therefore obvious (0 < 7 < 1) that  these models 
do not have any spacelike (big bang) singularity, because the physical quantities 
are well-behaved for all possible values of t. Using (5), (6) and (2) it follows that 
the time dependence of the expansion in these solutions is 

2 sinh(at) 

1 - 7 cosh ~--~-~ (at)" 

From this expression .we learn that  there is an expanding phase for t > 0 and a 
contracting phase for t < 0. At t = 0, where the expansion vanishes, a bounce 
takes place preventing the formation of a spacelike singularity by the collapsing 
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matter  and expelling that  matter  in an expanding bang from then on. This is 
possible because the matter  is accelerating, a fact that,  for perfect fluids, is 
equivalent to the existence of a spacelike gradient of pressure. In other words, 
there is a force which opposes the gravitational attractioff. 

In  what follows, we summarize briefly the main new results for this family of 
solutions with no big-bang singularity. There appear several different behaviours 
depending on the values of the parameter 7. We present explicitly an example 
of solution for each of these cases. 

3.1 M e t r i c s  w i t h  "7 > 

If 7 > ½, the solutions have a timelike singularity (thus, not interpretable as a 
big bang) in both the matter  quantities (density and pressure) and in the pure 
gravity quantities (the Weyl tensor). This is a general result in this case, and 
we can see how the metrics and the physical quantities behave by presenting the 

l+v~ The line-element reads [10] particular solution for 7 = 4 • 

ds 2 =cosh2(5+2v~)(at) e2(3+Js)aZ sinh2(2+v~) [ (x/~ - 1)ax] (-dt 2 + dx 2) -4- 

+ cosh(at) e (2-vff)az x 

sinh [(x/~ - 1)ax] [cosh4+'/'~(at) ea~ sinh 2+v~ [(V/ff - 1)ax] dy2+ 
+cosh-(4+v~g)(at)e-a~ sinh -(2+v~) [(,eft - 1)ax] dz 2] 

and the pressure is 

p = const × cosh-2(5+~/5)(at)e-(5+zvff)~Xsinh-(5+2vrg)[(v/ff - x)ax] 
As we can see, there is a singularity at x = 0 for the energy density and pressure, 
which is also a singularity in the Weyl tensor [10]. Therefore, the first thing we 
learn with this case is that  the singularity in theoretical cosmological models do 
not have to be of big-bang type; rather, it can also be a timelike singularity for 
the mat ter  and pure gravitational fields. 

1 3.2 M e t r i c s  w i t h  3, < 

The case with 7 < ½ is a little different to the previous one. An appropriate 
typical example for these metrics is given by the following line-element [10] 

ds2=coshl+Vff(at)tanhl-~/2(~4+-~-~2az)(-dt~+dx2)+ 

cosh(at)sinh(v/~4~3~ax)cosh-~-~(V/~4~ax)× 

[cosht÷V~(at)sinhVr2-1( 4+~--~a~ax)dy~ 

+cosh-(l+v~)(at)sinhl-V~(v~4+a-----~2ax)dz~ ] 
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From this expression it is obvious that  there is a singularity at x = 0. However, 
this is not a singularity in the matter  quantities, because the pressure is now 

tanh 1+~/~ ( ~ a z )  
p = const 

coshl+Vff(at) 

4V"~_ 5 and the equation of state takes the form p = 7 .... p. Nevertheless, it can be 
shown [10] that  z = 0 is a true singularity for the Weyl tensor. Thus, the next 
thing we learn is that  the singularity, in addition to possibly being timelike, 
need not be a matter  singularity (appearing only as a bad behaviour in the pure 
gravitational Weyl tensor). 

3.3 M e t r i c s  w i t h  ~, = ~: S ingular i ty - free  S o l u t i o n s  

The most interesting case arises when 7 = ½. We present here the following 
line-element 

( sinh~(3ar) dr 2) 
ds2 = c°sh4(at) c°sh2(3ar) -dr2 + cosh2(3ar) + ( g  - 1) cosh ] (3at) - K 

+ cosh4(at ) cosh2(3ar) + (K - 1)~cosh ~ (3at) - g de 2 
9a2L ~ coshX (3at) 

+ cosh_2(at ) 2 2 cosh- ~ ( 3ar )dz , (7) 

5K+1 K is an arbitrary constant and the range of coordinates is where L - ¢ , 
taken to be 

- c ¢ < t < o o ,  0 < r < o o ,  0<¢_<2~r  

such that  ¢ and ¢ + 21r are identified. This metric has a regular axis of symmetry 
r = 0 at all times and the so-called elementary flatness in the vecinity of the 
axis is satisfied. The above model is then a cylindrically symmetric cosmology. 

The pressure for the above solution is 

p = 5Ka 2 cosh-4(at) cosh-4(3ar) 

1 Therefore, both the energy density and the and the equation of state is p = ~p. 
pressure are positive everywhere and with realistic equation of state if K > 0. 
Furthermore, p and p are regular over the whole spacetime, and there is no 
matter singularity in the solution. Let us note that the maximum value of p, 
which occurs when t = r = 0, is represented by the constants K and a, and 
thus we can choose this maximum as large as we like. It is easily seen [10] that  
the Weyl tensor (and in fact every physical quantity) is regular also everywhere, 
that  is to say, the solutions do not present any singularity at all. The fact that  

1 the equation of state for these singularity-free models is p = ~p, that  is to say, 
realistic for radiation dominated epochs in the (so-called) very early Universe, 
is at least a marvelous and beautiful coincidence. Thus, the last and perhaps 
most interesting thing we learn is that  there are cosmological solutions with no 
singularity whatsoever. 
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4 D i scuss ion  and R e m a r k s  

The reader might now be wondering what the properties of the singularity-free 
models are. Do they have reasonable properties? Do they satisfy causality and 
other requirable conditions? Well, it turns out that these models do have very 
good properties, an exhaustive description of which can be found in Ref.[ll], 
where the particular case K = 1 of metric (7) was studied (this particular case is 
the first singularity-free solution found in [9]). To start with, the solutions satisfy 
the strongest requirement on energy conditions, namely, the density and pressure 
are positive everywhere and the equation of state is realistic so that p < p. 
These are stricter conditions than the usual so-called strong energy condition. 
Spacetime is also causally stable, again the strongest requirement on causality 
conditions, and it implies the weaker chronology and causality conditions. This 
means t h a t  there are no causal pathologies even if the lightcones are slightly 
opened up. Furthermore, spacetime is globally hyperbolic (and therefore causally 
simple) which is the simplest and nicest possibility. It follows the existence of 
global Cauchy hypersurfaces, so that there are no Cauchy horizons, the global 
causal structure and topology being similar to that of Minkowski spacetime. Of 
course, the solutions are inextendible, so we are sure we are studying the whole 
manifold without anything hiding somewhere. Finally, the solution is not only 
geodesically complete but also complete in the stricter sense that every causal 
curve (geodesic or not) can be extended to arbitrary values of its generalized 
affine parameter. This is the strongest definition of a singularity-free spacetime. 

In Ref.[ll] it was also proven that there is not any causally trapped set. 
In addition, we compared the properties of the singularity-free spacetimes with 
a large variety of singularity theorems and we saw that these solutions are in 
accordance with them (as it should be, being proper theorems) .  However, all so- 
lutions with no big-bang singularity (be them with timelike singularities or with 
no singularity at all) are counterexamples of the folklore cosmological singular- 
ity "theorem". This "theorem" fails in two respects: First, with the cosmological 
conditions replacing the actual boundary conditions, for the solutions here pre- 
sented have matter everywhere which is expanding half the history of the model. 
And second with the conclusion, for the singularity may or may not be there, but 
there is not any theoretical reason to have an initial spacelike universal singu- 
larity. We should like to remark that any other folklore cosmological singularity 
"theorem" to come would fail just the same. It is obvious that completely general 
inhomogeneous models will or will not be singular, but the singularities they may 
have are of many different kinds, and sometimes they will not be of big-bang 
type. There were indications that this could be the case (see [6]), but the lack 
of inhomogeneous solutions had not allowed any explicit checking. The main 
conclusion of the above reasoning is that, on theoretical grounds, the initial big- 
bang singularity can certainly be avoided classically. A quite different question 
is whether or not the Universe we live in has originated in a big-bang singu- 
larity (possibly not singular when quantum effects are considered). In order to 
ascertain this question, we should try to know if the proper boundary conditions 
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in the singularity theorems hold now (or did hold previously) in the Universe. 
Even if this could be shown beyond any doubt, it will still remain the question of 
the character of the singularity, and claiming it should be big-bang-like will be 
far from easy. Alternatively, but equivalently, one could try to construct general 
models both realistic (reproducing the observational large-scale data) and free 
of big-bang singularity. Whether  this is possible or not, and despite the fact that 
it has been claimed the opposite hitherto, is, as yet, an open question. 
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O n  R a d i a t i v e  S o l u t i o n s  in G e n e r a l  
R e l a t i v i t y  

Die t r i ch  K r a m e r  

Friedrich-Schiller-Universitgt Jena, Theoretisch-Physikalisches Institut, 
O-6900 Jena, Germany 

1 R a d i a t i v e  V a c u u m  F i e l d s  (R, , , , ,  - -  0 )  

1.1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

It is a long-standing problem to construct an asymptotically flat exact solution 
of Einstein's field equations which describes the radiative gravitational field of 
an isolated source emitting gravitational waves. The nonlinearity of the field 
equations does not allow us to prescribe the source structure, e.g., for the 
restricted two-body problem (two masses moving on a line under their mutual 
gravitational interaction), which of course is solved in Newtonian theory, one 
has no guidance how to get the corresponding solution in Einstein's theory. 

The main approaches to obtain exact radiative solutions are the assumption 
of space-time symmetries (axial or boost-rotation symmetry; spherical symmetry 
is excluded by Birkhoff's theorem) and/or the restriction to algebraically special 
gravitational fields, i.e., to fields the Weyl tensor of which has at least one 
repeated null eigendirection. 

1.2 Penrose ' s  Defini t ion of  Asympto t l ca l  F la tness  

According to Penrose [16] a physical space-time (A~, g) is asymptotically flat if 
there is an associated manifold (A/t, ~) with. the conformally related metric 

= (1) 

where the conformal factor Y2 is smooth in A~4 and satisfies the conditions 

= 0 ,  Vm~ # 0 (2) 

on the boundary fl  Of .~ .  The boundary J is called null infinity and consists 
of two parts, past and future null infinity denoted by J -  and J + ,  respectively. 
The topology of J is assumed to be S 2 × R. The geometrical concept of null 
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infinity is crucial in gravitational radiation theory and does not depend on the 
choice of space-time coordinates. 

The compactification of M which is achieved by (1) enables one to apply local 
geometrical techniques at infinity. Penrose's definition of asymptotical flatness 
does not only imply the vanishing of the curvature tensor at ,7 but also its 
peeling-off property. The question arises whether there are at all physically 
reasonable radiative space-times which are asymptotically flat in the sense of 
Penrose. To some extent, the solutions with boost-rotation symmetry (Sec. 1.6) 
satisfy Penrose's criterion. 

1 . 3  T h e  B o n d i  M e t r i c  

In the famous paper by Bondi et al. [4] the space-time coordinates of an axi- 
symmetric asymptotically flat radiative vacuum field are adapted to outward 
radial light rays (u, t~, ~ are constant and r varies along the ray). The hypersur- 
faces u = c o n s t  are null. The radial coordinate r is fixed such that  the area A of 
the 2-surfaces (u = const, r = c o n s t )  is just  A = 4 r r  2. The Bondi metric takes 
the form 

d s 2 - - -  ( V e 2 z - U 2 r 2 e 2 " t )  du2-2e2Zdudr 

+ r 2 (e~'~d~ ~ + e -2~ sin s ~ d ~ )  - 2Ur~e~dudtg. (3) 

The four metric functions 7,/~, U, and V which depend on the three variables 
u, r, and ~ have to satisfy regularity conditions at the axis (~ = 0, ~r). The 
expansion of the metric (3) at large distances in terms of powers of 1/r is possible; 
logarithmic terms, which proved to be a deficiency in previous investigations, are 
avoided in Bondi's treatment.  

If one labels the coordinates as x m = (u, r, d, T), m = 0 , . . . ,  3, the vacuum 
field equations split into 

- the four main equations: 

Rll  = RI~ = R22 = R33 = 0 

(only the standard equation R33 = 0 does contain u-derivatives), 
- the trivial equation R01 = 0 which is a consequence of the main equations, 

and 
- the supplementary conditions R02 -- R00 = 0 which need to be satisfied only 

for a fixed value of r. 
From the expansion 

7 - - - -  + . . .  , V = r - 2 M ( u , O ) + . . .  (4) 
r 

one derives the relatipn 

1 
M0 = -c02 -}- ~(c2~ -}- 3c2 cot 0 - 2c)0 . (5) 
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(The subscripts denote partial derivatives with respect to the corresponding 
coordinate.) The integration of (5) over the 2-surfaces (u = const, r = const), 
and the regularity conditions at the axis, lead to the important result 

dm 1 / / i ( u ,  ~) sin ~ d~d~ . (6) du <-0' m = m ( u ) : -  

The Bondi mass re(u) is a monotonically decreasing function of the retarded 
time u. This behaviour is due to the emission of gravitational waves. M(u, O) is 
called the mass aspect and the function co(u, ~)) in (4) which entirely controls 
the evolution of the radiation field is said to be the news function. 

Because of the complicated form of the main equations it is unlikely to 
find exact solutions starting with the Bondi metric (3). Therefore, additional 
conditions are to be imposed. Such approaches will be briefly described in the 
next sections. 

1.4 T h e  R o b i n s o n - T r a u t m a n  Class  

The repeated null eigenvector k m of an algebraically special curvature tensor is, 
for vacuum fields, necessarily geodesic and shearfree. Robinson and Trautman 
[19] treated the case when k m is expanding and non-twisting. It is useful to 
choose coordinates which are adapted to the null congruence km. The Robinson- 
Trautman metric reads 

2r2 d (d~-2d~dr -  [AlnP-2r( lnP) ,o-2~m] dcr 2 ds 2 = --~ 

P --- P(a,  {, ~) , m = const, (7) 

where K = A l n P  is the Ganssian curvature and A = 2P20~0( the Laplacian of 
the 2-surfaces $2 ((r = const, r = const) with the complex-conjugate coordinates 

and ~. We restrict ourselves to the physically more interesting case m # 0 
(Petrov types III and N are excluded). The regular 2-surfaces $2 are assumed 
to have the topology of the sphere ("spherical" Robinson-Trautman class). 

The field equations reduce to the partial differential equation 

p~ 
12m 7 = - ~ K  (8) 

for the real function P = P(a ,~ ,~)  from which the total metric (7) can be 
obtained. 

Using equation (8), Luk~cs et al. [14] were able to show that 

d K d r = O ,  ~ < _ 0 ,  L:= K2dr,  (9) 
2 2 

where dr  is the surface element of $2. The positive quantity L decreases 
' dL 

monotonically; L is a Ljapunov functional. Moreover, ~ = 0 implies K = const, 

which characterizes the Schwarzschild solution. Within the Robinson-Trautman 
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class the Schwarzschild solution is asymptotically stable. The Robinson-Traut- 
man solutions evolve towards that final equilibrium state. This process takes 
place under emission of gravitational radiation. Eventually, the gravitational 
field settles down to a Schwarzschild black hole. It is an open question whether 
the Bondi metric which is believed to cover all asymptotically fiat, axisymmetric 
radiative vacuum fields exhibits the same behaviour. 

Computer calculations [17] starting with distorted spheres at an initial value 
of retarded time a as well as a linear analysis [7] also show that Robinson- 
Trautman solutions decay exponentially and approach the Schwarzschild solution 
at future null infinity. This picture is rather satisfactory. However, the solutions 
although well-behaved on part of J +  seem to be not regular at ,7-  , incoming 
radiation might be present. To study these problems conc!sely, it is very desirable 
to find exact analytic solutions to the Robinson-Trautman equation (8). 

1.5 The  A x i s y m m e t r i c  R o b i n s o n - T r a u t m a n  Class 

As an additional condition which makes the integration more tractable we as- 
sume axial symmetry. The axisymmetric Robinson-Trautman class is a subclass 
of the Bondi metric describing axisymmetric but not only algebraically spe- 
cial fields. Lun and Fletcher [15] considered the complicated transformation, 
in series form, between the axisymmetric Robinson-Trautman metric and the 
algebraically special Bondi metric. (The variable r in the metrics (3) and (7) 
has different meaning.) The axial symmetry is associated with a hypersurface- 
normal Killing vector ~/m with closed orbits. From a study of algebraically special 
gravitational fields admitting a hypersurface-normal Killing vector [12] it follows 
that we can confine ourselves to the case kmy m = O, k m ;m = 0. Then the metric 
function P in (7) has the form 

1 +ita) (10) P =  P(O,~r) , ~ = - ~ ( 0  

and (8) leads to the field equation 

OP 12mP = _p4pml  + p3p.~ p~ : 
0 0 '  

Introducing the real coordinate ( [18] according to 

d o = - l  d~+ado', u : = P  -2  

the equation (11) takes the form [10] 

OP (11) 
P -  O~ 

(12) 

(t -- a/12m, and x coincides with ~ up to an arbitrary function of ~). From a 
solution u = u(x,t) to (13) one derives the total metric: 

u~+u2u===~ = 0 (13) 
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uux~d~r) d~ 2] 2d~dr ds2 =r2 [ l (dz  + 1 2 + u _ 

+ + + (14) 

Special solutions to (13) are the Schwarzschild metric (u = 1 - x  2) and the 
C-metric (u = - 2 x  3 + bx + c). 

The field equations for the axisymmetric Robinson-Trantman class reduce 
to the nonlinear evolution equation (13) in 1+1 dimensions. Do the solution- 
generating techniques work in this particular case? 

The prolongation method [22] has been applied to (11) [8] and to (13) [10]. 
In both cases the result is that the arising prolongation structure leads to a 
finite-dimensional Lie algebra, without any closure condition, so that a spectral 
parameter does not occur. A linear problem which implies the nonlinear evolution 
equation (13), and B~icklund transformations, do not exist. 

1.6 Solutions with Boos t -Rota t ion  Symmetry 

Bonnor and Swaminarayan [5] constructed an exact radiative solution by the 
superposition of two solutions to the potential equation which governs Weyl's 
class of static axisymmetric vacuum fields. One of these potentials describes 
flat space-time in accelerated coordinates, the other one gives the field of two 
Curzon particles (point-like in Weyl's coordinates). The superposition yields the 
gravitational field of uniformly accelerated particles. Since the particles do not 
remain in a finite region of space for all times, they do not provide us with an 
isolated source. Future null infinity is regular but not complete; there are at least 
two missing generators of if+ because the particles escape to infinity. 

The Bonnor-Swaminarayan solution is a member of the more general class 
with the space-time metric 

ds 2 =e~d~ 2 + ~e  -~ d~ 2 

1 [e~(zd2 - tat) ~ - e"(zdt - tdz) ~] (15) 
+ (z 2- t~)  

where the metric function # = p(e 2, 2 2 - t 2) is a solution of the wave equation 
in flat space, and X can be obtained by a line integral. 

The metric (15) covers the solutions with boost-rotation symmetry. It is 
obvious from (15) that there are two commuting Killing vectors X = (9, 
(rotation) and Y = zOt +tOz (boost). The orbits are spacelike ( 2  < t2), timelike 
(2 > f2) or  null ( 2  = t2). If Y is timelike the metric belongs to Weyl's class 
from which Bonnor and Swaminarayan started in their construction. The region 
(z 2 < t 2) in which Y is spacelike is locally equivalent to the Einstein-Rosen 
cylindrically symmetric gravitational waves. But the global interpretation is here 
completely different. 

A well-known member of the class of solutions with boost-rotating symmetry 
is the C-metric 
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1 [_F(y)d t2  dy 2 dx 2 ] 
ds2 - A2(x + y)2 ~ + ~(y) + a ( x ) d 2  + a(x)J 

a ( x )  = 1 - x 2 - 2 m A x  3 (16) 

F(y )  = - G ( - y )  , A,m = const, 

which represents the field of uniformly accelerated black holes moving in different 
directions along the axis of symmetry, with nodal singularities between the black 
holes or from the black holes to infinity. For a discussion of the C-metric, see 
Ashtekar and Dray [1]. 

Other examples of solutions with boost-rotation symmetry were studied by 
Bicak et al. [3]. 

2 P u r e  R a d i a t i o n  Fie lds  
2.1 The  Vaidya  Me t r i c  

The energy-momentum tensor of a pure radiation field is T,m = nkmkn; the 
radiation propagates along the null vector k m . The unique spherically symmetric 
pure radiation solution is due to Vaidya [21], 

ds2 = -  ( 1 2 m - - ( R U ) ) d R ~ - 2 d u d R +  R 2 ( d ~  +sin~gd~2 ) . (17) 

For non-negative energy density (n ~ 0), one finds that m = re(u) must be 
a monotonically decreasing function of the retarded time u, d m / d u  < O. For 
constant m, the Vaidya metric (17) goes over to the Schwarzschild solution. 
The Robinson-Trautman class (Sec. 1.4) can be generalized to include pure 
radiation fields. Solutions of that extended class approach the Vaidya solution 
in the remote future [2]. 

2.2 Rotat ing  General izat ion of  the Vaidya Solution 

The Kerr solution with the mass and angular momentum parameters m and a 
belong to the class of algebraically special vacuum solutions with an expanding 
and twis t ing  repeated null eigendirection of the Weyl tensor. In general, 
allowing the parameters m and a to become any functions of retarded time 
one does not arrive at a rotating pure radiation field; the energy-momentum 
tensor turns out to have a different algebraic structure. 

The problem to find a pure radiation solution which is a rotating general- 
ization of the Vaidya solution in the stationary limit was treated by Kramer 
[9]. The underlying metric for algebraically special pure radiation fields is given, 
e.g., in Kramer et al. [13], eq. (26.14) (with ¢0 = 0) and the particular solution, 
in these coordinates, is determined by 

P =  1+ ~ ,  L = - i a ~ P  -2, M = O 

a = a0(1 -t- cu) 1/2, m = m0(1 + eu) -3/2 (18) 

m0,a0,c constants. 
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This pure radiation solution is a radiating generalization of the Kerr solution 
(c = 0) and a rotating generalization of the Vaidya solution (a0 = 0). The 
solution is axisymmetric and asymptotically flat and it has Kerr-Schild form 

g,~,~ = ~m,~ - 2Hk,~kn , (19) 

r/m,~ being the Minkowski metric. The quantities m and a have a restricted 
dependence on u. 

2.3 In te r ior  Vaidya  Solut ion  

Recently we discussed a (spherically symmetric) regular model of an interior 
Vaidya solution which consists of a shearfree fluid with radial heat flow [11]. The 
junction conditions [20] give rise to a temporal evolution of the model. 

Starting with any static spherically symmetric perfect fluid solution and 
admitting the parameters to become time-dependent, one obtains a solution 
with non-zero heat flow. 

We applied that generation trick to the interior Schwarzschild solution 
which describes our model in the remote past. Afterwards the radiating sphere 
collapses; the area of its boundary surface decreases monotonically. Finally, the 
model runs into a physical singularity. 

In terms of comoving isotropic coordinates the solution obtained is analyti- 
cally given by 

ds 2 = - A 2 d t  2 + B2(dr  2 + r2dY22), 

dI22 = dr92 + sin 2 t9 d~ 2 (20) 

A =  l + 2yr 2 - 2 y -  r2y 2 ( l + y ) 3  
B -  0 < r < l  ( l + y ) ( l + y r  2) ' l + yv 2 ' 

where y = y(t)  is determined by the first-order differential equation 

y , _  1 - y  In 1 - y  
( l + y )  3 (1----~0) '  Y° = c°nst" (21) 

Fayos et al. [6] have studied the matching of a general spherically symmetric 
metric to the Vaidya solution. 
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Application of Wahlquist-Estabrook 
Method to Relativity Vacuum Equations 

with One Killing Vector 

B. K e n t  Har r i son  

Department of Physics and Astronomy, Brigham Young University, 
Provo UT 84602, USA 

1 Introduction 

Several ways of solving the vacuum Einstein equations with two Killing vectors, 
usually written as the Ernst plus other equations, were found around the year 
1978. Most of these accomplished the task by solution generation methods, in 
which a new solution was found by a technique starting with a known solution. 
One of these techniques employed a B~cklund transformation [2,3,5]. It would 
be very useful if one could find a similar B~icklund transformation (BT) for the 
equations with one Killing vector. We describe here a search for such a BT; 
we note, however, that the existence of such a transformation may be judged 
unlikely because most such BT's apply only to equations with two independent 
variables. 

An established method for search for a BT is that of Wahlquist and Estabrook 
(WE) [6,7]. To see how that is used, we review it here as applied to the Ernst 
equation. However, we will consider here only the first half of the method, which 
involves searching for a "prolongation structure" (PS). 

2 T h e  E r n s t  E q u a t i o n  i n  D i f f e r e n t i a l  F o r m s  

To set up the Ernst equation, we choose a metric in standard form: 

ds 2 = - f ( d t  + wd~)  2 4- p 2 f - l d T 2  + e27 f - l ( d p  ~ + dz 2) . (1) 

We define a potential ¢ by, where subscripts mean derivation: 

¢ .  = p - l y 2 ~ ,  ¢~ = _ p - l f 2 ~ .  . (2) 

Then the Ernst potential is E = f + i¢ and the Ernst equation is: 
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Epp + p-lEp + Ezz = f-l(E2p -4- E 2) . (3) 

It is convenient to write it in terms of differential forms. We define a linear 
ttodge star operator • by .dp = dz and *dz = -dp; then the Ernst equation 
may be written as two 2-form equations: 

d(*df) + p- l  dp A *df = f - l ( d f  A *df - de A *de) (4) 

d(*d¢) + p- ld¢  A *de = 2 f - l d f  A *de . (5) 

These can be satisfied formally by taking w as a potential and using a new 
potential ~/. We write (2) as 

• de --- p-l f2dw (6) 

and also write 
• dr = p - l f (dq  + wd¢) . (7) 

r/ and w are not arbitrary, since they must satisfy their own equations. Using 
the various variables, one can now introduce a set of six 1-forms ~k. The exterior 
derivatives of these 1-forms, and the Ernst equation itself, can be written in 
terms of products of the ~k with constant coefficients. The equations for the ~ 
are denoted as an ideal I. We do not write them out here because they are given 
in the references [2,3,4]. 

3 P r o l o n g a t i o n  P r o c e d u r e  f o r  t h e  E r n s t  E q u a t i o n  

Application of the WE method now proceeds as follows. We write a column 
vector of 1-forms, 

12 = -dq + (Bk~k)q , (8) 

where q is a column of 0-forms (functions), the six Bk are square matrices, and 
the ~k are the 1-forms introduced above. There is a sum on k. The dimension 
of the q space is not specified at this point; it is determined by the size of the 
representation discussed below. One now requires that  the exterior derivative of 
12 is included in the augmented ideal made up of I and 12 itself: 

d12 C {I, 12} . (9) 

Substitution of 12 into this equation gives a set of equations involving the ~k and 
B k. The requirement that  these be in the ideal I can most easily be satisfied 
by substituting for the d~k and by replacing certain products of the ~k by their 
equivalent from the equations in I.  Alternatively, one requires that  d12 be written 
as linear combinations of 12 and the equations in I.  The resultant equations for 
the matrices B k can be solved in terms of an incomplete Lie algebra. (Note: for 
this problem we must take the matrices to be functions of a variable (,  which is 
invariant under the invariance group of the Ernst equation.) If one constructs a 
representation of the incomplete Lie algebra, then setting 12 equal to zero in (8) 
provides what is calle~l a PS for the Ernst equation. 
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4 E q u a t i o n s  f o r  t h e  O n e - K i l l i n g  V e c t o r  C a s e  

Before attempting the same procedure for this case, we again write the equations 
as differential forms. This will avoid several complications associated with 
specifying a metric in detail. We begin with the metric [1] : 

ds 2 = ~ f ( d x  k ÷ gAdxA)  2 + . ~ f - 1 7 A B d x A d x B  , (10) 

where ~ = 4-1 and k = 0 or 1. A and B then take values 2, 3, and m (which 
equals that  one of 0 or 1 which is not equal to k.) The metric quantities are 
functions of x A. 

The field equations are then 

/x 2 (f) = f- ~ [A~ (f) -/~ (¢)] (I I) 

A2(¢) = 2f-tAt(f, ¢) (12) 

PAB ---- ( 1 / 2 ) f - 2 ( f , A  f ,B +¢,A ¢,B) , (13) 

where PAB is the Ricci tensor in the three-dimensional space with metric TAB, 
commas mean partial differentiation, and /X1 a n d / k  2 are defined by, for any G 
and H, 

AI(G) - 7ABG,A G,B 

AI(G, H) = 7ABG,A H,B 

A2(G) : 7AB G;AB . 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

In these equations, ¢ is a potential defined in terms of the gA [1] . One sees that  
(11) and (12) are similar to the Ernst equation. 

To write these equations as differential forms, we define a set of basis 1-forms 
OA by [4] 

"YABdT'Adx B -'~ FAB OA (~ 0 B (17) 

where 
FAB = diag(-1,  ~,~) . (18) 

It was convenient in the derivation to use a Hodge star operator defined in this 
case by, where CAB C is the Levi-Civita symbol and era23 : 1, 

*0 A = - - ( 1 / 2 ) F A B  eABC 0 C A 0 D , (19) 

although it is not used here. We raise and lower with TAB. Note that  

~ABC : __I"~AD F B E  FCF ~.DE F , (20) 

We define first derivatives of f and ¢, projected onto the 1-form basis, where 
there is a sum on A: 

df = fAO A, d¢ = ¢AO A . 

We define connection forms WAB by 

(21) 
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dOA = - - T A B  A 0 B ,  WBA : - - T A B  

Integrability of df  and de gives 

(d/a -//~'a) ^ o A = 0 

(dea - ¢ . ~ ' A )  ^ 0 A = 0 . 

(22) 

(23) 
(24) 

We write the curvature forms as, since the Riemann tensor in three dimensions 
may be expressed in terms of the Ricci tensor: 

dWAB q- MAC A w C -- OA A e B  + CA A OB (25) 

where 

CA -- ( 1 / 2 ) f  -2 [ ( f A f B  + eAeB)O B -- ( 1 / 4 ) ( f B f B  + eBeB)OA] (26) 

This is equivalent to (13) above. Finally, (11) and (12) become 

eABC [(1/2)d¢ A A 0 B A 0 c - dpaw B A 0 D A 0 C] -- 2 f - l f A e A o  " = 0 , (27) 

eABC [(1/2)d/A A 0 B A 0 C -- f A c o B  A 0 ° A 0 C] -- f - I ( f A f A  -- CA~)A)o" -" 0 , 

(2s) 
where 

o'=O mAO 2 A 0  3 . (29) 

5 Equations with Constant Coefficients 

The author has attempted to find a PS for this system, but the matrices used 
(somewhat like the B k above) must be considered to be functions of the eight 
variables f ,  ¢, fA ,  and CA. Solving the resultant equations for these matrices, 
therefore, has been difficult. One asks: can a reformulation of the differential form 
equations be found such that all coefficients are constant, so that one might at 
least guess that the matrices in the PS also are constant? 

The answer is yes. We define 1-forms crC,a ,~ ,~A ,  and YA by the following 
equations: 

ot = f - ' d f ,  ~ -  f - l d ¢  

~ A B  ~ EABC o'C 

~A = ( 1 / 2 ) f - l e A B C  f B o C ,  rlA -- ( 1 / 2 ) f - l e A B C  eBoC 

Then it is trivial to see that 

da = O, dE = - a  A fl . 

Several relations result from the definitions (30) and (32): 

o~AOA---- 2 e A B c ~ B  A O  C 

AOA : 2eABc~B Ao c , 

(30) 
(31) 
(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 
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which are 2-forms, and 3-forms 

~a A ~ B  AO B = 0 (36) 
ria A rib A 0 B = 0 (37) 

riA A ~B A O B "dl- ~A A riB A 0 B = 0 (38) 

20 a A 0 B A ~C + ( 6AOB - 6 BOA) ̂  oD ^ ~D = 0 (39) 

20 a ^ 0 B A ric + (6~0 B - 6gO A) ^ oD A rid = 0 (40) 

The exterior derivatives of 0a and o-c now become 

dOA = eABG O-B A 0 c (41) 

and 

do-c = (1/2) [eABC O-A A O-B + ~C A ~ + riG A fl) 

+ FCD (-ABD(~A A ~B "1- riA A riB] 

The Ernst-like equations (27) and (28) become 

d~A A O A -- eABC(2ri A A riB 2i_ O-A A~B) A 0 c ---- 0 

driA A 0 A --}- eABC(2~ A -- O "A) A riB A 0 C : 0 • 

(42) 

(43) 

(44) 

The closure of (41), ddOA = 0, is automatically satisfied by virtue of (34) through 
(37), (41), and (42). The closure of (42), ddo-c = 0, yields the equation 

2(~B A ~c -t- riB A riC -t- ~B A Oc -- ~C A OB -k- rib A Oc -- ric A OB ) A O-B (45) 

+ 2FCD c.ABD(d~A A ~B "1- driA A riB) "~- Ol A ~ A riC "~- dec  Act  -t- dric A fl = 0 . 

Finally, taking the exterior derivative of the 2-forms (34) and (35) gives these 
equations: 

eABC d~ B h 0 c + (aB A (A + (B A O-A) A 0 B = 0 (46) 

e ABC dr] B A 0 C + (O-B A riA -l- T]B A O-A) A 0 B -1- 2ri B A (~A A OB -- ~B A OA ) • (47) 
Equations (33) to (47) constitute the ideal I. 

We note an interesting fact. The 2-form:s r = ~A A 0 A and p _= riA A 0 A may 
be written, by using (30) and (36)- (38), as 

p =  fdu ,  v = d # - ¢ d u  , (48) 

where u and p are 1-form potentials (reminiscent of the potentials defined for 
the 2-variable case. However, it has not proved possible to employ these in any 
useful way. 
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6 G e n e r a l  P r o l o n g a t i o n  P r o c e d u r e  f o r  T h r e e - V a r i a b l e  

C a s e  

The prolongation procedure for cases in which there are two independent vari- 
ables, such as for the Ernst equation, using (8) and (9), is very straightforward. 
However, if there are more that two variables, the procedure is less well defined. 
The following outlines a procedure which was motivated by a paper by H. C. 
Morris [8] and which is equivalent to the calculations done in that paper. 

We write a column 1-form, similar to (8) of the previous treatment (in which 
t9 = 0), by 

d ( = ¢ # + 7 (  , (49) 

where ( and It are columns of 0-forms and ¢ and 7 are matrices of 1-forms. 
Closure gives 

0 = d d ( =  d ¢ I t -  C A d I t +  d 7 ( - 7 A d (  

= d¢ It - ¢ A dIt + dT¢ - 7 A (¢ It + 7~) 

where we have substituted for d(. (This is equivalent to requiring t9 to be part 
of the ideal in the previous case.) We now multiply this equation on the left by 
¢ and require 

¢ A ¢ = 0 .  (50) 

(This is not identically equal to zero since ¢ is a matrix.) We now require that 
the coefficients of It and ( be in the ideal I: 

¢ A ( d O -  7 A 0) C I (51) 

C A ( d  7 - 7 A 7 )  C I  . (52) 

7 P r o l o n g a t i o n  f o r  t h e  E i n s t e i n  E q u a t i o n  O n e - K i l l i n g  

V e c t o r  C a s e  

To specialize to the problem at hand, we must guess how to construct ¢ and 7 
for use in (50)- (52). The best choice seems to be 

¢ -- MA OA (53) 

and 
7 = PA OA + QA °'A + RA~ A + SAt] A "~ Vol "~ V]~ , (54) 

where the matrices MA, PA, QA, RA, SA, U and V are assumed constant. 
Equation (50), with (53), yields, for all A and B-since antisymmetrizing the 

matrix coefficient of 0 A A 0 B produces a commutator: 

[MA, MB] = 0 . (55) 
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To expand (51), one constructs the expression ¢ A (de - 7 A ¢) by substituting 
for ¢ and 7 from (53) and (54). One must satisfy the requirement that it be in 
the ideal I by equating it to appropriate terms with arbitrary multipliers from 
the forms in I. In this case one needs to use only (39) and (40); however, one 
must substitute for occurrences of terms a A 0A and # A 0A, on the left hand side 
of the equation, from (34) and (35), as well as for dO A from (41). The resulting 
equation is 

MoO c A [eABO MAO-B A 0 D -- (PB OB + QBO- B -~- RB~ B "Jr SBq B) A MA OA] 

-- 2McO c A UMAeABO ~B A 0 D -- 2MoO c A VMAeABC rib A 0 D 

= ~AB c [20 ~ A 0 B A ~c + ( ~ 0  B -- 5~0 ~) A 0 ° A Go] 

+ It~B ° [20 ~ ^ 0 ~ ^ ri~ + ( ~ 0  B - ~ 0  A) ^ 0 ° ^ rio] • (56) 

One sees that there are four types of terms, those with three 0 A and those 
with two 0 A and one of the 1-forms o-B, ~B, or riB. Setting the coefficients for 
these four groups of terms to zero yields, after elimination of the multipliers 
)~AB C and ItAB C, 

cABCMAPBMc ~- 0 (57) 

M A Q B M c  -- M c Q B M A  : (eOBC MA -- ~.OBA M c ) M  O (58) 

M A R A M c  -- M c R A M A  = 2f.BDC M B U M  D (59) 

M A S A M c  -- M c S A M A  : 2CBOC M B V M  O (60) 

The equations obtained from (52) are long and complicated. Equations (36) 
- (40), (43), (44), (46), and (47) of the ideal I must be represented on the right 
hand side, and (30), (41), and (42) must be used in expansion of d 7 on the left 
hand side. The equation becomes 

MoO D A [e ABc  p A  O- B A 0 C "Jr (1/2)e  ABC QC ( O-A A O-B _ ~ a A ~ B _ riA A riB) 

+ ( 1 / 2 ) Q c ( ~ c  A a + TIc A fl) + RAd~ A "t- SAdri A -- Va  A 

-- ( P A OA "1- Q A o-A "Jr R A ~ A "Jr SAT] A Jr V ol "Jr V Z ) 

A(PB0 B + qBo- B + RB~ B + SBri B + V~ + V#)] 

= KAB C [20 A A0 B A~c + (bAcOB- 5BOA) A 00 AiD] 

+ L~B ~ [20 ~ ^ 0 B ^ ri~ + ( ~ 0  B - ~g0 ~)  ^ 0 ~ ^ rio] 

-}- Y A~A ^ ~B A O B + wAriA ^rib h o b  "Jr u A (riA ^ ~B "{-~A ̂ riB) ^ OB 

+ ~ [ ~  A 0 ~ _ ~A~c(2ri ~ ^ rib + o-~ A ~B) A 0 ~] 

4- It [drlA A O A + CABC(2#, A --o "A) A rl B AO c] 

+ (.4 [~ABC dri B A 0 c + (O-B AriA + rib A o-A) A 0 B + 2ri B A (~A A OB -- ~¢B A Oa)] 

-l- CA [f-ABC d~ B A 0 C 4- (O-B A ~A -I- ~B A O'A) A 0 B] (61) 

The multipliers are K AB C, LAB C, y A , W A, U A, ,~, It, t ~A , and {A. Substitution 
for a A OA and # A OA from (34) and (35) must be made on the left hand side as 
before; because of length we do not write the result out. Equation (45) does not 
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appear on the right hand side because terms similar to its terms do not appear 
on the left hand side. 

When we collect terms and set the coefficients of various terms equal to zero, 
twelve equations result, as follows. One sees the frequent appearance of matrix 
commutators, much as in (55) above. From the 000, 00~r, and 0era equations we 
get 

eABC Mc[PA, PB] = 0 (62) 

MD[Pc, Q,B] - Mc[PD,Q,B] -- (eABDMc -- eABCMD)P A (63) 

MD([QA, QB] - eABcQ c)  = 0 . (64) 

The Od~ and Odr I equations give 

MBRA = .~ FAB q- C.ABC ¢ C  (65) 
MBSA -- tl FAB + eABC ¢C (66) 

From the 0o'~ and 6cr~ equations we get 

M c  [QA, RB] -- 2eBCD M D [U, QA] = $ e ABC + FBC CA -- FAC CB (67) 

MC [QA, SB] -- 2eBCD M D [V, QA] -- I -t ¢ABC + FBC CA -- FAC ~B • (68) 

The 00~ and 00,/equations yield, after elimination of the multipliers KAB c and 
LAB C , 

MB[PA, R A] - MA[PB, R A] = 2eAcBMA[U, pC] (69) 

MB [PA, sA] -- MA[PB, S A] : 2eACB MA [V, pc]  . (70) 

The 0 ~  equation results in 

Mc(eABD QD -- [R A, RB]) + ~sAY B _ ~5~y A 

-4- CDEcM D [FBE(Q A -4- 2[U, RA]) - [,AE(QB -4- 2[U, RB])] = 0 . (71) 

From the O~/r/equation we get 

Mc(eABD QD -- [S A, sB]) -- 6 B w  A + 6 A w  B -- 4AI-'cD E A B D  

+ eDEcM D [FBE(Q A + 2[Y, sA]) -- FAE(Q B + 2[Y, sB])] = 0 . (72) 

Finally, the O~T/equation yields 

MC[RA, SB]-b 4(FABMC -- FBCMA)(V-4- [U, Y]) -F 2UBcUA -- FAcUB 

+ 2eDAcMD[U, SB] -- 2eDBcMD[V, RA] "4" 2 e A B C P  "~- 2FAB ~C -- 2 F B C ~ A  ~" 0 • 

(73) 

The equations to be satisfied by the various matrices are now (55), (57)-(60), 
and (62) - (73). In the above, the multipliers y A ,  W A, U A, A, #, cA,  and cA have 
been left in the equations for simplicity. It is sometimes helpful to see how they 
occur in the equations, especially since we often want them to be nonzero. For 
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example, we expect that A and p will be nonzero since they multiply the Ernst- 
like equations. If they were forced to equal zero, then one would expect that 
one's final PS would be trivial, not involving the content of those equations. It 
may be that multipliers CA and ~A are less important and could equal zero, 
since they multiply the forms from (46) and (47), which result from closure; but 
this question is not decided. 

Elimination of the remaining multipliers can be done as follows. If one has 
some expression like (73) represented symbolically as 

F A B c  = F A c U B  - F B c U A  , (74) 

then one sees by contraction with F Ac that UA = (1/2)FBA B, and this can be 
substituted into the previous equation, thus eliminating the UA. Similarly, one 
can obtain explicit expressions for ~ and ¢c  from (65), e.g., by contracting with 
_l NAB and e A B D  respectively. 

8 R e m a r k s  on the  Solut ion of  the  Matr ix  Equat ions  

The MA satisfy (55)-they commute with each other. The trace of the left hand 
side of (58) equals zero, because cyclic permutation of matrices in a trace does 
not change the value and because the MA commute. Thus the trace of the 
right hand side of (58) also equals zero. By considering different combinations 
of indices one sees quickly that 

Tr(MAMB) = 0 (75) 

for all A and B, including the case when they are equal. This forbids the choice 
of any one MA to be the identity matrix (and incidentally forbids the removal 
of MA from an equation like (64).) We also wish the MA to be real and to be 
linearly independent in order that all basis forms be represented linearly in (53). 

One can now explore the dimension of possible representations for the MA. In 
this exploration, it is helpful to note that a similarity transformation of the MA 
leaves (55) and (75) invariant. Thus we can assume a similarity transformation 
in order to simplify the form of the MA. 

To consider 2 × 2 representations, we use the theorem that a set of matrices 
may be triangularized by a similarity transformation. The eigenvalues appear on 
the diagonal. Equation (75) for A = B then requires that the sum of the squares 
of the eigenvalues equals zero, so that the eigenvalues must either be all zero or 
must be complex. Further calculation shows that the matrices cannot satisfy all 
three conditions (55), (75), and independence. 

For 3 x 3 representations, it is easily proved that if all MA can simultane- 
ously be put into their Jordan forms, that such a representation is impossible 
(inconsistent with the three conditions). The proof is more difficult if the matri- 
ces are merely triangular and has not been completed. We will assume that a 3 
x 3 representation is impossible. 
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One c a n  easily construct 4 × 4 matrices that  satisfy the conditions on the 
MA-e.g., by taking all 2 x 2 corners of these matrices to vanish except for one 
judiciously chosen in each matrix. It is not yet known whether the many other 
equations to be satisfied by the various matrices allow any nontrivial solution. 

If no solution is obtained, one may assume some relation among the various 
differential forms-an Ansatz-which may allow a reformulation of the PS search. 
One interesting possible version of this comes from the relations, which one easily 
sees from the definitions (32): 

fA~A = 0, CA~A = 0 . (76) 

If one allows the variables fA  and cA to be reintroduced, then one could write 

~m -~ --( f2/ fm)~2 -- ( f3/ fm)~3 (77) 

and a similar equation for ym. Then one could rewrite the forms by using these 
equations and could define the matrices in the PS as functions of the variables 
f 2 / f , n ,  etc. It is clear, however, that  this would be complicated. It is also clear 
that  this would bring us full circle, in a sense, to the differential form equations 
given in Section 4! 
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On the Regularity of Spherically 
Symmetric Static Spacetimes 
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Garching bei Miinchen, Fed. Rep. of Germany 

A b s t r a c t :  It is shown that the regularity of spherically symmetric static spacetimes 
is independent of the monotonic behaviour of the equation of state and the isotropy of 
the pressure. 

1. I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Although the equations governing spherically symmetric static stellar models 
are very well known [1], existence of global solutions has only been shown for 
isotropic pressure and a monotonic equation of state [2]. The aim of this article, 
which is based on a work done by A. D. Rendall and myself [3], is to show 
that these assumptions are not necessary, so that regular solutions do exist 
independently of the isotropy of the pressure and the monotonic behaviour of 
the equation of state. 

After presenting the equations and briefly reviewing some earlier results, 
we shall treat the case of isotropic pressure in section 2. In section 3 the 
generalization to non-isotropic pressure will be sketched, which may be regarded 
as the most general spherically symmetric static case. 

2. I s o t r o p i c  P r e s s u r e  

In this section we will consider a perfect fluid. In this case, the stress-energy 
tensor has only two distinct eigenvalues, namely the energy density p and the 
pressure p. Then the usual approach to construct a stellar model is the following 
(see e.g. [1] or [5] for more details): 

1. The pressure distribution is governed by the Oppenheimer-Volkoff equation 1 

1 We use geometrized units throughout this paper. 
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dp (p + p) (m(r) + 4rpr3), 
, d'-'~ = r 2 (1 - 2m(r)/r) ' ( 1 )  

where m(r) is the "mass-energy up to r": 

m@) = p(p(s))s ds. (2) 

2. Choose an equation of state 

P = P(P) (3) 

and, as starting value for (1), a, central pressure P0 > 0. 
3. Integrate equations (1) - (3) out from r" = 0 up to the boundary R of the 

star defined as the radius of vanishing pressure: p(R) = O. 
4. If R < 0¢, join on an exterior Schwarzschild solution. 

A solution to the coupled set of equations (1) - (3) determines the whole 
geometry of spacetime. However, very few exact solutions are known (see [4] and 
references therein), and it is far from obvious that  the above "recipe" always 
works. As has been shown in [2], regular solutions exist in a neighbourhood of 
r" = 0, which is a singular point of (1), but it might still happen that  the right 
hand side of (1) diverges before p itself vanishes. This would be the case if m(r')/r" 
tends to 1/2. Also, if m(R)/R > 1/2, it is impossible to join on a static exterior 
Schwarzschild solution. Thus, a global solution only exists, if m(r')/r < 1/2 for 
all r < R. 

Treating this problem most authors assumed the equation of state (3) to be 
monotonic (dp/dp > 0 for p > 0), which, in view of the Oppenheimer-Volkoff 
equation (1), implies 

d p <  0. (4) 
dr ' -  

In fact, this is a very reasonable assumption from a physical point of view, as "it is 
difficult to imagine that  a fluid sphere with a larger density near the surface than 
near the center would be stable" [5]. Assuming the existence of a global solution 
Buchdahl [6] showed that  the compactness m(R)/R of such stars is always 
bounded by 4/9. The existence and uniqueness of a global solution to every 
central density and every monotonic equation of state was established by Rendall 
and Schmidt [2]. Generalizing Buchdahl's result, Bondi [7] showed that for any 
positive density distribution, not necessarily obeying (4), the compactness is 
bounded by 6v/'2 - 8 -~ 0.485. However, just  like Buchdahl, he assumed that  
global solutions do exist. This is the gap we want to close. 

The aim of this section is to show that  the existence of global solutions to (1) 
- (3) is indeed independent of assumption (4). To prove this, we will assume 
that  p is given as a function of r instead of p (i.e. we will assume to be given a 
density profile instead of an equation of state). This may not be very sensible 
from a physical point of view, but does not reduce generality and simplifies 
the problem considerably, as equation (3) can now be integrated immediately, 
so that  (1) becomes an ordinary differential equation for p. This enables us to 
prove the following theorem: 
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Theo rem 1. Let p : IR + -+ IR +, p E C °, be a non-negative, continuous 2 function 
and p(r) a solution to equation (1) with starting value p(O) = Po, 0 < Po < oo. 
Then 3 

re(r) 1 - - <  

for all r < R. This implies that dp/dr remains finite for all non-negative p. 

Proof. An expansion in terms of r can be used to show regularity of both 
m(r ) / r  and the right hand side of (1) at r = O. Therefore we only have to show 
that  1 - 2rn(r)/r does not vanish for r < R. Let r0 be defined as 

r 0 = m i n { r E I R ]  r e ( r ) - 1  t r  2 

(if no such point  exists we are already done). We will show in two steps that  
both  assumptions r0 < R and r0 = R lead to a contradiction. 

Assume r0 < R. This implies that  p(ro) > 0, so that  the numerator  of 
the right hand side of  (1) can be estimated to be greater than a positive 
constant at r = r0. As p E C o , m must be C 1, therefore it can be writ ten 
as re(r) = m(ro) + (r - ro)S(r), where S(r) E C o is a continuous remainder 
term. Hence the denominator  of the right hand side of (1) becomes 

r ( 1  - 2m(r) / r )  = (r -  0)r (1 i 2S(r ) ) .  

Here r0 (1 - 2S(r0)) can be est imated to be smaller than a positive constant, 
so that  the right hand side of (1) must have a first or higher order singularity 
at r = r0. This means that  the integral from r = 0 up to r = r0 diverges, 
implying tha t  p approaches negative infinity (with P0 finite). Therefore p must  
have vanished before, so tha t  R < r0, contradicting our assumption. 

Now assume r0 = R. If  p(R) > 0 the numerator  in (1) is still positive and 
the same argument  as before can be repeated. Therefore assume p(R) = 0. As 
p E C °, an r .  can be found for every e > 0 with R -  e < r .  < R, such tha t  p. = 
p(r.) >_ p(s) for all s E [r., R[. Using the estimate re(R) < re(s) + 47rR2p.hs, 
where 'hs  -- R - s, and m(s) / s  < 1/2, we can expand m(r) / r  around s and find 
the following relation for m(R) /R:  

1 _ m(n )  < m ( s ) +  4~rR~p,6s 
2 R - s + 6 s  

< g + - -  + o( s2). (6) 
8 

With K being a suitably chosen constant this implies 

r (s) 
p. + 6s > 4~rR2-----S, (7) 

2 Actually, it would have been enough to assume p to be a non-negative, piecewise 
continuous function. 

3 Obviously, in (2) the argument of p must now be s instead of p(s). 
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which has to hold for all s E [r.,  R[. This, however, is a contradiction again, 
because p, and ~fs can he chosen arbitrarily small, whereas the right hand side 
is always greater than m(r . ) / (4~rR3) .  Therefore the assumption r0 - R must be 
wrong, which completes the proof. [] 

This theorem guarantees that  the Oppenheimer-Volkoff equation can be 
integrated out until p vanishes. If this is the case for a finite radius R, Bondi's 
result can be applied, the compactness m ( R ) / R  of the fluid sphere is bounded 
by 6 v ~  - 8 and a regular exterior Schwarzschild solution can be joined on. 

A simple example shows that  the above theorem cannot be generalized to 
negative pressures. Consider the equations of state p = - p  or p = - 1 / 3 p .  For 
both, p = const  (and therewith p = const)  is a solution to equations (1) - (3) 
for any starting value/90, which describes a homogeneous and isotropic, globally 
extended fluid. The compactness is then given by m ( r ) / r  = 4~rpr2/3, which 
obviously is not bounded. 

3 .  N o n - i s o t r o p i c  p r e s s u r e  

In more general mat ter  models, e.g. the collisionless gas or the elastic solid, we 
might have to relax the isotropy of the pressure. In a spherically symmetric 
spacetime we then have to distinguish between the radial pressure p~ and the 
tangential pressure Pt. In this case the Oppenheimer-Volkoff equation generalizes 
to 

dpr = ( p + p r ) ( m ( r ) + 4 7 r p r r  3) 2 ( p r _ p t ) .  (S) 
dr r2 (1 - 2m(r) l r )  r 

The boundary of the "star" is now defined by Pr = 0. Note that  for r = 0 
full isotropy is recovered, so that  p~(0) = pt(O). Also, for pr = Pt, equation (8) 
reduces to (1). The difference to the previous situation is only the additional 
te rm in (8) and, having one more variable, the need for another given function. 
Therefore one can prove a very similar theorem: 

Theorem 2. Let p : IR + ---* ]R +, p E C o be a non-negative, continuous function,  
pt : ]R + --* lit, pt E C 1 a continuously differentiable funct ion and pr(r)  a solution 
to equation (8) with s ta . ing  value pr(O) = p,(O) Then 

re(r) 1 ~ <  
r 

for  all r <_ R .  

The proof in the last section needs only few extensions to hold for this 
situation and can be found in [3]. This especially includes a discussion of the 
regularity at r -- 0, as well as some remarks on the assumptions and the existence 
of global solutions, which might depend on the choice of the mat ter  model. 
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4. Summary  

Having assumed p to be given as a function of r we have shown that  all earlier 
assumptions about  the equation of state are not necessary for the regularity of 
the solutions. This method can be generalized to non-isotropic pressure, which 
was not possible until now. In addition, the above results can be used to establish 
existence and uniqueness of solutions p and Pr, so that  this approach is both a 
simplification as well as a generalization of earlier arguments. 
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Shock capturing methods 
in 1D Numerical Relativity 
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A b s t r a c t :  A numerical code is presented which uses modern shock capturing methods 
to evolve spherically symmetric perfect fluid space-times. Harmonic slicing is used to 
ensure singularity avoidance, which is crucial in strong field situations. Some tests are 
presented, including an application to the stellar collapse problem. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

In this work, we describe a numerical code which has been developed to apply 
modern shock capturing methods in the evolution of spherically symmetric space- 
times. Spherical symmetry implies that the space dependence of the dynamical 
quantities is given by the radial coordinate r (1D problem). Both the metric and 
hydrodynamic equations are put as a hyperbolic system of balance laws, allowing 
us to apply the same numerical methods to both systems. The resulting code 
is named NOSTRUM, which is an acronym for Numerically Observing Space- 
Times with Relativistic Upwind Methods and it is also an homage to the mare 
nostrum, our beloved Mediterranean sea. 

We will start with the generic diagonal form of a spherically symmetric line 
element 

ds 2 = - a 2 ( t ,  r)dt ~ + X2(t ,  r)dr 2 + r2Z2(t,  r)dl22, (1) 

where we have chosen to deal with the function Z instead of the standard 
choice Y = r Z  to display explicitly the inverse powers of r near the coordinate 
singularity at the origin and to cancel out singular terms appearing in the 
derivation of the equations. 

The matter content of the space-time will be described as a perfect fluid with 
the following energy-momentum tensor 
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Fig.  1. Collapse of  a homogeneous ball of dust (dosed Friedmann-Robertson-Walker 
model) starting at the instant of time symmetry. In the left hand side the proper 
time coordinate r is plotted versus the corresponding harmonic time coordinate t 
to demonstrate the singularity avoidance properties of our gauge. We have taken 
parameters corresponding to a white dwarf: M = 1.38Me and R = 1000 km, so 
that the final singularity is reached at r = 82 ms. As it seen in the right hand side 
plot, the code is able to track the collapse while the star density p changes six orders 
of magnitude. Solid lines correspond to the analytic solution. The simulation uses the 
standard MacCormack method in an equally spaced grid with only twenty zones. The 
algorithm stops due to stability problems at the external boundary point, which, in 
this test, is simply extrapolated from the interior. 

Tab = (g + p)uoub + Pgob, (2) 

which is moving with respect  to our coordinate  frame with velocity 

X u  r 
v = - - ,  (3) 

so tha t  the Lorentz  factor  can be wri t ten W = c~u t. 

The  well known code of  May and Whi te  [1] is wri t ten in a comoving 
coordinate  sys tem (v = 0). Other  codes [2] are based in the Schwarzschild choice 
Z = 1. As it is well known, all these choices are prone to develop coordinate 
singularities when applied to s t rong field situations. We are interested in building 
a code which could be used to  s tudy  black hole format ion.  We have then chosen 
a harmonic  t ime coordinate,  t ha t  is 
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Fig.  2. Oscillations around a white dwarf equlibrium model which was generated using 
an eigth order Runge-Kutta method to integrate the Oppenheimer-Volkov equation in 
a grid of 7000 poits. The equation of state is taken from Salpeter and Zapolski [5] and 
we have chosen parameters M = 1.23Mo and R = 3500kra, inside the stability zone. 
A static Schwarzschild metric is matched at the star surface. This initial model is put 
into a geometrical grid consisting of 50 interior plus 10 exterior points (only two shown 
in the figure). Truncation errors initiate an oscillatory motion around the equilibrium 
values. The simulation uses a modified MacCormack method including shock capturing 
corrections [4] and is carried over 10 5 iterations (2.9 s). The figure displays the relative 
errors in Z (which is equal to one everywhere in the equilibrium model). Only the 
geometric quantities are evolved in this test, but similar results are obtained if the 
hydrodynamic quantities are evolved instead [6]. 

o, = b ( , . ) x z  2 (4 )  

because o f  the s ingular i ty  avoidance propert ies  of  this algebraic condit ion [3]. 
There  is a price to  pay for this, as one can not  simplify the Einstein field equat ions  
to  the extent  t h a t  the o ther  choices do; this will be made  clear in the following 
section. 
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2 Wri t ing  d o w n  the  equat ions  

Allowing for (4), there are only two independent metric coefficients and we have 
chosen (~ and Z as the basic quantities to be evolved, we want to express the 
second order Einstein field equations as a first order system, Therefore, we 
introduce the following additional quantities to represent the time and space 
derivatives of the metric functions, respectively: 

Q" = - -  (5) Q, = ~ ,  ~.  
Z t O~ t 

r ~  = - Z '  r ~  = -~ (6) 

where c = ~ is the local light speed in our reference frame. 
The Einstein field equations allow us to compute the time derivatives of QZ, 

Q~ and F ~, namely 

/ 7 "  

O,Q ~ = c [ r . r  ~ + Q ~ ( Q "  _ 3Q ~) + - -  
r 

2 m  
- 4 rX2(W 2 - 1),u + 87rW2p + r--5-~SZ3], (7) 

O,Q ~ _ O . ( c r  ~) = c [ 2 r . r  ~ + 2 Q * ( Q "  - 3Q *) + 2 F~ 
r 

+ 4 ~ x ~ ( ~ ,  - p - 2 w ~ ( ~ ,  + p))], (s) 
Q- _ 3Q ~ 

O , r  • = c [ r ~ ( Q  . _ 3Q ~) + F~Q ~ + 
r 

+ 47rX~(# + p ) W  2 v  (9) 
C 

where we have denoted by m the B o n d i  mass  f unc t ion ,  

rZ  = 1 + [(rQ~) 2 -  (1 + rF~)2].  (10) 

Note that  the appearance of the quantity ~P = r - ~  in the right hand side of 
(7) is a source of numerical problems near the origin. To remedy this, one can 
replace a by ~ as a basic quantity whose time derivative is given by 

where we have used (7, 9). The evolution system is completed by noting that  

O , r  ~ - ar(cQ") = 0, (12) 

which follows easily from (5, 6). 
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Equations (5,11,7,8,9, and 12) give us an evolution system for the complete 
set of metric quantities 

u = (z ,  0 Oz, r (13) 

respectively. It is easy to see that the system is hyperbolic and has the balance 
law structure: 

+ ofF(u)  = s ( u ) .  (14) 

This is the same structure as the hydrodynamic equations [2] which follow 
from the conservation of the energy-momentum tensor (2) and that of the mass 
current 

j a  = pu ~, (15) 

where p is the proper mass density of the fluid. 
One can then apply to the combined system the current numerical methods 

of computational fluid dynamics, as it is actually done in the next section. 

3 N u m e r i c a l  I m p l e m e n t a t i o n  

We have used a second order operator splitting approach (Strang splitting) in 
order to deal with the transport (flux) and source terms separately. When the 
flux terms are switched out, the system becomes a set of ordinary differential 
equations, where metric and hydrodynamic quantities are strongly coupled. We 
have used a standard second order Runge-Kutta method to evolve the resulting 
ODE system. 

In the transport step, when the source terms are switched out, the set of dy- 
namical quantities reduces to Q~, F ~ plus the subset of hydrodynamic variables. 
Moreover, the hydrodynamic and metric systems of equatioons are decoupled 
and one can even apply different numerical methods to both parts. The hydro- 
dynamic sector is treated with a MUSCL method [2] which is very robust and 
has good shock capturing properties. The metric sector is a linear system and 
we know the exact charateristic speed (the iight speed c). We have chosen then 
a simpler method proposed by Yee [4], consisting in a standard MacCormack 
predictor-corrector plus a TVD (total variation diminishing) correction which 
can be applied as a postprocessor to avoid oscillations caused by the hydrody- 
namical shocks. 

The numerical problems near the coordinate origin are solved by arranging 
the points of the numerical grid so that r = 0 be the first cell left interface. 
A Taylor development gives the parity of the metric quantities under reflection 
at the origin (only F ~ and F ~ are odd) and, therefore, we can deduce all the 
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Fig. 3. Dynamical evolution towards equilibrium of a initial uniform density model 
with the same mass, radius and equation of state as in the previous test (see Figure 
2). This initial non-equilibrium model has no pressure gradient to balance gravity so 
that it starts to collapse. The figure shows the evolution of the central density, which 
increases quickly in the initial infall phase becoming much greater than the equilibrium 
value. The star begind then an expansion phase until it reaches a value of the central 
density too low and collapses again, and so on, oscillating around the equilibrium value. 
The simulation is carried over 10 5 iterations using the same grid and numerical method 
than Figure 2. There is a tendency to reduce the star radius due to the lack of resolution 
at the surface and the central density rises accordingly. 

values at the "mirror images" (negative r) of the first point and use them as 
inner boundary  condition. A first test of algorithm is shown in Figure 1. 

The outer boundary can be treated in a much simpler way because there is 
no singularity there. In most astrophysical applications, the outer mesh zones 
do not contain matter  and the metric there is static (Birkhof theorem) so that 
the same initial values at the outer boundary point can be used every time. This 
is the case of the tests described in Figures 2 and 3, where either we start from 
or we approach to an equilibrium situation. One has to face numerical accuracy 
problems in these cases, where the dynamics is governed by the post-Newtonian 
terms. In an equilibrium model, our variable F "  has a non vanishing Newtonian 
limit: 

V = F ~ - r X 2 ~  --- post-Newtonian terms . . .  (16) 
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Fig .  4. Stellar collapse (infall phase) The initial white dwarf equilibrium model of the 
second test (see Figure 2) is put  into a geometrical grid of 200 points. The collapse 
is ini t ia ted by subst i tut ing the original equation of state by that  of a polytrope with 
adiabat ic  index 7o = 1.3, below the critical one. The upper left plots display the 
evolution of the lapse function, showing tha t  the singularity avoidance properties of 
the gauge are not  crucial here. This is due to the fact that  the density (upper right) 
increases very quickly up to the nuclear mat ter  value pb = 2.015 × 10 -4 km -2.  At the 
points where this happens,  the adiabat ic  index is taken to be 7 = 7o + log(p/pb) to 
simulate the stiffening that  occurs due to the nuclear forces [7]. This stops the mat ter  
infall in the inner region and causes a shock discontinuity in the velocity profiles (lower 
left). An inner core is then formed which, for mir choice of parameters,  contains 0.8Me 
within a radius of 10 km (lower right mass plots). In our grid, this core contains only 
15 mesh zones and we are unable to follow the shock wave propagation due to this lack 
of resolution which causes numerical problems at the core surface. 
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which masks the really dynamical  terms. We have chosen to evolve the post- 
Newtonian variable V instead of F ~, by making the appropiate modifications in 
the evolution equation (12) (the structure of the system is not affected by these 
changes). 
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Fig. 5. Stellar collapse (shock wave propagation). The same test as in Figure 4 but 
with a lower (unrealistic) bounce density pb = 3 x 10 -8 km -2 which causes the core 
to form within a radius of 50 km giving us more resolution, the upper plots show the 
evolution of the velocity profile starting at the begining of the shock formation. We 
can see the change in the velocity sign (the bounce) and the subsequent shock wave 
propagation. Note that the inner core remains near an equilibrium state. The specific 
internal energy e, defined by # = p(1 + e), is displayed in the lower plots, showing a 
clear increasing just behind the shock due to the heating of the fluid which crosses the 
shock wave. 

4 A p p l i c a t i o n  t o  s p h e r i c a l  c o l l a p s e  

The spherical collapse problem is very demanding from the numerical point 
of view, because one needs a numerical grid which fully covers the initial 103 
km white dwarf model  while keeping enough resolution in the 10 km central 
region where the remnant neutron star core is likely to form. This is not to 
be achieved with an evenly spaced fixed numerical mesh, because of the large 
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number of points needed and also because the stability of our numerical methods 
is restricted by the causality condition 

Ar 
< (17) c 

so that higher resolution implies smaller timesteps. 
As a way out of this situation, we actually use a nonuniform grid in which 

the size of every cell increases geometrically when going from the center to the 
exterior of the star (geometrical grid). This way we concentrate our grid points 
where more resolution is needed. Condition (17), however, can not be avoided 
that way because the timestep is actually limited by the smaller central zones. 
The results obtained starting with a realistic initial model are shown in figure 4. 

We present also in Figure 5 a second run of the same test, where we have 
considered an unrealistic (too low) value of nuclear matter density to obtain a 
larger core. This way our grid resolution allows us to follow the shock propagation 
while the inner neutron star core keeps oscillating around equilibrium. 

It is clear to us that the use of a fixed grid is the major NOSTRUM drawback 
and that the use of an adaptive numerical mesh is mandatory if one wants 
to study highly dynamical problems like black hole formation. This will be 
considered in the next NOSTRUM version. 
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Invariance Transformations of the Class 
y"-- F(z)yN of Differential Equations 

Arising in General Relat!vity 

E. Her l t  a n d  H. S t e p h a n i  

Friedrich-Schiller-Universit//t Jena, Theoretisch-Physikalisches Institut, 
Max-Wien-Platz 1, 0-6900 Jena, Germany 

1 T h e  P r o b l e m  

In the context of relativistic spherically symmetric perfect fluids , differential 
equations of the form 

d2Y = F(x) yN N # O (1) 
dx 2 

arise on two occasions. 
The first (with N = 2) is that of a fluid in shearfree motion (see e.g. Kramer 

et al. [1]) the second with N = - 1 / 3  for a certain class of shearing perfect fluids. 
In both cases the differential equation (1) is the key for obtaining exact 

solutions: if it is solved, pressure, mass density and metric can easily be 
calculated. 

The function F(z) is arbitrary: to fix it means essentially to fix the equation 
of state. But it is crucial that for a given F(z) solutions can be found which 
depend on at least one arbitrary parameter (constant of integration), since in 
the derivation of equation (1) it was assumed that y does not only depend on 
the radial coordinate z, but also on time, and the only possibility for this time 
dependence is via the constants of integration. 

Also Emden's equation for gravitating gaseous spheres is contained in (1) 
for F = z 1-N. The same structure have other important differential equations 
in physics and especially in general relativity, for instance the Thomas-Fermi 
equation in quantum mechanics, the background equation for algebraically 
special type III vacuum solutions, the differential equation for a Friedman- 
like cosmological model, algebraically special vacuum fields with time-dependent 
mass aspect. 
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Overview on Emden-Fowler-Equation y" = F(z )yN in Physics and General 
Relativity 

y" = F(z) y2 

y" = F(z )  y -1 /s  

y,, = y-113 z -2  

y,, = y-l12 z -1  

y,, = y -3  z - 2  

y. = yN x 1- N 

y. = y3/2 x-l/2 

yJl = yM xN  

Shearfree spherically symmetric solutions in general 
relativity 
Spherically symmetric solutions with shear in general 
relativity 
Friedman-like cosmological models with volume visco- 
sity 
Background equation for type III vacuum fields in gen- 
eral relativity 
Algebraically special vacuum fields with time dependent 
mass aspect 
Emden's differential equation for gravitating gaseous 
spheres 
Differential equation of Thomas and Fermi in quantum 
mechanics 
equivalent to the linear damped harmonic oscillator 
in a nonlinear potential in point mechanics 

2 The  Goal  

Solutions of the differential equation y" = F(x)yN are rare; they have been 
found only for rather restricted classes of functions F(z). The "obvious" way of 
solving Eq. (1) by prescribing y(z) and calculating F(z) from it does not work; 
in general, the (necessary!) constants occuring in y(z) will also appear in F(x) 
- which is forbidden. 

It is the aim of this paper to ask wether the knowledge of the general solution 
y(z) for a special function F(z~ can he used for constructing the general solution 
for a wider class of functions F(~). The answer will be positive. 

3 I n v a r i a n c e  T r a n s f o r m a t i o n s  o f  E m d e n  - F o w l e r  
E q u a t i o n s  y" = F ( ~ ) S I  N a n d  T h e i r  G e n e r a t o r s  

Given a differential equation 

d2Y = F(x) yN N ~ 0 
dr2 

a mapping {z,y,F} --~ {~,~I,F} which maps (2) is there into 

(2) 
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d2Y k($) .~N (3) 
d~2 = 

such that every solution y(x) of (2) is mapped into a solution ~(~) of (3) and 
that /~ does not depend on the constants of integration contained in y(x) ? Or, 
in other words, will there exist an invariance transformation? In general, the two 
functions F($) and F($) will be different. If they coincide, then the mapping 
under consideration is a symmetry of the differential equation and we know how 
to search for such mappings: we assume that the mapping is an element of a Lie 
point group of transformations and construct the generator by well established 
methods. 

If F and F are different, we can use a similar approach by assuming that 
there exists a whole group of transformations 

= ~(x, y, F, A), ~ = ~(x, y, F, A), F = _~(x, y, F, A) (4) 

A being the group parameter, all of them leaving y" : F(x) yN invariant. This 
group is fully characterized by its generator 

X = ~(x, y, F)  ~x + ~(x, y, F)  + ¢(x, F) ~ff , (5) 

whrere the functions ~, r/and ¢ are defined by 

d~ ~=o d~_~ ),-o dFI (6) 
~ = ~ X  , 7 =  _ ' ¢ = - ~ - ~ = 0  

This generator will lead to an invariance transformation if it leaves the differen- 
tial equation (2) invariant 

X (y" - F(x) yN) =_ 0 (mod y" = F(x) yN).  (7) 

There are two ways of dealing with this invariance condition, which we shall 
discuss now in detail. The first idea is to take F as an extra variable, i.e. to 
consider X as a generator of a Lie point transformation in the space {x, y, F} 
and, therefore, to demand that Eq. (7) holds identically in all variables which 
cannot be eliminated by y" = F(x)yN, i.e. identically in {x, y, F, y', F ' ,  F"}. 
Eq. (7) then reads in full 

~ + ( 2 ~  - ~ ) u '  + (~yy - 2 ~ ) y  '2 - ~yy y,3 

+ ( ~  - 2 ~  - 3 ~ j )  Fu  N 

+ 2 + - _ F F '  ( s )  

+ ( I ] F F  - -  y'~FF)F '2 -4- (rlF -- y'~F)F" -- ¢ yN _ riyN-lriF _ 0 . 

Identically in F"  this can be true only for 

~F = 0 = ~F (9) 

and therefore 
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7/== + (2r/=y - ~=~)y' + (7/uy - 2~y)y  '2 - ~yyy,3 
+ (r/y -- 2~= -- 3~yy') Fy  N - CyN _ ~lyn-lF _ O. (10) 

Since ~ and ~/do not depend on y', the coefficients of the different powers of y' 
must vanish separately. This leads to 

and 

~ = y a ( x ) + ~ ( x ) ;  ~l=y2a'+y(~---2 + c ) + 6 ( z )  

o/' = o~F y N-1 

+ 2fl"' + 6"--  yN+lrlFa' + yN F ](1 - N ) C  y2a"' 

_ y N ¢ _  y Y - l ~ 1 6 F _  0 . 

3 + N  ] 
2 ~' 

(11) 

(12) 

As the functions a,fl ,  and ¢ do not depend on y, these equations can hold 
identically in y only if a = 0 and 

N = 1 6" = 6F , 

N = 2 6" = 0 ,j3" = 46F , 

N # 0 , 1 , 2  6 = 0 ,  

1 I I I  ¢ = ~ - 2F/?' (13a) 

¢ = - F  (5/~'  + c)  (13b) 

¢ = F [(1 - N)c - (3 - N)/3'~/] (13c) 

In the last step, we demand that Eqs. (13a-c) hold identically in F.  Since 
only ¢ may depend on F ,  we arrive at 

1 I I I  N = I a = O ,  6 = 0 ,  ¢ =  ~/~ - 2 F ~ '  

N # 0 , 1  a = 0 ,  6 - - 0 ,  / 3 " ' = 0  ¢ = F  ( 1 - N ) C - ( 3 + N )  

To summarize: the generator (5) gives rise to an invariance transformation if its 
components satisfy (11) and (14). 

The second idea is to consider F as a function of z. Then the extra 
dependence of ~ and 9 on F does not make sense, cp. Eqs. (4)-(5), and we 
start already with (9), i.e. ~F = 0 = qF. F (and ¢) should depend on F,  of 
course, since the possible change of F is exactly what we are interested in. 

The calculations run as in the foregoing case, and we again come from the 
invariance condition (10) to (13a-c) and a = 0. But now Eqs. (13a-c) are no 
longer identities in F and z, but  constraints on the functions F(x) ,  6(z), fl(z), 
¢(z),  which have to be  satisfied along the group orbit. Obviously the second 
approach is the more general one, and we will use it from now on. The results 
obtained so far can be summarized as follows: 
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T h e o r e m  1. I f  the components of the generator 

x =  ( ) ~ +  u +c +~(~) z = + ~  

satisfy the condition 

N = 1 6" = 6F , 

N = 2 6 = 0 ,  t 3 ' " = 4 6 F ,  

N # 0 , 1 , 2  6 = 0 ,  1 3 " = 0 ,  

d~ 

d-S = ~ ( ~ ) '  

with initial values z0 = z ,  

will only give the results. 

1 13,,, __ 2F13' ¢=~ 

0 

then all finite group transformations generated by X leave the class y" = 
F(z )  y~  of differential equations invariant. 

To give the explicit form of the solutions 9(£') for a function F(z) ,  we need the 
finite transformations. In principle, they can be constructed straightforwardly; 
one has to integrate 

@ 1 ~z,, , dF  
- ~  = -~yp [z) + g(k) ,  d-~ = ¢(£'' p)  (15) 

90 = Y. We will not do this in some detail, but we 

4 R e s u l t s  - T h e  F i n i t e  I n v a r i a n c e  T r a n s f o r m a t i o n s  

If we introduce the abreviations. 

¢(~) _131/2(~)13-1/2(~), ~ = ~(~) 

f ~(~) 
~(~) _ _131/2(~) 1 3 ~ )  d~ ,  

x 

(16) 

we then arrive at the following theorems. 

T h e o r e m  2. I f  y(x) is a solution of y" = F(x)y2  for a given function F(x) ,  
1 

then 9(~:) -- ~ [y(x) - g (z ) ]  is a solution of g"(~) = F(~) 9 2 provided 

dye 1 
- -  a n d  dz ¢2(z) 

~(~) = ¢5(~)F(~) 

¢" = 2 H ( z ) F ( z ) ¢ ( z )  

H"(z )  = F(z )H2(z )  . 
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This law for constructing the new solution exhibits a rather strange feature: 
it has the form of a superposition principle where one has to substract (and 
then to manipulate, of course) two solutions (y and H) of the same differential 
equation! 

More specifically, in order to obtain the general solution ~(~), one has to take 
a general solution y(x) and an arbitrary, special solution H(x)  to start  with. 

Because of its importance, a vast literature exist for the case N -- 2, i.e. 
for the differential equation yH = F(x)y2,  where solutions and their physical 
properties are discussed, see e.g. [1], Srivastava [2], Wyman [3] for further 
references. 

At first glance it looks rather promising to take all the different functions 
F(x) for which y" = F(x)y2 has been solved, and to apply our invariance 
transformations to each of them, thus obtaining a plethora of new solvable cases 
F(~). But a closer look at the known solvable cases is rather disappointing (from 
our point of view): it turns out that  nearly all of them can be obtained from 
F -- const by means of our theorem. New seed solutions F ¢ const, - 5 ,  - 5 / 2 ,  
-15 /7 ,  - 2 0 / 7  are needed to get new exact solutions of y" = F(x)  y2. 

What  about the diffential equation y" - F(x)  yN N ¢ 0, 2, 1? This question 
is answered by the following theorem. 

1 
T h e o r e m  3. I f  y(x) is a solution of y" - F ( x ) y  N, then ~(~) = ~ y(x) is a 

solution of ~l" = ~(~)yN with a function F, provided ¢(x) = blx + b~ , 
d b~ 

x = x(~) - F(~) -- ¢(3+N)(x) F ( x ) .  

T h e o r e m  4. I f  y(x) is a solution of the linear diffential equation y" - F(x)y,  
1 

then ~(~) - ¢(x) y(x) is a solution of ~" = F(~)y with a new function 

d~ 
provided -~z = ¢-2(x) '  ~(~)  - ¢4(x)F(x)  - ¢3(x)¢"(x)  " 

5 Applications 

5.1 E x a m p l e  

To illustrate the power of the transformation method, we shall give now a simple 
example. The starting point is the differential equation 

y" = 6y 2 (17) 

whose general solution can be given in terms of elliptic functions. To apply 
Theorem 2 to this case F(x)  = const . -  6 we solve H "  -- 6H 2 by H = x -2 and 

¢"  = 12x-2¢ by 
X-3 

¢ = Clx 4 + C2 (18) 
7 
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Then we get (C2 # O) 

233 

and the transformed F becomes 

: +T ](19) 
- 7C1(C2~ - C o ) ]  

It is certainly not obvious that the solution of ~" = if, y2 with the above F(k)  
can be given in terms of elliptic functions! 

5.2 A R e m a r k  o n  Classes  o f  A b e l i a n  Di f fe ren t i a l  E q u a t i o n s  

If the differential equation y" = F yN admits a Lie-point symmetry, it can be 
reduced to a first order differential equation (and a quadrature). If ~ '  = ~,~N 
inherits this symmetry Theorems 2 and 3 will also relate the corresponding first 
order differential equations and their solutions. 

As an example, we take the two equations 

d2Y = x n y  2 and (20) 
dx 2 

d~Y _ ~,~:~2 with (21) 
d~.2 - 

5 1 -1/2 
h = - ~  :F ~; [2 - (2N + 5) -2] I(2N -t- 5)]x/2 < 1 (22) 

which are related by Theorem 2, choosing 

H = x  -(2+'~), k = x  z, 2 / J = l + [ 8 n  u + 4 0 n + 4 9 ]  x/2 (23) 

Substituting ( = lnx , y = q ( ( )e  -(n+2)c, d(  - P(q) into (20) leads to the 

Abelian differential equation 

p d P  _ (2N + 5)P + (N + 2)(N + 3 ) r / -  r/2 = 0 
dr/ 

(24) 

If a solution of this equation was known for a certain n, a solution can also be 
constructed for fi given by (22). 
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6 Summary 

We have found all transformations {x, y, F} ---* {$, ~, F} which leave the class 
y" = F(x) yN of differential equations form-invariant (and are elements of a Lie 
group) by constructing their generators (Theorem 1). The corresponding finite 
transformations are written down. 

For N = 1 (i.e. for the linear case y" = F(z)y) ,  these transformations are 
not of much interest and value. Besides scalings and the linear superposition 
of solutions, they consist of transformations which transform any two functions 
F(x) and P(~) into each other - but to map, say y" = F(z)  y into ~" = 0, one 
has to solve exactly the original differential equation. 

For N # 0, 1,2 the general transformation can be explicitely given (Theo- 
rem 3). 

The most interesting case is N = 2. Here the transformation law includes 
a kind of superposition principle; again, the finite transformations could be 
explicitely given. It turns out that in the vast literature on this case N = 2, 
the transformation method has in fact been used in a disguised form, without 
reference to Lie groups. 
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1 Introduction 

The sources of my current interest in Kinetic Theory were two apparently 
unrelated sets of papers and ideas they generated. The first set concerned 
Penrose's initial conditions for the universe [1], [2], [3] and [4] and Tod's 
conjecture [5] drawn from them. Penrose's Weyl Curvature Hypothesis is that the 
Weyl tensor tends to zero at the initial singularity. Calculations by Goode and 
Wainwright [6] to elucidate the idea enabled Tod to conjecture that the universe 
was initially Friedman-Robertson-Walker (FRW). Newman [7] has since proved 
that: a 7 = 4/3 perfecl fluid space time which evolves from a spacelike conformal 
singularity subject to the Weyl Curvature Hypothesis is necessarily FRW near 
the singularity. The Hartle and Hawking [8] quantum cosmology programme 
leads to similar conclusions and so we are led to consider the possibility that the 
universe began with a geometry that was exactly FRW. These pictures of the 
early universe do not preclude inflation although it is not necessary because the 
special nature of the universe is set by the big bang itself. 

The second set of papers centred round the question of how much freedom 
there is for a spacetime that begins with FRW geometry to change during 
evolution. Arguments which point out that the Bianchi type cannot change and 
that the symmetry in the Cauchy data severely limits any other freedom were set 
out very strongly in a paper by Ellis [9]. Even a discontinuity in a deterministic 
equation of state can only change the time evolution of the universe and not the 
symmetry of its space sections so isometry and homogeneity cannot be lost [10]. 

The inflation scenario gets round this apparent impasse of a universe which is 
intially isotropie and homogeneous but now has large scale structure by invoking 
quantum fluctuations to generate perturbations [11] which then evolve to give the 
structure that is observed. These arguments although plausible are not totally 
closed and some inputs from those using the model are required. 

As the Penrose argument is essentially classical, in the sense of not involving 
quantum mechanics, it is interesting to look for a classical solution. To construct 
such a model we assume that the evolution of universe is described by a solution 
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to the Einstein-Boltzmann system of equations, ie, the matter is described by 
a kinetic theory model and the relation between matter  and the geometry 
is described by Einstein's field equations. The idea then is to find models 
which evolve from homogeneity and isotropy, ie having FRW geometry, to 
inhomogeneity and anisotropy. This is achieved by having a particle distribution 
function which: 

1. is initially inhomogeneous and anisotropic but is compatible with FRW 
geometry, and 

2. the distribution is initially collision free or collision dominated with effec- 
tively mass zero particles, then.either 

3. as the temperature drops collisions occur which have an appreciable effect 
on the distribution function and change its structure through the collision 
terms in the Boltzmann equation or 

4. the particles which were initially effectively mass zero cool as the universe 
expands and acquire mass. In this case constraints on the distribution 
function are violated and interactions have to occur. 

In both scenarios inhomogeneity and anisotropy of the distribution are 
communicated to the geometry via anisotropic pressures etc that  are generated. 
Suitable models to achieve this are described in [12], [13] and [14]. 

These proposals for the evolution of the universe have an advantage in that  
they completely bypass the conditions contained in the following theorems which 
were the subject of some intense debate in the  1970's. The theorems preclude 
most of the obvious models for the evolution of the universe if one takes a strict 
mathematical view. The way out of course is to argue that  the models are only 
an approximation to reality and so the theorems should not be applied in a 
precise way [15]. While this at t i tude is reasonable it is not in keeping with the 
intention of this programme. 

Firstly we have a theorem which states that:  I f a  spacetime contains a mixture 
of gases in collision dominated equilibrium then the ratios of the chemical 
potentials to the temperature have no time dependence measured in the rest 
frame of the gas mixture. The gas motion is always shear free and if one of the 
components of the gas has non-zero rest mass then only non-expanding non- 
shearing motion is possible and the spacetime is stationary [16]. 

In the picture presented here the particles have zero rest mass in the collision 
dominated era if there is one, drop out of equilibrium and subsequently move to 
become collisionless so the theorem does not apply at any time in the evolution. 

The second result is the theorem due to Ehlers, Geren and Sachs [17] in 
which they show that if the distribution is isotropic and either collision free or 
detailed balancing occurs and rn = 0 then the spacetime is either stationary or 
Robertson-Walker. Since the distribution we employ is not isotropic the theorem 
poses no restrictions. 

If the scenario developed here is applied to Bianchi models then the assump- 
tion that  matter  is described by a perfect fluid for all time is probably not 
reasonable. The heat flow and the anisotropic pressure vanish only if conditions 
on the components Fab and Fa are satisfied and to maintain these for all time if 
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there is shear and once collisions begin would be very difficult if possible at all. 
One could consider the possibility that  the critical moments Fa, Fab, Fabc are all 
zero however a theorem proved in [18] shows that  the space-time must then be 
FRW. This result provides a motivation for investigating' Bianchi models with 
heat flow and anisotropic pressures; not to find new exact solutions as is quite 
common but  to establish the asymptotic behaviour. Of course to be useful in 
this context one has to be careful to ensure the fluids conform to the Kinetic 
Theory  model which gives the equation of state etc. Such a programme would 
be a valuable addition to the work done by Ellis and Collins [19] among others. 

Having put  the above case it is unlikely that  the exact solutions and the 
model on which the arguments are based are realised in the actual universe but 
in looking for models for the origin and evolution of the universe there are few 
criteria for selection. So we should be prepared to consider the phase space of 
possibilities which will include this picture. 

Relativistic Kinetic Theory is not a topic that  is included in most introduc- 
tory courses in General Relativity and or Cosmology and very few, if any, of 
the standard texts mention the subject. There are excellent references, eg the 
articles by Ehlers [20], [21] but to make this paper relatively self contained I 
shall begin with a brief outline to establish the notation. 

To get a physical picture imagine a spacetime filled with a system of many 
particles. The particles may be elementary, atoms, ...., galaxies or even clusters 
of galaxies and the interactions between them are separated into long range and 
short range. The mean free path between short range interactions is much larger 
than their range. The long range interaction is modelled by an external mean field 
in which each particle moves as a test particle. The short range interactions are 
modelled as point collisions governed by special relativistic theory. The typical 
average behaviour of systems which satisfy these conditions is the subject of 
kinetic theory. 

Ehlers [21] points out that  the average properties could provide a microscopic 
description of a gas whose particles obey quantum laws. The appropriateness and 
limitations of the approximation are discussed in the non- relativistic case in [22]. 
So the solutions are not totally unrealistic from a physical point of view. 

2 N o t a t i o n  and the  H o m o g e n e o u s  Case 

We will be concerned with a region of spacetime which can be modelled as a 
coordinate neighbourhood of a differentiabie manifold with coordinates on the 
cotangent bundle given by: {(z ~, p~), where i, j ,  ... = 1, .., 4}. We assume that  the 
spacetime admits a nonsingular metric (g/j) which is adequately differentiable 
and a symmetric Christoffel connection (Fjk). Partial derivatives will be denoted 
by a comma and covariant ones by a semi-colon. 

The geometry is taken to be determined by the matter  distribution through 
the Einstein Field Equations: 

1 i" 
R ~ - ~g  ~R = T ~ (1) 
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where R ij is the Ricci tensor etc. 
The state of a particle at any instant is given by its position and momentum 

so the space of concern here is the seven dimensional phase space: 

B+(x)  = {pi e Tx : Po > O,piVi < 0} (2) 

or if we restrict attention to particles of a single mass the phase space is the 
mass shell: 

Bin(x)  = {pi E T~: P0 > O, piPi = - m 2 }  (3) 

Without loss of generality we will consider only single mass particles to make 
the arguments easier to follow. 

The one particle distribution function f ( x  i, Pi) is defined on phase space and 
is required to be positive, differentiable and to satisfy convergence conditions 
which will become apparent later. Details of the derivation and interpretation of 
f are given in Ehlers [15]. In the case of no collisions or detailed balancing the 
function f must be constant on the phase space trajectories, ie it must satisfy 
the Liouville equation: 

0 = L f  := ~ - Fjkp~P -~pi) f " (4) 

If collisions are taking place then the behaviour of f is governed by the 
Boltzmann equation: 

L /  = C( / )  

where C is a functional which models the collisions. The general Boltzmann 
problem gives rise to an integro-differential equation. 

Once one has solved for f the properties of the matter distribution can be 
obtained from the moments. In particular, the energy momentum tensor: 

T/J(x) = / f ( z ,  p)pipJrm (6) 

where 7rrn is the volume element on the relevant fibre restricted to the mass shell. 
The Einstein-Boltzmann problem is to solve the system of equations (1) and (6). 

From f we can obtain a particle 4-current density: 

N i = f fpirrn (7) 

and hence a mean flow 4-velocity v i (kinematical mean velocity) defined by: 

N i = nv i, vivi = - 1  (8) 

or one can decompose the energy momentum tensor T ij to get a unique 
(dynamical mean) velocity u i using 

T ij = puiu i + w ij, (9) 
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where U i U  i - ' -  - 1 ,  u i is future directed and wiju j = 0. In general the velocities 
u and v will not coincide. Some implications of this difference are discussed in 
[25]. Here we will use u to model the Hubble flow. 

Using u we can make a (3 + 1) decomposition of the space-time and introduce 
orthonormal tetrad coordinates. These coordinates will be denoted by indices 
from the beginning of the alphabet. The momentum can be described in terms 
of an orthonormal dyad (u ,e )  where uaea = 0 and eae~ = 1; 

pa = Eu a + Ae a (10) 

where e a are the direction cosines in the tetrad frame, E = -papa > 0 is the 
particle energy relative to u and A is the magnitude of the momentum relative 
to u. Clearly, 

A 2 = E  2 _ m  2 . (11) 

The distribution function f ( x  i, pa) for a gas of identical particles can be written: 
f (x i, p~) = g(x i, m, E, e ~) using the decomposition (10) and the function g can 
he expanded in covariant harmonics, 

g = F + Fa ea + Fabeae b + ....... (12) 

where the harmonics Fab...r(xi, m, E) are symmetric and trace free tensors 
orthogonal to u a [23], [24]. 

In a k = 0 FRW spacetime with length scale factor S(t) the Liouville equation 
(4) for the harmonics (12) takes the form: 

s E  ( OF~t'"r ) - S (E2 - m2) ( OF~---~bE "'~ ) = 0  (13) 

and it is easy to see that  a solution is given by: 

Gab....r(X) = F~b....r(x i, m, E) (14) 

where 
X = (E 2 - m2)1/2S(t) . (15) 

In [25] a solution to the Einstein-Liouville system of equations for a k = 0 FRW 
spacetime is constructed using the harmonics Fab ..... subject to the conditions: 
i f  m ~ 0 (ease (a)) 

~ ° ° G a ( X ) d X = O  (16) 

Gab = 0 (17) 

o r  

i f  m = 0 (case  (b) )  

f = a o ( x )  d X  = 0 .  (18) 
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X3Gab(X) ----- (19) dX 0 

These equations have to be satisfied to ensure that the heat flow and 
anisotropic pressure are zero as required in an FRW spacetime. Notice that 
(16), or for m = 0 (18), does not require that Ga be zero and hence [22] that 
the matter flow follow the geometrically preferred velocity u. For comments on 
the significance of this for cosmological modelling see [24]. In FRW models these 
peculiar velocities decay rapidly as the universe expands but they could have an 
effect on the very early evolution and on initial conditions. 

The condition (19) permits non-~ero solutions for Gab. The zeroth harmonic, 
which determines the density and pressure, and all harmonics higher than the 
second are essentially arbitrary subject to suitable convergence of the expansion 
and f(z  i, pa) being positive. 

In [12],[13] the spacetime is assumed to start off with FRW geometry and 
a distribution function which has Bianchi I symmetry; it is therefore spatially 
homogeneous but anisotropic. As the universe cools, in scenario (3) the particles 
whose distribution initially satisfied (16,17) start to collide and so generate non- 
zero moments in the collision functional. Consequently (13) determining Fab 
becomes; 

EOFab S )~20F~b 
ot -32-  = bob (20) 

which will no longer be satisfied by the function (14) in the case of m = 0 or by 
zero for m ~ 0; it must contain at least an additive part to allow for the bah. 
This means that in general (19) and/or (17) will no longer be satisfied, ie, the 
anisot ropic pressure 

Jo 8~r X3Fab dE ¢ 0 (21) 
~rab- 15R4 

The initial conditions for the next phase of the evolution come from the FRW 
era and are that w, a~b, u ~ and the conformal curvature are zero and so equation 
(4.16) of Ellis [26] shows that the non-zero rrab will generate shear in the geometry 
as the system evolves. The Boltzmann equations for the first two moments of 
the distribution function then become; 

2 -1 O( X3 Fab) EF' + 5A 0-~--~ -b (22) - -  _ = 

-3"5"'6)-20()~40"beF~bc)~-EhaaFdlA~o(OFa)'~ ~,'-~',] _.~2 ½ (0(X ~Fao~ °'ad)) = ba • (23) 

Clearly any anisotropy in the Fabc which would not have been "seen" by the 
metric previously gets passed to the lower moments and to the density, pressure 
etc and hence to the geometry. And similarly anisotropies in the higher moments 
cascade down. 

Alternatively, in scenario (4), particles whose distribution initially satisfied 
(18,19) pick up mass; consequently the required conditions change to (16, 17), 
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and the latter will not be satisfied in general. This evolution is demonstrated 
explicitly in [13]. The finM effect is the same as above with shear generated by 
the change in Fab and the rest following from there. In a realistic situation one 
would expect both processes (a) and (b) to occur. 

In either case, failure to satisfy (17) causes an anisotropic pressure which 
pushes the geometry away from the FRW form, the anisotropy generating 
shear. This then feeds backs through the Boltzmann equations, to increase the 
anisotropy in the distribution function; but on the other hand the expansion 
of the universe tends to decrease it. Depending on the details of the situation, 
the result may or may not be to isotropise the higher moments. It would be 
interesting to have some specific results to demonstrate this point and the 
timescale over which it occurs. 

3 T h e  A n i s o t r o p l c  a n d  I n h o m o g e n e o u s  C a s e  

In [27] Maharaj and Maartens obtained solutions to the Einstein-Liouville equa- 
tions with an FRW geometry and a distribution function which is inhomogeneous 
and anisotropic. The solutions depend on constants of the motion K~ constructed 
from the Killing vectors, and C, generated by conformal Killing vectors if m = 0. 
In [27] a general solution and a more specific one that  is easier to analyse be- 
cause the distribution is spherically symmetric about the origin of coordinates, 
are given. 

The analysis carried out in the previous case goes through for the specific 
solution, except for the part which we will now consider. In place of the solution 
(14) to the Liouville equation the specific solution has the form 

Fab....r (x',  m, E)  = Hab....r(t, r, m, X) (24) 

where X is defined as above, r 2 = x 2 + y~ + z 2 and the r and t enter through 
the constant of motion C = C(X, r,t). The conditions that  gave rise to (16-19) 
b e come: 

= (25) X3Ha(t,r ,X,m) dX 0 

and 

f0  = + = . (26) 
X4[X 2 m2 S2(t)]-l/2 Hab(t, dX 0 

These conditions are weaker than those in the previous discussion; because H 
is explicitly dependent on t, (26) does not require that  Hab be zero everywhere 
even when rn ¢ 0. Clearly the conditions on Hab....r are different depending on 
whether m is zero or not and thus in general the same function will not satisfy 
(26) in both cases. Hence the argument that  the universe will be driven away 
from an FRW geometry as it expands holds. This can happen either through 
collisions or through mass becoming non-negligible. 
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The argument developed for the specific form of the distribution function 
which is spherically symmetric about the origin of coordinates can be extended 
to a more general solution as long as the solution is effectively collision-free. 
One can combine such solutions linearly with different origins to get new, more 
complex solutions of the Einstein-Liouville equations in the FRW regime. This 
will generate a distribution of spherically symmetric inhomogeneities, arbitrarily 
placed and in principle capable of giving any desired mass distribution. It is 
possible to do this because the Liouville equation is linear in the distribution 
function or its moments, as are (25, 26). Consequently we can add distribution 
functions with constant coefficients, still obtaining solutions of the Liouville 
equation. There is resultant non-linearity in the field equations but it will cause 
no problem in practice. 

Even more general solutions can be obtained by using the generic solution 
of Maharaj and Maartens, rather than the restricted one employed here. These 
will allow tilted matter flows (cf. [28]) that include the possibility of rotation, 
which cannot occur with the above solution. 

In [12] the continuation of the solution was achieved by assuming Bianchi I 
symmetry in the collisions and matching a Bianchi I model to an FRW model 
across a spacelike boundary at the onset time using the Darmois conditions. 
The present situation is much more complicated because the continuation is 
to be inhomogeneous and anisotropic and so we do not have much chance of 
constructing an exact solution. 

The existence of such a solution, ie one that continues after the onset of the 
anisotropic pressure and the introduction of both inhomogeneity and anisotropy 
into the geometry, is assured by the work of Bichteler, Bancel and Choquet- 
Bruhat ([29] and references cited there) if a suitable collision functional is used. 
The required theorem is: There exists (subject to mild. conditions) a domain 12 
in IR 4, a metric gab and a function f on I-2 × lR 3 such that, 

1. gab and f are solutions to the Einstein-Boltzmann equations 

2. gab and f take the given Cauchy data. 

These solutions are unique in I2 and depend continuously on the data. (£2 
may be chosen to be globally hyperbolic for the metric gab and to admit a Cauchy 
surface). 

The mild conditions refer to the Sobolev class in which the solutions fall and 
the model for the collision functional is for binary, elastic collisions and probably 
can be used here. Also the consistency of the Cauchy data on a spacelike surface 
at the onset is assured by the previous FRW history. 

The inhomogeneous initial conditions produced by the mechanisms discussed 
above will produce an inhomogeneous space-time with seeds that could in 
principle lead to a plausible distribution of galaxies. 
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Colliding Gravitational Waves with 
Variable Polarization 

1 N.  B r e t o n  

Dpto. Fisica Te6rica, Universidad del Pais Vasco, Bilbao, Spain 

Abstract-" A family of solutions to Einstein's field equations representing collisions 
between plane gravitational waves with variable polarization is presented. The bound- 
ary conditions on the null hypersurfaces and the behaviour of the solutions near the 
focussing surface are analysed. 

1 In troduct ion  

Spacetimes representing the phenomena of gravitational plane waves interaction 
are of interest due to the nonlinear effects that these processes exhibit. The 
colliding plane wave spacetimes are usually represented in a bidimensional space 
in (u, v) null coordinates, where four regions are separated by null hypersurfaces. 
Throughout all spacetime it is assumed the existence of a pair of commuting 
spacelike Killing vectors 0x and 0y. Being spacetimes possessing two Killing 
vectors, all the Ernst potential formalism (see Hoenselaers' lecture) can be 
adapted to them. Consequently the related numerous generating techniques are 
available. For example, Ehlers and Harrison transformations have been used to 
generate new colliding wave solutions. 

The Gutsunaev-Manko algorithm[l] based on Kramer-Neugebauer transfor- 
mations has been used to generate stationary axisymmetric solutions possess- 
ing gravitational as well as angular multipole moments. In this report we use 
the Gutsunaev-Manko algorithm combined with the Ernst potential approach, 
adapted for the purposes of the colliding wave problem, to construct new non- 
collinear solutions. Starting with a seed solution with constant polarization we 
obtain a family of solutions describing collision between gravitational waves with 
variable polarization such that  their main properties can be anticipated. We work 
"backwards" in the sense that  we first determine the general solution in the in- 
teraction region and then apply the proper boundary conditions along the null 
surfaces u = 0 and v = 0. 

1 On leave from Depto. de Ffsica, CINVESTAV del IPN, Mexico 
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2 T h e  S o l u t i o n  G e n e r a t i n g  A l g o r i t h m  

The line element describing the interaction region produced in the collision of 
two plane gravitational waves can be written as 

ds 2 = 2e -M d u d v -  e-U (e y cosh W d x  ~ - 2 sinh W d x d y + e  - y  cosh Wdy2) ,  (2.1) 

where the metric functions (U, M, V, W) depend only on null coordinates (u, v). 
The vacuum Einstein equations restrict the function e -tr  to satisfy the one 
dimensional wave equation. Consequently the transitivity surface area has to be 
of the form e - v  = f ( u ) +  g(v).  In order to derive the standard form of the Ernst 
equation we transform to the timelike coordinate t and the spacelike coordinate 
z related to (u, v) by 

t =  + g +  + f  

z = + g - + I .  ( 2 . 2 )  

With this coordinate transformation one readily derives the Ernst equation 

(Z + Z){[(1 - tU)Zt],t - [(1 - z=)Z,;],,} = 2{(1 - tU~Z 2 - (1 - z=~Z 2 ~ (2.3) 

where 

and 

Z =- x + iw, x =- e -V  sechW, 

w -- e - v  tanh W, sinh W = I m Z / n e Z .  (2.4) 

When the metric function W globally vanishes the Ernst potential Z becomes 
real (Z = X) and (2.3) reduces to 

[ (1 - t 2 )X , t ] , t  - [ (1 - z2 )x ,z ] ,~  = O, (2 .5 )  

which is the linear equation of the collinear case. The main idea of the Gutsunaev- 
Manko algorithm is that  it relates in a simple way to every solution of the 
collinear case a particular solution of the non-linear equation (2.3). Thus, if a 
given function ¢(t ,  z) is a solution of (2.5), then the function 

t(1 - ab) + iz(a + b) - (1 + ia)(1 - ib) (2.6) 
Z = e 2¢ t ( 1 -  ab) + i z ( a  + b) + (1 + ia)(1 - ib)' 

is the solution of the complex Ernst equation (2.3), with the functions a(t, z) 
and b(t, z) of (2.6) satisfying the linear equations 

(ln a),t = t - ~ z [ ( t z  - 1)¢,t + (1 - 2)¢,z]  

2 
( ]n  a),z = t - " z  [ (1 - t '~ )¢ , t  + ( tz  - 1 ) ¢ , . ]  
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(ln b),t = ~+2z[(tz + 1)¢,t + (1 - z~)¢,z] 

- 2  [(1 - t2)¢,t + (tz + 1)¢,z]. (2.7) ( lnb) ,z=  t + z  

Once the seed function ¢( t , z )  is given, then the functions a(t,z) and b(t, z) 
which one needs to construct the Ernst potential in (2.3) can be found by simple 
integration. We now consider a general class of solutions of (2.5) obtained by 
separation of variables. The function ¢(/ ,  z) given by 

¢(t ,  z) = c l n  [(1 - t2)(1 - z2)] 
oo 

-4- Z{anPn(z )Pn( t )  + qnPn(z)Qn(t) + pnPn(t)Qn(z)} 
n-~0 

(2.s) 

b(t, z) : exp 2 an{--(: t : l )npl(t)  "{- Pn(z)Pn-l(t) 
1"1----1 \ 

n -1  
- -  ~ 7 ~ ( 4 - 1 ) k p n - k ( Z ) [ P n - k + l ( t )  - -  P n - k - l ( t ) ] }  

k=l  

--qn{(-4-1) n l  In (t T z) • ]--~-~ (+ l )nQl ( t )  + Pn(z)Qn_l(t) 

n-1  

-- Z(-4-1)k pn-k(Z)[Qn-k+l (t) -- Qn-k- l ( / ) ]  } 
k=l 

:t:pn {(:t:1) n l  In (t :F z) 2 i ----z-2 (-4-1)nQl(z) + Pn(t)Qn_l(z) 

n--1 / 
- -  Z ( ' 4 - 1 ) k p n - k ( t ) [ Q n - k + l ( Z ) ,  - -  Q n - k - l ( Z ) ] }  

k=l 

( t T  z_.) 2 ~ ( (1  + t ) ( 1 T  z ) ~ c  (t ~ z) 2 =l: Po In (2.9) 
- q g l n  - i - - t2  1 - z  2 J ( 1 - t ) ( l ± z ) ]  " 

Once the Ernst  potential  is known one is able to determine all metric functions 
(in principle). In [2] the detailed derivation of this solution as well as the 
expressions for the metric components are given. 

where c, anl Pn, and qn are arbitrary constants to be restricted by the boundary 
conditions. After tedious but  straightforward integration one obtains for the 
functions a(t, z) and b(t, z) of the Ernst potential 
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3 T h e  B o u n d a r y  C o n d i t i o n s  o n  t h e  N u l l  S u r f a c e s  

We now turn to the boundary conditions that must be satisfied in order that 
the solution found represents the interaction region of two colliding plane waves. 
The appropriate boundary conditions for the colliding wave problem, in terms 
of the Ernst potentials, were formulated by Ernst and ttauser and by Griffiths 
[3]. For our solutions these conditions amount to 

2kl = limo[1 - ¢,t - ¢,~]2, 2k2 = lira0[1 + ¢,~ - ¢,t] 2, (3.1) 

where the constants kl and k2 must satisfy the inequalities 

1 1 
_< kl < 1, ~ _< ks < 1, (3.2) 

imposed by the vacuum Einstein's field equations. Using (2.8) and the properties 
of the Legendre polynomials one gets 

{1 -- E ( p n  A- qn)[Pn(O)Q/n(O)  -t- Qn(0)Pn/(0)]} s = 2kl, 
n----0 

oo 

{1 + E ( P n  - qn)[Pn(O)Q~n(O) - Qn(0)Pnt(0)]} 2 = 2ks, (3.3) 
n----0 

Since clearly kl can be different from ks one can therefore obtain approaching 
plane waves with different wavefronts [5]. 

4 B e h a v i o u r  o f  t h e  G r a v i t a t i o n a l  F i e l d  N e a r  t h e  F o c u s s i n g  

S u r f a c e  

It is well known that when two plane gravitational waves collide, they focus each 
other and either a curvatute singularity or a Cauchy horizon is produced in the 
course of the collision. The focussing surface in the coordinates we use is given by 
the equation t - 1. Here the invariants of the gravitational field either blow up 
or a Cauchy horizon is formed which prevents to determine future development 
of the solution uniquely. From the arguments of Belinski, Khalatnikov and 
Lifshitz repeated recently by Yurtsever [4] in the colliding wave context, these 
solutions either tend to a degenerate Kasner type when the spatial dependence 
is suppressed or to a standard Kasner solution. The degenerate Kasner solution 
is flat spacetime and thus when the focussing surface is approached no curvature 
singularity is formed. On the other hand if the solution in the interaction region 
tends to a general Kasner-like regime near the focussing surface, then a curvature 
singularity is developed at t ~ 1.To determine which is the case, it is sufficient 
to analyse the behaviour of the longitudinal expansion function e 7(t 'z)  at t --* 1. 
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After analysis one arrives to the conclusion that  the condition of nonsingular 
behaviour is: 

q0 1 
c - ~ -  = - ~ ,  qi = 0, i # 0, (4 .1 )  

for arbitrary an and Pn of (2.8). One may now make the following observation. 
Whereas for the collinearly colliding waves the condition to avoid curvature 
singularity [5] reduces to c -  2 ~ = +½; qi = 0, i # 0, the conditions given 
by (4.1) are more restrictive in the sense that  the nonsingularity of the seed 
solution is necessary for the nondiagonal solution to be regular. However this is 
not sufficient since all nonsingular diagonal seeds complying with the equation 

q o _  1. c - 2 - ~, qi = 0, i # 0, will give rise to a curvature singularity at t --* 1. 

5 C o n c l u s i o n s  

The general solution presented contains as particular cases the generalization 
to variable polarization of solutions as Khan-Penrose, Szekeres, Ferrari-Ib£fiez, 
Griffiths, Feinstein-Ib£fiez and others. The corresponding generalizations can be 
obtained by tuning adequately the coefficients c, an, Pn and qn in the seed solution 
(2.8). 

Like in the collinear polarized case we see that  there exists an infinite 
dimensional family of solutions which do not result in a curvature singularity. 
However for every nonsingular solution there exists an infinite dimensional 
family of solutions which do develope strong singularity on the focussing surface. 
In [2] these solutions are related to the unpolarized (nondiagonal) Gowdy 
cosmologies and some issues on the strong cosmic censorship conjecture are 
discussed, r 
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Abstract:  We present a method for generating exact solutions of the static axisym- 
metric vacuum Einstein equations, in the form of uniformly convergent series. The 
relevance of this method lies in the possibility of determining a priori  the desired 
Geroch-Hansen multipole moments of the solution. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Static axisymmetric exact solutions of the vacuum Einstein equations are des- 
cribed by Weyl's metric [1]: 

ds  2 = - e  2~ dt ~ + e - 2 ~  [e27(dp 2 + dz  2) + p2d~2] , (1) 

where ~ is any function depending on the coordinates (p, z) which satisfies the 
3-dimensional Laplace's equation 

= ~ p ~ + ~ + ~ z z = 0  , (2) Ag' 

the general asymptotically flat solution of which is 

k~ -- ~--~ an , (31 
n----0 

where r 2 - p2+z2 , w --- cos6-- z/r and an are arbitrary parameters. We 
will refer to these parameters as "Weyl's moments". The other metric function 
7, also depending on coordinates (p, z), is determined from ~ by quadratures. 

It is well known that the Schwarzschild solution describes the exterior 
field of a spherically symmetric static mass. However, this solution does not 
correspond to the a0 Wey] moment, but is contained in (3) as a combination 
of some particular values of all the moments an. The resulting function ~" of 
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the Schwarzschild solution is well known, and discussed already by Darmois: it 
would represent the gravitational potential generated by an uniform rod located 
on the symmetry axis, with its center of mass at the origin of coordinates, of 
length 2GM/c 2. This picture looks like far away from spherical symmetry. 

On the other hand the Weyl solution corresponding to the "monopole" a0- 
term possesses all higher-order Geroch-Hansen [2] multipole moments. For all 
these reasons, although the function ~" defines any static vacuum solution, it is 
physically meaningless itself. 

With the aid of the known multipole moment analysis, one can obtain 
the Schwarzschild metric by looking for the Weyl solution possessing only the 
monopole relativistic moment. Our purpose is to generalize this idea, i.e., classify 
Weyl solutions by means of its multipole moments, which is both coordinate- 
invariant and physically relevant. 

We shall be looking for a static axisymmetric vacuum solution possessing 
the monopole moment M and mass quadrupole moment Q. Such solution will 
describe the exterior gravitational field generated by a static object with a small 
deformation from the spherical symmetry. 

We shall obtain, so far, a metric with two independent parameters, M and 
Q, like in the case of the Erez-Rosen metric [3], but possessing only the first two 
pure gravitational moments. 

2 Methodology 

A procedure to obtain the required result consists in imposing the condition 
over the Geroch-ttansen multipole moments, computed from the general static 
axisymmetric Weyl solution, that they vanish except for the monopole and 
quadrupole ones. 

Such limitation implies some conditions on the coefficients an, which can be 
expressed in terms of the exempted multipole moments. This relation, an versus 
moments, thus fully defines two metric functions !P, 7, and hence, the metric. 
The convergency of the series is always fulfilled provided that the absolute value 
of the constants an are limited [4]. 

The steps to be followed are 

1. Looking for the harmonic coordinates. 
2. Write down the initial coordinates (Weyl or prolate) and the metric function 

k~ in the harmonic coordinates. 
3. Compute the Geroch-Hansen multipole moments in terms of the coefficients 

a n .  

4. Invert expressions to obtain the coefficients an in terms of moments. 
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2.1 T h e  H a r m o n i c  C o o r d i n a t e s  

Starting from the Weyl spherical coordinates {r, 0} or cylindrical ones {p, z}, 
we look for the spherical harmonic coordinates {~, 0} or cylindrical {/~, ~}, such 
that, the corresponding Cartesian coordinates verify the equation 

[ ]  $(x) = g.~V~V.~(x) = 0 (4) 

A reasonable solution (with a good asymptotic behaviour) for 2 is 

S(r,O) =rcosO--z (5) 

And the solution for/~ may be expressed in the form 

oo 

~(r,O) = r s i n 0 E ~ H , ( c o s 0 )  , (6) 
I = 0  

where H~ are functions of cos0 =- w, which satisfy the following differential 
equation 

(1 - w2){/(/_ 3)H,(w) - 4will(w) + (1 - w2)H['(w)} = 

where 

0 , 1_<1 

= E Bk(w)H.(w) 
k+n=l-2  

(i-~,)/2 2k+1 - (k+l) { 
Bt(~)= ~0 ( k--~l)!B~-2~ (~) 

/ > 2  

5 z = O :  l e v e n  

5t = 1 : l odd 

(7) 

(8) 

E 
Q+...+i.=l 

(9) 

BfD(w)= E Ak.(~) 
k+n=l 

(10) 

7 ( r , w ) _  ~ (k + l)(n 4-1) a a 1 
k + n + 2  ~ " r  k-'~'£~ x 

k,n=O 

[ek+~@)P.+~(~)- ek(~)P.(~)] 
oo 1 

= E Ak"(W)r~+-+2 
k , n = 0  

(11) 
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2.2 The  C o o r d i n a t e  Invers ion 

After solving the differential equation for each order, we determine the harmonic 
coordinates 

~(r, O) ---- ~ cos 0 = r cos 0 (12) 
o r d e r  

~(r,O) =_ ÷sin0 = rsin0 ~ H l ( w ) ~  (13) 
1=0 

and try to obtain the expressions r = r(f,  ~) and 19 = 0(~, t~). 
The complicated but straightforward calculations have been carried out by 

computer by using the MATttEMATICA T M  software implementation. 

2.3 The  Mul t ipo le  M o m e n t s  

The definition we are using is similar to that of Thorne [5], and equivalent to the 
Geroch-IIansen definition, leading to the results which agree with those obtained 
earlier by Hoenselaers [6] [7]. 

We expand the metric component goo = -exp{2k~}  in terms of the coefficient 
GM/c2~ ,  where ~ is the radial harmonic coordinate. The mass multipole moment 
of order ! corresponding to the solution k~ is the factor related to the term 
2/~(cos ~)/~t+l of the expansion, where Pz are the Legendre polynomials. 

2.4 The  Invers ion of  the  M o m e n t s  

The last step consists in expressing the "Weyl coefficients" an in terms of 
multipole moments. From the study of the successive orders, we have got an 
analytical series for its general term, the coeficient an. 

3 T h e  R e s u l t s  

We searched for the structure of the series an such that the corresponding 
solution had only the first two multipole moments. We assumed the solution 
to have the symmetry with respect to the equatorial plane in order to make 
easier the calculation, without lack of generality. 

The required structure of the solution was found to be 

a 2 r t  - -  

- 1  : n = 3 j + l  
M2n+12n+1 (2,,-q)/3~ M 2 n + I - 3 ~ Q a F ( a , n )  , q = 0 : n = 3j  + 3  

~=1 1 : n = 3 j h - 2  

a~n+l = 0 (14) 
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~-'~ M ~"+1 P2n(W) oo 
= - -  2 n + l  r 2"+1 - E Q 2 k + l F ( 2 k + l ' 6 k + 2 ) P 6 k + 2 ( w )  r6k+3 + 

n=O k=O 
2 0o 2 j + v  

2v~ P6j+2+2, (~) - E E E QaM6J-3a+a+2~r (a '  6j -{- 2 + , ~ , 
v = 0 j = 0  a = l  

(15) 
where M is the total mass, Q is the quadrupole moment, and F (a ,  n) is a 
function depending on the power of the quadrupole parameter and the order of 
the Weyl coefficient. We are able to reach the order 13 in 1/~ ( the moment of 
order 1 - 12), and to adjust the coefficients it is necessary to expand F(t~, n) up 
to that  order. As the result we have 

(2.)! p(cO [n] (16) 
= ( 2 .  + + 1 ) ! ! ( 2 .  - 

/ l 5 2 ) ( 5 n + 2 1 )  : c~ 2 (17) [.] = = 

25  
~ - ~ ( n - 3 ) ( 5 n  2 + 1 8 n - 9 8 )  : a = 3  , 

and we hope that the calculations carried out for higher orders will enable us to 
establish the exact form of these polynomials for arbitrary a. 

The first sum in (15) represents a pure monopole solution, which is obviously 
the Schwarzschild solution 

~-~ M2"+IP2'*(w) 1 l o g / ÷ - M ~  (18) 
~ = -  2 n + l  r 2"+1 =2 \~+M]  

n----0 

The third term represents the interacting Monopole-Quadrupole solution, 
and the second sum is the pure Quadrupole Solution. In this latter case, where 
F((~ = 2k + 1,n = 6k + 2), the function ~ may be expressed as 

= _~Q2}+I [ (___6k_.+_2)}15 (4k + I)!!] P6k+2(w) (19) 
k=0 [(10k +5) ! ! (2k ) ! ! ( ek+  2)!!J r 6k+a 
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Effective Action Methods  in Cosmology: 
The Back-reaction Problem 
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1 Introduction 

Gravitational quantum effects in the Early Universe have been used in the 
last years to improve our understanding of the present status of the Universe. 
Particle production, topological defects formed at phase transitions, or various 
inflation mechanisms have been claimed to explain, respectively, the generation 
of entropy, the formation of structure in the universe, or the observed isotropy 
and homogeneity of non-causally connected regions. More recently, general 
quantum arguments have been employed by Hawking [1] to give a chronology 
protection conjecture. 

Quantum Field theory in curved space [2] is the semiclassical theory of gravity 
where most of this work has been carried on. In this incomplete theory, the 
gravitational background field is considered purely classical whereas the matter 
fields are treated quantum mechanically. It may be viewed as a good test theory 
of the, still unknown, full Quantum Theory of Gravity interacting with matter 
fields. 

As a first step, one can work in the test field approximation, where it is 
assumed that the gravitational field remains unmodified by the action of the 
matter fields. In this approximation, the semiclassical theory of gravity allow us 
to study the particle production and vacuum polarization due to the dynamical 
evolution of a quantum field over the fixed classical gravitational background in 
several cases. Physical situations in which this approximation is relevant are 
those involving background geometries with event horizons, like the Rindler 
space (Unruh effect [3]), the black hole geometry (Hawking radiation [4]) where 
the creation of particles (radiated with a thermal spectrum) is predicted, or 
those involving expanding geometries where the rapid time variation of the 
gravitational field can produce particles (Cosmological particle creation). 

In the last sixties, Parker [5] studied the particle production in a Friedmann- 
Robertson-Walker (FRW) space-time using the method of the Bogoliubov's 
coefficients. He proved that only particles not conformally coupled can be 
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produced. Later work tried to anedize the production of particles when the 
conformed invariance is broken by weak perturbations in the early universe. 
Particle production due to anisotropies [6] was studied with an approximation 
method based in Parker's work, but the inhomogeneous ~case [7] needs a very 
different method which is based in the perturbative evaluation of the scattering 
S-matrix. This is because the mode separation used to find the Bogoliubov's 
coefficients is not appropiate in this more general case. 

A more difficult question, however, is to analize and discuss the dynamical 
evolution of the gravitational field as a consequence of its interaction with 
quantum matter. This is known as the back-reaction problem. The study of 
the back-reaction of Hawking radiation over the background geometry gives us 
a lot of information about the thermodynamical properties of the black holes 
(black hole evaporation). In Cosmology, the gravitational entropy generation 
and the damping of weak primordial perturbations in a dissipative process can 
be modeled and analyzed in this context. Other applications to the study of 
back-reaction in the early universe are those which consider the avoidance or the 
modification of the structure of the initial singularity and those which investigate 
the dynamical evolution of topological defects. 

In the framework of a semiclassiced theory of gravity the action of the 
quantum field over the space-time geometry can be considered by inserting the 
vacuum expectation value of the stress-energy tensor in a given quantum state 
into the classical Einstein's equations [8], 

- - <  > , (1) 

where G~,~ is the Einstein's tensor. The solution of these semiclassical equations 
involves the specification of a space-time geometry g~,(x) together with a 
quantum state I~ >. As it is well known in Quantum Field theory in flat 
space, the energy-momentum tensor is a product of distributions and some 
renormalization technique is needed to obtain finite answers in the theory. These 
methods become more involved when they are extended to curved space. 

Early work considering the evolution of the metric, to study the back-reaction 
of particles created by anisotropies in a cosmological context, was done by 
Lukash and Novikov [9]; but they assumed very special conditions near the 
Planck time. In 1978, Hu and Parker [10] considered a Bianchi Type-I model 
conformedly coupled to a scalar field. They calculated the expectation value of 
the stress tensor in the low frequency approximation and computed the resulting 
modified Einstein's equations numerically. The results of such work indicate that 
the dynamical mechanism of particle production is sufficient to achieve a rapid 
damping of anisotropy if the calculations are extrapolated to the Planck era. 

Since the exactly solvable models are usually too simple to have physical 
significance, one often must resort to perturbative techniques in order to derive 
concrete expressions for the vacuum expectation value of a stress-energy tensor. 
For instance, Horowitz [11], by applying the axiomatic arguments outlined by 
Wald [8], gave a general expression to first order for the stress tensor in the 
case of a smooth perturbation around the Minkowski background and around 
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the spatially flat FRW backgrounds. Also, Davies and Unruh [12] developed 
an approximation method using an iteratively evaluated mode decomposition. 
Finally, a rather different approach based in the functional formalism of the 
effective action was developed by Hartle and Hu [13] to compute the back- 
reaction equations due to anisotropy in a Bianchi Type-I model. 

In the last method one can obtain, in principle, the rate of particle produc- 
tion, the spectrum of the created particles, information about the role of the 
trace anomaly in the structure of the cosmological singularity, the vacuum en- 
ergy density and the damping of the anisotropy near the Planck time. However, 
it is very difficult to give a physical interpretation to some of the results because 
the expression of the effective equations of motion is non-local, non-cansal and 
complex. This is a consequence of the fact that the usual effective action for- 
malism (also called in-out formalism) evaluates transition amplitudes between 
two different quantum states instead of expectation values. Thus the semiclas- 
sical Einstein's equations derived with this formalism would be an (incorrect) 
equation like, 

G,~ = < °u t lT ' v l i n  > (2) 
< outl in > ' 

rather than an equation like (1). 
There are two possible ways to solve this problem. On the one hand, one can 

find the Bogoliubov transformations between unequivalent vacua states [2] and 
modify the right hand side of equation (2) to write a true expectation value by 
inserting the corresponding Bogoliubov coefficients, but this may not be very 
practical in many applications. On the other hand, one can look directly for 
a functional method well suited to obtain expectation values of an operator in 
Quantum Field theory. Such a formalism was first proposed by Schwinger [15], 
the relativistic theoretical framework and some statistical mechanical results 
were developed by Chou et al. [16]. Jordan [17] showed that the effective 
equations of motions are real and causal to second loop order in curved space- 
times. This method has been used in cosmology to evaluate the back-reaction due 
to particle creation in a spatially flat FRW space-time with small anisotropies 
by Jordan [18] and by Calzetta and Hu [19], independently. 

Here we discuss the back-reaction problem of particle production in inhomo- 
geneous cosmologies. We use Schwinger's formalism, or in-in formalism, to obtain 
a real and causal effective action for the classical gravitational field interacting 
with a quantum scalar field. In this formalism one can derive the semiclassical 
Einstein's equations (1) in a natural way. The next section is devoted to explain 
briefly the in-in formalism to obtain expectation values instead of transition 
amplitudes. In the third section the method is applied to spatially flat FRW 
space-time perturbed with a smooth inhomogeneity and coupled with a confor- 
mal massless scalar field. Finally, some conclusions and remarks are given in the 
last section. 
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2 In-In  Func t iona l  F o r m a l i s m  of  the  Effect ive  A c t i o n  

Quantum corrections to a classical field theory can be studied with the help 
of the effective action. For simplicity, we consider the quantization of a scalar 
field ¢(x). The usual in-out effective action is based in the generating func- 
tional which is defined as the vacuum persistence amplitude in the presence 
of some classical source Y(x). This generating functional, W[J], carries all the 
quantum information of the connected graphs of the theory and can be ex- 
pressed as a path-integral with certain vacuum boundary conditions (¢ , 
e~:i~t,when the time t -* ±c~, and w > O) as, 

e iW[J] - <  O, outlO, in >j - /Z~[¢]e  ~(s[~]+J~) , (3) 

where S[¢] is the classical action of the field theory, and we have used the 
common shorthand notation J¢  for the complete expression f d'~xJ(x)¢(x). By 
differentiating with respect to the source one generates matrix elements from 
W[J] , 

aw[J_____j] < o, outl¢(~)lO, in >j  =_ ~[j] . (4) 
~J(z )  = < O, outlO, in >s 

If we assume that the above expression can be reversed, the effective action can 
be defined as the Legendre transformation of the generating functional, 

F[¢] = W [ J ] -  J¢ . (5) 

This new functional is the generator of the one-particle-irreducible graphs 
(graphs that remain connected when any internal line is cut) and it accumulates 
all the quantum corrections to the classical action. Finally, the dynamical 
equations for the effective mean field ¢[0], i.e. the matrix element of the field ¢ 
in the absence of the source J(x),  are deduced from 

 -- t01 = o ,  (6) 

These effective equations express the quantum corrections to the classical 
equations as a variational problem of the effective action. 

In order to work with expectation values rather than matrix elements one 
defines a new generating functional where the dynamics is determined by two 
different external classical sources, J+ and J_, 

e iw[J+'J-I = ~ < 0, inla, t >j_ < a, tl0 , in >j+ (7) 

Here, {la, t >} is a complete basis of eigen states of the field operator ¢(x) 
at time t. This in-in generating functional has an integral representation, with 
special boundary conditions in order that the new sources do not increase the 
number of degrees of freedom, 
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gw[~+,+_] = / ~p[¢+]~p [¢_]e~{S[++l+~+~+-s[~_]-1_ ~_ } , (8) 

where the sum is over all fields ¢+, ¢_ with negative and positive frequency 
modes, respectively, in the remote past but which coincide at time t. This integral 
can be thought of as the path sum of two different fields evolving in two different 
time branches [20], one going forward in time in the presence of J+ from the 
"in" vacuum to a time t, and the other backward in time in the presence of 
J_ from time t to the "in" vacuum with the constraint ¢+ = ¢_ ]t. Because of 
such a path integral representation, this formalism is also called close-time-path 
formalism. 

Now, the functional W[J+,J_] generates expectation values of the field 
instead of matrix elements like in equation (4), 

6W[J+, J_] Is+=s = <  0,inl¢(x)lo, in > I  (9) 
6J+ 

It generates not only the desired expectation values of time ordered (T (t)) field 
operators but also the anti-time ordered (T (a)) ones in the same footing 

6eiW[J+,J-] 
i ( ~ g . l - ( X l ) ' ' '  ( - i ) 6 g _  ( Y l )  • • • IJ±=J -'~< O, inlT(~')(¢(y~)...)T(')(¢(x~)...)lO, in > .  

(10) 
In analogy with the in-out formalism the in-in effective action is defined as 

the Legendre transform of the new generating functional as, 

F[¢+,0_1 "- W[J+, J_] -  g+¢+ + J-C- , (11) 

where the sources are functions of the fields ¢+ and q~_, through the definitions 

=l: 5W[J+' J-] - S±[J+, J- ]  • (12) 
6J+ 

If we take J+ = 0 in (12) we recover the expectation value of the mean field that 
satisfies the in-in effective equations of motion, 

6F[¢+,¢_] ~±=$±[0,01 = 0  , (13) 
6¢+ 

where ¢+[0, 0] = <  0, in]¢(x)]O, in >. 
Jordan [17] has demostrated that these 'equations are real and causal up to 

two loop order in the perturbative expansion for quantum scalar fields in curved 
space-time and he has also checked the unitarity of the formalism restricted to 
vacuum in states. 

As an example, one can look for a concrete expression of the in-in generating 
functional in the simple case of a free scalar field in flat space-time. Using 
the Schwinger-Dyson equations determined by (8) and the adequate boundary 
conditions outlined before it is not difficult to show that the in-in generating 
functional in flat space, Wo[J+, J-] ,  can be written as [19] , 
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W o [ J + ,  J_] = -- l  y T g Y  , (14)  

where j T  _ ( j+,  j_ ) ,  and g is the matrix constructed with the Feynman (At'), 
Dyson (AD) and Wightman (A ±) propagators in the following way, 

O - (15)  
_ - _ A D 

If we restrict ourselves to the first component in (14) we recover the usual in-out 
generating functional, 

1 

Wo[J, JI = - - 2 J T  At" J • (16) 

Henceforth, if we make J+ = J_ = J in the same equation we see that 
Wo[J, J] = O. This is a general property of the in-in generating functional which 
can be deduced from its definition (7) and provides a rough prove of unitarity 
[17]. 

Obviously, this formalism treats all the propagators in the same way and, 
as a consequence, this leads to an increase in the number of Feynman graphs. 
However, this does not involve more technical complications in the renormal- 
izati0n procedure because the new infinities are all of the same kind as those 
found in the in-out formalism, i.e. if the in-out theory is renormalizable then the 
in-in theory is renormalizable too [20]. In the next section we will use the Feyn- 
man rules deduced from this simple construction of the generating functional to 
compute the in-in effective action in a concrete model. 

3 B a c k - r e a c t i o n  i n  I n h o m o g e n e o u s  C o s m o l o g i e s  

In this section we apply Schwinger's in-in functional formalism to study back- 
reaction problems in expanding universes. We have already mentioned the 
possible physical relevance of the damping of anisotropies due to particle creation 
to explain the present observed properties of the Universe. 

The dynamical evolution of a space-time caused by the interaction with some 
quantum field is ruled by the expectation value of the energy momentum tensor 
of the quantum field, see equation (1), and this includes the created particles. In 
order to obtain and analyze the semiclassical Einstein's equations we consider 
a non self-interacting conformally coupled massless scalar quantum field with 
action 

[ ] ¢] = + , (17) 

where the gravitational field is a smoothly perturbed spatially flat FRW space- 
time 

~,v(x) - a20l)(~,v -t- h•v(x)) . (18) 

Here ht,~(x ) is a symmetric tensor representing small inhomogeneities, a(x) = 
exp(w(y)) is the conformal factor depending on the conformal time ~ =_ f dt/a,  
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and the flat metric T/uv has signature ( -  + . - - + ) .  Initially, we will work in 
n dimensions, as this will be useful to isolate the infinities of the theory by 
using dimensional regularization; but we will return to four dimensions when 
the infinities had been regularized. 

The field action (17) can be expanded in powers of the inhomogeneity hu~,, 
o o  

sm[~,~ .  ¢] = s~ ) [¢ ]  + ~ s(")rh(")m , ,~ ,~1 . (19) 
rt----1 

Thus, the zero order term represents the action of a free scalar field in a flat 
FRW space-time and the higher p6rturbative terms carry all the information 
about the interaction with the gravitational inhomogeneities. Because of the 
assumed conformal coupling of the scalar field we can disregard the conformal 
factor aQ/) if we define a new matter field ~(x) = exp ( -~w(r / ) )  ¢(x). Therefore, 
we can work with the quantum field q~ into a classical flat space-time geometry 
with inhomogeneities defined by g~,~ = ~lu~ + hu~(x). 

Following the previous section the total in-in effective action in the semiclas- 
sical approximation is written [19] as 

F. + rcw~.g~v]  = s~[~+.g.+~] - sE[~-.g;~,] + ~[g ,~ ,g ;~]  , (20) 

where SE [w, guy] is the usual Einstein action, where suitable quadratic terms in 
the curvature have been added in order to renormalize the infinities and fulfill 
the correct trace anomaly [13], 

gu~,] -- SE[gm,] = . / d " x ( - g ( x ) )  1/~ (21) SE[w, 

i.t,~-4 

and F, + - m [gu., gu.] is the remaining in-in effective action for the matter field which 
may be expressed in a path integral representation as, 

[gu +,  g;u] - - i l n  / O[~+]l)[~-]expi{Sm Lq+u, ~+] - sm [guu, ~7] } , (22) 

in the absence of classical matter sources. If we drop the tadpoles, because they 
are zero in dimensional regularization, isolate the independent terms in + gin, ' and 
expand to second order in the perturbation, the above equation becomes 

+ _ i 
Fm[gu,.,,gu,, ] = ~ < (S~)[h+~,¢+]) 2 > - i  < ,tS(1)rh+m ~ u~,¢+lSO)rh-~ m ~ u . , ~ - ] )  > 

3 ( no contribution terms ) 
+O(hm..) + \ to the variation 6g+ _ , (23) 

where the bracket is defined as the expectation value with respect to the free 
term in (19), 

< o[~(~)] > -  fv [~ ]~s~)~ l  
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Then, we can use Wick's theorem in (23), and the Feynman rules determined 
by the generating functional in flat space calculated before, 

dnp eip(~-y) 
< #i+(x)~/i+(y) > = iAF(x -- y) = --i (2r)n p2 _ ie 

dnp eip(x-y) 
< q~-(x)q~-(y) > = --iAD(x -- y) = i (27r)'* p2 + ie 

< ~+(x)~-(y)  > = --iA+(x -- y) = a-p eiV(r_y)Si.~O(_pO ~ (25) 
( 2 ~ ) . - 1  , "  " " , " 

After a lenghtly calculation in which terms forming geometric invariants of the 
metric gu~ have been grouped, and taking the limit to 4 dimensions, the finite 
in-in effective action to second order in hu~, can be expressed as, 

C(2) r "4"nniteLW 'gu']4" -- 167rG1 /asx(_g+(x)) l /2e~+[R+(x)+6w+w+;U ] 

+ a / d4x(-g+(x)) 1/2 [(R+u.#(x)a+uu~#(x)- R+u(x)R+UU(x))ln(peW+) 

-~R+(x)n+(x)] 
+ ~ f d'x(-g+(~)) ~/2 [2R + ~ ( x ) ~  + R+(~)D ~+ - ~ ~+(~+;~) 

-3(D ~+? - 2 ( ~ + ; ~ )  ~] 

- ~ f e~e~(-g+(~))~/~(-g+(~)) ~/~ 
× [3R+~.~(xlR+"~%)-  n+(~ln+(y)] ~ (~  - y) 

c~4 _/d4xd4y(-g+(x)) l /2(-g-  (y))1/2 

× [3R+~oA~)R-.~"%)- R+(xln-(y)] i~2(~ - y) 
3 ( No Contribution terms'~ 

+ O(huv ) + \ to the variation Sg+ ,] , (26) 

where a - (28807r2) -1, i l ( x -  y) and i ~ ( x -  y) are the non-local pieces defined 
by the integrals 

El(x - y)_-- 1 / 
aSp [(¢-i ,)  1 eiP(x-Y)ln 

( 2 ~ ) ~  [ 7o  1 '  
f ~vas  '. r:~(~- y)=_ j ~,'~(~-~)(-2,~)o(-p °) , (27) 

# is the renormalization parameter introduced in (21) and/to is a numerical 
factor. 

By functional derivation of this effective action with respect to the classical 
space-time metric g+u(x) one obtains the semiclassical Einstein's equations (1) 
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in an explicit form for our problem in hand. This action must be completed 
with a matter action for a classical isotropic fluid, otherwise it would not be 
consistent with an isotropic and homogeneous background; for its relevance in 
the early universe we should take a radiative perfect fluid: 

4 C o n c l u s i o n s  

In the last section we have derived, explicitly, the effective action to one loop or- 
der for a quantum scalar field coupled to small gravitational inhomogeneities in a 
flat FRW expanding universe. The computation has been done using Schwinger's 
in-in formalism also called the close-time-path functional formalism. This makes 
the action suitable for a direct evaluation of the so-called semiclassical Einstein's 
equations, i .e.  Einstein's equations modified by the quantum effects produced 
by the interaction of the quantum field with the gravitational field. This con- 
stitutes the back-reaction problem; its solution is equivalent to the solution of 
the semiclassical equations. Of course, this is a highly non trivial problem, part 
of the problem; lies in the fact that the action is a higher derivative action (at 
this order it contains quadratic terms in the curvature) and this leads usually to 
runaway solutions. A consistent treatment of this problem within a perturbative 
scheme has been advocated by Simon [21], its aim is to get rid of the unphysical 
solutions that may otherwise arise [22]. This is especially important when there 
are solutions which indicate an instability of the classical background. Such a 
consistent perturbative framework has been applied, for instance, in the context 
of quantum cosmology [23]. 

Another source of difficulty is the appearence of the non local terms (27) 
in the action; the general treatment of these terms is not possible. Rather 
than trying to solve the general problem our aim for future work is to apply 
equation (26) and the corresponding semiclassical equations to some particular 
cosmological inhomogeneities. A special relevant case is that of inhomogeneities 
produced by cosmological topological defects. Topological defects such as cosmic 
strings are known to produce quite energetic particles during its formation and 
during its dynamical evolution [24], and the back-reaction of these On the string 
evolution may be significant. The back-reaction problem in cosmic strings has 
been considered by Hiscock [25], who uses the vacuum expectation value of the 
stress tensor of conformally coupled matter fields around a static, cylindrically 
symmetric cosmic string as a source in the linearized Einstein equations. The 
space-time metric resulting differs from that in which no back-reaction is taken 
into account, i .e.  flat space with a deficit angle. In a similar way a static, 
spherically symmetric global monopole has been considered [26] by solving 
the linearized semiclassical Einstein's equations. It is found that the vacuum 
polarization effects may significantly alter the value of the monopole core mass 
when the symmetry breaking responsible for the monopole formation takes place 
near the Planck time. For a spherical monopole of mass 1016 GeV at a Compton 
wavelength the quantum correction to the mass is of the order of 103 GeV, 
which is large but not significant compared to the total mass. Nevertheless, 
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semiclassical effects are important to decide the stability of such topological 
defects. In the approach developed here not only the static case, in which 
the vacuum energy is relevant, but also the dynamical case when the stress 
tensor expectation value contains also information on particle creation, can be 
estimated. 

Notice that an important difference of the in-in formalism with respect to the 
in-out formalism is that the rate of particle creation cannot be read off directly 
from the effective action in the former case. In fact, in the in-out formalism the 
effective action is directly related to the transition amplitude from the "in" to 
the "out" vacua (vacuum persistence amplitude). When particles are produced 
the "in" and "out" vacua differ and thus the above amplitude gives a vacuum 
persistence probability which is less than unity. This means that the effective 
action contains an imaginary part; such imaginary part is directly related to 
the probability of particle creation [13]. In the in-in formalism, however, the 
effective action is not directly related to the vacuum persistence amplitude. The 
probability of particle creation, however, can be obtained in a simple way [19]. 
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Quantization in a Colliding Plane Wave 
Spacetime 
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08193 Bellaterra (Barcelona), Spain 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Colliding wave spacetimes are exact solutions of Einstein equations which 
represent the head on collision of two exact gravitational plane waves and as 
such they are some of the simplest exact highly dynamical gravitational fields. 
The nonlinearity of General Relativity leads to some conspicuous features here 
[1], in our particular problem the collision gives a Killing-Cauchy horizon where a 
caustic is formed. When such gravitational fields interact with quantum matter 
one expects some important quantum effects such as vacuum polarization or 
the spontaneous creation of particles, it is the purpose of the present work to 
compute the creation of quantum particles. For this we quantize a massless 
scalar field in a colliding wave background and identify two physically meaningful 
vacua: the "in" and "out" vacua. They are, respetively, related to the flat "in" 
vacuum in the spacetime region before the collision and to a physically reasonable 
vacuum at the horizon. It is found that particles are spontaneously created with 
a spectrum inverse to the frequency; the spectrum is compatible in  the long 
wavelenght limit with a thermal spectrum with a temperature which is inversely 
proportional to the focusing time of the waves. First, let us describe the physics 
of colliding waves. 

2 P l a n e  W a v e s  

We start with a single gravitational plane wave. These are very simple solutions of 
Einstein's field equations with a group G~ of isometries and an Abelian subgroup 
G3 acting on null hypersurfaces [2]. Yet as it was first pointed out by Penrose 
[3] they have interesting global properties like the absence of spacelike Cauchy 
hypersurfaces as a consequence of their focusing properties. Exact plane waves 
focus null geodesics which collide with the wave. They are suposed to represent 
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some physical situations in which strong gravitational waves may be produced 
such as in black hole collisions [4] or in some particular cases of travelling waves 
on cosmic strings [5] (in particular for strings with a deficit angle of ~r). The 
simplest way to represent plane waves is with the use of the so called harmonic  
coordinates (X ,  Y, U, V) .  If we restrict ourselves to one polarization, 

ds 2 = d U d V  - d X  2 - d Y  ~ + h(U)  ( X  2 - y 2 )  dU 2 , (1) 

where h(U)  is an arbitrary positive bounded function such that when it is 
different from zero only in the interval U E (a, b), (a, b real parameters) leads to 
a sandwich wave. Note that  for U ~ (a, b) the spacetime is fiat. The above 
coordinates do not display some of the symmetries of the spacetime. These 
are better seen with the use of the so called group coordinates, ( x , y , u , v ) ,  
which put (1) in the form: ds ~ = d U d V -  F 2 ( u ) d X  2 - G 2 ( u ) d Y  2. Here 
U = u, V = v + x 2 F F  ' + y 2 G G ' ,  X = x F ( u ) ,  r = yG(u) ,  where F and 
G are solutions to the equations F l l / F  = h = - G " / G .  These coordinates are 
adapted to the Killing fields 0,  and 0 u. Using the weak energy condition one 
can see [6,7] that  there is some u -- u] (focusing surface) where the determinant 
of the transversal two dimensional metric vanishes, i.e. F ( u $ ) G ( u l )  -- 0. The 
group coordinates become singular at u] although the spacetime is not. The 
focusing properties can be seen as follows. Assume, for instance, that F ( u l )  = 0 
and consider two particles following geodesics at some fixed coordinates (x0, Y0) 
and (x0 + Ax0, Y0), then at u = uy the particles will focus at the same time (we 
use u as an affine parameter). 

The quantization of a field in this background is rather trivial [6] : no particle 
creation or vacuum polarization take place. For this quantization one takes a null 
hypersurface u = coast .  (with u < a) as substitute Cauchy surface although null 
geodesics with fixed u do not register on that  surface. 

3 C o l l i d i n g  P l a n e  W a v e s  

Let us now consider the head on collision of two one polarization plane waves. 
Due to mutual focusing one expects rather dramatic consequences when two 
of such waves frontaly collide. In fact, the first solution representing the head 
on collision of two shock waves was obtained by Kahn and Penrose [8] and at 
the focusing surfaces of the waves true singularities of the spacetime are formed. 
Field quantization in that  spacetime was considered by Yurtsever [9] but particle 
creation could be only computed approximately. 

The collision of two plane waves does not always lead to a singularity; we shall 
consider a spacetime in which a Cauchy horizon, which may be interpreted as a 
caustic is formed at the focusing hypersurfaces of the plane waves. The spacetime 
may, in group coordinates, be separated into four regions, region IV (u < 0, v < 
0) is flat (spacetime before the collision) i.e. ds21v = 4L1L2 dudv - dz  ~ - dy 2, 
the single plane wave regions: the u-wave (region II), (0 < u < 7r/2, v _ 0), with 
metric, 
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1 - sin (u)  
ds2tl = 4L1L~ [1 + sin (u)]~dudv ] -~s in  (u) dz2 - [1 + sin (u)]2cos 2 (u)dy 2 

and the v-wave (region III), (0 _< v < 7r/2, u < 0), with the same metric as 
region II but changing u for v. And finally the interaction region (region I), is 
given by [10] 

1 - sin (u + v) 
ds~ = 4LIL~ [1 + sin (u + v)]2dudv - i ~ + v) dz2 

- [1 + sin (u + v)12cos 2 (u - v)dy 2. 

The parameters L1 and L2 have dimension of length and give the focusing times 
of the u-wave and v-wave respectively. Note that  in the interaction region the 
metric has a group G2 of isometries with 0~ and 0 u Killing fields along the 
transversal directions of the waves. The spacetime is regular everywhere but 
the coordinates become singular at the focusing surfaces u = r / 2  and v = ~r/2 
of the u and v waves respetively, and at the caustic u + v = ~r/2. The metric 
is continuous across the boundaries of the four regions u = 0 and v = 0, the 
first tangential derivatives are also continuous but the normal derivatives are 
not. Thus it satisfies the O'Brian-Synge conditions [11]; they guarantee that  the 
Ricci tensor is zero everywhere (i.e. it is a vacuum solution) but the Weyl tensor 
acquires distributional values at the boundaries. The solution may be interpreted 
[12,13] as representing two shock gravitational waves followed by gravitational 
radiation. 

To understand the global properties of that spacetime one must use appro- 
priate coordinates in each region. In the flat region IV, the group coordinates are 
well adapted Lorentzian coordinates. But in the plane wave regions II and III 
we must use harmonic coordinates (X, Y, U, V). In these coordinates the metric, 
in region II, has the form (1) with h(U) = 3/16L1L2 (1 + sinu) 5. It is useful to 
analyze geodesics in that  region and one can see that  only null geodesics with 
exact perpendicular incidence i.e. with momenta p~ = Pu = 0 will hit the surface 
u - r / 2  and all others reach the interacion region. One sees in these harmonic 
coordinates that  the boundary v = 0 is folded back in such a way that  u = ~r/2 is 
the closing line of the boundary. This indicates that  one may identify the "line" 
u - ~r/2 with the "point" u = ~r/2, v = 0. That  point is a topological singularity 
called a folding singularity and is an accumulation point for the geodesics. 

The interaction region is locally isometric to a region of the interior of 
the Schwarzschild spacetime with mass M = ~ .  In that  isometry the 
Schwarzshild coordinates are defined as: t -- x, r -- M[1 + sin(u + v)], ¢ = 
1 + y /M,  0 = 7r/2 - (u - v). The caustic is mapped to the black hole horizon. 
Since appropriate coordinates to describe the horizon are the Kruskal-Szekeres 
coordinates, it is useful to introduce in region I a similar set of Kruskal-Szekeres 
like coordinates defined as follows. We first introduce time and space Coordinates 
(~,~) by ~ : u + v ,  y = v - u  and define~* = 2 M l n [ ( l + s i n ~ ) / 2 c o s 2 ~ ]  - 
M ( s i n ~ -  1). Then introduce null coordinates D" = ~* - x, 9 = ~* + x and 

finally U' : - 2 M e x p  ( - O / 4 M )  < 0, V' : - -2Mexp (--(/ ' /4M~ < 0. The 
\ - -  / \ - - ]  
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metric (2), in region I, reads 

ds~ = 2exp [(1 - sin~)/2] 
(1 + sin~) dU'dY '  - M2(1 + sin~)2d~/~ - (1 + sin ~)2cos 2 ydy 2 , 

(2) 
with V ' Y '  = 8M2cos2~/(1 + sin~)exp [(sin~ - 1)/2],  V ' / Y '  = exp ( x / 2 M ) .  
Notice that  the metric looks manisfestly flat in these coordinates at the caustic 

= ~'/2. This hypersurface is defined by U ~ = 0 and V I = 0 in the new 
coordinates and the vectors c9 U, and Or, become null Killing fields there. 

4 Field Quant izat ion  

4.1 T h e  " i n "  V a c u u m  

Let us now consider the quantization of a massless scalar field ¢ in the colliding 
wave spacetime. We have to solve the Klein-Gordon equation, 

[:]gO = 0 , (3) 

in the different spacetime regions. Before the collision in region IV the spacetime 
is flat and the solutions of (3) may be expressed in terms of the ordinary flat 
space modes, which we define as "in" modes, 

u~n(IV)(u, v, x, y) -- 1 e -i2L2k-v-i2L'k+~+ik:~:c:'t'ik~'y , (4) 

~/2k_ (27r) a 

where k_, k~ and ky are independent separation constants and k+k_ = (k 2 + 
k~)/4.  These constitute a set of positive definite frequency modes which are 
well normalized on the boundary of region IV with regions II and III. The field 
operator ¢ can be expressed, as usual, in terms of the positive and negative 
frequency modes with creation and annihilation operators. These operators may 
be used to defined the "in" vacuum ]0 in > and physically meaningful states for 
"in" particles. Although the boundary of region IV is not a Cauchy surface for 
the spacetime, since all modes propagate towards the interaction region they are 
well normalized on the boundary of the interaction region with the plane waves. 
That  null surface is a Cauchy surface for the interaction region. The modes on 
such surface uniquely define the solutions in the interaction region. Since we will 
define the "out" modes on the caustic we will be interested in propagating the 
"in" modes up to the caustic. Now the Klein-Gordon equation cannot be solved 
exactly in region I; however the above task is greatly simplified because one can 
show that  the "in" modes become blueshifted near the boundary between region 
I and II when u ---+ ~r/2 and between region I and III when v ~ 7r/2. Thus the 
relevant part of the modes in the interaction region have high frequencies near 
the points u = r /2 ,  v = 0 and v = r /2 ,  u = 0 and consequently one may use 
the geometrical optics approximation to propagate them up to the caustic. The 
problem is thus reduced to compute the geodesics in region I near the above 
points and match them to the geodesics in region II (and III). It is worth to 
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note that  the geometrical optics approximation is exact in regions II and III. 
The final expression for the "in" modes near the caustic is [14] 

uin(l) _ _  1 ~ ( -U' /2 i ) i4mlk  xl ; kz > O(V' = O) 

k e£, /z  ~(2~')21k~,1 ~ C~:O Y/'' ( 
1 ( - V ' / 2 M )  i4Mjk'l ; kx <_ O(U' = O) 

(5) 
where C O) are coefficients and Yt m (y/M, 7r/2 - 7/) are spherical harmonics. We 
have assumed for simplicity that  the transversal coordinate y is a cyclic coodinate 
with associated momentum m. The coefficients C (1) are restricted by mode 
normalization on the caustic. 

4.2 T h e  " o u t "  V a c u u m  

Now we shall define the "out" vacuum ]0 out >. This can be easily done if we 
note that  a natural set of positive frequency modes can be defined at the caustic 
using the null Killing fields Ou, and Or,. These modes are 

u~,~ , _ 1 Y1 "~ (y/M, 7r/2 - ~) e - i ~ + u ' - i ~ -  v '  (6) 
(V/-~) 2w + 

with w± two separation constants satisfying the condition 16L1L2w+w_ = 
l(l+ 1). It is easy to show that  modes (6) are normalized at the caustic. The field 
operator ¢ can be writen in terms of these modes with the corresponding creation 
and annihilation "out" operators. Using such operators one may construct the 
"out" vacuum and the corresponding "out" particle states. This "out" vacuum is 
physically reasonable: a particle detector in free fall near the horizon will detect 
no particles if the quantum state is the "out" vacuum. 

4.3 Part ic le  P r o d u c t i o n  

We can now calculate spontaneous particle creation by evaluating the "out" 
number operator N °at in the in vacuum, < 0inlN°~tl0in >. This  is obtained 
as usual [15] by means of the Bogoliubov coefficients/~k~ = -~'kt"in,~'~"°ut*~J, i.e. 

N~ ~t : f d3kl~k~] 2 where f d3k : (2 LvT~-~lL~)-lEmf dk_ f dk~. The final 
result is [14] 

Ne,,t _ G 
k 8~r LV/~-~IL% o~± , (7) 

where 6 is a geometrical factor independent of the frequency w±. Equation (7) 
indicates that  particles are produced with an spectrum which is inverse to the 
frequency. Note that  in the long wavelength limit the spectrum is compatible 
with a thermal spectrum with a temperature T = 1 / 8 r ~ ,  i.e. inversely 
proportional to the focusing time of the waves. This result is not unexpected 
Since 1/4~--1~2 is the surface gravity of the caustic. 
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Abs t rac t :  We consider the quantum gravity and cosmology of a Jordan-Brans-Dicke 
theory. Its constraint algebra is that of general relativity, as a consequence of the 
general covariance of scalar-tensor theories. We propose that boundary conditions 
must be imposed in the Jordan frame, in which particles satisfy the strong equivalence 
principle. We discuss both Hartle-ttawking and wormhole boundary conditions in the 
context of quantum cosmology. Wormholes may affect the constants of nature and, 
in particular, the Brans-Dicke parameter. Following Coleman's mechanism, we find a 
probability distribution for wormhole configurations which is strongly peaked at zero 
cosmological constant and infinite Brans-Dicke parameter. That is, we recover general 
relativity as the effective low energy theory of gravity. 

Jordan-Brans-Dicke theory [1] is based on the idea of Mach that  inertia 
arises from accelerations with respect to the general distribution of mat ter  
in the universe. Therefore, the inertial masses of elementary particles are not 
fundamental  constants but  represent the interaction of particles with a cosmic 
scalar field whose dynamics depend on the rest of the mat ter  in the universe. 
Supposing that  all mat ter  particles have the same coupling to the scalar field, 
m(¢)  = e~C~m, the action in the so called Einstein frame can be written as [2] 

i O~ -- -- (1) 

Physics must be invariant under conformal redefinitions of the metric since 
they correspond to an arbitrary choice of measuring units. We are thus free 
to choose the conformal frame in which we want to describe physics [1]. The 
most natural  choice is the so culled physicM frame, in which observable particles 
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have constant masses, since in this frame particles follow geodesics of the metric, 
thus satisfying the strong equivalence principle [3]. From the cosmological point 
of view, the comoving frame, in which a fundamental observer sees the universe 
as homogeneous and isotropic, is the physical frame since those observers will 
follow geodesics of the metric. In our case, the conformal redefinition of the 
metric that allows us to describe the theory of gravitation (1) in the physical 
frame is 

g~/3 -'- e - 2 ~  go~ =-- qSg,~/3. (2) 

This is the so called Jordan frame, in which the action takes the JBD form 

1 

where + is a dimensionless scalar field and w a constant given by 2w + 3 = 
(4/32) :1. General relativity is recovered in the limit w = ~ ,  (/3 = 0). These 
theories are not ruled out by post-Newtonian experiments [4] nor by primordial 
nucleosynthesis bounds [5], and in fact have recently recovered great interest 
since they have been proposed as the arena for extended inflation [6], a new 
inflationary scenario which could solve some of the traditional problems of 
previous schemes [7]. Furthermore, as we have mentioned, JBD theory may well 
be the Planck scale theory of gravity, as predicted by string effective actions 
[8]. We analyze the Jordan-Brans-Dicke quantum cosmology [9] with special 
emphasis made on the effect of quantum wormholes on the low energy coupling 
constants [10]. 

The Hamiltonian constraints can be explicitly written in both the Jordan 
and Einstein frames. Both expressions are related through the canonical trans- 
formation (2) 

7t = e=9+~, 7-/i --- ~i .  (4) 

The constraint algebra is the same in both frames and corresponds to that of 
general relativity, expressing the fact that JBD theory is generally covariant. 

Boundary conditions must be imposed in the physical frame, where particles 
satisfy the strong equivalence principle. The boundary conditions in any other 
frame can be obtained by transforming those in the physical frame through the 
corresponding conformal redefinition. In JBD quantum cosmology we shall be 
concerned with boundary conditions both for the universe and for Wormholes. 
The Hartle-Hawking wave function for the universe [11] is given by the Euclidean 
path integral over all compact four-metrics in the Jordan frame, over all possible 
BD field configurations and all matter fields. The saddle point configuration, 
which gives the dominant contribution to the path integral, will have a curvature 
scalar 

2w 4A + w (5) 
R =  2 w + 3  

and therefore will be compact when both the cosmological constant and the BD 
parameter are positive. 

Non-perturbative quantum gravity effects due to non-trivial topologies, 
e.g. wormholes [12], will change the effective value of the physical parameters 
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of the theory, in particular the Brans-Dicke parameter [10]. Wormholes may 
be interpreted, semiclassically, as throats joining two otherwise disconnected 
large regions of spacetime. In this picture one assumes the dilute wormhole 
approximation. JBD wormhole wave functions can be written as Euclidean path 
integrals over asymptotically fiat spacetimes. One must also sum over all J BD 
field configurations whose Hamiltonian vanishes in the asymptotic region and 
similarly for the matter  fields [13]. These boundary conditions have been imposed 
in the Jordan frame, although in the Einstein frame they take the same form, 
since the JBD field is constant at infinity. 

Although Planck scale wormholes are not directly observable, they will 
produce effective interactions in the low energy physics that  turn the coupling 
constants of nature into dynamical variables [14]. In particular, JBD wormholes 
will affect the kinetic term of the JBD field and therefore will modify the value 
of the low energy BD parameter. 
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Fig. 1. Plot of the function f(w). The w < 0 region has been excluded since it corres- 
ponds to non-compact saddle points. This function acquires its maximum at w : co, 
where f(c¢) = 1, which corresponds to the general relativity result. 

Wormholes not only affect the constants of nature but also may provide 
a probability distribution for them. In general relativity this distribution is 
strongly peaked at zero cosmological constant. This is the so called Coleman's 
mechanism [15] for the vanishing of the cosmological constant. In JBD theory 
the probability distribution for the wormhole configurations a and thus for the 
coupling constants has the form [10] 
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37r ))  
Z(a') = exp exp G----~f(Wc~ , (6) 

where f(w,~) is the function shown in fig.l, whose maximum value is obtained 
for w~ = oo, where f(oo) = 1, for which we recover the general relativity result. 
Z (a )  is strongly peaked at G~A~ = O. Since this probability distribution is 
not normalizable, a suitable choice of the cutoff is needed in order to determine 
its maximum. In the context of general relativity, different cutoffs have been 
considered [15,16] that  give different results. However, GA seems to be the most 
natural choice for the cutoff since it is the adimensional vacuum energy, i.e. 
the cosmological constant in Planck units, which is observed to be less than 
10 -12°. With this choice for the cutoff, the probability distribution (6) acquires 
its maximum at w~ = cx~. Thus we recover general relativity as the low energy 
effective theory of gravity, even though the fundamental high energy description 
may well be a scalar-tensor theory. This means that there can be no effective 
dynamical scalar field coupled to energy or matter. Note that  this result can be 
generalized to any scalar-tensor theory with an arbitrary coupling w(~/i). 

The usual interpretation [15] of this prediction is that  Coleman's mechanism 
only ensures that  the bottom line cosmological constant is zero. This does not 
exclude an inflationary universe with a non-zero false vacuum energy due to a 
certain phase transition. It just says that,  whatever the effective potential for 
inflation is, the true minimum is at zero cosmological constant. However, it does 
preclude extended inflation since wormholes drive the BD parameter to infinity 
at all times a n d  thus "freeze out" the evolution of the scalar field. 
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Abs t rac t :  We consider D-dimensional Lovelock models whose matter action does not 
depend on the time derivatives of the metric, and which admit classical solutions in 
which the spacetime splits into a four-dimensional spacetime and an extra (D - 4)- 
dimensional space, with matter fields independent of the extra D - 4 coordinates. 
Freezing the extra degrees of freedom of the metric at the values they take in such 
classical solutions, we obtain an effective four-dimensional Einsteinian theory. The 
exponential action of the no-boundary D-dimensional classical solutions provides then a 
semiclassical approximation to the wave functions of this effective theory, and contains 
implicit information about the local behaviour of the semiclassical wave functions of 
the multidimensional model. 

Consistency in unification theories generally requires that our universe possesses 
more than four dimensions [1]. For spacetimes of more than four dimensions, 
there exists a most natural  topological generalization of Einstein gravity, which is 
Lovelock gravity [2]. The Lovelock Lagrangian is a linear combination of dimen- 
sionally continued Euler forms which contains the Hilbert-Einstein Lagrangian 
as a particular case [3]. In addition, the Lovelock dynamical equations are of the 
type of general relativity, inasmuch as they depend on the metric only up to its 
second spacetime derivatives [2]. 

In dealing with Lovelock theories of gravity, one has to adopt a perturbative 
formalism to obtain a singlevalued inversion of the gravitational momenta [4]. 
With this singlevalued inversion, one straightforwardly attains a singlevalued 
Hamiltonian for the system. In the quantum version of these theories, the 
physical states can be described by wave functions which are annihilated by 
the quantum operator associated to the corresponding Hamiltonian constraint. 
These wave functions are functionals in superspace, i.e., they solely depend on 
the values of the induced metric and the matter  fields on the boundaries of the 
D-dimensional manifold, modulo (D - 1)-diffeomorphisms [5]. 
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Let us suppose now that  our present universe can be described by an effective 
Einsteinian theory in which all the degrees of freedom of the multidimensional 
metric are frozen, except for those corresponding to a four-dimensional space- 
time. The physical states of such an effective theory will be represented by wave 
functions in a reduced superspace, that  associated with the matter  fields and 
induced metric of the four-dimensional spacetime. One could then expect that  
these wave functions should be obtainable from the wave functions of the D- 
dimensional theory, when restricting to those frozen values of the extra degrees 
of freedom which lead to the effective model in four dimensions. We will show 
that  the relation that  can be finally established between the wave functions of 
the D-dimensional and the effective four-dimensional models actually depends 
on the boundary conditions adopted in quantum cosmology. 

The gravitational Lovelock action for a D-dimensional manifold A4 can be 
written [3] 

M 

 o--L Zl 
M 

/ ~  I T ~  1 Cm l~a2ra_ll]2m et22m_}.l eaD c ~- . . . . . .  a 1 . ..a D , _ ( D - - - 2 m ) ! R  ala2 (1) 

where M = int (P--~), eal.. .ao is the D-dimensional Levi-Civita tensor, the 
Lovelock coefficients cm are real constants, { e a l  is a D-tetrad for the manifold 
A4 and R ab is its associated curvature two-form. 

When the manifold A4 has a boundary 0jk4, the Lovelock action must be 
corrected with the surface terms [6] 

M 1 

- . . . _ ,  . . . .  ( 2 )  = ( D -  2m)! dsOa'a2Ra3a~ l:?a2m-la~"~a2"~+l 

Here, 0 ab is the second fundamental form, and R ab is the curvature two-form 
associated to the connection w, = 0: - sO, with • the Levi-Civita connection• 

We will restrict our discussion to Lovelock models whose matter  Lagrangian is 
independent of the time derivatives of the induced metric. From Lovelock action, 
one can then obtain the gravitational momenta H~ = 5Sa/5]~p q (p ,q  =2,.. . ,D) 
[ 7 ]  

M . * - 1  ( _ 4 ) . ~ _  , m ' ( m  - -  s ) '  _ 
. . . .  ',"" __ " ] ' . ~ p p l . . . l . ' 2 m - x  

m = l  s=O 

R q ,  q2p,p2 R q Z , - l q 2 o  K q ~ , + l  [ ( q 2 m - 1  ( 3 )  
•" " P2$ -- lp2s P2s-I-I ....  p2rn-- I ' 

i " • P...P'~m-1 with h the detern nant of the reduced metric, ~ q . . . q 2 ~ - i  the generalized Kronecker 
delta and Kfl the extrinsic curvature [8]. 

We will assume that  the mat ter  content of the system allows for the existence 
of a family o f  classical solutions for which: i) the spacetime is of the form 
.A~4 × j~D-4,  with .M 4 a four-dimensional spacetime of compact constant time 
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sections, and .All D - 4  a (D - 4)-dimensional compact space; ii) the matter fields 
do not depend on the coordinates of the space .A/fD-4; and iii) the inversion 
of the gravitational momenta can be single-valuedly and analytically defined, 
according to the perturbative formalism of Lovelock gravity [4], at least in the 
whole region of the gravitational phase space which is covered by the considered 
classical solutions. This last assumption should guarantee that the generalized 
Wheeler-DeWitt equation of the D-dimensional model is at least well-defined 
for wave functions which are strongly peaked about such classical solutions. 

In studying these solutions, we can adopt the metric Ansatz 

0 , (4) 

where r,s =1,...,4, i =2,3,4, a, fl =5,...,D, the zi's are the spatial coordinates 
of the four-dimensional spacetime and the ya's are the D - 4 extra spatial 
coordinates. With this ansatz, the Lovelock Lagrangians Lm split in the following 
way [3] 

L m = (D-4)L m (4)L 0 + m (D-4)Lm_ 1 (4)L 1 + m(m - 1) (D_4)Lm_u (4)L2. (5) 
2 

Here, the (V)L,n's denote evaluation of L,, on the manifold M v (v = 4 or D - 4 ) ,  
and Lm vanishes by convention if m < 0. 

Integrating then the Lovelock action over all the coordinates y~, and taking 
into account that L2 is proportional to the Euler invariant in four dimensions, 
we obtain an effective Einsteinian gravitational action for the four-dimensional 
spacetime, 

S J L  = c~IM / .~  (4)LI + Ae]J /.M (4)L° + Surface 4 (6) 

We can likewise arrive at an effective matter action for the reduced model in 
four dimensions by integrating the action of the matter fields over ya, provided 
these matter fields do not depend on the D - 4 extra coordinates. 

The quantization of the effective Einsteinian theory will lead, in particular, 
to the Wheeler-DeWitt equation in the reduced superspace corresponding to 
the four-dimensional spacetime. For each space .h/f D - 4 ,  let ,_c;cl(hij , CA) be the 
total action of the Ad 4 × M ° -4  classical solution with induced three-metric hij 
and matter fields CA on the boundary of the four-dimensional spacetime. Then, 
Scl(hij, CA) must be a solution to the Hamilt'on-Jacobi equation associated to the 
effective four-dimensional theory, and provided the semiclassical approximation 
is valid, the wave function # = e iscl(hij ,¢a) is a semiclassical solution to the 
Wheeler-DeWitt equation in the reduced superspace. 

The action Sol depends implicitely on the value h°aztY" ~') taken by the metric 
of the extra j ~ D - 4  space, i. e., Sel(hij, ¢A) = Set(hij, ¢A; h°~). One could expect 

i . .  . o 

that # = e so,(h,~,¢A,h~a) should be given, in semiclassicM approximation, by a 
wave function of the D-dimensional model, #, restricted to matter fields and 
induced metrics for which 
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hlj(x i, ya) -- hlj(xi), hia(x i, ya) = O, 

h ~ ( x i , y  ~) = h~z(y~), CA(X i, y") : CA(xi). (7) 

The multidimensional wave function ~ depends only on the values of the induced 
metric and matter fields on the boundary of the D-dimensional manifold .h4. 
With our assumptions, this boundary must be the product of the compact 
manifold corresponding to A4 D-4 and the boundary of the four-dimensional 
manifold of the effective theory. Let us suppose that this last boundary is formed 
up by two disconnected three-surfaces of the same topology, associated, say, to 
an initial t : to and a final t = t I constant time sections. Then, the restriction 
of the multidimensional wave functions to metrics with ha~(x i, ya) = h°a~(y ~) 
will present a dependence on h ° ~ coming from both disconnected boundaries of 
A4. This mixing in the dependence on h°~z prevent us to analyse in detail the 
implicit information about the superspace dependence of the multidimensional 
wave functions contained in S¢l(hij, CA; h ~ ) .  

Nevertheless, we can overcome this problem by adopting a no-boundary 
condition [9], thus eliminating all the dependence of the wave functions on the 
initial boundary. We will hence suppose that the boundary of M 4 is formed 
up by a sole connected three-surface: a section of constant time t = t f .  The 
D-dimensional manifold possesses then as its only boundary the product of that 
connected three-surface and the manifold M D-4. 

When the manifold .h~ presented a final and an initial boundaries, the 
Lovelock action had to be corrected with surface terms associated to both of 

• O these boundaries, obtaining in this way a total action Sct(hij, CA, h ~ )  (hij and 
CA referring now to the values of the induced three-metric and matter fields 
on the final boundary). If we now adopt a no-boundary condition, the initial 
boundary will not exist, and the admissible M 4 × A~ D-4 classical solutions 
should close smoothly in Euclidean time locally around the Wick rotated initial 
time to. The action for such no-boundary solutions can then be obtained from 
the action S c l ( h i j , ¢ A ;  h~fl), with initial boundary at t = tl, by making tl tend 
to the initial time to and substracting at that limit the surface terms associated 
to the now non existing initial boundary. Using Eq.(2), one can show that the 
surface terms that must be added to Sez, in order to obtain the action S NB of 
the no-boundary solutions, are [10] 

M 1 t : to  
~ ~l'"~2(rn--r)--2 T°fl "'Of2(ra-r)-2Cm r)  (8) S.T.= 2 d3xdD-4y Z A-,~'~:(~--)-~Z~-.-Z~(~-~)-~ ~ ' 

rn----1 r : 0  

Tal""a2('~-r)-2fm r) - cram {3h~l/2{ho]l/2f~alc~ ~ 

RO~2(~--r)-- 3Ot2(m-- r)--2 

+ ~o], 
(9) 
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3h, h °, k ~  and / ~  being the determinants and the Riemann tensors of the 
induced metrics hij and h ~ ,  respectively. 

• N B  . o 

The wave function ~ = e 'sc~ ( h i j , ¢ A , h , ~ o )  provides a semiclassical solution 
to the Wheeler-DeWitt equation of the effective four-dimensional theory. The 
surface contribution (8) is a constant in the reduced superspace of that effective 
theory• Such a surface contribution depends, nevertheless, on the value h~z taken 

by the metric of the .A~t D-4 space. We will show that this dependence of the 
surface terms on h ~  allows the no-boundary action S NB to be a local solution 
for the Hamilton-Jacobi equation of the D-dimensional model. 

Being N B . o Set (hij, CA, haz) a solut.ion to the Hamilton-Jacobi equation of the 
effective theory, one can see that such a no-boundary action will correspond to a 
solution for the D-dimensional Hamilton-Jacobi equation, evaluated at metrics 
and matter fields satisfying conditions (7), if it is fulfilled that 

6sNB (hij, CA; h~f~) = Ilia, 
6hia 

6sNB 6S¢~B (hij, ¢A; h°~) = Il~Z (10) = 

with l i  ia and Il~Z the classical momenta of the .£d 4 × .£4 9-4 solutions at the 
final constant time Surface, t = t I. 

One can first check from Eq.(3) that all the momenta Ilia = ha/3ii~ turn 
out to vanish in the considered classical solutions• Therefore, the first equation 
in (10) is fulfilled, since the no-boundary action presents no dependence on hia. 

One can also see [10] that, for the iv[ 4 × .A4 D-4 classical solutions, 

M 1 
hZ-y6aZ~...Zz(,,- ~ ) - ~  T a l  .- . a 2 ( m  - r ) -  2 //a~ = Z Z ~a,...a~(~_~,_~Z,...Z~(,,_~,_~ (re, r), (11) 

m = l  r = 0  

with ,ra~...a2(,,_,)_2 tin, r) given by Eq.(9). The classical momenta H ~z appearing 
[ J l . . . P ~ ( m - - r ) - - ~  ~ 

in Eq.(10) can then be obtained by evaluating expression (11) on the final 
constant time surface. On the other hand, the functional derivative 6S dNB/6ha ~o 
is the sum of the contributions coming from the no-boundary surface terms 
(8) and from the action S~a(hij, CA; h ~ ) .  Since S~t is the action of a classical 
solution for the variational problem with fixed haz(x~,y a) = h°~/3(ya), both at 

initial and final times, we must have 6 S ~ / 6 h ~  = I I a ~ ( t / ) -  IIa~(to) (where the 
dependence on the spatial coordinates has not been explicitely displayed). As 
to the contributions of the surface terms, one can check from Eqs.(8,9,11) that 
6(S.T.)/6h~# = IIa/3(to). Therefore, the action S NB satisfies as well the second 
equation appearing in (10). 

We have thus shown that sNB(hij,¢A;h°~z) is a local solution to the D- 
dimensional Hamilton-Jacobi equation. Provided the semiclassical approxima- 
tion is valid, the wave.function ~ = eiS~ ~ is then a local semiclassical solution to 
the generalized Wheeler-DeWitt equation of the D-dimensional Lovelock model 
when evaluated at metrics and matter fields fulfilling restrictions (7)• We can also 
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¢NB¢ h . o assert now that not only the value of the no-boundary action ocl ~ i j ,  ~bA, h~#) 
coincides with that of a semiclassical action for the multidimensional model when 
restricted to metrics and matter fields satisfying such restrictions, but also that 
the values of the functional derivatives of this no-boundary action with respect to 
its implicit dependence on hia and h~a coincide with those of the corresponding 
restricted functional derivatives of a semiclassical action in superspace. It is in 
this sense that the no-boundary wave functions of the effective four-dimensional 
model can be considered as relevant to the quantum theory of multidimensional 
gravity. Thus, the no-boundary action of the effective four-dimensional model 
contains more implicit information (in semiclassical approximation) about the 
superspace dependence of the multidimensional wave functions than what we 
initially expected. 
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In this note we study the distance-redshift relation for matter inside an 
Einstein vacuole. In a Friedmann model one has [1] D(z )  = DE(Z): 

zqo + (qo -- 1) [--1+ ~ ]  
DE(Z)  = U0(1 -4- z)2q~ (1) 

We expect some modifications to this law when considering matter inside a 
rich cluster, because the high density of the region strongly perturbs the general 
expansion of matter. The Einstein-Strauss vacuole, is certainly a highly idealized 
model of cluster, but it will give us a simple estimate of the goodness of (1) for 
regions of great density contrast. With this estimate, we shall consider, at the 
end of this note, the results of the method of determining the Hubble constant 
using X-ray and microwave observation of galaxy clusters. 

So as to understand what follows we recall some of the fundamental points 
of the vacuole model [2]: 

1) The space-time is a Friedmann Universe in the region I: R > R v .  

ds ~ = - d T  2 + a 2 ( T ) d R  2 + a 2 ( T ) ~ 2 ( R )  (d~ 2 + sin 2 ~ de 2) 

where Z(R)  is sin R, sinh R, or R depending on the curvature of the hipersnr- 
faces T = constant;  and a Schwarzschild space-time of mass M in the region I I :  
R< Rv. 

2) It can be proved that the first and second fundamental forms are 
continuous through the temporM hipersurface R = Rv if Rv verifies 

Z (  R v  ) -- H~o--~o~2 ° , (2) 

where f2o is the density parameter (f2o = 2qo), aoH0x/] ~2o - 1 I = 1 for 
f2o ¢ l , a n d a 0 H o  = 2for ~2o = 1. 

3) There exists a coordinate system (Gaussian coordinates) such that the 
metric and its first derivatives are continuous. 
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4) The Schwarzschild radial coordinate of the vacuole is not stationary and 
evolves as r(T) = a(T) 2Y(Rv). 

Let us consider a null congruence diverging from a point P in the Friedmann 
region subtending a solid angle d~2 with respect to the ~osmological observer. 
Let dS be the transversal cross section of the congruence at some point Q inside 
the vacuole; and consider the cross section dSv at the point V where the null 
congruence intersects the vacuole, The area distance is defined as D 2 = dS [4]. 

Let us write it in the form 

~ ~/ dS = DF(zv) ~/ dS (3) 
Ds = dSv dSv 

The first factor is the area distance between P and V in a Friedmann 
universe. In order to get the ratio dS d--S-'~v, we need the vector field k ~ representing 
the congruence. Let us take the origin of coordinates at the point P in the 
Friedmann region. If z~(~) is a null geodesic and ~ an affine parameter,  the 
tangent vector k ~ = d," satisfies a(T)k ° = C, where C is an arbitrary constant. 
The  value of this constant may be modified by scaling the affine parameter.  We 
shall do the choice aftewards. A radial null curve is a geodesic in a Friedmann 
universe; then a vector field representing the congruence in region I is k g 
= ( c ,  ~ ,0 ,0) .  Let  us compute its expansion 0 = k;~ using the formula 

o, (4"-=Tk") The result is k ~  = ¢ =  g . 

Oi 2C ( da dln~U~ 
= a --~- _ ~  + - ' - d ~ ]  " (4) 

Consider now, the part  of the null congruence inside de vacuole. If we neglect 
the bending of light in this region, we can take Minkowski space as a good 
approximation to the Schwarzschild metric. Let us consider the observer at rest 
with respect the vacuole at instant V. It is straightforward to prove that  for a 
radial congruence one has 

( dS _ 1 + 1 LO(] (5) 
dSv ~ 

where L is the area distance betwen events V and Q, and 0~/ is  the expansion 
of the null congruence using an affine parameter  ~ so that  d,~ = distance in the 
same inertial frame. We can identify 0 II with/9 / if we choose C in (3) so that  the 
affine parameter  A means distance for the cosmological observer too. Taking into 
account the relation dl =1 (k, u) [ d~, one sees that  this is achieved by choosing 
C = a v .  Equation (4) can be written then as 

=  (av + (ln (6) 
av 

where h = d~ and (ln 2?)' = al,dR2., and substituting into (3) we get, taking into 

account that  DF(ZV) = avSv, and 22~. = ~ can be written in the 
form 
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D = DFV 1 + Hv  L + - k , U  2 ~ (7) 

where H v  is the Hubble constant when the null geodesics intersected the vacuole, 
which is related to H0 by Hv  = H0(1 + zv)x/1 + 2qozy. 

The distance L inside the vacuole may be here identified with the Schwarzs- 
child radial coordinate of the point V:L ~- ry.  So considering (2) we have 

1 

1 
L - 14-z  \H02/20] " (8) 

Let us consider these relations at low redshift. The  Friedmann area distance 
..~ z and neglecting second order terms we have: (1) is DF -- H-'~, 

D = ~ 0  + (9) 

Let us asume we have a direct estimation of the distance D of a cluster, 
for instance the one based in the combination of the microwave background 
decrement and the X-ray observations [3]. Let us call H i the Hubble costant 
determined by assuming the Friedmaniann distance-redshift relation D - * 

Ho 

This will be related, according to this model, to the true Hubble constant by the 
expression 

z z ( 2M '~½ (10) 
H i - H0 + \U02~20] " 

It is convenient to introduce dimensionaless Hubble constant by the equa- 
tions Ho = h Hloo, H~) = h*~Hloo, with H100 = 10-2Scm -1, then (10) turns 
out to be: 

h 
h *  - -  

1 + (~h} 

1 -~  
--- - (2MH100) ~/20 . (11) 

Z 

For an averange rich cluster one finds M _~ l015 solar masses, so it will 

be useful to write a in the form a = × x 10 -~, where M15 is the 

cluster's mass in units of 1015 solar masses. Let us adopt f2o = Obarionic = 0.03 
according to the standard model for nucleosynthesis. The meaning of a is clear: 
h* is a fraction of h when a is of order unity. 

Birkinshaw [3], estimating the Hubble constant by this method obtained 

0.05 _< h~ < 0.5 f o r A 5 7 6  

0.1 < h~ < 0.7 f o r  A2218 and A2319 
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This discrepancy may be interpreted using equations (11): Assuming h = 
0.8, we have the next table 

Cluster z Me a h* 

A576 0.039 12.5 0.59 0.5 
A2218 0.164 8.5 0.12 0.71 
A2319 0.053 2.5 0.25 0.64 
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Abstract :  The role played by conforma]ly stationary space-times in Cosmology is 
discussed. 

Let us consider a general property of the conformally stationary space-times due 
to Tauber-Weinberg [1] and Ehlers-Geren-Sachs [2]: 

There exists an observer n measuring an isotropic distribution function 
solution of the Liouville equation if, and only if, the space-time admits a 
timelike conformal Killing vector ~. Moreover, ~ and n are collinear. 

This property is applicable to any relativistic gas. In particular, an isotropic 
cosmic microwave background radiation can exist only if the space-time is 
conformally stationary. And this radiation appears isotropic only with respect 
to the observer associated with the conformal Killing vector. 

On the other hand, the redshift z in a conformally stationary space-time is 
given by 1 

l + z = v ~  (1) 

where xr and xe are, respectively, the reception and emission events conected 
by a null geodesic. Substituting (1) in the following relation 2 

T~ 
Tr = 1 + z  (2) 

where T is the effective radiation temperature, one has 

1 this expression is exactly the same as the redshiff formula in a stationary space-time. 
Here g00 = g(~, ~), g being the space-time metric. 

2 Note that (2) is valid for a general state of radiation whose distribution function 
obeys the Liouville theorem. 
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If one admits the hypothesis that  the background radiation was isotropic at 
decoupling time, the emission temperature is given by 3 

C 
T e -  ~/-goo(Xe)' (4) 

where C is a constant. Then (3) and (4) imply 

C 
T r -  ~/-goo(xr)' (5) 

that  is to say, this radiation is isotropic now. Otherwise, if the background 
radiation is anisotropic now with respect to the observer associated to the 
conformal Killing vector, then these anisotropies are primordial. 4 

Therefore, we can have isotropic radiation in an inhomogeneous Friedmann 
perturbation, assuming that  it is conformally stationary. This prompted us to 
reconsider an important result in Cosmology known as the Sachs-Wolfe effect 
[3]: inhomogeneities in the last scattering surface the Friedmann universe in- 
troducing a gravitational potential, which this one changes the energy of pho- 
tons as a gravitational redshift. In this way one predicts microwave background 
anisotropies related to the variations of the gravitational potential over the last 
scattering surface. Recently [4], [5], we have proposed to revise this conclusion 
mainly because one can see that  the model of universe used by Sachs-Wolfe (see 
below) is just a conformally space-time. 

If we restrict ourselves to conformally static space-times, the metric may be 
written in the form 

ds ~ = -a2(xU)(dx°) 2 + 122(xU)Tij(xk)dxi dxJ (6) 

where ~ is independent of x °, the coordinate time adapted to the integrable 
conformal Killing vector, and (x u) = (x °, xi), i = 1, 2, 3. 

Elsewhere [6], we have obtained the expression of the energy-momentum 
tensor of the metric (6). Generically, it is inhomogeneous and has associated 
anisotropic pressures. Moreover, the energy density flux (with respect to n) is 
not zero. Then, this flux could be interpreted ~ as due to the relative motion of 
the matter  with respect to the observer measuring isotropic radiation. Thus, an 
observer comoving with the matter  will measure a dipolar anisotropy. 

As an example, let us consider a conformally ststic potential perturbation to 
the Einstein-de Sitter universe, 

ds = , ,2 ( ,7 ) [ - ( ]  - 2 ¢ ) d , ?  + ( i  + 

3 This is a consequence of the aforementioned Ehlers-Geren-Sachs results [2] 
4 i.e. these anisotropies were already present at decoupling time. 
5 Under the general algebraic conditions. 

(7) 
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where the potential ¢(x i) is independent of the conformal time y. Let us assume 
the following approximation: ¢ and its first two derivatives are infinitesimal 
quantities of the same order. In this case, one can prove [7] that  (modulo second 
order terms in ¢) the metric (7) is equivalent to the pressure-less increasing scalar 
mode of the Sachs-Wolfe solution [3]. According to this result and the general 
properties of a conformally stationary space-time, the Sachs-Wolfe observer (i.e. 
the observer comoving with the matter) is not the observer associated with the 
conformal Killing vector. Therefore the Sachs-Wolfe observer cannot measure 
isotropic radiation at decoupling time. Hence, it is necessary to revise the Sachs- 
Wolfe effect [4], [5]. 

The above approximation just applies to regions where the density contrast 
is small. For domains with intermediate density contrast (i.e. of the order of 
unity) the terms containing (de) 2 -- 6iJOi¢Oj¢ cannot be neglected [8]. In this 
situation, two different contributions are present in the expression for the mean 
pressure. One of them is always positive and proportional to ¢, being related 
to the mean gravitational energy of the matter. The other one is negative and 
proportional to (de) 2. As the collective peculiar velocity of the matter  results of 
the same order as de, this term can be related to the dynamical pressure of a 
self-gravitating system of particles with a positive two point correlation function. 
Thus, when (de) 2 is of the same order as ¢, the metric (7) seems appropriated 
to deal with galaxy clusters. Therefore, the choice of a conformally stationary 
space-time seems quite good to describe the recent Universe after decoupling of 
matter  radiation. 

Before recombination matter  and radiation were coupled. Balance kinetic 
equations describing their interaction have non-zero collision terms. The Liou- 
ville equation is not satisfied and, at that  time, we cannot apply the Ehlers- 
Geren-Sachs result. Fortunately, this result has been generalized by Treciokas- 
Ellis [9] for an isotropic collision term. In this case the observer n measuring 
an isotropic distribution function is shear-free and eonformally geodesic but, in 
general, n does not generate a conformal motion on the space-time. The metric 
(6) with c~ and Y2 arbitrary functions belongs to this class of space-times. The 
question arises if a metric like (7), with ¢(y, xi), could describe a mixture of 
interacting matter  and radiation. A preprint [10] containing our results in this 
direction is in progress. 
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Abstract :  Newtonian limit of L-Rigidity is obtained. In this formalism, L-Rigidity is 
reduced to steady Newtonian rigid motions in a Newtonian frame of reference in which 
the observer is at rest. 

1 Introduction 

In a preceding paper [1], a definition of L-Rigidity was proposed with the 
purpose of relating the weak rigidity [2] and the dynamical rigidity [3], [4]. 
In the present work, we study the conditions of L-Rigidity by applying the 
Newtonian approximation in order to analyze how L-Rigidity particularizes in 
classical mechanics. 

We take (+ + + - )  as the signature of the metric. Latin indices range from 1 
to 3 and Greek ones have values from 1 to 4. We denote by ixg the inner product 
of the metric tensor g and a vector field X, and by Z:x the Lie derivative with 
respect to X. Given a bitensor IX'~(z, m), we adopt the convention of [3]: indices 
A, p , . . .  are always associated with the point z, and a, f l , . . ,  with the point m. 
Covariant derivatives may be carried out with respect to the coordinates of z or 
with respect to those of m. We symbolize these covariant derivatives by a dot and 
appropriate suffixes. We denote by a(z, m) the world-function and by 9X~(z, m) 
the parallel propagator. In [5] the covariant derivatives of the world-function are 
obtained 

a.~(z,m) - X  ~ f01 - a-b dxP dxq - = , ~rx~, =-~) , ,~ -  ug;~ g aRapbq~-~U d u d U + O 2 ,  (1) 

where z(u) = expz uX is the geodesic such that z(1) = m, whereas Latin indices 
have here values from 1 to 4 and denote indices at z(u), when 0 < u < 1. 

We consider an almost-thermodynamic material scheme [6], an observer 
represented by a timelike curve L, a timelike unit vector field n x along L, and 
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a tensor field 12~ u along L, antisymmetric and orthogonal to n ~, which can 
represent the angular velocity of the body. We parametrize L as z(s), s being 
an arbitrary parameter, so that  v ~ -- dz;Vds is not unitary. We denote by ~(s )  
the orthogonal hyperplane to n;~(s). Beginning from a transport law of [3], a 
derivative operator D along L is defined by 

D X  :~ = 2 ~ + M ~ , X  u , M ~ ,  = i~n~,  - n~i~,  + S2~u . (2) 

Here the dot means covariant differentiation along L. We denote by rs : 
T~(o)M ~ T~o)M the induced isomorphysm by the transport law of Dixon. 

Hence it can be proved that  there exist convex open sets Nzo) C Tzo)M 
such that  

Nz(,) = v, (Nz(o)) , (3) 

expzo) is a diffeomorphism of Nzo) into its image, and so that  

Z:(s) ---- expz0) (Nz( , )N ~(s ) )  (4) 

are hypersurfaces formed by geodesics through z(s) orthogonal to n;~(s). 
Let Z = Us ~(s )  be the universe tube containing L. Since the hypersurfaces 

Z(s)  are disjoint, [7] defines a differentiable function X on Z given by 

x(m)=s if m e ~ ( s ) .  (5) 

We denote by N ~ the unitary vector field on Z in the direction o f - n ; ~ a  ;~c', 
which coincides with the normal field on each hypersurface Z:(s). 

On the other hand, given a point m E Z: we consider the differentiable curve 

( ( ))) 7re(s) ---- expz(x(m)+,) Vx(m)+, rx(rn) -l(expz(×(m))-l(rn) , (6) 

which starts at m. From this, a vector field w a on G can be defined by 

wa(m ) _ dx ~ otto ,=o 
ds (7) 

Then from (3)-(6), we get 
w(X) = 1.  (8) 

2 Some Expressions in the Newtonian Approximation 

In this Section we use the notation and results presented in [8]; we denote by u ~ 
the magnitude of the coordinate velocity. 

We consider a gravitationally bound system in which the quantities U 
(Newtonian potential), tab (components of stress tensor) and u 2 are all less than 
e ~, e ~ being the maximum value of the Newtonian potential. (The Newtonian 
potential at the center of the Sun is c 2 ~ 10-5). 
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The tensor expressions used here are given in a comoving orthonormal frame 
with components (xl, x2, x3, t). 

We assume that the baryon "mass" density po is of order O(e°), and spatial 
partial derivatives preserve the original approximation orders while the time 
partial derivative increases these orders in one unit. We denote by d/dt the 
timelike derivative operator following the matter, given by u~O/coxa + O/cOt . 

The Newtonian expansion of the metric components is 

g a b = S a b + O ( e  2) , g a 4 = O ( e  3) , g 4 4 = - l + 2 U + O ( e  4) . (9) 

So the Christoffel symbols are 

r~4=r44=-v,~+O(d). 
(10) 

At Newtonian order the stress-energy tensor has the following components: 

T ab -- PoUaUb~-tab+O(e 4) , T a4 ---: poita~-O@ 3) , T 44-- flo-{-O@ 2) . (11) 

3 N e w t o n i a n  E q u a t i o n s  o f  L - R i g l d i t y .  C o n s e q u e n c e s .  

In [1] we defined an equivalent expression for the L-Rigidity, given by 

V~w" = 0 ,  (12) 

(DTm ~ )  (x(m)) =0 , Vm E ,U , (13) 

g (£~N, N) --0,  (14) 

Dv ~ = 0 ,  (15) 

where 

It is easy to prove that the vector field w ~ transforms S(s)  into ~U(s + ds), 
which indicates that w a determines the motion of the body. Moreover, L-Rigidity 
leads to a dynamical rigidity in weak fields. 

Our purpose is to express (12)-(15) in the Newtonian approximation. To 
begin we take a timelike curve L parametrized with the coordinate time; then 

v i = O ( e ) ,  v 4 = 1 ,  (16) 

and a unit vector field n ~ along L without spatial components 

n i = 0 ,  n 4 =  1 + U  + O ( e  4) . (17) 

From (17) an antisymmetric tensor f2;~, along L and orthogonal to n ~ has the 
following components 
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,Qij = O(e) , J~i4 = 0 • (18) 

From this and taking into account (2), (9), (10), (17) and (18) we have: 

/~ij ~__ ~Qij dr" O (~3) , /~i 4 : / ~ 4  i __ V,i-~ O (~4) , .~44 : O (£3).  (19) 

To obtain the Newtonian approximation of (7) we are going to calculate or. 
to this approximation order. Since this bivector generalizes the position vector 
- see (1) - and it is a Newtonian quantity, we calculate the Newtonian limit of 
~. ~ by treating space-time as flat. Thus 

~/(z,m) = - ~ ( z , m ) ,  ~(z,m) = ~(m) - ~ ( z ) .  (20) 

By vir tue of (2), (10), (19) and (20), the Newtonian expression for (7) is 
reduced to 

w a = v a - a a b r b + O ( e  3) , w 4 = l + O ( e  4) . (21) 

Since the vector field w ~ determines the motion of the body, (21) leads to 

u,  = ,~ - aabrb + O (~3) ; (22) 

so, we obtain the Newtonian rigidity by choosing the motion of the body. 
As we indicate above, the purpose of this work is to obtain the Newtonian 

limit of the L-Rigidity. We begin with the vanishing of the expansion of the 
vector field w ~. 

Let m E Z'; consider the hypersurface S ( x ( m ) ) .  Then, taking into account 

(4) and if we assume that r a ( z ( x ( m ) ) , m )  is of order O (e°),  it may be seen 

that 
t (m) = x(m) + O (e3) , (23) 

that  is to say the submanifolds ,U(t) are simultaneity hypersurfaces. 
By virtue of (3), (4), (8), (20), (21) and (23), the partial derivatives of X, are 

0X 0_~X _ 1 + O (e 4) (24) 
Oz~ = 0 , Ot - 

Thus, taking into account (10), (21), and (24) we have that,  to the approximation 
order, the expansion of w a vanishes. 

With respect to the Newtonian approximation of (13), we must obtain the 
parallel propagator to this order. By differentiating (20) we get 

~.% = - ~ ,  (25) 

and so taking into account (1), (9), (10) and (25) we obtain 

~,  = ~i + 0 (¢~ ) ,  ~'~ = ~ .  = 0 (¢~) ,  ~ ' .  = 1 + 0 (¢") (26) 

Thus, from (2), (10), (11), (19), and (26), we get that  the purely spatial part of 
(13) is verified to this order. Moreover, the mixed and timelike parts are reduced 
to 

dui dpo _- O (e 3) • (27) 
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Below we analyze (14) in the Newtonian limit. By virtue of (9), (17), (21), (24) 
and (25), we have that,  to this order, (14) is an identity. 

To conclude, (15) can be written at this level of approximation as 

dvi 
d-t- + ~ijvj -- O (E 4) , (28) 

which follows from (2), (10), (16) and (19). 
The last equation does not restrict the motion of the body, because this 

condition is verified by choosing a Newtonian frame of reference in which the 
observer is at rest [4]. 

If we analyze (22), (27) and (28 i we get 

daij __ O (¢4) (29) 
dt 

which indicates that,  to this order of approximation, the angular velocity is 
constant. Thus, from the conservation of rest mass, L-Rigidity leads to (22), 
(28) and (29), which are the expressions of a steady Newtonian rigid motion for 
an observer at rest. 

The L-Rigidity must have this restriction, at this level of approximation, be- 
cause L-Rigidity leads to a dynamical rigidity in weak fields, and the Newtonian 
limit of dynamical rigidity is consistent with the Newtonian rigidity only for 
steady motions [4]. 
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Abs t rac t :  In this paper we make use of a new structure called seeded fibre bundle. 
This allows us to combine the symplectic formalism and general relativity. A theorem 
of existence is obtained and some examples and properties are studied. 

1 Introduct ion  

In order to interprete the interaction of particles from a mathematical point of 
view, and within a non-quantum formalism, it is associated to a type of principal 
fibre bundles provided with connection. However, a particle which describes a 
specific movement is mathematically associated to a symplectic manifold on 
which a dynamic group acts. This association is an formalism independent of 
the observation, or bet ter  said, independent from the modification produced by 
the interaction that  acts on the particle. However, this formalism can hardly 
be extended to the particles on which a given interaction acts, because in a 
symplectic manifold it can hardly be given a connection in a canonical way, and 
even less one that  modifies the characteristic foliation of the symplectic manifold. 

With the aim to be able to relate these ideas we need a new structure (the 
seeded fibre bundle one) which was introduced in the Ref. [7]. In that  paper 
we proved that  the results of elementary particles given by Souriau in Ref. [10] 
can be extended to general relativity. Furthermore, we showed that  the class of 
the new fibre bundles was not empty. However, we did not give any theorem of 
existence. 

In this work we prove the existence of these fibre bundles and we obtain, as a 
consequence of the theorem of existence, that  a dynamic group in the symplectic 
manifold (the fibres) is also dynamic in the family of presimplectic manifolds of 
the seeded structure. Furthermore, it provides us with a method of construction 
that  is used in the example given. 
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Finally, we study an example from the group SU(2,¢~), and we apply 
Noether's Theorem in order to obtain some conservation laws. One of them 
is described by the following function: 

0 
f(O) = 4 sin 2 ~, 

which we call strangeness function 1. 

2 S e e d e d  F i b r e  B u n d l e s :  D e f i n i t i o n ,  E x i s t e n c e  a n d  

P r o p e r t i e s  

Defittition 2.1 Let A = (P, M, r ,  G) be a principal G-bundle provided with 
connection, (U,  av)  a symplectic Hausdorff manifold left G-space. )~[U] = 
(Pu, M, 7ru, G), a fibre bundle with fibre type U associated to A, is called seeded 
/~bre bundle 2 if for every z E M exists (Vx,~,) C Pu presymplectic regular 
manifold which satisfies: 

(a) 3~, :  V, ,Trvl(X) surjective submersion verifying 

= v .  

ker ~ .  

(b) Given x, y E M, if V~ f3 Vy ¢ 0, then Wx = Vy. 
(c) ker ~r~o C Q~, Q being the horizontal distribution and w E V~. 

Theorem 2.2 Let $ = (P ,M,  Tr, G) be a principal G-bundle provided with 
connection, (U, au ) a symplectic Hausdorff manifold. The fibre bundle associated 
to )~ with fibre type U is a seeded fibre bundle if and only if a foliation S contained 
in the horizontal distribution exists. 

Proof. Let A[U] = (Pu, M, ~u, G) a seeded fibre bundle provided with connec- 
tion (the induced by A) and presymplectic manifolds family {(V,, ~*)}xeM" Then 
E = Ua:EM Y~ is a submanifold of Pu, as it is a disjoint union of submanifolds. 
Let us see that  it is also presymplectic: 

Let us take X, Y two vector fields tangent to E at z E E; there is a unique 
V, such that  z E V,, and two vector fields X' ,  Y' on V, verifiying 

ix .X" = X~, (1) 

+~ r" = r~, (2) 

a The greatest integer not larger than f(0) take the values 0,1,2,3 which remind us the 
strangeness quantum-numbers. 

2 If we consider G the restricted Poincar+ group, U an orbit of G in its coalgebra, and 
M the space-time manifold, it was seen in Ref. [7] that it is a seeded fibre bundle that 
allows to extend the results of the relativistic elementary particles of J. M. Souriau 
(see Ref. [10]) to general relativity. 
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where i , :  V, ,E  is the canonical immersion• 
We can define in E the 2-form ~r in the following way: 

a(Xz,  Yz) = ~r,(X~, Y~). (3) 

Given v E Pu,  one z E M such that  v E V, there exists. Then, from (c) of 
Definition (2.1), we have that  

ker try = ker a~v C Qv. (4) 

Defining S = ker ab we obtain a foliation (notice that  every Sx = ker ~rb~ is one 
of them). 

Conversely, let S C Q be the foliation, let us take {aplpEpu the leaves of S, 
and we define 

=  vx(x) × Hp, 

where ~u(P) = x. Let Pl: ~r51(x) × Hp---~rvi(x)  be the canonical projection, 
then ax = p~ar~(~:) is a presymplectic form defined in Vx. [] 

Corollary 2.3 Under the assumptions in Theorem 2.2, if G (the structural 
group of the seeded fibre bundle) is dynamic in U, then G is dynamic in the 
presymplectic manifold family. 

Proof There is a dynamic action # of G on U. Let Hp be a leaf of the foliation S. 
Let V = U × Hp (with the 2-form av -- p~rv) we define the action !o = ~ × 1H, 
that  is dynamic• But, as each fibre is symplectomorphic to the fibre type U, we 
have ~ = ~[vx is dynamic. [:] 

3 Symplectiflcation in SU(2, C) 

The properties of SU(2, C) are well known. Its Lie algebra, su(2), is the linear 
space of the traceless antihermitian matrices of the form iA (see Refs. [2],[3]), 
where 

A--  ( z (6) \ x -  iy - z  ] ' 

• 3 Let era, or2 and or3 be the Pauli matrices; {zcrk}k= 1 form a basis for su(2) that  

will be denoted by {5k}~=1. 
The adjoint representation of SU(2, ~) in its algebra will be given by 

A d ( i ,  iA) = U o iA o i -x. (7) 

In order to study the coadjoint representation we define the action of the 
elements in its ¢oalgebra, s 'u(2) ,  on the algebra in this way: 

1 
a(iA) = - ~ t r  (a o iA), (8) 
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where a C s 'u(2) ,  and iA C su(2). 
~ 3 The matrices {crk}k=: are a basis of the coalgebra verifiying: 

5i(Sj)=6i j ,  d e t S i = l ,  l _ < i , j < _ 3 .  

The coadjoint representation of SU(2, ¢) in s 'u(2) is given by 

Ad*(M, a)(iA) = (~Ad(M, iA) = a(M o iA o M- l ) .  

Taking into account (10) it is easy to prove the following Proposition 

(9) 

(10) 

Proposition 3.1 The isotopy group at 53 E s 'u(2) is a 1-dimensional connected 
Lie group, and its orbit 0 (for the action Ad*) is the unit sphere S 2. 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

The elements of O can be written in polar cordinates 

(sin 0 sin 9,sin 0 cosg, cos0), 0 _< 0 ,9  < 2~r 

~ 3 and the Killing vector fields associated to {ak}k=l are 

0 2sin 9cos0 0 
Z~, = - 2  cos 9 ~  + sin 0 09 '  

0 2 cos 9cos 0 0 
Z~2 = 2 sin 9~-t~ + sin 0 09 '  

- 2  0 
Zo3 - sin 0 00 

The Lagrange 2-form of O is given by 

(00)  1. 

From (12)-(15) we obtain the following contractions 

iz~, ~ro = sin 9 cos 0 dO + sin 0 cos 9 dg, 

iz~ 2 ~ro = cos 9 cos 0 dO + sin 0 sin 9 dg, 

iz.  3 ~o = - sin 0 dO. 

(16) 
(17) 
(:8) 

4. Example 

Let M be the space-time manifold, and W C M a 2-dimentional submanifold. 
We consider V = S 2 x W and we define the Lagrange form ~r v = p~o's2, where 
pl :S  2 x W ,S 2 is the canonical projection. Besides, we define an action of 
SU(2, C) over V as 

¢s 9 (g, (s, w)) = (Ada(s), w),  (19) 

and from Corollay 2.3 it is dynamic. 
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Let A = (E ,M,  SU(2, ff~),Tr) the principal fibre bundle with estructural 
group SU(2,(U) and basis M, we can construct the fibre bundle A[S u] = 
(P, M, SU(2, ¢),  ~rs2 ) associated to A with fibre type S 2. If we ask for ker ay  
to be contained in the horizontal distribution of A[S2], then from Theorem 2.2 
we get that A[S 2] is a seeded fibre bundle. 

Finally, let us study the Conservation Laws obtained from Noether's Theorem 
applied to V. From (16)-(18) and by the definition of dynamic group moment 
(see Ref. [1]), and making use of the fact that S 2 is connected, we obtain 

J l = - s i n 0 s i n g ,  J 2 = s i n 0 c o s g ,  J 3 = c o s 0 - 1 .  (20) 

We call strageness function the following: 

0 f(O) = j2  + j2~ + j ~  = 4 sin 2 (21) 

which is obviously preserved. 
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A b s t r a c t :  Following the ideas of Lt. Bel expressed at ERE's 91 we give a definition 
of rigid congruences in both General and Special Relativity, and we try to make the 
definition plausible. To this end we recall Fermat's principle in General Relativity 
and we show that this principle allows us to reinterpret the "quotient metric" as the 
quadratic form which defines the optical length in a gravitational field. We apply the 
definition to the Earth-Sun system in the post-Newtonian approximation. Furthermore 
we compute the Fermat tensor and the corresponding relative variation of the speed 
of light in a Michelson-Morley-like experiment performed on the Earth's surface. 
According to all measurements to date, this quantity is extremely small (10-13). 
Consistently with these results, negotiations regarding the repetition of the Michelson- 
Morley experiment, in its modern version (laser interferometry ), are being achieved in 
order to test these results. 
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A b s t r a c t :  The nonlinear evolution of a cosmologically significant fluid is studied 
up to shell crossing. The magnetic part of the Weyl tensor, the pressure and the 
vorticity vanish. A suitable spatial grid is chosen. The relativistic Ellis equations 
are particularized on the world lines defined by the nodes of the grid and, then, the 
resulting equations are numerically solved. The integrations are performed in suitable 
Lagrangian inertial coordinates, in which the differential equations become ordinary. 
After the integration, a method to change from Lagrangian to Eulerian coordinates 
is applied. This approach has been outlined with the essential aim of studying the 
evolution of large scale cosmological structures. In this case, no important relativistic 
effects are expected, but a relativistic approach based on the Ellis formalism appears 
to be suitable due to two mMn reasons: it facilitates a rigorous choice of the initial 
conditions according to the gauge invariant Bardeen formalism, and it is not more 
involved than some nonrelativistic schemes. In order to test the method, its results 
are compared with the Tolman-Bondi solution in the spherically symmetric case. The 
comparison is very encouraging. In the limit of vanishing numerical errors, our method 
approaches an exact 3-dimension solution to the problem of structure evolution in the 
mildly nonlinear regime; hence, this solution improves on the Zel'dovich one, which 
is exact only in the 1-dimension case. Both solutions apply up to shell crossing. The 
extension of the proposed approach beyond caustic formation deserves attention. 
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Abs t rac t :  A nonlinear model for the Great Attractor is built. It is based on the 
Tolman-Bondi solution of the Einstein equations. The angular temperature distri- 
bution of the Cosmic Microwave Background produced by the Great Attractor is 
numerically obtained. Several realizations of the Great Attractor are studied. In all 
the cases, the distance from the Great Attractor to the Local Group is ,,, 43h -1 
Mpc, the density contrast reduces to a half of the central value at a radius of 
9h-lMpc < Re < 14h-lMpc, and the dipole due to the infall towards the inho- 
mogeneity center is 1.33 x 10 -3 < D < 1.8 × 10 -3 . A complete arbitrary back- 
ground is assumed; the density parameter, 12, and the reduced Hubble constant, h, 
(H = 100hKm s-lMpc -1) are 0.2 < /2 < 1 and 0.5 < h < 1 respectively. The total 
quadrupole Q is split in two parts, the relativistic Doppler quadrupole, QD, and the 
reduced quadrupole, Qr, produced by nonlinear gravity. The qua~trupoles of the chosen 
realizations appear to satisfy the following inequalities 5 x 10 - r  < Q < 12.5 × 10 - r  
and -0.4 × 10 - r  < Qr < 1.6 × 10-7; this means that IQrl ranges from 0.8 ~0 to 
3.2 ~0 of the quadrupole Qrms measured by COBE. Therefore, the subtraction of Qr 
from Qrms becomes irrelevant. 
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